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ABSTRACT 
Joyce's treatment of family life and relationships reveals 
both a continuing concern with many of the same themes and a 
distinctive development from Dubliners to Ulysses. Throughout 
the works he is concerned with such matters as the nature of 
blood links, the tension between the needs of the individual 
and the needs of the family, and the quality of human affection, 
filial, parental, and sexual. While the early works, Dubliners, 
Stephen Hero, and A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Plan, 
present the family as a social institution of some importance, 
Ulysses shows it to be associated with universal principles of 
prime importance. Moreover, while the first three works present 
a largely unfavourable and somewhat restricted view of family 
life, Exiles and Ulysses develop extensively both the funda- 
mental value of family relationships and the complexities of 
emotion and motive inherent in them. 
The early concern with the limitations of family life 
corresponds to similar concerns in contemporary writers whom 
Joyce admired, Joyce's declared intentions in writing his own 
works, and. his somewhat unhappy experiences with his own family. 
The shift to a more favourable and more complex view of family 
life in the later works corresponds to his evident maturation 
and to his increased recognition of the value of his own family 
life. Thus Joyce's treatment of family life and relationships 
is central to his development as man and artist. 
While many critics have noted that the family is indeed 
important in Joyce's works, none has examined the subject system- 
atically or treated many of the matters considered in this 
thesis. 
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Joyce's treatment and use of family relationships 
alter significantly in the course of his creative life and 
relate directly to his development as a writer. The change 
in the stature and role of the family in Joyce's works is 
fundamental to his conception of himself as artist and man, 
and fundamental, too, to his conception of man's place in 
society and the universe. In sociological terms the earlier 
works most often present the family as a largely meaningless 
institution while the later works recognize both its positive 
possibilities and its complexities of emotion and motive. 
In thematic terms the earlier works present the family as 
a largely social structure of some importance while in the 
later works it becomes increasingly associated with universal 
principles of prime importance. These latter tendencies cul- 
minate in Finnegans Wake where family principles are basic to 
the entire conception of time, history, society, religion, and 
politics. So pervasive and complex is the family in Finnegans 
Wake that to examine this work in terms of the family would 
require separate treatment: in this thesis I have merely 
suggested some of the ways in which the developments in Joyce's 
treatment of the family extend to Finnecans Wake. Joyce's 
other works vary enormously in importance, of course, but even 
the Stephen Hero fragment and. Exiles are important as they 
reflect the development of Joyce's treatment of family evident 
in Dubliners, A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man and Ulysses. ' 
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While the complexity of each work demands that it be 
treated separately, it is useful first to consider the specific 
developments in the treatment of family life through the works 
as a whole. The increasing , importance of the family is obvious. 
In Dubliners the family is merely one of several environmental 
problems which can both cause an individual's moral paralysis 
and reflect the paralysis through his inadequate response to 
family life. In both Stephen Hero and A Portrait Stephen 
feels family life to be but one of the restricting forces he 
must overcome. In Exiles, however, fanily relations are not 
one of many concerns, but the central one, constituting a 
critical part of the individual's--and artist's--life. Al- 
though Ulysses has much greater breadth, it implies even more 
strongly the importance of family life. All of Stephen's 
traumas as guilt-ridden and isolated, directionless artist 
are related to his unsatisfactory relations with his mother 
and father. The Church and nation still preoccupy him as they 
are associated with attitudes towards his parents but his 
disturbance aM his mother's memory and his sense of isolation 
from a spiritual father are his most crucial problems. Bloom's 
most crucial problems are even more involved with family life, 
for, through his relationship with Molly, he is utterly devoted 
to the family life Stephen tries to reject. Family life in 
Ulysses also becomes important in ways that are extended in 
Finnegans Wake: just as all the other elements of Ulysses 
reverberate with universal significance, particularly in the 
"Ithaca" section, so family relations are, throughout the 
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book, presented as basic to other ones. The relationship 
between the artist and society, the artist and his work, God 
and man, nature and man, for example, are all shown to be 
founded on relationships analogous to those of the family. 
Not only does Joyce make the family increasingly impor- 
tant, but he also becomes increasingly interested in exploring 
the emotional complexities of family relationships. With few 
exceptions (e. g. "The Dead") the short stories of Dublincrs, 
restricted by brevity, take a view of family life which is 
relatively simple, even if penetrating. Although Stephen 
Dedalus has slightly ambivalent feelings towards his family, 
his viewpoint so dominates A Portrait that few complexities 
of family relationships are developed. Rather, the family 
becomes an almost abstract force, one from which Stephen must 
seek independence. The Stephen of the earlier draught like- 
wise tends to see family and parents as abstract forces, but 
he suffers some of the complex feelings that are explored in 
Exiles. Indeed, Exiles seems primarily to demonstrate that 
family relationships, particularly that between a man and a 
woman, involve insoluble complexities of individual needs, 
emotions, and motives. Much the same is true of Ulysses. The 
novel demonstrates that love, goodness, paternal affection, 
and so on , by their very nature, involve very complex atti- 
tudes, mixed motives and emotions. If Finneqans Wake seems 
less concerned with the complexities of individual relation- 
ships, that is only because it is mostly concerned with the 
archetypal nature of family life. Even so, the complex 
associations between love, lust, sentimental affection 
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and guilt, for example, are basic to HCE's feelings for 
wife and daughter. 
These basic shifts in Joyce's presentation of family 
life and relationships are accompanied by more specific shifts-- 
in the presentation of blood links, familial affection, 
maternal and paternal roles, and the place of individualism 
in the family. In Dubliners links of blood are implicitly 
shown to be arbitrary: there are few tokens of spiritual kin- 
ship or even of special sympathy or understanding shown between 
blood relations (an ironic exception being the nearly con- 
spiratorial understanding between Polly and firs. Mooney). 
In both Stephen Hero and A Portrait Stephen explicitly claims 
that family bonds are arbitrary, deserving no special obli- 
gation. However, as a young schoolboy, the Stephen of A 
Portrait yearns for his mother, and the Stephen of Stephen Hero 
retains, despite his arguments to the contrary, a sense of 
obligation to his parents and to Isabel. Intellectually, Richard 
Rowan shares Stephen's view that blood bonds are meaningless, 
yet even while he denies any inherent obligations to his mother, 
he expects" her understanding simply because she is his own "flesh 
and blood" (E p. 27) and his devotion to his son implies an 
equal acceptance of blood kinship. Moreover, Bertha, nearly as 
dominant a character, explicitly upholds the claims of such 
kinship: to deny them is to be unnatural (E p. 72). Stephen 
Dedalus' position in Ulysses is similar to Richard's: he 
argues against the significance of physical parentage yet he 
does not deny that, as in Shakespeare's case, spiritual 
parenthood can coincide with blood kinship (U p. 204/265). 
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And for Bloom, of course, blood kinship is of prime impor- 
tance: he recognizes the claims of his parents; he dotes on 
his daughter; he is unhappy because he lacks a male heir. 
In Finneqans Hake the validity of blood kinships is not 
directly scrutinized, but the whole process of cyclic gener- 
ations implicitly gives significance to the process of gener- 
ation. In particular, the decline of the father and the rise 
of the son implies something of the spiritual power of pater- 
nity passed from father to son, the kind of power whose absence 
Stephen regrets in Ulysses. 
Similarly, the view of the family as threat to individuality 
which predominates in the early works is heavily qualified 
in Exiles, Ulysses and Finneaans Wake. The unhappy individuals 
of Dubliners are either stifled by their families or frustrate 
themselves in an attempt to satisfy their own egotism through 
dominating their families. In both Stephen Hero and A Portrait 
Stephen explicitly claims the family to be inimical to 
individualism, though in the later work the threat to artistic 
development is stressed. Richard Rowan, as artist, seems to 
have held a similar attitude toward his mother but evidently 
does not feel himself similarly threatened by his wife. Rather, 
he feels that only through love is one fulfilled (EP. bb). In 
Ulysses Stephen Dedalus expresses an attitude different from 
that in A Portrait (or Stephen Hero). While he recognizes that 
his own family (such of it as remains) can only "drown" him, 
he recognizes also that as an artist and individual he cannot 
remain isolated but must establish human links (while preserving 
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something of his artistic detachment). Bloom, the man, 
however, is unlike Stephen, the artist. It does not occur 
to Bloom that his individualism might be threatened by 
family ties, nor is his irrepressible individualism shown to 
be threatened. If at the beginning he dotes excessively 
on his image of dolly asnymph, his willing submissiveness 
arises not because he feels emotional bonds, but because he 
misdirects them. Again, in the diffuse focus of Finnegans 
Wake the question of individualism does not seem to be directly 
considered. At the same time, however, the fact that family 
is seen to be basic to entire social, religious, and historic 
processes suggests that, in abstract terms, anyways, the 
individual, rather than being crushed by his family, achieves 
his personal apotheosis through his identification with the 
family role. 
The concept of love, both sexual and parental, undergoes a 
corresponding shift from Dubliners to Ulysses. Although 
the potential for love is suggested, for example, by dirs. 
Sinico and Gretta Conroy, there is little love evinced in 
Dubliners. In Stephen Hero Stephen is most concerned with 
sexual love as largely physical release, but in defining love 
as "giving" and in seeking to achieve spiritual union with 
Emma Clery he recognizes the spiritual implications, largely 
absent from A Portrait. For Stephen Dedalus in this novel 
sexual love seems, at one point at least, a triumph of indi- 
vidual self-expression but it seems quite separate from the 
vague, emotional love such as he feels for the etherealized 
"E C" at other points. Despite all the contradictions 
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and complexities, love between man and woman in Exiles is 
shown to be something powerful and positive, (ideally) selfless, 
involving both the soul and body. If more than in the early 
works (with the exception of Chapter 3 of A Portrait ) the 
Stephen of Ulysses seems to be less concerned with the spiri- 
tual aspects of love, disturbed by woman's dual evil and attrac- 
tive qualities, his attitude is more than balanced by that of 
Bloom, who is capable of intense, if mixed, goodwill and 
affection. If the gossiping washerwomen in Finnegans Wake 
are given credence, then it seems that the relationship between 
ALP and HCE involves considerable infidelity and ill feeling 
(FW Book I Chapter 7). However, ALP staunchly defends her 
husband ( FW Book I Chapter 5) and HCE protests his affection 
for ALP (Fr! pp. 532-33). In any case, it is difficult to 
speak of the relationship in naturalistic terms for the larger 
themes and correspondences seem more important than the de- 
lineation of a particular relationship. 
This shift in the presentation of sexual love corresponds 
to a shift in the presentation of parental love. In Dubliners 
few parents reveal any genuine affection: most are hostile, 
domineering or indifferent to their children. Maternal love 
is evident enough in Stephen Hero but it is little discussed 
and shown to be somewhat oppressive. For the Stephen of 
A Portrait, however, maternal love has become something of an 
enigma, if one with largely negative associations. In Exiles 
Richard's mother is shown to be hard-hearted but Bertha's 
interest in Archie, though somewhat protective, is clearly more 
generous than that of most previous mothers. Richard's father, 
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though briefly sketched, is very different from the largely 
unsympathetic fathers in the previous works. In Ulysses 
maternal love is, for Stephen, partly understood even if he 
cannot fully accept it. Bloom and, to a lesser extent, Molly 
reveal a good deal of parental affectiaº for t"li l ly, their 
dead son, and even Stephen. In any case, purely inter- 
personal love is superseded by a more pervasive, generalized 
kind of universal love, epitomized in Bloom's unselfconscious 
humanity. 
What is suggested by all of these tendencies is that 
Joyce's attitude toward family life shifts from a largely 
negative viewpoint to a more favourable one. In Dubliners 
the family is most often seen to be either disintegrating or 
so tightly integrated that it is repressive--there is little 
happiness in any of the families. The Stephen of Stephen Hero 
and A Portrait (though the former with some ambivalence) feels 
the family in general and the Dedalus family in particular to 
be inimical to personal and artistic development. Exiles 
is almost exclusively concerned with attempts to achieve ideal 
family relationships, however, and though subject to insoluble 
problems, family links are shown to be meaningful. Much the 
same can be said of Ulysses. Certainly there are a great many 
families like those in Dubliners (many are, in fact, drawn 
from the short stories), but both Stephen's evident need to 
overcome his artistic and emotional isolation and Bloom's 
great affection for Molly (and, despite qualifications, her 
affection for him) suggest again that, though subject to 
problems, family links can be both meaningful and necessary. 
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Finnegans Wake would seem to take a less favourable view of 
family life but the very importance accorded family relation- 
ships suggests a recognition of their validity. All of these 
generalizations are, of course, over-simplifications. How- 
ever, they do suggest the pattern common to all of Joyce's 
works, founded upon a changing attitude toward the family. 
Although it is impossible to identify completely any 
writer's motivation, the shifts in Joyce's handling of the 
family reflect what, from more external evidence, seems to be 
a shift in his predominant motives in writing. Joyce's motives 
cannot be more than touched on here, but they cannot be ignored 
if the examination of family life is to be seen as an aspect 
of Joyce's development. It would seem logical to consider the 
aesthetic theory formulated by Joyce in the Paris notebook and 
argued by Stephen (with some differences) in both Stephen Hero 
and 
.A 
Portrait. However, beyond the fact that Stephen is 
arguing for at least some detachment and freedom from pragmatic 
considerations, the implications of the theory seem sufficiently 
ambiguous to have encouraged a great deal of disagreement 
among critics. In any case, Joyce's own comments in letters, 
particularly apposite to the earlier works, show his attitudes 
more clearly. 
While it is no doubt true that always Joyce's predominant 
motive in writing was to serve aesthetic ends, it is never- 
theless true that in Stephen Hero and Dubliners he was also 
concerned with revealing an attitude toward family life which 
he strongly, even defiantly, embraced. While he could stress 
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(in the Paris notebook) that art is attained in aesthetic 
terms independent of moral values, l he could shortly after- 
wards declare in private his much-quoted intention to make 
Dubliners "a chapter of the moral history of my country" with 
Dublin itself as "the centre of paralysis. "2 That Joyce was 
emotionally detached from his work seems unlikely when he could 
confess about Dubliners, At times the spirit directing my pen 
seems to me ... plainly mischievous. .. "" or, about 
Stephen Hero, " (I) fI don't sharpen that little pen and dip 
it into fermented ink and write tiny little sentences about 
people who betrayed ne send me to hell. "4 Admittedly, despite 
such assertions, asperity is only slightly detectable in the 
abandoned Stephen Hero and Dubliners and firmly under control 
in A Portrait. 
Moreover, the fact that Joyce could speak of Dubliners as 
a "nicely polished looking-glass, "5 no matter what the moral 
effect of a look in such a glass, indicates what does seem to 
be characteristic of all the earlier works, A Portrait included 
--the desire to speak the truth, to be direct and frank, to 
make a break from the tradition of English writers who "always 
1"Paris Notebook", The Critical Writinqs of James Joyce 
eds. E. Blason and R. Elfmann (1954; rpt. London: Faber and 
Faber, 1959), p. 145. 
21. etters of Janes Joyce, ed. Richard Eilmann (London: 
Faber and Faber, , II, p. 134. To Grant Richards, 5 flay 1906 
3Letters, II, p. 99. To Stanislaus Joyce, 19 July 1905. 
4Letters, II, p. 110. To Stanislaus Joyce, about 24 Sept. 1905 
5Letters of James Joyce , ed. Stuart Gilbert (London: Faber and Fa er, 1957), p. T6 -Grant Richards, 23 June 1906. 
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keep beating about the bush. "' This slightly antagonistic, ada- 
mantly frank attitude towards his subject matter no doubt partly 
explains the largely unattractive picture of family life in 
Dubliners. In both Stephen Hero and A Portrait this same 
attitude, coupled with Joyce's desire to make Stephen Dedalus 
seem isolated and oppressed and to intensify the association 
between mother and church, father and state, likewise largely 
accounts for the generally unhappy aspects of family life 
presented. If there is little evidence in Joyce's letters 
regarding similar attitudes in Ulysses, it seems that the 
iconoclastic impulse has been coupled with a more humourous 
and equable attitude. Certainly there is much unpleasant 
detail in the background families of Ulysses but it seems evi- 
dent that Joyce is here concerned primarily with examining the 
ramifications of certain human relationships rather than in 
attacking family life. 
Although there is enough in Joyce's intentions and, as 
will be shown, in his experience, to account for his presen- 
tation of family life, the influence of contemporary movements 
in literature must not be discounted. It is not the inten- 
tion here to argue the extent or nature of possible influences 
but merely to demonstrate that much of Joyce's treatment of 
family life is like that of contemporary or older writers, 
particularly those whom Joyce most adni red. 2 Joyce's predilection j 
1Le tters, II, p. 200. To Stanislaus Joyce, 7 Dec. 1906. 
2Ri chard El lmann says of Joyce. "Fie set himself to master 
languages and literatures, and read so widely that it is hard 
to say definitely of any important creative work published in 
the late nineteenth century that Joyce had not read it". 
James Joyce (New York: Oxford University Press, 1959), p. 78. 
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to look in literature for analogies to his own experiences, 
and to be responsive to contemporary developments when they 
suited him, is evident in his reaction to a performance of 
Hermann Sudermann's Magda he attended with his parents. He 
said to his parents after the play, "The subject of the play 
is genius breaking out in the home and against the home. You 
needn't have gone to see it. It's going to happen in your own 
house . "1 He seemed ready to discover types of what he felt to 
be true of himself: that the individual, and particularly the 
artist, tends to be crushed by emotional pressures based 
on traditional values exerted by parents, and that the indi- 
vidual's desire to attain moral freedom can involve the pain- 
ful defiance of parents. 
Foremost of literary influences, of course, is Ibsen, 
the literary hero of Joyce's university days, so admired by 
him throughout his life. Joyce admired Ibsen so intensely 
partly because he was, as Joyce wished to be, outspokenly frank, 
iconoclastic towards false traditional values. Repressive and 
meaningless marriages, for example, quite unlike popular and 
sentimental conceptions of married life, are evident in 
A Doll's House (1879), Hedda Gabler (1890), and When We Dead 
Awaken (1900). The unhappy marriages of the Sinicos, Chandlers, 
Farri ngtons, Daedal uses, and so on, are clearly foreshadowed. 
Brand (1866), John Gabriel Borkman (1896) and The Wild Duck (1884) 
foreshadow even more clearly the theme of the suppressed or 
exploited child. Children like Kathleen Kearney, Jimmy Doyle, 
1Stanislaus Joyce, fly Brother's Keeper , ed. Richard Ellrnann (Neap York: The icing Press. , p. 87. 
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and Eveline Hill are obvious examples. Stephen Dedalus' 
desire to escape the inimical forces of his parents seems 
especially like the desire in John Gabriel Borknan of Erhart 
to defy his parents and filial duty. Likewise, the oppressive 
dominating mother in Brand and her son's high-principled 
defiance of her dying wish have obvious echoes in Stephen 
Dedalus' predicament in Ulysses. 
Although it was Ibsen who ranked highest for Joyce among 
the iconoclasts of traditional family life, there were 
others who during Joyce's formative years reacted against 
nineteenth century values and assumptions--and many of these 
Joyce explicitly admi red. 
1 Gerhardt Hauptmann, a playwright 
whom Joyce much admi red, 2 demonstrated the destructive nature 
of marriage in plays like Before Sunrise ( 1889) and 
Drayman Henschel (1898) and of filial relationships in plays 
like The Feast of Reconciliation (1890) , Hannele (1893) 
and Michael Kramer (1900). Joyce was early interested in 
August Strindberg, too, even if he later qualified his 
evaluation. 3 The Father (1887), Comrades (1888), Creditors 
(1889) and The Bond (1893) all present an embittered view 
of marriage similar to that in some of Joyce's short stories. 
The family problems in plays of Bjornstjerne 8jörnson 
l In "The Day of the Rabblement", Critical Writings, p. 70 
Joyce claims the inferiority of Irish ranatists to Ibsen , Tolstoy, and Hauptmann and even to "Earnest dramatists of the 
second rank, Sudermann. Björnson, and Giacosa. .. ." 
2Joyce spent the summer of 1901 translating Before Sunrise 
and Michael Kramer , Elfmann, p. 91. 
3Ellnann, p. 425. 
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(e. g. Gauntlet, 1883, and A Bankruptcy, 1873) are often resolved 
optimistically, but the naturalistic approach of these plays 
coincides with the frank approach to family life in Joyce's 
own works. 
1 The Italian playwright Guissepi Giacosa, like 
these other playwrights whom Joyce admired, was often concerned 
with the problems of family life. Come le fogle (1900), for 
example, describes the disintegration and social decline of 
a family and Tristi amor12 involves the agonizing effects of 
adultery. Joyce also read Jens Peter Jacobsen3 again finding 
in works like Niels Lyhne (1880) a reflection of his own 
ideas about family life, in this case the conflict between 
marriage and free love. Leo Tolstoy was, of course, an intense 
enthusiasm of Joyce's4 and, if his work suggests a broader 
scope than many of these others, in a novel like Anna Karenina 
(1876) he considers problems of marriage and free love, while 
in a play like The Power of Darkness (1866) he portrays devas- 
tating sordidness and misery in marriage. All of these are 
only a few of the many contemporary foreign authors whom Joyce 
read during his early years, but they do reveal that among 
his interests were those who revealed attitudes to family life 
similar to those in his own early work. 
1Joyce's interest in Bjornson is reflected in the fact 
that by 1901 he owned his own copy of Beyond Our Power, Elfmann, 
p. 173. Moreover, he refers to Bjornson in a letter to his 
brother, 11 Feb. 1907, Letters, II, p. 212. 
2Joyce refers to this play in his notes to Exiles, p. 165. 
3E11 Hann, p. 200. 
4"Tolstoy is a najni fi cent writer, " Joyce wrote in a letter 
to his brother. He later Hakes special reference to Anna 
Karenina, 18 Sept. 1905, Letters, II, pp. 106-07. 
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Although Joyce said, 'I have little or nothing to learn 
fron English novelists, "l he did not neglect English writers 
in his reading. If the English writers seem not to have 
influenced Joyce extensively, in terms of family life many 
prominent writers contemporary with Joyce presented views of 
family life similar in their harshness to those in Joyce's early 
works. Thomas Hardy's Jude The Obscure (1895), 2 George 
Douglas' The House With the Green Shutters (1901), Arnold 
Bennett's Anna of the Five Towns (1902), Samuel Butler's 
The Way of All Flesh (1903), 3 D. H. Lawrence's Sons and Lovers 
(1913), 4 and many of G. Bernard Shaw's plays, 5 including Lou 
Never Can Tell(1C97), Fanny's First Play (1911), and Misalliance 
(1910), all seem to react against the severity and sacrosanctity 
of Victorian family life. Considering that Dubliners was 
largely written from 1904 to 1906, Stephen Hero probably from 
1904 to 1906, Exiles in 1914, and A Portrait between 1906 and 
1914, it seems apparent that Joyce's largely harsh treatment 
of family life coincided with contemporary trends. 
Despite the similarity of attitude between Joyce and many 
of these iconoclasts of family tradition, it seems most likely 
ILetters, II, p. 186. To Stanislaus Joyce, 6 Nov. 1906 
2Joyce mentions reading Hardy in a letter to his brother, 
Letters, II, p. 186,6 Nov. 1906. 
3The I-lay of All Flesh was, of course, written in the 1870's 
but not published until this date. E. L. Epstein considers the 
case for Joyce's familiarity with this novel in "James Joyce 
and 'The Way of All Flesh'", James Joyce Quarterly, 7, no. 1 
(Fall, 1969), pp. 22-29. 
4Joyce seems to have been familiar with Lawrence, if not 
impressed with him, Ellmann, 628. 
5Joyce was very familiar with Shaw, making frequent refer- 
ence to his compatriot in the letters, e. g. Letters, II, 236, 
238,240,252. 
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that his views of family life directly reflect his own experi- 
ence. Although his more positive attitude towards the value 
of the family grew out of his relationship with Nora Barnacle, 
from his life with his parents, especially as an adolescent 
(somewhat like Stephen Dedalus) he experienced much to embitter 
him. Although Joyce seems often to have been happy as a boy 
(hence his nickname "Sunny Jim"), he seems also to have been 
deeply affected by the discord in his family--between his 
father and mother, between his religious mother and himself, 
and later between the widowed father and the children. 
1 The 
character of Joyce's father particularly impressed the boy. 
Egocentric, argumentative, violent, drunken, financially 
irresponsible, garrulous, and amusing, John Joyce provided the 
model for Simon D(a)edalus. Stanislaus Joyce recalls an inci- 
dent where his drunken father made a vague attempt to strangle 
qtrs. Joyce and says that the incident "certainly influenced 
[James's) attitude towards marriage and family life. "2 Early 
in his courtship with Nora Barnacle, Joyce described to her 
what he saw as the failure of most Irish marriages, no doubt 
vividly impressed on him by his parents' marriage: "People 
live together in the sane houses all their lives and at the 
end they are as far apart as ever. "3 Such a gap in temperament 
1For 
a description of the father and nothe: " see Stanislaus 
Joyce's The Con lete Dublin Diary of Stanislaus Joyce, ed. 
George Healey (London: Faber and Faber, 1962), pp. 4-11. 
2My Brother's Keeper, p. 56 
3Letters, II, p. 53. To flora Barnacle, 16 Sept. 1904. 
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and understanding is characteristic of virtually all of the 
marriages Joyce describes in his works before Exiles (with 
the possible exception of the Conroys in "The Dead"). 
That Joyce felt the husband to be often culpable--a view 
incidentally shared by Stanislaus--is evident in a letter he 
wrote to his aunt shortly after settling in Trieste with Nora: 
"I do not wish to rival the atrocities of the average husband. 
.. .0 At the same time, Joyce felt that it is often the 
woman (along with general environment) who is responsible for 
the brutality common among husbands: "I an no friend of tyranny, 
as you know, but if many husbands are brutal the atmosphere in 
which they live (vide Counterparts) is brutal and few wives and 
homes can satisfy the desire for happiness. ., 
2 Althopgh Mrs. 
Joyce was considerably milder than her husband and more sympa- 
thetic to James, her religiose, long-suffering behaviour seemed 
to represent a spiritually deadening force for him. As Stanislaus 
Joyce says, 
Ply mother had become for my brother the type of the 
woman who fears, and, with weak insistence and disapproval, 
tries to hinder the adventures of the spi ri t. Above all, 
she became for him the Irishwoman, the accomplice of the 
Irish Catholic Church... the accomplice, in fine, of the 
vigilant and ruthless enemy of free thought and the 
joy of living. 
The untimely death of Mrs. Joyce seems not only to have embittered 
1Letters, II, p. 129. To Mrs. W. Murray, 4 Dec. 1905. 
2Letters, II, p. 192. To Stanislaus Joyce, 13 Nov. 1906 
311Brother's Keeper, p. 238. The phrase "joy of living" 
seems to have been borrowed from Ibsen's Ghosts where Mrs. 
Alving cones to realize that she was responsible for her hus- 
band's degeneracy by not sharing his "joy of life". The 
phrase is used in a similar manner in John Gabriel Borkman. 
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Joyce towards the environment that he felt had destroyed 
her, but also to have made him feel guilt for his own complicity 
in her death. Stanislaus Joyce has stressed that the account 
of the death scene in Ulysses is auch dramatized: since 
firs. Joyce was unconscious, it was an uncle, not she, who bade 
all kneel. 1 However, from Joyce's own testimony to flora 
Barnacle, it seems that he did feel much of Stephen's guilt. 
Not only was "my mother slowly killed, I think, by my father's 
ill-treatment, by years of trouble. .. ." he says, but also 
"by my cynical frankness and conduct, "2 particularly towards 
her religious beliefs. 
Joyce's relationship with Nora Barnacle, though it 
did much to mellow his attitude toward family life in general , 
nevertheless, early in their association, seems to have confirmed 
his embittered attitude towards the relationship between man 
and woman. In 1906 when he was still engaged in writing both 
Dubliners and Stephen Hero, he wrote to his brother: 
I am nauseated by (the] lying drivel about pure men 
and pure women and spiritual love and love forever: 
blatant lying in the face of the truth. ... Perhaps 
my view of life is too cynical but it seems to me 
that a lot of this talk about love is nonsense. A 
woman's love is always maternal and egoistic. A man, 
on the contrary, side by side with his extraordinary 
cerebral sexualism and bodily fervour (from which 
women are normally free) possesses a fund of genuine 3 
affection for the "beloved" or "once beloved" object. 
He then goes on to speak of the husband's brutality, quoted 
1Stanislaus Joyce, "James Joyce: A Memoir, " Hudson Review 
2, no. 4 (1949), p. 491. 
2Letters, II, p. 48. To Mora Barnacle, 29 August 1904. 
3Letters, II, pp. 191-92. To Stanislaus Joyce, 13 t; ov. 1906. 
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above. Certainly the almost total absence of affection 
between husband and wife in the short stories reflects such 
an anti-romantic attitude, but without even the qualifications 
Joyce suggests here. 
The shift from a largely embittered to a more favourable 
view of family life and relationships seems to derive in part 
from Joyce's early recognition of the favourable aspects of 
family life and his increasing belief in the inherent 
value of family, grounded in his own experience. Joyce's 
attitudes towards his parents, like those of theStephen of 
Stephen Hero, were mixed, for along with bitterness towards 
them he felt also affection. The intensely maternal affection 
evinced in his mother's letters to him during his first stay 
in Paris, l Joyce seems to have requited at least in part. No 
doubt it was his mother's example that lead Joyce to declare 
early in his life that "a woman's love of her child" was one 
of the two things in which he believed. 
2 The enigma of maternal 
love haunts Stephen Dedalus from his early schooldays in 
A Portrait to his adult life in Ulysses. It was towards his 
flamboyant father, however, that Joyce was especially drawn. 
In the words of his brother, Joyce's "thought is dominated by 
the binomial: pater et pa triä. ... father and country com- 
pacted in one potent appeal. .. . "3 Joyce became increasingly 
'e. 
g. Letters, II, p. 22.17 Dec. 1902. 
2Stanisl 
aus Joyce, My Brother's Keeper, p. 91. 
3Stani s1 aus Joyce, "A Memoir", p. 492. 
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fond of his father (and, with reservations, his country) and 
grieved considerably at his death. He wrote to Harriet Shaw 
Weaver, his patroness, "My father had an extraordinary affection 
for me. ... I was very fond of him always, being a sinner 
myself, and even liked his faults. "1 Joyce's affection for 
his father is reflected most obviously in Simon Dedalus' more 
genial moments, more pallidly in the portrait of Richard 
Rowan's father, and in the monumental depiction of HCE. 
Even the recurring themes of paternity and paternal principles 
in Ulysses and Finnegans Wake seem to reflect something of 
Joyce's interest in his father. 
Although these favourable feelings towards his parents 
were overshadowed at first by his negative views, Joyce's 
feeling for family life intensified as Joyce grew older and 
his relationships with Nora and his children developed. Testi- 
mony both from himself and friends indicates that he became 
an extremely devoted father and husband. Frank Budgen says, 
here was one social institution that for him was quasi- 
sacred: the family. "2 The sentiment expressed to his mother 
even as a' young man, "no-one that has raised up a family 
has failed utterly, "3 became increasingly true to him. Of 
course Joyce was far from a perfect husband or father--he 
had something like his father's financial irresponsibility, 
1Letters, I, p. 312.17 January 1932. 
2Frank Budgen, "James Joyce, " Horizon. 3 (Feb., 1941), p. I07. 
3Letters, II, p. 39.20 March 1903. 
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he indulged in two abortive amours, and, as he lamented, 
"On many sides I hear that I am and have been an evil influence 
on my children. "1 However, his dedication to his children, 
Nora, and his aging father, as well as to his Aunt Josephine 
(Hurray) and Nora's uncle, Alfred Bergan, suggest a depth of 
allegiance to family ties not at first obvious in his work 
les. ).. (though present in muted form in Ulysses and, perhaps, Exiles. ). 
Joyce's comment to Beckett, "I don't love anyone but my family, " 
is typical of this attachment. 2 
For all Stephen Dedal us' claims that "Paternity may be a 
legal fiction, " (U p. 205/266) (a claim echoed by Joyce early 
in his life), 3 Joyce took increasing pride in his own paternity. 
In fact, he is reported to have said, "The most important thing 
that can happen to a man is the birth of a child .,. 
4 To 
his grown son, Giorgio, Joyce made explicit his evaluation of 
paternity: "I see a lot of paternal pride in your letter. 
I too have known that joy in the years that were. And before 
me your grandfather. "5 Even during the collapse of Gi orgi o's 
marriage, the difficulties in Gi orgi o's singing career, and 
Lucia's madness, Joyce remained intensely active on his children's 
behalf. The shift in Joyce's assessment of paternity is evident 
1Letters, I. p. 367. To Harriet Shaw Weaver. 1 May 1935. 
2Ri chard El lmann, "A Portrait of the Artist as Friend, " 
Joyce's Portrait--Criticisms and Critiques , ed. Thomas Connolly, 
on on: Peter Owen, 1962), p. 93. 
3Letters, II, p. 108. To Stanislaus Joyce, 18 Sept. 1905 
4Richard Ellnann, James Joyce, 212. 
5Letters of James Joyce , III, ed. Richard El lnann 
(London: 
Faber and Faber, 196 , p60. translated from Italian, 3 June 1935. 
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enough in the shift from repressive or self-aggrandizing 
parents like Jimmy Doyle's father ("After the Race") to 
more genuine, if more complexly motivated, parents like 
Richard Rowan and Bloom. 
Joyce's relationship with flora Barnacle involved complex 
feelings, but he became increasingly devoted to her--notwith- 
standing Stanislaus Joyce's assertion that "he was tempera- 
mentally incapable of placing Woman on a romantic pedestal, "1 
and Joyce's own disparaging comments about romantic love 
quoted above. Friends like Mary and Padraic Col um and Frank 
Budgen testify to Joyce's devotion, but the extraordinary 
series of letters written to her in 1909 during his visit to 
Ireland is the clearest evidence of that. Statements like "I 
... have felt at moments the burning in my soul of that pure 
and sacred fire which burns for ever on the altar of my love's 
heart"2 recur frequently, often in combination with equally 
fervent, but more sensual, avowals. As great as was his love 
for his children, Joyce seems to have considered more important 
his relationship with Mora, "who personally is probably worth 
both of her children rolled together and multiplied by three. 
. 
. "3 Joyce's refusal to marry Hora legally (until 1931) 
reflects not his belief in impermanent relationships, but his 
Illy Brother's Keeper, p. 153 
2Letters, II, p. 273.11 Dec. 1909. 
3Letters, I, p. 367. To Harriet Shaw Weaver, 1 May 1935 
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conviction that church and government were irrelevant to the 
relationship between man and woman. In fact, as Mary and 
Padrai c Col urn viri te, " [Ii1 e had fixed ideas of faithfulness in 
marriage and nothing shocked him more than to hear that some- 
body he knew was committing adultery. "' 
Indeed, Joyce's increasing tendency to consider both the 
complex emotions of family relationships and to view them 
more favourably seem a tribute to flora Barnacle for the 
change in his conception of family relationships is comparable 
to what he saw as the change in his soul through his relation- 
ship with her. He wrote to her in 1909, during his stay in 
Ireland, 
fly soul when you came sauntering to me first through 
those sweet summer evenings was beautiful but with 
the pale passionless beauty of a pearl. Your love has passed through me and now I feel my mind some- 
thing like an opal, that is, full of strange uncertain 
hues and colours of warm lights and quick shadows and 
of broken music. 
' 
The change from simplicity and coolness to complexity and 
warmth may be characteristic of other aspects of Joyce's 
writing, but the change is most marked in Joyce's treatment of 
the family, for it was from his own experience of farii ly life 
that he felt the change. 
No doubt it would be possible to treat Joyce's own family 
relationships in greater depth and to explore the effect of 
his background on his writing. This certainly has been the 
approach of those who interpret Joyce's works as the reflection 
1flary 
and Padraic Colum, Our Friend James Joyce (London: 
Victor Gollancz, 1959), p. 206. 
2Letters, II, p. 237.21 Aug. 1909. 
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of his conflict between spiritual and sexual love, 
1 
or argue 
that his preoccupation with infidelity in Ulysses arises from 
his unsatisfactory relationship with Nora. Others see Joyce's 2 
"cuckoldry obsession" as an extension of a childish jealousy 
of the father3 or claim that there is a fear of insecurity 
in his works reflecting the unstable home life. Such arguments, 4 
however, are beyond the scope of the present topic. It is 
enough to note that the evident value of family life in Joyce's 
works parallels a shift in his own convictions. From his 
early defiance of restrictive parents and the unhappiness of 
a quarrelsome home life, Joyce developed an increasingly strong 
attachment to all family ties. 
1Darcy O'Brien, The Conscience of James 
New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 
2Phillip Herring, "The Bedsteadfastness 
hadern Fiction Studies 15, no. 1 (Spring, 19 
3J. J. Gross, Joyce, (London: Vim. Collins, 
p. 22 
Joyce (Princeton, 
of Molly Bloom, " 
69), pp. 49-53. 
Sons and Co., 1971) 
4Robert Kelly, "A Partial Explanation, " PMLA, 64, no. 1 
(March, 1949), p. 26. 
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DUBLIUERS 
Joyce's first completed volume of fiction, Dubliners, 
does not compare readily to the other works for its treat- 
ment of the family because rather than dealing extensively 
with a few family relationships, it selects for its fifteen 
stories a wide array of subjects. It is thus inevitable that 
Joyce can explore few df the subtleties of relationships 
that he can in a more sustained work (though the longer story 
"The Dead" allows something of this scope). There is nothing. 
simplistic in Joyce's understanding of the kinds of problems 
involved in family life, but it suited his purpose and inter- 
es is at the time to describe many types of relationships rather 
than explore an array of emotions in one type. At this stage 
he was less interested in showing the complex motives involved 
in family life than in demonstrating the "hemiplegia or 
paralysis"1 that he saw basic to Dublin life. 
Family life was only one of Joyce's concerns, of course. 
Indeed, in nearly all of the stories he is chiefly interested 
not in a family but in an individual in a nonent of 
2 
crisis. 
Moreover, the family does not generally assume any greater 
sense of significance other than as, in traditional social ways, 
1Letters, I, p. 55. To Constantine Curran, No date, 1904. 
2"Grace" and "Ivy Day in the Committee Room" are the most 
notable exceptions, being centred on a group rather than an 
individual. In these cases it is the institutions--the Church 
and poli ti cal parties--owhi ch determine the group focus rather 
than the individual focus. 
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it relates to the social and individual problems. Even so, 
it is a significant presage of the importance that the family 
assumes in Joyce's later works that in all but two stories 
("Ivy Day in the CommitteeRoom" and "Two Gallants") family 
relationships are shown to be, to varying degrees, related to 
an individual's problems. Further, all of the problems, 
including family matters, do seem to claim representative 
status--the subdivision of the stories into groups dealing 
with childhood, adolescence, middle age, and public lifel 
("The Dead" is excluded from this scheme), along with further 
sub-divisions, demonstrates that the individual cases are to 
be considered, together, a representative cross-section. 
There seems to be widespread disagreement regarding 
the naturalistic quality of the stories: many critics deny 
that the method is naturalistic to any significant degree. 
Surely, however, the fact that Joyce claimed the stories to be a 
"nicely polished looking-glass, " as quoted earlier, is sufficient 
indication that he intended the stories to be largely natural- 
istic, even if he often creates symbolic overtones. 
2 Though 
symbolic readings sometimes provide insights, many are arbi- 
trary and unsubstantiated. T. fl. Gibbons has selected six such 
readings of "Clay, " all contradictory, and shown how all 
3 depend on over-selection and purely verbal parallels. 
In terms of family relationships, the attenpt to see the stories al 
1Joyce himself points out these subdivisions, Letters, I, 
pp. 63-64. 
2Stanislaus Joyce has demonstrated the ironic analogies 
to the Divine Comedy in "Grace, " for example. My Brother's 
Keeper, p. 228. 
3T. H. Gibbons, "Dubliners and the Critics, " Critical 
Quarterly, 9 (Sumner, , pp. 179-87. 
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primarily symbolic has occasionally lead to views that 
family relationships form a more central part in the stories 
than is otherwise apparent. Julian Kaye, for example, argues 
that in "An Encounter" the boy takes part in the day's outing 
because he "hoped for a father who would give him the counsel 
and companionship he needs. .. . "1 Margaret Church argues 
on similar lines that Little Chandler is "seeking for a strong 
father to substitute himself, "2 that Mr. Duffy "seeks in Mrs. 
Sinico a mother figure, 
"3 
and, finally, that the failure of 
Dubliners "lies in the inability of modern man to assume 
fatherhood, either in image or in person. "4 Ben L. Collins 
says, "That the first three stories of Dubliners depict a 
boy who resides with an aunt and uncle is reason enough for 
the quest-father surrogate motifs. "5 While there are occasion- 
ally such overtones, I will be concerned only with family 
matters on a literal level. 
Even where Joyce uses family relationships merely to 
support a central theme, his treatment of the family inevitably 
reflects certain assumptions about the nature of family life, 
and, more tangentially, it reflects his assumptions about the 
tension between individualism and family demands, about the 
1Julian Kaye, "The Win gs of Daedalus, " Modern Fiction 
Studies, 4, no. 1 (Spring, 1958), p. 37. ` 
2Piargaret Church, "Dubliners and Vico, " James Joyce 
Quarterly, 5, no. 2 (Winter, 1968), p. 153 
3Church, p. 154. 
4Church, p. 155. 
5ßen L. Collins, "Joyce's 'Araby' and the Extended Simile, " 
James Joyce Quarterly, 4, no. 2 (Winter, 1967), p. 88. 
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significance of heredity, and about the nature of affection 
and love, parental and sexual, all of which are important 
in later works. At the same time, the fact that Joyce is 
primarily concerned with those aspects of Dubliners' lives 
which demonstrate or cause "herd plegi a" makes it natural that he 
presents a largely grin view of family life: most of the i ndi - 
viduals are either discontenttiith their families or (like 
Polly I-looney) treated ironically for the manner in which they 
regard familial roles. 
Because Joyce repeatedly considers certain aspects of 
family life in Dubliners, his presentation of family life can 
best be examined not a story at a time, but in terms of these 
aspects--attitudes to marriage felt by unmarried Dubliners, 
relationships between man and wife, parent and child, and 
familial disintegration by separation and death. Inevitably 
there is overlap as some stories deal with many such aspects 
of family life, but in most cases the aspects can be isolated. 
Barried or unmarried, most Dubliners regard marriage as little 
else than a trap or an expedient. The bitterness and emotional 
sterility of most Dublin marriages, though sometimes latent, 
often finds outlet in hostility or the desire for adultery. 
Relationships between parents and children are most often 
repressive: parents are usually shown to tyrannize their 
children either by expressing overt hostility towards them or 
by attempting to use them to assuage their own frustrations. 
External disintegration of the family often reflects the 
the failure of family: the desire to leave home often arises 
from discontent with the family; the failure to achieve 
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such a desire arises from the crippling effect of family and 
society. The most irrevocable type of family disintegration, 
untimely death, is, in Joyce's stories, a sign of sterility 
of spirit that characterizes either the deceased or the sur- 
viving family. If Joyce's interest in exploring other themes 
conditions his presentation of family life in Dubliners, 
the discussion of family life in this book is not only an 
illuminating means of approaching his main themes and a 
reflection in part of his views on family life, but also a 
significant contrast to his later use of family life. 
Unmarried Dubliners: Attitudes Towards Plarri aqe 
These stories are about kinds of paralysis, but paralysis 
is only obvious when an individual attempts to act and finds 
himself unable to do so. A manifestation of paralysis is 
frustrated action, intensified by the essentially escapist 
quality of many of the actions. In Dubliners unhappy or rest- 
less individuals react to or express their condition by 
leaving home, turning to religion, becoming drunken and 
violent, seeking social prestige, romance, or adventure, or at- 
tempting adultery. 
Some, like Eveline Hill and Lenehan, consider marriage 
as a means of escape. Even those, like Polly looney or Gallaher. 
who do not consciously regard riarriage as an escape reveal a 
self-centred and joyless approach to marriage: these Dubliners 
reflect an attitude to narriage closer to that of the Stephen 
of Stephen Hero than to that of Bloon or Molly. Bob Doran and 
Eveline both consider the possibility of love in their develop- 
ing relationships, but love has as little to do with them as 
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with any of the other characters considering marriage. 
Eveline Is marriage with Frank comes close to realization 
because until the story opens her role in the relationship 
has required only passiveness. Marriage for Eveline offers 
not just the generalized escape from mundane reality that 
the boy in "Araby", for 
has something much more 
miserable family life: 
save her. " (p. 41). 7h, 
marriage is intensified 
not just her family but 
example, looks for in romance. Eveline 
negative from which to escape--her 
"Escape! She must escape! Frank would 
e escapist quality of Eveline's proposed 
by the fact that she plans to leave 
also her country. Eveline does vaguely 
consider Frank's virtues ("Frank was very kind, manly, open- 
hearted, " (p. 39) but it is clear that she does not love him. 
Like Desdemona listening to Othello's tales of adventure, 
Eveline has listened to Frank, first enjoying merely the 
excitement of courting and then finding that "she had begun 
to like him. " (p. 40). Unlike Desdemona, however, Eveline is 
unable to commit herself to her lover. At best, Eveline can 
only feel, "He would give her life, perhaps love, too. " (p. 41) 
Understandably enough, "love" for Eveline seems to be merely 
a hazy romantic notion carrying little personal impact. In 
any case, Evel i ne's state is such that she will be quite con- 
tent to be allowed to live, with or without love. 
Certainly Eveline's attempt to escape unhappiness through 
marriage is understandable: the meagre affection she would 
carry into marriage seems the reflection less of Joyce's indict- 
ment of. people like Eveline than of his conviction that the 
sterility of spirit Eveline feels,, is a self-perpetuating part 
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of Dublin life. Her spirit paralyzed, Eveline considers only 
the advantages that rnarri age will have for her. Not once does 
she consider Frank's benefit. On the contrary, in her anguished 
inability to choose she turns against him: "\Hle would drown 
her. " (p. 42). Unable to leave the security that her home 
affords, Eveline rejects Frank and so moves yet deeper into 
herself: "Her eyes gave him no sign of love or farewell or 
recognition. " (p. 43) 
Although Lenehan is presented with more irony than Eveline, 
he, too, dreams of marriage as a kind of escape. Like Eveline 
, he is exhausted. Marri age is a chance to rest. It seems that 
Lenehan, like Eveline, expects little from marriage except 
rest and securi ty: "He might yet be able to settle down in 
some snug corner and live happily if he could only come across 
some good simple-minded girl with a little of the ready. " (p. 62) 
Other than her simple mind and her ample purse, the girl's 
qualities are irrelevant. Lenehan considers his hypothetical 
wife's feelings no more than Eveline considers Frank's. Sig- 
nificantly, however, Lenehan and Eveline are equally inconsider- 
ate of their own feelings. Eveline expects to receive affection, 
if not love, but Lenehan does not expect even that. Eveline 
comes much closer to marriage simply because, as a young and 
no doubt reasonably attractive females she can play an enti rely 
passive role. The one moment that requires real action of 
her is the moment where she fails. For a male, though, especially 
a "tired" and "º: eary"(p. 62) scrounger like Lenehan, more 
than just passive willingness is necessary for marriage. 
Maria's atti tudes towards inarri aoe are only briefly 
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indicated, but she, too, seems to want marriage as a kind of 
escape. So determined is she to be happy that she disguises 
her real feelings towards marriage with careful rationalizations. 
Several times in the story Maria is confronted with thoughts 
of marriage, but always she reacts with ostensible indifference. 
When one of the women at the laundry teases Maria about the 
likelihood of her winning the portentous ring in the barmbrack, 
"Maria had to laugh and say she didn't want any ring or man 
either. .. ." (p. 
112) However, her indifference is a ruse: 
"her grey-green eyes sparkled with disappointed shyness. " (p. 112) 
Maria desperately wants marriage, partly no doubt as an escape 
from her poor life in the Protestant laundry and partly because 
she finds the role of mother and wife appealling: she fondly 
recalls Joe's assertion, "Mamma is mamma but Maria is my proper 
mother. " (p. 111). Blushing at the shop girl's mention of 
wedding cake, flustered in her flirtation with the gentleman, 
Maria clearly reveals her desire for marriage. The clearest 
revelation of her feelings towards marriage, however, is her 
inability to sing the second verse of Balfe's song, a verse 
that conies too poignantly near to expressing her real desire: 
I dreamt that suitors sought my hand , 
................. ßut i also dreamt, ghat charmed me most 
That you loved me just the same. 
Doomed to choose saucers containing clay and prayer books 
(suggesting death and convent life), Maria continues to over- 
lay her frustration with a veneer of gaiety and indifference. 
Yet if Maria fails to assuage her unhappiness by marrying, she 
is no more thwarted than those who actually do marry. Moreover, 
though the simple-minded, over-coy prose seems to mimic Maria's 
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tendency to approach life with child-like optimism, her 
attitudes to marriage do not seem intended to reflect her own 
paralysis as much as to demonstrate that in a Dublin such as 
it is the essentially sympathetic Marias are doomed to 
frustration. 
firs. Mooney and her daughter have very limited ideas of 
the benefits of Polly's marriage. Mrs. Mooney finds Bob Doran 
a suitable match for her daughter not because he is personally 
suited to"her daughter: quite the contrary, Mrs. Mooney does 
not seers to care in the least about personality or feelings. 
She is sufficiently shrewd, however, to realize that Polly 
will give her every assistance in trapping Bob Doran, whatever 
her daughter's personal feelings töward him. The exercise 
Mrs. Mooney regards chiefly as 'a duty, if one that she can 
fulfil with grim satisfaction: "[S]he thought of some mothers 
she knew who could not get their daughters off their hands. " 
(p. 71). As well as fulfilling this duty, Mrs. Mooney is deter- 
mined to derive financial satisfaction from Pol ly's marri age: 
"She knew he had a good screw salary] for one thing and she 
suspected he had a bit of stuff put by. " (p. 70) Beyond the 
discharge of duty and the attainment of her daughter's finan- 
ci al and social security, Mrs. Mooney considers no positive 
aspects of the proposed marriage. 
1 Obviously she has learned 
little about marriage from her own disastrous union if she can 
expect her daughter's marriage to succeed on such a basis. 
'As Nathan flalper says of marriage in this story, "Far 
from being a sacranent, it is rather, a nanifestation of 
the simony, the surrender of the spiritual to the temporal 
mentioned on the first page of Dubliners", "The Boarding 
House, " James Joyce's Dubliners, cd. ci ve Hart (London: 
Faber and Fabers , p. 16. 
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. 
Polly's motives are not quite as blatantly financial 
as her mother's but her attitude towards marriage seems 
basically the same. From the change in Polly's tragic posture 
soon after Doran leaves the room ("There was no longer any 
perturbation visible on her face, " p. 75) it is clear that 
throughout the courtship Polly has been as coldly calculating 
as her mother. It seems that she feels marriage to be an 
ensnarement of the male. The fact that she finds it necessary 
to use strategy indicates that (perceptively) she does not 
feel Bob Doran would willingly marry. Her thoughtful attentions 
to him, her seduction of him, and her histrionic lamentations 
("What am I to do? " p. 72) seem as devoid of feeling as her 
mother's ruthless plans. She seems no more to admire Bob 
Doran than he admires er. Unlike Eveline or Lenehan, though, 
Polly sees marriage less as an escape from her present circum- 
stances than as a chance to improve them: 
She waited on patiently, almost cheerfully, without 
alarm, her memories gradually giving place to hopes 
and visions of the future. Her hopes and visions 
were so intricate that she no longer saw the white 
pillows on which her gaze was fixed or remembered 
that she was waiting for anything. (p. 75) 
Obviously these "hopes and visions, " as "intricate" as a 
spider's web, have been carefully worked out over a long time. 
Bob Doran is treated with less irony than Polly or her 
mother, but like them he approaches marriage with emotional 
barreness. Although he tries to convince himself otherwise, 
like Polly and Mrs. Mooney he feels marriage is a trap and, 
like them, he feels himself the victim. "Once you are 
married you are done for. .. . "(p. 
72) Bob Doran thinks, 
expressing an attitude shared by many Dubliners, especially 
Farrington, Gallaher, and Little Chandler. Marri age is an 
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unpleasant necessity forced on him by circumstances, a necessity 
from which he longs to escape: "Ile longed to ascend through 
the roof and fly away to another country where he would never 
again hear of his trouble. .. ." (p. 74)- Marriage is 
forced upon him by his desire to escape the unpleasantness of 
ill-fame and the spiritual consequences of sin: "reparation 
must be made for such a sin. " (p. 73) Ironically, marriage 
is a kind of punishment, a "reparation. " Thoroughly imbued 
with the social values that Firs. Mooney will wield, echoing 
her very thoughts ("What reparation would he make? " p. 70) 
Bob Doran falls easy prey to her machinations. It is with 
enormous irony that Doran is termed Polly's lover (p. 74): 
"Helpless" (p. 73) and "feebly" (p. 72) assertive at best, 
Doran seems no more a lover than "tired" (p. 37) and "passive" 
(p. 43) Eveline. Because marriage is not the escape to him 
that it is to Eveline, Bob Doran is even less able to give 
himself in marriage than she. He is simply taken. 
Bob Doran considers the possibility of love in his marriage: 
he attempts to dismiss his grave doubts of Polly's social 
inferiority by asking himself, "[What would grammar matter 
if he really loved her? " (p. 72) The phrasing of the question, 
though, like something drawn fron Gerty tlacDowell's thoughts, 
suggests that he is merely echoing sentimental patter rather 
than seriously consi dcri ng the possibility. In any case, he 
confesses, "He could not make up his mind to like her or despise 
her for what she had done. " (p. 72) If he considers the possi- 
bility of happiness in marriage, such happiness resides only 
in his future wife's ministrations to his material needs (p. 73) 
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and his sexual desire. (p. 73) 
"Why had he married the eyes in the photograph? " (p. 91) 
Little Chandler asks himself. Little Chandler's motives 
for marriage are not made explicit, though he goes on to regret 
the lack of passion in his wife and longs as intensely as Bob 
Doran to "escape from his little house. " (pp. 91-92) Gallaher, 
the bachelor, however, while admitting his reluctance to 
marry, makes explicit his intention to find a kind of happi- 
ness in marriage, though his definition of happiness, like 
that of Lenehan and the htooneys, is largely financial, if more 
ambitious : "If ever it occurs, you may bet your bottom dollar 
there'll be no mooning and spooning about it. I mean to marry 
money. She'll have a good fat account at the bank or she won't 
do for me. " (p. 89). Yet if Gallaher seems anxious to prove 
his ability to marry well ("You just wait. " p. 89), he is eager 
to justify his own failure to marry: for him, to marry is to 
"put your head in the sack. " (p. 89) So vociferous is Galla- 
her in his swaggering denigration of marriage, that, taking 
the cue from Little Chandler who has betrayed the unhappiness 
of his marriage, "He imitated with his mouth the act of tasting 
and made a wry face. 'Flust get a bit stale, I should think, ' 
he said. " (p. 90)1 Perhaps Gallaher will marry in England or 
on the continent, but it is unlikely that his marriage will be 
any more successful than the Dublin marriages. Gallaher may 
be able to act vigorously but his emotions seem as paralyzed 
as those of the Dubliners from whom he escapes. In his portrayal 
l For purposes of clarity, conventional punctuati on of 
direct quotations rather than Joyce's own method of punctuation 
will be used. 
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of Gallaher, Joyce seems attempting to motivate Little Chandler's 
general discontent with his own life style as an obs cure, 
married clerk, while showing the alternative, Gallaher, to be 
equally sterile, if somewhat attractive to Little Chandler. 
Gal l aher's views on marriage serve chiefly to embitter Little 
Chandler, but they also reveal an attitude to marriage Joyce 
saw as typical to Dublin. 
Of those considered so far, only Bob Doran and Polly 
Mooney do marry and their marriage will provide little happiness: 
in Ulysses Bob Doran attempts to drown his misery for his 
marriage to his "little concubine of a wife" (U p. 309/407) by 
going on an annual drinking spree. Lenehan, Eveline, Gallaher, 
and Maria only think of marriage, for different reasons unwil- 
ling or unable to marry. Even given that Joyce evidently is 
ironical towards marriages like most of those in Dubliners, 
the failure to marry he saw as a sign of moral paralysis. Not 
long after the composition of Dubliners , Joyce gave a lecture 
in which he deplored the decimation of Ireland. 
' Joyce was 
concerned largely with emigration as the cause of low population 
but it seems likely that he saw the low marriage rate to 
characterize the general spiritual depression of the country. 
Thus the failure of many Dubliners to marry constitutes a signi- 
ficant part of Joyce's vision of Ireland, with Dublin as "the 
centre of paralysis. "2 
1"Ireland, Island of Saints and Sages, " Critical Writings, 
p. 172. 
2Letters, 1 1,, 134. To Grant Richards, 5 May 1906. 
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Dublin Families: Married and Filial Relationships 
While Joyce considers some isolated Dubliners such as 
Lenehan or Maria, he places most of his central characters in 
a family context, whether as parent or child. In such a con- 
text the nature of a character's relationship with his family 
often reflects the nature of his spiritual failure. Families 
are much more important in some stories than others, but gener- 
ally all are shown in an unfavourable light. Although Joyce 
treats many types of relationships, it is a significant reflec- 
tion of his general conception of Ireland and, indeed, of his 
largely unfavourable view of family life at this point that 
he portrays little warmth, compassion or understanding. Most 
Dubliners engaged in family life demonstrate James Duffy4s 
contention, "4! e cannot give of ourselves. " (p. 124) . 
The Di ll ons ('Araby"), Donnellys ("Clay") and the Hisses 
F iorkan ("The Dead") come closest to evincing familial warmth, 
but of these only the very briefly sketched Di ll ons at the 
beginning of "An Encounter" strongly suggests security and 
peace: "[Joe Dillon's] parents went to eight-o'clock mass 
every morning in Gardiner Street and the peaceful odour of 
firs Dillon was prevalent in the hall of the house. " (p. 18) 
Some characters, such as the Flynn Sisters (in "The Sisters") 
and the Conroys, have good intentions, but they are shown to 
suffer a basic lack of understanding. Others, such as aunt, uncle 
and boy in "The Sisters" and "Araby" or the Doyles reveal no 
great antagonism, but they, too, are shown to lack real under- 
standing or sympathy. The veneer of equability in the Kearneys 
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and Si ni cos overlays suppressed frustration; the veneer gives 
way in "A Little Cloud, " frustration becoming overt resent- 
ment and remorse. The obliviously resigned Kernans and the 
well-integrated tlooneys (at least mother, son, and daughter) 
feel no such frustration: they are presented ironically 
because of their crass insensitivity. For the Hills and Far- 
ringtons, however, as for Mr. and Mrs. Mooney, there is little 
pretence of contentment: the drunkenness, violence and abuse 
are overt and destructive. 
Harried Life 
Although the nature of married life was to interest Joyce 
less in Stephen Hero and A Portrait than in his subsequent 
works, in Dubliners it is that relationship as much as that 
between parent and child (to be discussed later) which formed 
a vital part of his conception of Dublin life, and its failure. 
The importance of married life in some of these stories indeed 
suggests that his relative avoidance of this subject until 
Exiles does not reflect his lack of interest in the subject, 
but rather his predominant interest, in the interim, in other 
themes. 
In many ways, the Kearneys' marriage seems equable. For 
both Mr. and Mfrs. Kearney (as far as Joyce indicates their 
attitudes toward their life together) their marriage is 
stable, tidy, and convenient. "[G]ood wife" (p. 154) and 
"model father" (p.. 154) more than satisfy the external demands 
of their roles. Both easily enact their roles by reducing 
them to their most material bases. The wifely role is ironically 
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epitomized in firs. Kearney's attentions to covering her hus- 
band with eider-down and filling him with rum punch. The 
other ironic testament to her dedication, her ability to com- 
mand her husband by a twitch of her eyebrow, ' a]t some party 
in a strange house, " (p. 154) reveals much about the real 
nature of their relationship. Mr. Kearney, too, satisfies 
the material (and social) demands of his role, providing edu- 
cation and dowry for his daughters and holidays for his whole 
fami 1y. Except for a few sparks at the concert (where Mrs. 
Kearney is shown "arguing with husband and daughter, " p. 168) 
neither husband nor wife betrays antagonise towards the other. 
If the ability to influence her husband by raising her eyebrow 
is any indication, the two Kearneys have reached an agreement. 
Like Kathleen Kearney, obediently sending Irish picture post- 
cards and playing the piano, Mr. Kearney seems to have no 
strong will of his own. Insofar as Mrs. Kearney "appreciated 
his abstract value as male, " (p. 159) she welcomes her hus- 
band's offer to accompany her to the concert. She does not 
respect him for any personal qualities, however, but only for 
his similarity to "the General Post Ofice ... something large, 
secure, and fixed. " (p. 159) Mrs. Kearney hardly under- 
estimates her husband, as his behaviour during the evening 
demonstrates. Since he says nothing and does nothing,. even 
fir. Kearney's "abstract value as male" counts for nothing in 
his wife's battle with Holohan and Fitzpatrick. His sole action 
consists of getting a cab--on his wife's command. 
F1r. Kearney is even less able to satisfy his wife's 
deeper needs. The marriage is hardly based on admiration: 
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"ttiss Devlin had become Mrs Kearney out of spite. " (p. 153) 
Joyce's irony makes it clear that tars. Kearney's predominant 
motives for marrying, like those of the young Dubliners who 
consider marrying, include no consideration of the personality 
of her husband: "[W]hen she drew near the limit and her friends 
began to loosen their tongues about her she silenced them by 
marrying Mr Kearney. ... " (p. 153) The essential falseness 
of the marriage is intensified by the great differences between 
the pair. Mr. Kearney is merely a bootnaker, separated from 
his wife by age, class, and a "great brown beard. " (p. 153) 
Although Mrs. Kearney does grow to appreciate her husband's 
qualities ( "[S]uch a man would wear better than a romantic 
person. .. ."p. 153) she clearly remains unsatisfied: 
"[S]he 
never put her own romantic ideas away. " (p. 154). In fact, 
the whole course of concerts reflects her desire to achieve 
something of the "brilliant life" (p. 153) she compromised in 
her marriage. Mrs. Kearney's frustrated marriage is an inte- 
gral part of the spiritual sterility which, dimly feeling, she 
seems attempting to overcome. 
There is more than phonetic similarity between the Ker- 
nans and Kearneys. Except for Mr. Kernan's intemperance and 
former violence to his children, the Kernans' marriage, like 
the Kearneys, is superficially smooth. Like the Kearneys' 
marriage, the Kernans' is essentially meaningless, in this case 
implicitly related to the crass approach to religion which 
constitutes the story's main theme. The nature of the marriage 
reflects the nature of the couple, both smug, shallow, and 
unthinking. Mr. Kernan's attitudes towards his marriage are 
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not explicit, but if his wife's attitude towards him is any 
indication, he is largely indifferent, interested mainly in 
drinking with his friends and having no great demands made 
upon him. It is part of Mrs. Kernan: 's disillusioned resig- 
nation that even while she can recall "domestic quarrels" 
(p. 174) and complain that her husband"never seems to think 
he has a home at all, " (p. 175) she can also feel, "There were 
worse husbands. He had never been violent since the boys had 
grown up and she knew that he would walk to the end of Thomas 
Street and back again to book even ä'-, small order. " ( p. 176) 
Presumably as a younger man Kernan was not unlike a Farrington 
or Eveline's father--violently abusive, diminishing his violent 
behaviour only when he stood the risk of reprisal. 
Mrs. Kernan recalls her marriage ceremony "with vivid 
pleasure, " (p. 175) for it is the one aspect of her married 
life from which she seems to have derived real satisfaction: 
"After three weeks she had found a wife's life irksome and, 
later on, when she was beginning to find it unbearable, she 
had become a mother. " (pp. 175-176). The finely pointed 
irony suggests with wry ambiguity that the motherhood in which 
Mrs. Kernan found herself engaged was either an escape from 
the "unbearable" marriage, or, more likely, both a distraction 
from unrest and the consolidation of her submission. Like 
Mrs. Kearney, she dutifully fulfils her duty as mother and 
wife by reducing her role to its material basis (just as she 
and the men reduce Christianity to material bases): she keeps 
house "shrewdly, " (p. 176) launches her sons into their inde- 
pendence, heals her husband "dutifully whenever he was sick, " 
(p. 
. 176) and feeds hin breakfast. Even the manner in which 
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she had "renewed her intimacy with her husband" on their 
silver wedding anniversary--"by waltzing with him to t1r 
Power's accompaniment" (p. 175)--is characteristic of the 
superficial (and largely comic) pair. Unlike so many Dubliners, 
frustrated by the disparity between reality and their hopes, 
Mrs. Ke rn an is quite willing to take married life as it comes: 
"After" a quarter of a century of married life she had very few 
illusions left. "(p. 177) 
Though the relationship between aunt and uncle is little 
developed in either "Two Si'sters" or "Araby, " it seems a sirfl- 
l ar type of relationship even if considerably milder, treated 
with little of the irony that makes the Kernans comic. Sugges4-- 
Ling, too, the more fully developed 0(a)edaluses. the aunt 
and uncle seem tenperamentally unsuited: in The Sisters" the 
uncle opposes the aunt's method of educating the boy, recommending 
instead exercise and cold baths (p. 9). In "Araby" he arrives 
home drunk, as he often does (the boy is used to interpreting 
the "signs" of his drunkenness, p. 34). Although briefly 
sketched, the relationship suggests a typical division in 
Dublin narriages, the husband inclining towards sports and 
social drinking, the wife towards religion and, often, education. 
It seems typical for a husband like the uncle, Mr. Hill, Far- 
rington, Mooney, or Kernan to incline to drink (in some cases 
obviously an escape from unhappiness) while the aunt, Mrs. 
Farrington, firs. Mooney, Mrs. Kearney and firs. Kernan in 
different ways cling to the forms of religious worship. More- 
over, such prim religiosity, especially when long-suffered, 
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Joyce seems often to associate with the kind of pernicious 
undermining of the husband's innate but frustrated attempts to 
enjoy life. 1 
While all of the marriages considered so far remain largely 
equable, however superficially, the Chandlers reveal the po- 
tential in their relationship for hostility and bitterness--even 
though they are recently married ("I was married last May 
twelve months. " p. 86) In this story, as in "A Mother" 
the unsatisfactory marriage becomes for its chief character 
a sign of compromised expectations and a source of frustration. 
More than most Dubliners (Gabriel Conroy and firs. Sinico 
are the chief exceptions) Little Chandler realizes his intel- 
lectual estrangement from his spouse. His marriage is a tor- 
ment to him because he is unusually sensitive to its failure. 2 
However, he is unwilling or unable to overcome the estrange- 
ment. He has often wanted to read poetry to his wife, a sig- 
nificant desire because poetry is for Little Chandler closely 
linked to his hopes and, more important, to his self-esteem: 
on his way to meet Gallaher, and about to fantasize about 
publishing his own poetry, " Mor the first time in his life 
he felt himself superior to the people he passed. " (p. 79) 
Chandler does not read his wife poetry because "shyness had 
always held him back. .. ." (p. 77). He fails to act because, 
somewhat like Eveline, he seems afraid to expose his emotions-- 
he suffers the sane "timidity" (p. 88) which (he feels) prevents 
IS. Joyce, fly Brother's Keeper , p. 238. 
2Intellectual disparity between husband and wife is 
a characteristic of Richard Rowan and Bertha and the Blooms, 
just as it was of Joyce and flora. 
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him from achieving a brilliant career. 
By the end of the story Little Chandler is so embittered 
by Gallaher towards his life and his marriage that he seems 
convinced of the irrevocable estrangement from his wife. 
If, when he looks at his wife's photograph she answers his 
scrutiny "coldly" it seems partly because he also looks "coldly" 
(p. 91) at the photograph. The "ladylike" face, the "compo- 
sure of the eyes" irritate him because they counterpoint simi- 
lar qualities in himself: his wife cannot provide him with 
the "passion" (p. 91) and romance he desires because she is too 
like him. He almost hates her because she cannot provide what 
he is unable to provide himself. He feels, like so many other 
Dubliners, that marriage is a trap: "He was a prisoner for 
life. " (p. 93) 
If Little Chandler is unwilling to offer anything to 
Annie, she seems equally ungenerous. Annie "had chosen [the 
furniture] herself, " (p. 91) presumably without considering 
or understanding the taste of her husband, who, in any case, 
seems too weak to resist her tastes. Moreover, she is domi- 
neering and fractious, over-reacting both to Little Chandlerrs 
forgotten errand and to his unsatisfactory handling of the 
baby. The relationship strained, Little Chandler turns 
inwards, fantasizing about his poetic skill and his unjust 
fate; Annie turns away, lavishing affection on her baby. Her 
refusal to listen to her husband's stutters is typical of the 
couple's basic intolerance: she gives "hin no heed. " (p. 94) 
In the end Little Chandler feels not only "shame" but also 
"remorse. " (p. 94) Since the nature of his "remorse" is not 
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specified, however, it is not clear whether he is thereby 
submitting to his life, faulty though it be, regretting his 
wasted life further, merely regretting his treatment of the 
baby, or achieving sudden understanding of his delusory 
hopes. Warren Beck argues that Little Chandler's "remorse" 
reflects a moment of epiphany: 
Little Chandler has found that the fault is not 
altogether in his stars. The sentimental escapist 
yearner is stirred and stabbed wide awake to 
confront himself as a neglectfully unappreciative 
husband and father. ' 
There seems insufficient evidence in the text to substantiate 
this view, however. Even if Little Chandler were to have 
achieved a moment of epiphany, evidently Annie has not. 
The barely suppressed bitterness between the Chandlers 
is more overt in the drunken and violent relationships of 
"Eveline, " "A Boarding House, " and "Counterparts, " even though 
none of these is developed. "Eveline" focuses chiefly upon 
the girl's dilemma but her paralyzed spirit seems to be 
partly the result of her parents' marriage and her father's 
drunken violence. In this marriage it seems that, overtly at 
least, the' hostility was entirely the husband's. Eveline 
recalls that her mother's was a "life of commonplace sacri- 
fices closing in final craziness. " (p. 41) The' suggestion 
that the "craziness" is itself a result of the violence gives 
urgency to Eveline's hope that in her own projected marriage 
she will "not be treated as her mother had been. " (p. 38) 
The marriage between the ttooneys was equally violent, even 
1James Joyce's Dubliners: Substance, Vision and Art 
(Durham, N . C.: Duke University Press, ,. 
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though its function in the story is not to act as a para- 
lyzing force on the children, but rather to demonstrate, 
ironically, that Mrs. Mooney's experience with a brutal rela- 
tionship does not affect in the least her understanding of 
marriage: she merely determines to perpetrate between her 
daughter and Bob Doran a marriage that stands no greater chance 
of success. It seems that Ctrs. Plooney was the force behind 
her own marriage as well as her daughter's: "She had married 
her father's foreman. .. ." 
(p. 66) Without the restricting 
influence of his dead father-in-law, and presunably because of 
the restricting influence of his wife, Ptr.: Ilooney "began to go 
to the devil. " (p. 66) At first he confines his rebellion to 
heavy drinking and financial irresponsibility, but, finally, 
his aggression towards his marriage is embodied in an 
attempt to kill his wife: "One night he went for his wife 
with the cleaver and she had to sleep in a neighbour's house. " 
(p. 66) 
Although it is only briefly described, the marriage 
between the Cunninghams deserves mention in this group of exter- 
nally broken marriages because it contributes to the impression 
that Dublin is a city of few happy marriages. Mr. Cunningham 
"had married an unpresentable woman who was an incurable drunkard. 
He had set up house for her six tines; and each tine she had 
pawned the furniture on him. " (p. 177) The inversion of drunken- 
ness, this time involving the wife, produces much public "sym- 
pathy" for Cunningham, though, ironically, such drunkenness 
seers common enough among the husbands of Dublin. 
In marriages like those of the ttooneys and Hills, it is 
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the husband who manifests most strongly his antipathy to 
marriage. It seems that even where the husband is violent 
Joyce felt some understanding of the husband's behaviour. 
As noted in the Introduction, Joyce wrote within a year of 
writing most of his Dubliners stories, "I an no friend of 
tyranny, as you know, but if many husbands are brutal the 
atmosphere in which they live (vide Counterparts) is brutal and 
few wives and homes can satisfy the desire for happiness. "1 
Indeed, in "Counterparts" the fact that he chooses to write 
from Farrington's point of view suggests that, however unsym- 
pathetic the character, Joyce was able to feel Farrington in 
part as the victim of his environment. Farrington's marriage 
is only briefly mentioned but Joyce gives enough significant 
details to show that the frustrations of Farrington's night 
out can find no relief in his return home. As Joyce himself 
indicates, Farrington's frustrations are based, among other 
things, on his unhappy marriage: his return home confirms what 
the frustrations of the evening suggest, that all paths of es- 
cape are closed for him. Like the other Dubliners, he is trapped. 
Although Farrington is most obviously like the other 
brutal husbands, (looney and Hill, his dilemma is in some ways 
similar to that of Little Chandler. The structural similarity 
between the stories reinforces other similarities. In both, 
the husband, a clerk, restless with "ti resome writing, " (p. 76) 
looks forward to a meeting in a public house but finds there 
only a source of frustration with his own life. Both return 
1Letters, II, p. 192. To Stanislaus Joyce, 13 Nov. 1906. 
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to one of the sources of unhappiness, hone. Both Farrington 
and Chandler seem estranged from their children. Farrington 
does not recognize his boy; Chandler is unable to sooth his 
baby's wails. Bitter and frustrated, Chandler shouts at his 
baby. Suffering the same emotions, Farrington beats his little 
boy. The Chandler baby screams at the father and is soothed 
by the mother. The Farrington boy turns to his mother's values, 
religion, in his atteript to reduce his father's wrath. 
The relationship between the Farringtons, however, is 
more embittered than that of the Chandlers. Whereas the Chandlers 
seem to suppress their resentment, the Farringtons have little 
hesitation about giving vent to their feelings. It is with 
good reason that Farrington "loathed returning to his home. " 
(p. 108) The mutual resentment of the Chandlers is paled by 
the mutual aggression of the Farringtons: "His wife was a 
little sharp-faced woman who bullied her husband when he was 
sober and was bullied by him when he was drunk. " (p. 108) 
Thus the Farringtons alternate and intensify the roles taken 
by most husbands and wives in these stories, echoing both 
those wives who clearly dominate (Annie Chandler, Mrs. t-looney, 
Mrs. Kearney) and the husbands who dominate (the uncle in "Araby", 
Eveline's father, Mr. Sinico. ) 
For all its similarities to other families, the Farringtond 
marriage has one unusual feature in Joyce's Dublin: Farrington 
attempts to commit adultery. The scarcity of adultery in 
Dubliners is no doubt partly due to what Stephen Daedelus 
points out in Stephen Nero to be the most famous, virtue of 
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the Irish: "[T]hey are chaste. " (SH p. 45)1 Obviously Joyce 
was not thereby constrained from examining infidelity in his 
later works: it plays a key part in Exiles and Ulysses. Rather, 
it seems part of Joyce's conception of a paralyzed Dublin that 
he avoided adultery in Dubliners. In general, adultery requires 
desire, action, and energy, qualities remote from the will-less 
Dubliners with whom Joyce was most concerned. Significantly, 
the only fulfilled instance of adultery in Dubliners is Parnell's, 
only a memory, remote in time and spirit from Joyce's Dublin. 
While in Exiles and Ulysses Joyce is most interested in adul- 
tery as it affects the marriage relationship, in Dubliners 
he presents adultery as a reaction against the frustrations of 
a morally paralyzed Dublin. Both firs. Sinico and Farrington, 
the two would-be adulterers in Dubliners seek adultery partly 
in reaction to their emotionally barren hone lives. 
To some extent Farrington's desire for the London "artiste" 
is part of his need for violence and sensuality: "The barometer 
of his emotional nature was set for a spell of riot. " (p. 100) 
But his desire for the woman and his need for a night of vi 0- 
lent revelry are based on a deeper sense of frustrated self- 
esteem: "All the indignities of his life enraged him. .. ." 
(p. 100) He is "annoyed with himself and with everyone else. " 
1Stanis1aus Joyce viri tes, "The Irish marry early, as though 
to get it over with, they are, wi th rare exceptions, fai thful 
husbands, but they nurse an ill-concealed hatred for womankind. " 
"James Joyce: A Memoir, " p. 509. 
There seems to plenty of pre-Hari tal promiscuity in Joyce's 
Dublin, however, quite apart fron prostitution. Corley claims 
to have had affairs with many lower class girls and one fron 
a better class (p. 56) and Jack (looney is often "on to. .. a 
likely artiste. " (p. 67). 
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(p. 102) In the end it is the humiliation of the evening 
(his failure as a man, both athletically and sexually) that 
moves Farrington to fury: " "He had lost his reputation as a 
strong man. ... His heart swelled with fury and, when he 
thought of the woman. .. his fury nearly choked him. 
" (p. 107) 
Clearly Farrington's attraction to the woman is both an attempt 
to satisfy his lechery and an attempt to bolster his own self- 
esteem, undermined by his demeaning job, and, as the quote from 
Joyce's letter confirms, by his marriage. 
Farrington's assessment of the object of his desire, the 
vulgar London woman., indi cates both aspects of his adultery. 
Farrington first notices her brightly coloured adornments, an 
"immense" blue scarf and her bright yellow gloves. tier flesh 
next attracts him, prompting him to gaze "admiringly at the 
plump arm which she moved very often and with much grace. " (p. 105) 
It is significant, however, that "he admired still more her 
large dark brown eyes, " (p. 105)lfor the woman's eyes are not 
only sensually attractive, but also gratifying to a wounded ego, 
for the woman has "answered his gaze. " (p. 105) Yet, having 
little money left, Farrington feels himself unable to Despond 
to the woman. The failure of Farrington's adultery relates 
directly to the failure of his marriage because it demonstrates 
that he is trapped not only by circumstances but also by his 
own attitude towards women and his sexual role instilled in part 
by his grim wife. 
2 
Consciously, Farrington is angry with his 
IBloon is fascinated with Molly's eyes in Ulysses. 
2Joyce explores a similar situation in Ulysses where 
Bloom is reluctant to made advances to Gerty1Tac owell, partly 
because of his attitude towards his sexual role, instilled by 
his relationship with holly. 
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failure because the woman fails to look back and because, 
nearly penniless, he cannot afford to follow her. Ironically 
he confuses his manhood and his purchasing power: he regrets 
his inability to buy the woman, yet he wants her partly because 
rather than being an object to be bought, she seems to want 
him in return. It is a reflection of Farrington's attitudes 
towards his own sexuality that he does not feel the woman 
would want him without his money and yet he desires her partly 
because she invites his interest before she knows the state 
of his purse. It is possible that Farrington could have won 
the woman's favour without money--Corley and doubtless many 
others manage. Farrington, like so many other Dubliners, 
singles out an object of desire as the cure to his unrest, 
created in part by his unhappy marriage. Yet, as for the others, 
both his object of desire and his means of seeking it predeter- 
mine his failure. 
Mrs. Si ni co, like Farrington, has an unhappy marriage and 
enjoys little companionship fron her child. Whereas Farrington's 
extramarital desire is largely impetuous, however, Mrs. Sini co's 
is carefully cultivated. Whereas Farrington's desire is 
both emotional and lecherous, firs. Sinico's seems mostly emo- 
tional, a reaction to . 
the emotionless relationship with her 
husband: Captain Sinico "had dismissed his wife so sincerely 
from his gallery of pleasures that he did not suspect that any- 
one else would take an interest in her. " (p. 122) Presumably 
there are other "pleasures" than P"; rs. Sinico in her husband's 
"gallery. " Until she meets James Duffy, however, his wife 
seems to have no such pleasures. Even Mr. Sinico's absence at 
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at sea when his wife finally dies suggests the remoteness 
between then. 
The nature of firs. Sinico's adulterous interest in James 
Duffy is merely implicit because, in the narrative technique 
as in the relationship, it is Duffy who dominates. From the 
outset, the relationship is one-sided. Mrs. Sinico accepts 
Duffy's books, listens to him, sympathizes with him, yet ex- 
pects tittle in return: "Sometimes in return for his theories 
she gave out some fact of her own life, " (p. 123) nothing 
more. Yet if she listens to Duffy patiently, even enthusias- 
tically, with "every sign of unusual excitement, " (p. 124) 
she fails completely to understand him. She does not realize 
that his credo, "We cannot give of ourselves... G(p. 124) is true 
for him. In desi ri nq to do precisely that, to give of her- 
self emotionally, Mrs. Si ni co forces Duffy to disillusion her. 
She is so overcome with affection and sympathy that she presses 
Duffy's hand to her cheek. Because he sees her gesture as a 
demand for emotional (and, perhaps, sexual) involvement, Duffy 
becomes frightened for his own self-sufficiency and breaks off 
the relationship. Ironically, only awhile Mrs. Sinico contin- 
ues to misunderstand Mr. Duffy can she be his companion--to 
understand hin is to realize how remote from him she really is. 
Obviously Mrs. Sinico feels the failure of her extra- 
marital relationship at least as deeply as Farrinciton, and for 
a considerably longer time. Unlike Farrington, however, who 
is partly responsible for his emotionally barren marriage and 
frustrated adultery, Hrs. Sinico is entirely the victim of 
an emotionally paralyzed marriage and affair. tlhile the 
Far- 
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ringtons of Dublin survive, Mrs. Si ni co, who seems to under- 
stand the barreness of her li fe, is crushed. Although she 
does not start drinking until two years after her affair 
with Duffy and although her accidental death does not occur 
for another two years, the implication is clear that both her 
decline and death are directly related to her confirmed sense 
of isolation. 
' The tawdry nature of her death merely intensi- 
fies the sense of a dingy and barren Dublin -to which she falls 
victim. It is the indictment of a repressive Dublin society 
that James Duffy breaks off his affair with Mrs. Sinico not 
just because he is emotionally sterile, but also because he 
sees that society has forced upon hin only two alternatives: 
either he must defy society and ttith her openly, " or 
hide from society's scrutiny and carry on a "comedy of decep- 
tion. " (p. 130) If Joyce himself had the strength to defy 
social conventions and live with Nora Barnacle "openly", it 
seems that he nevertheless saw such conventions to be repres- 
sive (especially when wielded by someone like Mrs. Mooney). 
In contrast to most such Dublin marriages, in different 
ways devoid of understanding or affection, that of the Conroys 
seems unusually vital. In fact, however, it is less the kind 
of marriage which distinguishes "The Dead" from the early 
stories than Joyce's approach to his subject, a reflection in 
part of his attempt to mitigate the impression of the "some- 
what bitter and sordid" stories. 
2 Had he presented a similar 
'Harry Levin (and others) would go further, saying that 
the newspaper article suggests that the accident is "of her 
own seeking, " James Joyce (London: Faber and Faber, 1944), p. 32. 
2Letters, I, p. 70. To G. tiolyneux Palmer, 11 June 1910. 
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relationship with the same irony and relative simplicity he 
used in his earlier succinct stories, the Conroys would no 
doubt appear considerably less sympathetic. Thus, the 
complexity of motive and feeling that Joyce allows in the 
Conroys' relationship and his largely sympathetic approach 
to its individuals is the first strong indication of the 
method which was to dominate his approach in Exiles and, 
with considerable humour, in Ulysses. 
' 
Like the Kearneys, Gretta and Gabriel Conroy display 
no animosity towards each other, but unlike the others, their 
ease seems, at the beginning of the story anyway, to be 
largely genuine. Speaking of the galoshes Gabriel has made 
her wear, Gretta "broke out into *a peal of laughter and 
glanced at her husband, whose admiring and happy eyes had been 
wandering from her dress to her face and hair. " (p. 205) 
There are difficulties in the relationship but in this more 
spacious story Joyce allows them to emerge gradually. Gretta's 
laughter is good-humoured and Gabriel is admiring, but as 
Gretta extends her jest, Gabriel grows uneasy, sensitive to 
his dignity: "Gabriel laughed nervously and patted his tie 
reassuringly. .. ." (p. 205) Gabriel's preoccupation with 
his wife's physical traits, "dress", "face" and "hair", and 
his own sensitivity, thus subtly introduced, become crucial 
to the dilenma later. 
Even before this point Gabriel has been shown to be uneasy 
1C. f. Joyce's review of A. S. Canning's Shakespeare Studied 
In Eight Plays where he complains that the writer analyzes 
the plays with "no psychological complexity, no cross-pur- 
pose, no inter-weaving of motives. .. ." The Critical blritings,, 
p. 138. 
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with a female, Lilly, the servant girl. Attempting to be 
friendly, Gabriel questions Lily, expecting her replies to 
be as 1i gh t as his questions . As with Gretta, Gabriel pre- 
sumes too much, expecting Lily to conform to one of two roles: 
that of the schooý girl (" [DJ o you still go to school? " p. 202) 
and that of the bride ("I suppose we'll be going to your wed- 
ding one of these fine days with your young man, eh? " p. 202). 
Gabriel is distressed at the girl's bitterness, as later he 
will be distressed by his wife's unexpected emotions. At the 
same time he does not realize that Lily's harsh generalization 
about men is partly true-of himself: "The men that is now 
is only all palaver and what they can get out of you. " (p. 202) 
Gabriel is basically as well-meaning towards Lily as towards 
Gretta, but towards both he is unthinking and insensitive. 
His limited response to his wife is evident in his 
largely physical and external approach to his wife. Gabriel's 
attentions to Gretta's feet recall those who reduce their roles 
to a purely physical basis. The Flynn sisters ministering 
beef-tea to their brother, Polly looney providing Bob Doran 
with hot punch, Mrs. Kearney covering her husband's feet with 
an eider-down, and firs. Kernan dutifully feeding her husband 
breakfast--all substitute such gestures for understanding or 
affection. 
In addition, Gabriel treats Gretta largely for the role 
she fills. He is proud of her attractive body and her "wifely 
carriage. " (p. 246) She seens less to exist for her own 
sake than as Gabriel's subsidiary. Throughout those long parts 
of the story written from Gabriel's point of view, she never 
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exists as "Gretta" only as "his ": "Ile saw his wife. .., If ýýýi fe 
(p. 217) "His wife clasped her hands. .. '"(p. 218) "Gabriel 
found his wife. .. ,"(. 222) "gazing up at his wife, " (p. 240) 
and so on. The centre of Gabriel's attention in the last 
part of the story vi1hen he wants her to fulfil his desires, 
Gretta is oddly remote from his view during the party. He 
does not even notice her dancing: "Didn't you see me? " she asks 
(p. 21.7) Her one request of Gabriel, that they go to the Aran 
Isles so that she can see her home, Galway, Gabriel peremp- 
torily dismisses: l"You can go if you like, ' said Gabriel 
coldly. " (p. 218) None of these features would be significant 
in itself, especially since all are made understandable by cir- 
cumstances. Gabriel's refusal to go to Aran, for example, 
arises directly from his irritation that Miss Ivors has criti- 
cized him. However, together they do suggest what his behaviour 
elsewhere confirms, that Gabriel takes his wife for granted. 
Even when Gabriel stares at his wife as she listens to 
Bartell D'Arcy's song, he seems peculiarly insensitive to her 
mood. He is fascinated by her appearance, her "grace and 
mystery, ". (p. 240) but only as they are a "symbol, " a suitable 
subject for a painting. His reverie so obscures his appre- 
hension of Gretta that he is neither curious about nor dis- 
turbed by her reaction to the music. This dream-like remote- 
ness is reinforced by the indirect manner in which Joyce des- 
cribes Gabriel's responses: "Gabriel heard his wife answer 
yes and saw her cone down towards them. " (p. 241) The extent 
of Sabriel's insensitivity is further made evident by the fact 
that even to the reader, on purely external evidence, Gretta 
reveals her disturbance. She does not "join in the conversa- 
tion; " she "seemed unaware of the talk about her. " (p. 242) 
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Formerly polite and interested, especially to Bartell D'Arcy, 
Gretta is so affected that she answers D'Arcy. 's question, 
"Do you know [the song]? " only indirectly and abstractedly: 
"'The Lass of Atighrim, ' she repeated. 'I couldn't think of 
the name. "' (p. 242) 
Gabriel feels a "sudden tide of joy" but it is based 
neither on an identification with Gretta's mood nor on an 
understanding of her feelings, but, as earlier, on the "colour 
on her cheeks" and the "shining" of "her eyes. " (p. 242) 
It is ironic that (like Mrs. Sinico and Bob Doran) Gabriel 
admires Gretta so deeply when he most misunderstands her and 
when he is so remote from her thoughts. Gabriel's intoxi- 
cation with Gretta's body, an extension of his so far entirely 
external treatment of his wife, intensifies in the walk through 
the snow. The hypnotic effect of the repetition of "She was 
walking on before him, " (p. 243) at the beginning of two con- 
sequetive paragraphs and later of "She leaned. .. ." (p. 246) 
at-the beginning of two consequetive sentences intensifies the 
sense of Gabriel's lust. 
In the same passage, through his memories' of their married 
life together, Gabriel acknowledges that his marriage has in 
some manner failed. All the instances of happiness he recalls 
are from the distant past: "Fie longed to recall to her those 
moments, to make her forget the years of their dull exis- 
tence together and renember only their moments of ecstasy. " 
(p. 244) As far as Gabriel is concerned, they have had "moments 
of ecstasy" but they need be recalled from a tine before their 
marriage became "dull. " What could have been the means to a 
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sense of fulfilment, "Their children, his writing, her house- 
hold cares, " (p. 244) he sees only as forces which threaten 
to "[quench] all their souls' tender fire. " (p. 244) Somewhat 
like other Dubliners, Gabriel evidently feels marriage to be 
a trap. Unlike the -others, however, Gabriel feels it to be 
a trap for his spouse as well as himself and, unlike the others, 
11-1 
he longs to escape the trap with his spouse. 
It is unclear exactly what Gabriel wants when he dreams 
that he and Gretta will escape "together with wild and radiant 
hearts to a new adventure, " (p. 246) but it is clearly the 
opposite of the-mundane tedium of their present life. In recog- 
nizing the failure of their relationship, Gabriel is almost 
alone amongst Dubliners in desiring to revivify it, even if 
his desire depends largely on fantasy and, later, lust. Like 
Richard Rowan and Bloon, he remains fundamentally dependent 
upon his wife, however much he misunderstands her. Not only 
are Gabriel's fantasies romantically confused, but they also 
fail to identify a basic failure in the relationship, a 
failure that has been evident throughout the evening. Gabriel 
continues' to take Gretta for granted: he unquestioningly 
possesses her. It never seems to occur to him that she nay 
belong to someone else (Piichael Furey) or even to herself. 
Gabriel's assumptions about Gretta are reflected even 
in his manner of making love to her: "tiI] e longed to cry 
to her from his soul, to crush her body against his, to over- 
master her. " (p. 248) Gabriel does not attack his wife, 
because it would be "brutal, " (p. 248) and an act of love for 
Gabriel at this moment is to be the token of their mutual 
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feeling ("Perhaps her thoughts had been running with his. " 
p. 249) not merely the satisfaction of physical desire. 
Even after Gretta comes to hin, he wants to make sure her soul 
complies with his: he insists on knowing her thoughts: "Gretta 
dear, what are you thinking about? " (p. 249) Yet to Gabriel 
the act of love is the submission of the female to the male. 
It is a passive denial of the woman and an assertion of the 
man: Gabriel never considers the possibility that Gretta 
should physically desire his love. She may come. to him "of 
her own accord, " (p. 248) but at best her willingness is a 
"yielding mood, " one where she is "fallen to him. " (p. 249) 
It is significant that Gabriel feels that his "diffidence" 
(p. 248) is the greatest enemy of their love-making for as 
becomes apparent after Gretta reveals her affair with Michael 
Furey, it is such passionless behaviour which is basic to 
the failure of his life. There are signs that the Conroys' 
marriage undergoes a profound change for in learning of 
Michael Furey, Gabriel learns what Bloom also learns and 
what Richard Rowan tries to believe all along, that he can 
never completely possess or know his wife. However, a dis- 
cussion of the nature of that change will be postponed to 
the discussion of death in the family. Yet even as it has 
been discussed so far the marriage of the Conroys marks a 
significant departure ;n Joyce's approach to marriage, clearly 
foreshadowing in its complexity his later treatment of the 
Rowans and Blooms. 
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Filial Relationships 
tlhen Joyce wrote Dubliners, he was still sufficiently 
young to have vividly in mind the difficulties he had some- 
times encountered from parents unsympathetic to his values. 
Indeed, the theme of parent-child estrangement was to form a 
significant part of A Portrait and Ulysses. His particular 
interest in the subject, along with the particular aspect of 
Dublin life he wished to emphasize, make it hardly surprising 
that child-parent relationships in the stories are as barren 
as most husband-wife relationships. 
I 
The question of heredity which plays a significant part in 
Joyce's later works is suggested in some of the short stories. 
Many Dubliners are instilled with assumptions about heredity, 
particularly about their superior social north Inherited from 
their families and nurtured by their family background. Joyce 
seems most concerned with showing the essentially alienating 
affectations of socially conditioned snobbishness, but a sense 
of "good family" often underlies the snobbishness. Thus the 
boy in "An Encounter, " (p. 25) Jimmy Doyle, (pp. 46-49) Bob 
Doran, (p. 72) Farrington., (p. 108) Maria (p. 111-14) and 
especially Mrs. Kearney all find themselves attempting to ex- 
press their innate superiority and, for the most part, merely 
becoming frustrated and embittered. 
Such assumptions about heredity are never more than implicit: 
Joyce's particular interest in the oppression a child 
can suffer fron a parent is evident also in his youthful 
essay on Ilangan (1902): he recalls that flangan's father was 
a "human boa-constrictor, " and points out 
"how keenly a sensi- 
tive boy suffers from contact with a gross nature. 
" "James 
Clarence Pannan, " in The Critical Writings, po 7E. This aspect 
of Mangan 's life is repeated in Joyce's ecture on 
Mangan in 
Trieste five years later, Critical t! ri tings, p. 181. 
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none of the characters is sufficiently self-aware or intro- 
specti ve (with the exception of Gabriel , to whom the question 
is irrelevant) to consider the significance of blood links, 
or question their validity. All seen merely to accept the 
traditional roles of parent or child simply because they are 
traditional. Yet Joyce demonstrates what Stephen argues more 
fully in all three works where he appears, that blood links 
can be meaningless encumbrances. There is no more meaningful 
a kinship between parent and child or between siblings (with 
the exception of Julia and Kate Mork kan) than there is between 
husband and wife. 
As with marriage relationships, parent-child relationships 
vary between those superficially smooth and those involving 
overt animosity, though again comparison is sometimes made 
difficult by the fact that a relationship may be only briefly 
suggested if it is not important in the story. 
Partly because they are treated with so little irony, 
the adult-child relationships in "The Sisters" and "Araby" 
seen little restrictive. Indeed, the relationship between 
aunt and boy in "The Sisters" reveals some sympathy, suggesting 
the kind of relationship important in Stephen Hero and the first 
part of A Portrait. The boy does not reveal any affection 
towards his aunt, yet she seems at least partly to understand 
him. It is she who, against the will of her husband, sends 
the boy to Father Flynn with a gift of "High Toast. " Even 
though the boy does not say directly that he liked to go to 
Father Flynn rather than exercise vigorously, his fascination 
with the dead priest ("I wished to go in and look at hin. .. ." 
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(p. 11) and his pride in recalling, "It was always I who 
emptied the pack of snuff] into his black snuff box. .. . "(p. 10) 
suggest that he felt some affection for the old nano however 
mixed his feelings. 
Between uncle and boy there is no sign of understanding 
or affection, however. In "The Sisters, " the two are shown 
to have antithetical sensibilities: the uncle disnisses his 
nephew as an intellectual oddity--"that Rosicrucian there" (p. 9) 
-- and implicitly scorns the boy's interest in what the old 
priest teaches him in favour of exercise and cold baths. It 
is not only because the boy feels shy of Old Cotter, but 
also because he assumes the alienation between himself and -his 
uncle that he suppresses his frank reaction to Father Flynn's 
death: "I knew I was under observation so I continued eating 
as if the news had not interested me. " (p. S) Briefly sketched 
here, a similar kind of relationship is fully developed in 
Stephen Hero and A Portrait. 
The relationship between aunt, uncle and boy in "Araby" 
seems similar to that in "The Sisters. " Again the aunt seems 
to understand something of the boy's feelings: her "ener- 
geti cal ly" delivered rebuke to her husband, ("Can't you give 
him the money and let him go? " p. 34) though possibly a reac- 
tion to her husband's drinking, seems also to reflect her 
sympathy with the boy's own burning impatience (for the reader, 
all the more intense because unstated). The uncle shows no 
real animosity towards the boy: he does not hesitate to give 
him a florin to go to the bazaar. However, as in "The Sisters, 
" 
he fails to sympathize with his nephew, as is apparent even 
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before the evening. When reminded of the bazaar that morning, 
the uncle answers "curtly. " (p. 33) Moreover, the uncle's 
presence constrains the boy from his usual practice of spying 
on Mtangan's sister: "As [my uncle-A was in the hall I could not 
go into the front parlour and lie at the window. " (p. 33) 
This basic lack of sympathy becomes more obvious that evening. 
Arriving home late, the uncle seems oblivious to the boy's 
frustration and disappointment, even if the boy largely sup- 
presses his feelings, presumably because he is afraid of his 
-uncle. The uncle says he is sorry for his delay but the empti- 
ness of his apology is suggested both by the indirect manner 
in which it is reported ("My uncle. said he was very sorry. .. ." 
p. 34) and by the manner in which he drunkenly rambles off 
onto another topic. The uncle twice asks the boy where he is 
going, but even the second time he seems- not to hear, begin- 
ning the recitation of a poem suggested to him by the word 
"Araby.! ' Admittedly the uncle's behaviour is influenced by' 
alcohol: the boy quickly "interprets" the "signs" (p. 34) of 
his uncle's drinking. However, the drunkenness does not 
obscure the uncle's attitude toward the boy. The uncle is only 
drunk enough to be garrulous; he is not stupidly drunk. More- 
over, such drunkenness most often intensifies basic attitudes 
rather than negating them. If the uncle were fundamentally 
sympathetic towards the boy, his drunkenness would lead him to 
over-react in his apology and questionk rather than ignore 
what the boy has just said. 
In these two stories the relationships between adult 
and child function in relatively minor ways, most importantly 
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to show the boys to be largely isolated as they discover the 
failures of religion and romance. Other stories place greater 
emphasis on the relationship, most often demonstrating a 
child to be the victim of his parents' frustration. In some 
instances the parent enacts his frustration as hostility 
("Counterparts" and "Eveline"); in others ("A Mother" and 
"After the Race") he attempts to fulfil his own hopes by making 
his child into a will-less puppet. 
"After the Race" explores extensively--and ironically-- 
the theme of the child as the largely passive instrument of 
his parent's will. Mr. Doyle intends his son to fulfil his 
social and financial ambitions: he makes no attempt to involve 
Jimmy with his me-at business, instead raising him as a gentle- 
man. ' There is no suggestion that Jimmy's opinions have been 
consulted at any point in his education, even if he seems to 
have contentedly acquiesced to his upbringing. In language 
that suggests Mr. Doyle has treated his son like a "merchant 
prince" handlin, cargoes, Joyce writes that Mr. Doyle "had 
sent his son" (p. 45) to one school in England, "had after- 
wards sent him to Dublin university to study law, " (p. 45) and, 
finally, Jimmy "had been sent for a term to Cambridge to sec 
a little life. " (p. 45) Even Jinny's hesitant but genteel 
debauchery seems to be intended by his father, "remonstrative. 
ltlarren Beck suggests that "The story nay be tinged ... uith 
sorge of [Joyce's] own ambivalence, manifest throughout his life 
in efforts to maintain pride of family and the perhaps compen- 
satory tendency to satirize all such pretensions, " Janes Joyce's 
Dubliners, p. 129. However, in this case it seems that 1: r . 
Doyle's effort to bolster fani ly dignity based on commercial 
success is entirely different from Joyce's own unashamed pride 
in his wife and children. 
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but covertly proud. " (p. 45) Mr. Doyle proves nearly as suc- 
cessful in manipulating his son as in managing his business. 
Jimny's financial link with the Frenchmen is the work of 
Mr. Doyle: " [I] t had been his father who had fi rst suggested 
the investment. .. ." 
(p. 47) Jimmy's evening with the 
foreigners is to be the sign of the fruition of Mr. Doyle's 
hopes for Jimmy's commercial and social success: "In Jimmy's 
house this dinner had been pronounced an occasion. " (p. 48) 
Mr. Doyle hovers over Jimmy's preparations, but he has done 
all he can do and he is content with his work: " tu]is father 
nay have felt even commercially satisfied at having secured 
for his son qualities often unpurchasable. " (p. 48) Ironically, 
however, Mr. Doyle has attempted to purchase these qualities 
for his son and Jimmy has not acquired them. lie demonstrates 
what Stephen Dedalus later denies, that he is irrevocably his 
father's son: he is the "inheritor of solid instincts. " 
(p. 46) 
, 
lie has neither sufficient wealth nor sufficient 
suaveness to pass the evening successfully. Unlike the others, 
Jimmy is unable to hold his drink: "Olle frequently mistook 
his cards and the other men had to calculate his I. O. U. 's 
for him. " (p. 51) Although the proportion lost of Jimmy's 
"great sum" (p. 46) is not specified, it is enough to cause 
Jimmy to realize his "folly" (p. 51) even through his drunken 
haze. ' The disillusion that comes with morning seems caused 
by the dim realization that he is not what his father (and 
himself) would have him be. It seems likely that Jimmy will 
it is often assumed that Jinmy loses everything. Hugh 
Kenner, for example, says Jimmy "gambles away the patrimony 
he had intended to invest. " Dublin's Joyce, (London: Chatto 
and tlindus, 1955), p. 55. 
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becone embittered by his father's disapproval and his own 
frustration to achieve the kind of success his father has taught 
hin to seek. 
"A Mother" examines a remarkably similar situatio. n except 
that this story, from the parent's rather than the child's 
point of view, puts greater emphasis on the frustrations of 
the parent than on the failure of the child. Because Ctrs. 
Kearney's hopes for a "brilliant life" are frustrated in 
marriage, she turns to her elder daughter as a vehicle for 
social success. The title of the story throws ironic light 
on her role: qtrs. Kearney evinces no token of maternal warmth. 
In fact, she ruins her daughter's career. Used to manipulating 
her husband and daughter, Mrs. Kearney tries to extend her 
domination to the "Eire Abu" society, her friends, and the 
entire Dublin musical public, but fails miserably. 
Kathleen seems little more than the puppet of her mother's 
ambitions, constructed as closely as possible on the model of 
her mother. Joyce's phrasing draws ironic attention to the 
intended similarity between mother and daughter. Firs. Kearney 
"had been educated in a high-class convent, where she had 
learned French and music. " (p. 153) Likewise, Kathleen has 
been sent "to a good convent, where she learned French and 
music. " (p. 154) Determined to have Kathleen succeed where 
she has failed, firs. Kearney improves on her daughter's 
accomplishments, having her husband then send her to "the 
Academy. " (p. 154) The stress on the financial basis of 
Kathleen's education--her father "paid her fees"--suggests 
that, like Jimriy Doyle's father, Kathleen's parents are attempting 
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to buy for her "qualities often unpurchasable. " (p. 48) 
The Irish revival is merely the opportunity for firs. 
Kearney "to take advantage of her daughter's name" (p. 154) 
for her own reflected prestige. Like Jimmy Doyle, Kathleen 
acquiesces, in her case dutifully sending Irish picture post- 
cards to her friends. During the entire course of the concerts 
Kathleen gives little token that she is able to act indepen- 
dently of her mother: "Mrs. Kearney, with her husband and 
daughter, arrived. .. ." (p. 159) "Mrs. Kearney brought her 
daughter over. .. 
" (p. 162) "firs. Kearney said curtly 
at intervals: 'She won't go on. "" (p. 164) and--so the evening 
goes. 
However, Kathleen, like Jimmy Doyle, is not entirely 
subject to her parent's values: she is willing to accept 
Fitzpatrick's four pounds instead of the four guineas (p. 165) 
despite her mother's protests. The compromise must be signi- 
ficant for her mother, sensitive as she is to social niceties: 
pounds constitute wages, guineas a fee. In the end Kathleen 
fails her mother not because she rebels, but simply because she 
alone cannot satisfyftnother's social aspirations, especially 
when she is misdirected by her mother. 
' 
Mrs. Sinico and her daughter likewise seen to share 
little sympathy. In this case, however, and unique in Joyce's 
lAlthounh the relationship between firs. fialins and Freddy 
("The Dead") is little developed, Uarren Beck sees it, too, 
as a type of the parent-doninated child: she personifies "a 
maternal Dublin which has brought up the likes of Freddy, 
for she epitomizes a fixed dulness that must be listened to, 
with perfunctory respect. " (p. 317) James Joyce's Dubliners. 
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early fiction, the apparent estrangement between parent and 
child functions chiefly to heighten the parent's sense of 
loneliness. Thus it seems that the emotional barreness Mrs. 
Sinico suffers from her husband can find little relief from 
her daughter: Mary Sinico accompanies her mother to a concert; 
later she attempts to have her mother take the pledge; and 
finally gives what seems, in the language of journalism, cold- 
hearted evidence at the inquest into her mother's death. 
In "The Boarding [louse, " Joyce takes a different view 
of the relationship between parent and child: the ironically 
presented threesome of mother, daughter and son function well 
together for their crass insensitivity suits then viel l to 
their roles. Jack Mooney preserves his sister's sexual value 
by threatening violence "if any fellow tried that sort of game 
on with his sister. " (p. 74)1 No doubt the recollection of 
this threat weakens Bob Doran's resistance to Mrs. gooney. 
Otherwise, Jack Mooney seems to have few ties with his family. 
Ile seems to be free to do as he wishes, despite the fact that 
the powerful firs. Mooney could undoubtedly -influence his 
behaviour if she chose. She seems to be indifferent to worse 
behaviour in her son than that she affects to deplorein Bob 
Doran: 
He was fond of using soldiers' obscenities: usually 
he came hone in the small hours. When he net his 
friends he had always a good one to tell then and he 
was always sure to be on to a good thing--that is to 
say, a likely horse or a likely artiste. (p. 67) 
1C. f. Juan/Shaun in Finnenans flake who threatens that 
"it will be a poor lookout" for anyone Who makes sexual 
advances to his sister, (p. 442). 
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Except insofar as both co-operate to trap a husband for 
Polly, Mrs. Mooney doninates her daughter. In language that 
suggests Polly (like Jimmy Doyle and Kathleen Kearney) is 
treated like a puppet, Joyce writes of firs. Mooney that she 
"had first sent her daughter to be a typist, "(p. 67) then "had 
taken her daughter hone again. " (p. 68) With Polly hone, firs. 
Mooney "watched" but "kept her own counsel. " (p. 68). Like 
most other Dublin parents, she is not interested in her daughter's 
feelings, but, unlike fir. Doyle and firs. Kearney, she does not 
primarily anticipate personal satisfaction through her child. 
She merely wants to get rid of Polly and to make a good finan- 
cial deal in the process. Consequently she treats Polly in 
the same way that she treats everyone else. Even in the one 
matter which concerns then most deeply, the ensnarement of 
Bob Doran, there is "no open understanding" (p. 68) between 
mother and daughter. Yet, because both are so shrewd, they 
understand each other completely. Each co-operates with the 
other, but only because she realizes that in so doing her oven 
desires will be achieved: Polly seeris to have no interest 
in aiding her mother except as she herself will benefit. 
Indeed, both are unwilling to acknowledge the understanding they 
share, even when Polly admits her involvement with Bob Doran. 
In her interview with Polly, tlrs. Mooney "had been made avik- 
ward by her not wishing to receive the news in too cavalier a 
fashion or to seen to have connived, " and, as for Polly, " LS] he 
did not wish it to be thought that in her wise innocence she 
had divined the intention behind her mother's tolerance. " (p. 69) 
Although the Mooney family functions well. it does so only 
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because the role demanded of each requires no sacrifice of 
self-satisfaction. 
Joyce demonstrates the widespread lack of sympathy between 
parents and children not only in those families where one 
parent tries to manipulate his child, but also in those where 
the father brutalizes his offspring--at least until they are 
ol'd enough to fight back. "Counterparts" is the only story 
which considers in any depth the father's reasons for his 
brutality, and, as such, is a reflection of the dimly appre- 
hended emotional frustration that constitutes the father's 
paralysis. In "Eveline" as in "Grace" and "Ivy Day in the 
Committee Room, " violence is used as a reflection of the brutal 
atmosphere of many Dublin families rather than as a reflection 
of the father's particular unhappiness. Thus the fact that 
Tom Kernan "had never been violent since the boys had grown 
up, " (p. 176) is an ironic amplification of firs. Kernan's 
belief that "There were worse husbands. " (p. 176) At best his 
acceptability is measured by the fact that (no doubt to protect 
himself) Tom Kernan is no longer violent. In "Ivy Day" there 
are darker implications, for the violence that Old Jack suffers 
from his drunken son ("He takes th'upper hand of ne whenever 
he sees I've a sup taken. " p. 134) seems merely a perpetuation 
of the paternal violence which Old Jack hi rmsel f assumes to be 
his right: "Only I'm an old man now I'd change his tune for 
him. I'd take the stick to his back and beat hin while I could 
stand over him--as I done many a time before. " (p. 133) 
In "Eveline" the results of violence are at least as 
pernicious even if Eveline is crushed rather than instilled 
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with -violent urges 
herself. Though 11r. Hill "was not so 
bad" (p. 37) during her childhood, even then he frightened 
the children: "Her father used often to hunt them in out of 
the field with his blackthorn stick. .. ." 
(p. 37) He 
formerly beat only the boys, but now he threatens Eveline: 
"Even now, though she was over nineteen, she sometimes felt 
herself in danger of her father's violence. " (p. 38) Even 
if Eveline is able to recollect that her father "Sometimes. 
could be very nice, " (p. 41) she has suffered from him in 
her attempts to "keep the house together. " (p. 39) It seer-is 
clear enough that it is not merely "palpitations" (p. 39) but 
also her timidity and emotional paralysis that Eveline has 
suffered as the results of her treatment from her father. 
Since the story is written from Eveline's point of view, 
her father's motivation is not examined. However, he no doubt 
expects his daughter to fill the tole left vacant at the death 
of his much-abused -wife. He evidently finds it convenient to 
have a capable woman in the house for he resents any threat 
to his control over her, such as Eveline's lover constitutes. 
Knowing little of Frank except that he is a sailor, Mr. Hill 
forbids that Eveline see him. Suggesting that sailors are of 
bad character, Mr. Hill ironically implies contrast with his 
own behaviour: '"I know these sailor chaps, ' he said. " (p. 40) 
In the end, dir. Hill does maintain control over Eveline: because 
she lacks the emotional and moral strength to change her 
life, 
she stays home. 
In "Counterparts" Joyce demonstrates that a father's 
abuse of his children not only contributes to the brutal 
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environnent but is also the result of it. Farrington Is hos- 
tility in the specific incident at the end of the story arises 
from the frustrations of his menial job, his penury, and his 
unpleasant home. Even so, his relationship with his son has 
evidently never been close. lie does not even recognize his 
own son: "'WJho is that? ' said the cyan, peering through the 
darkness. 'P9e, pa. ' 'Who are you? Charlie? ' 'tlo, pa. Ton. "' 
(p. 108) Admittedly recognition is made difficult by darkness 
and Farrington's drunkenness. However, Farrington "did not 
even feel drunk" (p. 107) and even the gloon would not prevent 
many fathers fron recognizing their sons. Unlike Old Jack's 
son, Ton Farrington is still too young to be anything more 
than a pathetic victim of his father's hostility. Yet it 
seems that the boy understands his father no more than his 
father sympathizes with hin. He promises to say Hail Mary's 
for his fattier, a promise which could not be less likely to 
sway his father. In fact, by resorting to the values of his 
religious mother--at church on a week night--the boy can only 
intensify his father's anger. 
External Fariily Disintearation--Separation and Death 
An examination of families in Dubliners so far has 
revealed that Joyce often used family relationships to heighten 
the sense of a Dublin of emotional and moral paralysis-- 
a paralysis evi dent in attitudes towards marri age, or, wi thin 
families, in the largely meaningless, often hostile, relation- 
ships between husband and wife, parent and child. Joyce 
accentuates this largely unfavourable vie', of family life by 
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presenting many of the families in different states of external 
disintegration. Although the distinction between external 
and internal failure is to some extent superficial, it is be- 
cause the two are interrelated that the external types of disin- 
tegration--separation and death--contribute significantly to 
Joyce's presentation of family life. The very desire to separ- 
ate from the family, to escape, implies the family's emotional 
barrenness. When the escape is frustrated it often reveals 
the family's crippling influence; when it is successful, it 
overtly reveals hostility. Even death, the ultimate separation, 
reflects adversely on the family, often merely externalizing 
its death-like qualities. 
All of the stories are about kinds of paralysis, but 
paralysis is most obvious in the frustrated attempt to escape. 
There are several kinds of attempted or desired escape that 
involve family members; Farrington turns to drink, women and 
social praise, firs. Kearney to social glamour, Mrs. Sinico 
first to love and then to drink, Little Chandler to fantasies 
of literary acclaim, Annie Chandler to her child, and so on. 
In "An Encounter, " "Araby, " and "Eveline" the young protagonists 
all attempt in different ways to break from a life which to 
different extents their families have made intolerable to them. 
The boys in both "An Encounter" and "Araby" indicate an 
inpatient desire to find something significant that cannot be 
found near home or in any of its mundane associations. These 
two boys are not only manifesting typical childhood impulses, 
but they are also foreshadowing the deeper dissatisfactions 
with hone life felt by other Dublin characters. The boy in 
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"An Encounter" is looking for something specific in his proposed 
journey from home: "real adventures, I reflected, do not 
happen to people who remain at home; they must be sought abroad. " 
(p. 20) There is no suggestion that the boy objects to his 
home except insofar as, like the school, it is mundane; it is 
unsympathetic to his hunger "for wild sensations, " sensations 
which the boy himself calls "escape. " (p. 19) The escape comes 
first in the "chronicles of disorder, " (p. 19) the adventure 
stories, but finally the boy longs for "real adventures. " (p. 20) 
More than most of the older Dubliners, the boy has sufficient 
energy to put into effect his desire for escape. However, as 
an escape, his excursion, like, all such escapes in Dubliners, 
is largely unsuccessful. The boys do not reach the Pigeon 
House (a power station, ), the sailors do not have green eyes, 
the boys are forced to eat their food "sedulously, " (p. 23) 
and they rest discontented in an empty field: "The sun went 
in behind some clouds and left us to our jaded thoughts and 
the crumbs of our provisions. " (pp. 23-24) The boy's claim, 
"School and home seeped to recede from us and their influences 
upon us seemed to wane, " (p. 22) is ironic for it is evident 
from his conditioned literary snobbishness, his social snobbish- 
ness towards Mahoney, and his fear of being caught, that the 
boy's upbringing very much influences his behaviour and, in fact, 
contributes to the failure of escape. The frichtening encounter 
with the pervert merely puts the seal on a largely unpleasant 
day. It is unlikely that the boy will be eager to undertake 
any more such adventures. However, it is just as unlikely that 
he will be any happier conforming to the mundane life of school 
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and home. 
The pubescent narrator of "Araby" feels much the same 
way toward school and home as the boy in "An Encounter. " For 
both boys the tedium of "ugly monotonous child's play"(p. 33) 
is directly opposed to what is romantic (or adventurous). 
Neither boy shows aversion to his home life as such. However, 
for both boys, only by leaving the ordinary--school and home-- 
can significant action be achieved. The boy in "Araby" finds 
in the mission suggested to him by Mangan's sister the perfect 
opportunity to make his fantasies real. However, the boy 
imbues the mission with more significance than it can bear. 
Identifying the bazaar with the achievement of a romantic 
ideal, and finding the bazaar on his late arrival to be merely 
a nearly empty collection of dull stalls, the boy feels his 
romantic dreams collapse. Like the boy in "An Encounter, " 
he finds himself unable to escape his environment--his ordinary 
4 
home and school life with which he is discontent Romantic 
fantasy proves as unsatisfactory as adventure as a means of 
escape. 
Eveline's hone is more obviously oppressive than the homes 
of the two boys. Eveline's father, unlike the uncle, is stormy 
and violent, bickering over shopping money, forbidding her 
contact with Frank: it is not surprising that after the mother's 
death the home tends to fall apart and that Eveline should want 
to escape. However, even while she recognizes the squalor 
of her family life, Eveline clings to the value of a 
family 
united, however superficially: "She had, consented to go away, 
to leave her home. Was that wise? " (p. 38) Eveline's evaluation 
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of family unity reveals less her dedication to her family 
than the fact that her spirit is broken. Eveline's moment of 
violent rejection of her repressive family life seems but a 
hysterical twitch: "Escape. She must escape! " (p. 41) Her 
impulse carries no strength of purpose. Standing on the quay, 
Eveline turns from Frank, partly because he demands a commit- 
ment which she cannot feel, and partly because she recalls her 
"duty" (p. 42), "the promise to her mother ... to 
keep the 
home together as long as she could. " (p. 41) Like_the attempted 
escape of the boy in "An Encounter, " Eveline's attempt to 
leave her family is undermined by the influence of her family 
and the traditional sanctification of family unity wielded 
by family and society. In Eveline's story, Joyce thus demon- 
strates that aspect of family life which is so important in the 
portrayal of Stephen Dedalus (and Richard Rowan)--the need 
to reject duty to family, to escape, even into exile. 
fir. flooney's rebellion against his bonds of duty are only 
a minor aspect of "The Boarding House, " most important as it 
contrasts ironically with firs. Mooney's powerful match-making, 
but his brutal rebellion nevertheless significantly demonstrates 
that only a violent and destructive gesture of near-madness 
can achieve even superficial escape from a wife like Ctrs. Mooney. 
External disintegration is used in "Clay" and "A Painful 
Case" to reflect in different ways the barrennes of family life. 
For Maria, the frustrated peace-maker, the breaking of family 
bonds is not an escape but a trap. "CT]he break-up at home" 
(p. 111) is responsible for Maria's present position, but the 
split between Alphy and Joe makes Maria even unhappier. 
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The cause of Joe and Alphy's argument is undefined, but it 
seriously affects Maria 's happiness: "T41 hat a pity it was 
Alphy and Joe were not speaking. They were always falling out 
now but when, they were boys they used to be the best of friends 
. ." 
(p. 113) Robert Boyle argues that "the violent fight 
of Joe and Alphy is occasioned by an imminent problem: who 
will be saddled with Maria? " This view is not corroborated 
by the story, however: Itaria's recollection of Joe that 
"often he had wanted her to go and live with them. .. ." 
(p. 111) 
reveals no insincerity on Joe's part. Moreover, the fact 
that Joe and A1phy were "always" disagreeing suggests that it 
is a difference of temperament, disagreement on several points, 
rather than a single major issue that estranges the brothers. 
2 
It is ironic that Maria, who feels herself to be the famous 
peace-maker, proves so inadequate in her attempts to reconcile 
the brothers. Attempting to "put in a good word for Al phy, " 
(p. 116), Maria moves Joe to declare "that God might strike him 
stone dead if ever he spoke a word to his brother again. .. ." 
(p. 116) 
James puffy has left his family, partly, no doubt, because 
he is too old to remain at home, and partly because he refuses 
to have anything to do with anyone, family member or not. Joyce 
does not emphasize Duffy's aloofness from his family; he mentions 
1Review of Warren Beck's Jo ce's Dubliners in James Joyce 
Quarterly, 71, No. 4 (Summer, , p. u 4. 
2Ellriann 
says the disagreement is based on the John Joyce- 
William Murray conflict, Janes Joyce, p. 18. If such is the 
case, the conflict in "Cla`y'is in ended to have no specific 
cause. 
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it rather as an aspect of his insistent isolation. Duffy's 
familial duties consist of "visiting his relatives at Christmas 
and escorting them to the cemetery when they died. " (p. 121) 
As might be expected of him, "He performed these two social 
duties for old dignity's sake. .. ." (p. 121), not for affection 
or sympathy. With isolation his credo, Duffy's estrangement 
from his family seems as inevitable as his bachelorhood. 
The most irrevocable form of external family disintegration, 
death (and particularly untimely death), Joyce uses again to 
reflect the spiritual and emotional barrenness of a Dublin 
whose citizens seem already partly dead. In his later works 
and The Dead" he seems to have been particularly interested 
in using a death as a means to focus on a dilemma in a character's 
relations with his family. Thus the death of Isabel in Stephen 
Hero, of flay Dedalus and Rudy Bloom in Ulysses and, to a lesser 
extent, of Richard Rowan's mother in Exiles, involve a crisis 
and change in the lives of the survivors. In "The Sisters, " 
"Eveline, " "Clay, " and "A Painful Case, " however, death is 
significantly inconsequential. Family life is not shown to 
suffer from such deaths or to demonstrate its vitality by 
surviving in spite of them: it seems merely to carry on. 
James Flynn's death is neither untimely nor unexpected; 
he is sixty-five and the victim of at least one previous stroke. 
His death does separate him from his family--his two sisters-- 
and the boy who seems to have become almost a son to him. Never-, 
theless, like so many deaths in "Dubliners, " this death largely 
extends a separation already existing in life. Both Eliza and 
Flannie are dedicated to their brother: "God knows we done all 
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we could, as poor as we are--we wouldn't see hin want anything 
while he was in it. " (p. 14) The odd lapse in Eliza's grammar 
("vie done") suggests a gap between her and her brother that is 
fundamental to their relationship. Dedicated as they may 
have been to James' physical comfort, the sisters could not 
possibly supply as many of his needs as Eliza implies. His 
behaviour they see as "something gone wrong with him. .. ." 
(p. 17, Joyce's ellipsis) without feeling its significance. 
" [S] hrewd2ly" (p. 15) recalling his latest symptoms, Eliza 
points out that, far from being a confidante, she has had to 
judge the nature of her brother's problem from external evidence. 
Indeed, Father Flynn's death is remarkable chiefly for its 
lack of effect on his family or anyone else. Seeing Christianity 
as little more than mechanistic ritual and problem solving, 
Father Flynn dies a death which seems little more than an ex- 
tension of a death in life. 
Like the boy in "The Sisters, " the boy in "Araby" seems 
to be an orphan. As in the earlier story, this fact is largely 
incidental to the story. However, as in "The Sisters, " by 
cutting off his protagonist from intimate family ties, Joyce 
is able to focus more directly upon the boy's only significant 
relationship, in this case, with Mangan's sister. 
In "Eveline" on the other hand, as shown earlier, the 
girl's memory of her mother's death plays an i rportant part 
in determining her behaviour. Yet Ctrs. Hill's death, like 
Father Flynn's, is largely an extension of a death in life. 
Although the death of Eveline's Mother has precipitated the 
incipient dissolution of the family, violence and bitterness 
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have long fragcnented the family internally. Moreover, Mrs. 
Hill's death denonstrates that Eveline is as spiritually dead 
as her mother is physically dead. 
Although death in "Clay" is present only in the symbol 
of clay, the fact of death again heightens the sense of a 
barren life. ' Clay is traditionally associated not only with 
death, of course, but also with the creation of the body, with 
pliancy, and susceptibility to temptation. All of these conno- 
tations reflect ironically on Maria's condition, pointing to- 
wards the futility of her death. As a creature she is remote 
from creator: she has no links with parents. As a changeable 
being she is remote from change: she is isolated, ingrown. 
Her susceptibility to temptation, made clear in her pathetic 
sensitivity to the "elderly gentleman" (p. 114) is only super- 
ficially tested. Her death, made startlingly concrete in the 
saucer of mud, wi 11 be just as empty. 
Indirection and underplay are used to heighten the inconse- 
quence of Maria's projected death. Thus Maria is faced with 
the saucer of clay , merely as a reflection of the children's 
whimsical naughtiness. Moreover, Maria is not shown to react 
to her choice of death. Firs. Donnelly's reprimand is the 
only emotion made explicit. Death may be pushed to the back of 
Maria's mind, or dismissed by Mrs. Donnelly, but in consequence 
it seems only more omirous. The pathetic irony is that, with 
the possible exception of Joe, who seems to feel some affection 
for Maria, her death will have effect on no one. There will 
lAdaline Glasheen sees no indictment of an emotionally 
paralyzed Dublin in this story, claiming on the contrary that 
it is "an art-for-art's sake piece of work if ever there was 
one. " "Clay, " James Joyce's Dubliners, ed. Clive Hart, p. 105. 
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be no orphans or widower for Maria. 
Although firs. Sinico does leave a widower and a daughter, 
her death has little more effect than Maria's. Like firs. 
Hill's death, firs. Sinico's is not the cause of family disin- 
tegration; her death merely makes concrete the elements of 
disintegration already existing. As shown earlier, even before 
her affair with James Duffy her marriage had become empty. 
Although Mrs. Sinico's death is not shown to have an effect 
on daughter or husband, it does temporarily affect James Duffy. 
Reading of the incident, Duffy is at first indignant that the 
manner of firs. Si ni co's death affronts his dignity: "Not merely 
had she degraded herself; she had degraded him. " (p. 128) 
However, his indignation changes first to egocentric self-pity, 
and, briefly, to guilt. Only in guilt does Duffy acknowledge 
his link with another human being: "Why had he withheld life 
from her? Why had he sentenced her to death? " (p. 130) Although 
Mr. Duffy's response is distorted by melodramatic self-aggran- 
dizerment', it is not inappropriate. Two years after she is rejected 
by him, she turns to drink, the direct cause of her death. It 
seems likely that Mrs. Sinico sought in drink the consolation 
for "the soul's incurable loneliness" (p. 124) intensified by 
Mr. Duffy's rejection of her. Like Sinico, Duffy rejects Mrs. 
Sinico; like him, Duffy is partly responsible for her death in 
life. It is only temporarily that Duffy feels : iriself thus 
involved in Mrs. Sinico's death. His guilt shifts again to 
self-pity ("No one wanted him. .. 
." (p. 131) and, finally, 
to a confirmed sense of isolation: "Ile began to doubt the 
reality of what memory told him. " (p. 131) In the end he. 
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like Mrs. Sinico, is isolated. 
In "The Dead, " as the title suggests, Joyce gives the 
theme of death and the family its most expansive and complex 
treatment. As in his later works, he is concerned with the 
response of the living to the dead, but as in the other Dubliners 
stories he also uses death to demonstrate the death-like or 
paralyzed quality of life. Although Michael Furey's is not 
a family death, his death is used by Joyce to examine the effect 
of a recollected death on a family relationship,. an important 
theme in Exiles and Ulysses. Michael'Furey's death occurs only 
through recollection and at the end of the story, but it is 
prefigured by several other instances of death influencing 
family life. 
The death of Pat P4orkyan has had a profound effect on 
the lives of his spinster sisters and daughter: the disrupted 
family has had to move to a remote house, "dark" and "gaunt" 
(p. 199). Indeed, the fact that the "annual dance" (p. 199) 
the social occasion around which the story centres has been 
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held every year for the thirty years since Pat's death seers 
to link the affair with his death. The sisters have met 
their brother's death bravely, but now Kate is "too feeble to 
go about much, " (p. 200) and Julia, Gabriel feels, will soon 
be dead: 
He had caught' the haggard look upon her face for a 
moment when she was singing ironically "Arrayed 
for the Bridal". Soon, perhaps, he would be sitting 
in that same drawing-roon, dressed in black, his 
silk hat on his knees. " (p. 254) 
Although, like Maria, the Torkhans are spinsters, unlike her, 
they do have a family to leave at death. 
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Life at the party is often orientated towards death. 
Mostalgia and memory, even in the dinner table conversation 
centre on the dead, the opera singers of the past. So, too, 
Gabriel's speech looks back nostalgically to "an older day. " 
(p. 232) Even the conversation about the monks of tlount flelleray 
sleeping in coffins (pp. 229- 30) reinforces the impression of 
death's influence on life. 
Gabriel, as the recording consciousness of most of the 
story, can be expected to be most deeply involved with death 
as it affects his life. Indeed, his bond with the dead is 
immediately established. Gabriel is accepted first by his 
aunts as he forms a link with the dead, their sister. He is 
the aunts' "favourite nephew, the son of their dead elder 
sister , Ellen. " (p. 204) Moreover, the dead Ellen maintains 
influence over her son, haunting his memory as he looks at her 
photograph. It is she who is responsible for his name, even 
his occupation: "Thanks to her ... Gabriel himself had 
taken his degree in the Royal University. " (pp. 212-13) Even 
yet "he rer, ienbered her sullen opposition to his narriage, " 
(p. 21 3) an opposi ti on which, the phrasing of the fol lowing 
sentence suggests, he has frequently recalled: "Sorte slighting 
phrases she had used still rankled in his nemory. .. ." (p. 213) 
In some ways, the mother's opposition has been successful, 
for the marriage has not been a great success but "years of ... 
dull existence. " (p. 244) Gabriel's disturbance at the memory 
of his pother foreshadows his nuch greater disturbance with 
Gretta's nenory of Michael Furey. 
1 In different sways, 
1 Ri chard El lriann points out the many autobiographical ele- 
ments in the story, based in part on Nora Barnacle's girlhood 
attachment in Galway to a Michael Bodkin. Janes Joyce, pp. 252-63. 
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the memories of both are forces of opposition to the marriage- 
the mother as she articulates her displeasure with Gretta, 
and Michael Furey as his behaviour contrasts with Gabriel's 
own failure. 
Gabriel has had the influence of his mother partly dis- 
pelled by Gretta: "It was Gretta who had nursed her during 
her last long illness in their house at Plonkstown. " (p. 213) 
In life Gretta has been able to confront his mother's animosity 
and prove groundless his mother's objections: Gabriel sees 
Gretta's kindness to his mother as a proof that his mother's 
assessment of Gretta' as being "country cute" ýsas "not true of 
Gretta at all. " (p. 213) Gretta, however, has not had the 
influence of Michael Furey dispelled by her life with Gabriel. 
Even though she evidently has not brooded on Michael (she 
cannot remember the name of his song), her life with Gabriel, 
as Gabriel realizes, must intensify by contrast Michael Furey's 
type of love. Moreover, until the last scene, when Gretta 
reveals her early love, neither she nor Gabriel has been able 
to attempt to counteract the memory consciously. 
Because Gabriel Is is the recording consciousness. Gretta's 
atti tudes are never fully revealed. However, it does seem 
that Gretta's feeling towards tlichael is genuine even if the 
romantic circumstances of Michael's death have enhanced her 
memories of him: as far as Gabriel is concerned, Michael's 
chief attraction to Gretta is the manner of his death, a token 
of bold "passion. " (p. 255) Yet, if Gretta's reactions to 
Gabriel are not developed, the effect of death on the relation- 
ship is clearly developed through Gabriel's changing attitude 
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towards Gretta. At first the recollection of the incident 
estranges husband and wife. Because Gabriel is possessive of 
Gretta, his first reaction to the story is jealous--three 
times he asks Gretta if she loved the dead boy. Because that 
possessiveness is based upon egocentricity, his second reaction 
is self-conscious shame: He saw himself as a ludicrous figure 
idealizing his own clownish lusts. .. ." (p. 251) This 
is the sane self-conscious Gabriel who was made to blush by 
both Lily and Miss Ivors and who was afraid of seeming "ridiculous" 
during his dinner speech. 
To some extent Gabriel does remain primarily concerned with 
his own behaviour and, by the story's end, chiefly preoccupied 
with his lack of passion and his unromantic life. He recog- 
nizes the limitations of his feelings towards Gretta: he 
realizes that he has not only played a poor part in his wife's 
life but he has also not loved her: "He had never felt like 
that himself towards any woman but he knew that such a feeling 
rust be love. " (p. 255) However, if he is concerned primarily 
with hinself, he is aware only of his own failure, not Gretta's. 
Indeed, throughout the incident Gabriel shows clear signs 
of growing in depth of feeling toward Gretta: even before he 
knovis the circunstances of Michael's death, 
A vague terror seized Gabriel ... as if ... some impalpable and vindictive being was coning against 
hin. ... 5ut he shook himself free of it with 
an effort of reason and continued to carrel her hand (p. 252) 
Gabriel continues to caress Gretta's hand partly because he is 
trying to dismiss by caln reason his fear of "lichael Furey's 
death and its effect on Gretta and their relationship. However, 
hhý t .J 
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Gabriel's feelings are complex. Even though Gretta does not 
respond to tin Gabriel "continued to caress her hand just as 
he had caressed her first letter to him that spring horning. " 
(p. 252) The sinile is ambiguous--the extent of the similarity 
between the two caressing actions is undefined. However, 
Joyce is inplying more than the physical similarity between 
the two actions. It is unlikely, too, that ironic contrast 
is intended: the simile is Gabriel's not Joyce's, and Gabriel 
at this point is no longer indulging in self-irony. On the 
contrary, in caressing Cretta's hand, Gabriel feels an echo 
of his earlier fondness for Gretta, even when she is unhappily 
recounting her frustrated affection for another. 
There are more explicit indications that the incident 
has not totally estranged the couple but allowed for a reassess- 
ment. Rather than taking her for granted, Gabriel is "shy 
of intruding on her grief, " (p. 253) looking at her with "curious 
eyes. " (p. 254) He even goes so far as to feel suspicious: 
"Perhaps she had not told him all the story, " (p. 254) thus 
suggesting for the first time what was to so inter Lst Joyce, 
a husband's reaction to his wife's suspected infidelity. Gabriel's 
suspicions pass quickly, though. Looking at Gretta asleep, 
recalling her face as Michael reust have seen it, Gabriel feels 
"a strange, friendly pity" for his wife--"strange" because it 
is unusual and conplex, a new attitude towards his wife. Slightly 
later, thinking of Gretta's secret grief, Gabriel feels 
"generous tears" fill his eyes. Gabriel's tears are partly based 
on a response to the romantic pathos of the affair between 
Gretta and Michael, but the tears are "generous" ones. Unlike 
kh, 
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James Duffy in a similar situation, 
in self-pity. There is little other 
in Gabriel's attitude toward Gretta, 
enough to suggest that Gabriel feels 
wife, neither taking her for granted 
far-fetched romantic dream. 
Gabriel is not indulging 
indication of a change 
but these hints are 
differently towards his 
or enveloping her in a 
However, Joyce is less concerned to show the effect of 
Michael Furey's death on the relationship than to show how it 
affects Gabriel Is whole attitude towards life. While the inpli- 
cations of Gabriel's attitude do not bear directly on familial 
relationships, theyi-rrp-iie-n-ti'rns constitute a view of Dublin 
life that is basic to the view of faraily life in the paralyzed 
city. Death for Ga briel seeris to assure more iriportance than 
life. He is preoccupied with death, and the fact that "one by 
ýc 
one they were all becoming shades. ' 
ýýTo JGabriel t; i chael is to 
be reckoned with less because of the nanner of his life than 
because of the manner of his death. He does not see in Michael's 
death a manner of behaviour which can be extended equally well 
to a way of life: rather, he sees it as the only significant 
way of accomplishing what all are essentially doing, dying. 
Gabriel does not see the contrast between life and death, but 
their affinity. Life is nothing but the gradual process of 
out 
death: "His oven identity was fading into a grey impalpable 
world.. °. (p. 255) Fii s elderly aunts he sees as the clearest 
evidence of the nerging of life into death--and, implicitly, of 
death into life. Only ; lichadl Furey has successfully lived 
(as in Gretta's rienory) by boldly dying. The snow settling 
"upon all the living and the dead" epicumizes for Gabriel this 
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death in life fading into death. 
It is difficult to know whether Gabriel 's conclusions are 
to be taken as a passing mood--an over-reaction to the failure 
of his pompous love-fantasies--or as an abiding insight into 
the nature of his own life and, implicitly, of all life. Because 
the insight arises in part because he feels his own life, and 
especially his narriage, to have been a failure, it would seem 
to imply that he sees a more intensely directed way of life as 
a corrective. Yet if Gabriel has achieved something like an 
"epiphany, " it seems that it is an understanding of his own 
failed life, not a deep understanding of all life. In the 
end his understanding has the limitations of the kind of life 
from which it arises, in particular his own, in a Dublin environ- 
ment. 
l 
Thus, because Gabriel is the only self-aware character in 
the book (except perhaps Mrs. Sinico, and, in more limited ways, 
James Duffy and Little Chandler), his understanding iriplicates 
the Dublin environment in which living is a kind of death. 
Certainly in all of the stories where death occurs as a force ex- 
ternally splitting the family, life has long been death-like. 
Father Flynn's death is the culmination of his own life of 
spiritual death, a death similarly felt by Eveline Hill and 
her mother, now physically dead. Maria's foreshadowed death, 
and firs. Sir, ico's death no less intensify the death-like 
quality of their own lives. As Stephen says of his fellow 
lEvidently Joyce himself did not believeGabriel's vision to be necessarily true of life. On the contrary, as his brother 
says, "His burning desire was to live, " "A tlerioir, " p. 496. The Oracehoper in iinvienins Wake is similarly determined to live vitally. Yet ie re arc ose, like Warren Beck, who see "Ga, iel's evolving vision as the most comprehensive and profound 
experience Joyce ever represents. " James Joyce's Dubliners, p. 340. 
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Dubliners in one of the diary entires that close A Portrait, 
"Let the dead bury the dead. Ay. And let the dead marry the 
dead. " (AP p. 252) It was precisely his attempt to escape 
the death-like and paralyzed Dubliners\moved Stephen--and 
Joyce--to leave Dublinýk: "Welcome, 0 life! " ( 1W p. 257) 
Gabriel's awareness, then, is not necessarily a comment on life, 
but on Dublin life and on most of the book's characters $ living 
only a shadow life. Whether in terms of a death metaphor or 
a paralysis metaphor, such a view of Dublin life is basic to 
all aspects of family life in the book. 
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STEPHEN HERO 
I 
Because the extant portion of Stephen Hero is less than 
half of the original manuscript and only a quarter of the pro- 
jected novel, the intended organizational principle of the 
work is not obvious. That such a principle does exist seems 
likely, even given the youth of the author, since everything 
else Joyce wrote, including the contemporaneous Dubliners 
, ýveals careful planning. In order to examine the significance 
. 'ami ly life in Stephen Hero it is necessary first to discuss 
the aims of the work as a whole as suggested first by compari- 
son with the later A Portrait, and second by exani nati on of 
Joyce's letters. 
The differences between the early draught and A Portrait 
are marked. A Portrait is divided into five chapters, each 
dealing with a stage in Stephen's development. The last one 
and a half chapters correspond roughly to the period of time 
covered in Stephen Hero. A great many family (and other) inci- 
dents in Stephen Hero have been left out or much reduced in 
A Portrait. For example, Maurice is mentioned only briefly 
in A Portraitland Isabel is not rientioned at all even though 
the section on Isabel is among the most successful parts of 
Stephen Hero. Similarly, the full-blooded Emma Clery of 
Stephen Hero is reduced to a vaque romantic companion of Stephen's 
religious conversion at one point , (AP 120) and, at others, 
1 P1auri ce Beebe considers that in fact flaurice is not entirely 
removed in A Portrait but rather some of his characteristics 
are combine with those of Stephen to produce the different 
characterization in the later book. "Joyce and Stephen Dedalus: 
The problem of Autobiography, " A James Joyce hiscel l any: Second 
Series, ed. Marvin Magalaner (Carbondale: Southern Illinois Press, 
Mg TT P. 70 
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to the equally vague object of Stephen's poesy. (AP pp. 72, 
222-226) The parents, too, are presented less directly in 
the corresponding chapters of A Portrait. All such reductions 
are related to the alteration in emphasis between the two books. 
Among other things, A Portrait records the process by 
which Stephen sheds himself of all bonds of association until 
he reaches the point where exile seems the only logical action. 
This later book records those aspects of Stephen's life which 
contribute directly to his spi ri tuhl development until the 
point where he has gained a full sense of artistic mission. 
The process by which Stephen sheds his family is largely consis- 
tent, clear cut, and above all made to seem an inevitable part 
of Stephen's spiritual growth. The bonds of church and nation 
are shed in a similar manner. 
In the fragment of Stephen Hero , however, the process 
is 
more complex. Instead of moving inevitably, with conviction, 
beyond the influences of traditional institutions, Stephen is 
shown to be ambivalent towards them. In some ways, Stephen seems 
like a Dubliner of the short stories who is determined not to 
remain a Dubliner but finds it difficult to release himself. 
lie tells Cranly he has left the Church (p. 122) yet he later 
considers the attractions of Catholicism. (p. 181) Repeatedly 
he decides to have nothing to do with Emma Clery yet he contin- 
ually returns to her. Repeatedly he declares his estrangement 
from his family yet continually he looks to them for sympathy. 
Thus the family's failings themselves are as prominent a part 
of the work as Stephen's personal need for isolation. Similarly, 
the extended criticisms of oppressive Dublin life (e. g. p. 129), 
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the Irish nationalists (e. g. pp. 44-46,49-57), the Catholic 
Church (e. g. p. 173), the university students (e. g. pp. 88-90) 
and the university instructors (e. g. pp. 81-85) suggest that 
it is Stephen's impatience with the failings of these insti- 
tutions more than a spiritual incompatibility with all bonds 
that moves hin to declare, repeatedly, his independence. 
More than in A Portrait Stephen in Stephen Hero is shown 
to be involved with his family, trying to define his own course 
of action away from them. Stephen's intense interest in the 
fate of his dying sister draws hin into the affairs of his 
family even though he elicits from Isabel's death renewed 
convictions of his own independence. Sinilarly, firs. Daedalus' 
role is significantly more extensive: through the scene where 
firs. Daedalus discusses Ibsen, onni tted from A Portrait, she 
is shown to be active and directly involved in Stephen's life. 
Her sympathy for and interest in Stephen here, as well as her 
attempts to aid Stephen's university educati on, l ater., show that 
Mrs. Daedalus is emotionally and intellectually involved with 
her son even while he becomes discontented with her religious 
affiliations. 
The difference in the two presentations of Stephen's 
religious argument with his mother will demonstrate the differ- 
ence in approach between the two books. In both, the argument 
leads Stephen to declare in the ensuing discussions with Cranly 
his intention to be utterly free fron all restraints. However, 
the fact that the argument is reported indirectly in A Portrait 
makes the significance of the argument seen more theoretical 
than emotional, a direct extension of a conviction that his 
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mission as artist demands his independence. Although there are 
suggestions that Stephen was emotionally involved in the argu- 
nent with his mother--he is haunted by her "sobs and reproaches" 
(AP p. 229): he speaks to Cranly of mother love with "assumed 
carelessness" (AP p. 246)--the discussion serves chiefly as an 
opportunity for Stephen to clarify his own convictions, already 
implied in the tenets of his artistic credo. In. Stephen Hero 
the conclusion of the discussion with Cranly is similar, but the 
argument with firs. Daedalus shows Stephen's break from the 
church to be largely enotional, a result of the bitterness of 
the argument. In Stephen Hero, Stephen's claim, "I have left 
the Church, " (p. 122) is less firm of purpose than defiant, 
charged with the realization that by refusing to obey his mother 
he is cutting himself off from the family and church with which 
he is still very auch involved. Implicitly Stephen's assertions 
of independence are partly the result of his argument with his 
mother, rather than as in A Portrait, arising fron a deeper 
source, his total conception of his life as an artist. 
The differing roles of Stephen's father likewise suggest 
a different intention in. the two books. In Stephen Hero Mr. 
Daedalus plays a prominent role, repeatedly exerting pressure 
on Stephen to do well at university, creating considerable 
tension when Stephen does poorly. In the last one and a half 
chapters of A Portrait the conflict is only briefly suggested 
(A. P. p. 169, p. 255): once Stephen declares his estrangement 
fron his father in Chapter II, his father plays no proninent 
part. 
However, it is not si reply that Stephen's fani ly plays 
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a more dominant role in Stephen Hero. Although he feels little 
ambivalence towards his farii ly, even in Chapters 4 and 5 of 
A Portrait, Stephen's home life is shown to have great influence 
on his spirit. The unpleasant squabbles that characterize the 
Daedalus family in Stephen Hero are replaced by a pervasive 
atmosphere of decay and squalor, qualities which haunt Stephen 
andwhich confirm him in his desire for escape. Since it is 
this general atmosphere rather than parental pressure which 
affects Stephen, the family in A Portrait is more abstractly 
inimical to Stephen than directly influential as the largely 
"unpleasant, " (p. 39) unsympathetic family is in Stephen Hero. 
Thus, in the later novel Stephen does not rail against his parents; 
rather, he recognizes "dimly and without regret" a "sundering" 
of his life from his mother's (AP p. 169), just as passively, 
he accepts the "abyss" (AP p. 98 ) between him and his father, 
and his "futile isolation" (AP p. 101) from his family. (lie 
does feel some emotional involvement but he is quite unlike the 
Stephen of Stephen Hero who "remonstrated hotly" ' p. 
186, 
in a typical argument with his mother. ) Moreover, the Stephen 
of A Portrait vacillates little in his attitude towards his 
parents. On the contrary, it is only after he has recognized 
his artistic mission and its incompatibility with all close ties 
and has realized that his relationship with his family is 
emotionally barren and psychologically inimical that he declares 
outright, once and for all, his intentions not to "serve that 
in which I no longer believe. " (AP p. 251) Such is his strength 
of purpose that he very soon carries his intention through to 
(projected) exile. 
bý 
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That Stephen Hero is less well organized than A Portrait 
seems likely, even judging from the fragment. Stephen's 
development is less clearly defined because facts are reported 
in chronological rather than thematic sequence, leading to 
much repetition as Stephen reasserts contradictory opinions 
at different times. However, all of the differences between 
the books, consistent in their different implications, suggest 
that Stephen Hero is intended to show that Stephen is one Dub- 
liner who, in spite of his environrment, achieves a deep sense 
of artistic purpose sufficient to overcome the forces working 
against him. The book stresses the fact that the process is 
made difficult both because Church, nation and family repre- 
sent powerful 'forces and because Stephen is in many ways a 
culpable, confused adolescent, attempting to define clearly 
his own intentions from contradictory influences and inclinations. 
By the time he wrote A Portrait Joyce seems to have formed 
a new conception of his work, concerned with presenting, as 
the title suggests, those aspects of the young man's life con- 
tributing directly to the development of his artistic stance. 
To proceed with an examination of family life in Stephen 
Hero as it contributes to the intentions outlined above. may be 
to argue circularly were not Joyce's evident intentions rein- 
forced by external evidence, particularly in the letters. 
At one point, Joyce writes about his partially completed novel: 
It seems to me that what astonishes most people in 
the length of the novel is the extraordinary energy 
in the writer and his extraordinary patience. It would 
be easy for me to do short novels if I chose but what 
I want to wear away in this novel cannot be worn away 
except by constant dropping. 1 
1Letters, II, p. 83. To Stanislaus Joyce, 28 Feb., 1905. 
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Although Joyce does not specify at this point what he wants 
to "wear away, " his general ain is clear enough. His comment 
to Stanislaus a month later confirms his aim. He speaks of 
Chapter, 20 as a "terrible opus" and goes on to say, "I wonder 
how I have the patience to write it. no you think other people 
will have the patience to read it? "' Chapter 20 describes 
the presentation of Stephen's paper and the subsequent discus- 
sion with his friends, analyzes tir. Daedalus' prejudices towards 
his family, and, after Stephen refuses to sign the petition for 
peace, concludes with the des cri pti on of Mr. Daedalus' Good 
Friday activities. The epithet "terrible" seers to derive as 
much from the traumatic effect of Joyce's attempts to distil 
the disturbing memories into prose as from any brutal effect of 
the writing itself. Still, the fact that Joyce saw the writing 
to be "terrible" suggests that he felt it to be potent and 
destructive. In this matter, Stanislaus Joyce seems entirely 
in agreement, commenting in one of his letters on the harsh 
"satire" in the work and reporting that Byrne says he "can 
hardly think you are not malicious sometimes. "2 The most 
conclusive indication in the letters that Joyce was attempting 
primarily to attack in Stephen Hero is his comment on Lcrr; ontoff's 
I1ero of Our Days ("Days" usually translated as "Time" "Times"). or 
He wrote to Stanislaus, "The only book I know like VStephen 
Hero] is Lerr. ontoff's Hero of Our Days. " According to Joyce, 
1Letters, II, p. 87,4 April 1905. 
2Letters, II, p. 103, 31 July 1905. 
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"[T]here is a likeness in the aim and title and at tines in 
the acid treatment. "' Hero of Our Days, first published in 
1839, is a series of loosely related tales all concerning a 
a disillusioned, largely egocentric "hero" called Pechorin. 
The title is ironic for as Lermontoff himself says in his 
Forward to Hero of Our Days, his book "is indeed a portrait, 
but not of one man; it is a portrait built up of all our gener- 
ation's vices in full bloom. " 
2 Lermontoff goes on to define 
his aim more fully: 
People have been fed enough sweetneats to upset their 
stonachs; now bitter remedies, acid truths are needed. 
Yet you should not think that the author of this book was 
ever ambitious enough to aspire to reform human vices. 
flay God preserve him from such boorishness! It simply 
pleased him to portray the modern man as he sees him 
and as he so often, to his own and your misfortune, has 
found hin to be. Suffice it that the disease has3been 
diagnosed, how to cure it the Lord alone knows! " 
That Joyce clains a likeness between such an aim and the aim 
of Stephen Hero clearly suggests an outspoken and embittered 
attack on the institutions which fail Stephen. Further com- 
parison of the methods of the two books little illuminates 
Joyce's aims, 4 but the comparison that Joyce himself makes 
reinforces the differences between A Portrait and Stephen Nero 
noted above. 
1Letters, II, p. 111,24 Sept. 1905. 
2trans. Martin Parker (Moscow: Foreign Languages Publishing 
House, no date). p. 10. 
3Lernontoff, p. 10. 
4The two books are further compared in Appendix A. 
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If Joyce wants to "wear away" blind subservience to 
family, Church, nation and so on, he must do so, he says, by 
"constant dropping. " The more extensive and derisive treatment 
of all of these institutions in the earlier book does create a 
more iconoclastic effect than the more cursory treatment of 
the same institutions in A Portrait: the later book stresses 
Stephen's personal and spiritual needs to shed all associations 
rather than the failings of the institutions themselves. No 
doubt Stephen's mixed feeling towards traditional values in 
Stephen Hero is partly explained by such iconoclastic intentions: 
in order to wear away something by constant dropping, it is 
necessary to attack repeatedly. Stephen's inclinations to 
return to his fani ly for sympathy, for example, gi ve additional 
opportunity to define grounds for abandoning them further. Thus 
Joyce makes his extensive denigrations of traditional values 
more dramatically valid by allowing Stephen's slight ambivalence 
towards then. 
In A Portrait where Joyce is much less interested in 
revealing the general failure of nation, Church, school, and 
home, he does not expand on Stephen's criticism of their short- 
comings. All are shown to be unsatisfactory in A Portrait but 
chiefly as they affect a very individualized and unique character, 
Stephen Dedalus. A Portrait focuses intently on Stephen's 
development as artist and unlike Stephen Hero is not divided 
between that air. and the desire to attack the institutions which 
fail him. 
These differences also seem to suggest different conclusions. 
In A Portrait Stephen is left seeking exile, the young artist 
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having achieved an aesthetic stance whose Hore nature develop- 
ment is considered in Ulysses, As Joyce's intention of including 
the tower episode suggests 
rl 
in Stephen Hero he planned to 
go much further, describing the full development and maturation 
of Stephen--heroic as man and artist. That the novel is intended 
to conclude with the maturation of Stephen as man is corroborated 
by Stani sl aus Joyce (though he stresses an additional aspect 
of Joyce's aims that is equally characteristic of Stephen 
Hero and A Portrait ): 
[11, f hen he set to work on the first draft of the novel, 
the idea he had ire mind was that a man's character, like 
his body, develops from an embryo with constant traits. 
The accentuation of these traits, their reactions to 
hereditary influences and environment, were the main 
psychological lines he intended to follow, and, 21 n fact, 
the purpose of the novel as originally planned. 
It is thus possible to consider the position of the family 
in the context of this projected plan. As suggested above, 
Stephen Hero is the record of an individual in conflict with 
an oppressive Dublin environment. It is in such a context that 
family life plays a significant role. 
Like the characters of Dubliners Stephen suffers from the 
forces of moral paralysis. Many of these forces of paralysis 
are the same--Irish Catholicism (e. g. "The Sisters"), educational 
systems (e. g. "An Encounter" ), moral conventions (e. g. "The 
Boarding House"), and parental tyranny (e. g. "Eveline"). Unlike 
most of the protagonists of the short stories, however, Stephen 
grows to reject conformity and becomes bitterly aware of the 
"spiritual paralysis " (p. 129) that surrounds and threatens 
1Letters, II, 103, From Stanislaus Joyce, 31 July 1905. 
2fy Brother's Keep er, p. 17. 
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hire. As artist and individual, Stephen feels the need for 
complete emancipation from the forces of paralysis. His acute 
sensitivity to the servility of those around him, sister, fellow 
students, fellow Dubliners, heightens the sense of his personal 
need for "a free and noble life. " (p. 164) 
Stephen's awareness of these crushed and will-less Dubliners 
parallels Joyce's concern with the same types in the short 
stories. The "unreedemable servility" (p. 195) of three men 
in a billiard room, "the hopeless pretence" of their lives, 
moves Stephen to feel toward his fellow Dubliners as Joyce must 
have felt towards an Eveline or a Mrs. Kernan. At some points 
Stephen feels the stultifying forces of Dublin only in an abstract 
or generalized sense, as when he sees in "brown brick houses ... 
the very incarnation of Irish paralysis, " (p. 188) or when, 
during his happy walks through the streets, "Dublin would lay 
a sudden hand upon his shoulder, and the chill of the summons 
would strike to his heart. " (p. 30). In other instances, Stephen 
feels the forces of paralysis affecting him personally through 
several distinct channels. 
He sees as the most repressive force, both to himself and 
the Irish nation, the "plague of Catholicism" inducing "Con- 
tempt of the human nature weakness, [sic] nervous tremblings, 
fear of day and joy, distrust of man and life, herd pl egi a of 
the will. .. ." (p. 173). The initial suppression of Stephen's 
essay (p. 76) and its poor reception at the hands of those 
who lead but a "toy life, " (p. 166) those whose "faces ... 
bore the same stamp of Jesuit training, " (p. 153) intensifies 
the conflict between Stephen and his stultifying environment. 
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Intended "to enkindle [the students] towards liberty, " (p. 39) 
his essay on aesthetics proves by its poor reception that 
Stephen must pursue his course alone. The fact that Hughes, 
the ardent nationalist, leads the attack against Stephen's 
aesthetic theories on 1 argely religious grounds associates 
the false liberty of Irish nationalists ("a poor scarecrow of 
liberty, " p. 51) with the suppressions of Irish Catholicism. 
In turn, Mrs. Daedalus' hopes for Stephen's religious conformity 
and Mr. Daedalus' attempts to foster Stephen's material success 
link parental pressures with other forces of suppression. Even 
Emna Clery, whom Stephen identifies at first with the freedom 
of giving in love, later becomes associated with "menial fear" 
and "cowardly" (p. 187) servility to the forces of religious 
and social convention. 
The family is a significant force of suppression for 
Stephen, then, not only as it attempts to demand his submission, 
but also as it is associated for hin with other forces of suppres- 
sion. Stephen's relationship with his family, and notably with 
his parents, is further linked to the development of his con- 
victions about his artistic career and about the total emanci- 
pation he requires to fulfil his artistic purpose. Maurice 
and Isabel 'play less important but still significant roles in 
influencing Stephen's outlook and in giving him grounds to 
attack the family and other institutions. Emma Clery's relation- 
ship with Stephen, insofar as it-leads him to attack traditional 
marriage, must also be considered in terms of family life in 
Stephen Hero. 
Because, as the title implies, the Stephen Hero fragment 
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seems concerned largely with Stephen as hero on his egoistic 
crusade for liberty and nobility, both personal and artistic, 
the book is written almost entirely from Stephen's point of 
view. Although there are one or two instances of authorial 
omniscience penetrating the minds and motives of Mr. and Mrs. 
Daedalus, the book concentrates almost enti rely on Stephen. 
He is present during every scene and, although his emotional 
response is sometimes withheld from the reader, his intellectual 
attitudes are clearly revealed. Largely because of this narrow- 
ness of focus, family life is described only as it touches 
upon Stephen's condition. 
Stephen's relationship with his family, like his relation- 
ship with Cranly, Lynch, or Emma, is presented largely as 
fragments or scenes, either allowing an expression of Stephen's 
intellectual stance, or sometimes provoking a stage of growth 
in his viewpoint. As a consequence, Joyce extensively develops 
only the relationships within the family that involve Stephen. 
As night be expected, too, there is little in the book dealing 
with families other than Stephen's own: the relationships 
between Cranly, Emma Clery, or Lynch and their families are 
irrelevant to Stephen's development. 
Joyce's approach to family problems in Stephen Hero, despite 
such limitations, is in many ways closer to that of Exiles 
and Ulysses than that of Dubliners or even A Portrait . The 
more extensive treatment of complex emotions in family rela- 
tionships and the greater balance of sympathies in contrast 
to the heavily ironic treatment in much of Dubliners or the 
more restricted treatment in A Portrait foreshadow the later 
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works. 
' As a "hero" Stephen is more sympathetic than most 
characters in Dubliners, even if, more than the Stephen of 
A Portrait, he is very much a Dubliner who must attempt to 
solve the "enigma of his position. " (p. 186) In addition 
the problem of individualism and conformity to family values 
is examined more sensitively than in Dubliners because the 
feelings of parents (especially the mother) are considered. 
The only family which serves as a comparison with the 
Daedalus family is the Daniels but the comparison is signifi- 
cant as it demonstrates a failure of Stephen's family. Even 
if Stephen finds little to attract him in the smugly middle- 
class Daniels family where each Sunday evening he sees people 
"playing at being important, " (p. 51) he is keenly aware 
that the organized play and implicit harmony are quite unlike 
what he experiences at his own home. In fact, he continues his 
visits to the Daniels partly because he seeks escape from "the 
unpleasant character of his home. " (p. 38) 
When, two paragraphs later. Stephen is again shown to feel 
that his home life is "unpleasant, " the epithet is chiefly 
amplified by the assertion that "the direction of [Stephen's] 
development was against the stream of tendency of his family. " 
(p. 39) Although Stephen is most affected here by his parents' 
demands that he succeed at university and their strictures 
on his walks with his orother, the "unpleasant" character seems 
not just a matter of parental interference on one point but 
lIt does not follow, of course, that Stephen Hero is a 
better piece of writing. On the contrary, the more limited 
treatment of family natter in both Dubliners and A Portrait 
seems related to Joyce's greater control in those wor s and 
different intentions ), 
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part of the family's general atmosphere. 
Even when the two troublesome boys are not involved, the 
home is not peaceful: returning from an outing at "the Bull; 
the boys "paused outside to listen for sounds of wrangling and 
even when all seemed peaceful Mauri ce's first questions Esi cc to 
his mother when she opened the door was 'Is he in? ' " (p. 207). 
This example is taken from the end of the fragment, but throughout 
the book the home atmosphere, characterized by "domestic battles, " 
(p. 97) remains essentially the same even if Stephen sometimes 
provokes particular tension. Mrs. Daedalus confides to Stephen, 
"I have more or less a happy life with your father but some- 
times I feel that I want to leave this actual life and enter 
another. .. ." 
(p. 72) Like the more insenstive Mrs. Kernan, 
(D p. 177) Mrs. Daedalus has been disillusioned by her often 
troubled marriage: " Wife isn't what I used to think it was 
when I was a young girl. " (p. 72) Later, in a moment of agi- 
tation, she even confesses that her husband is generally considered 
"bad" (p. 119) 
Joyce does not present a parental squabble directly but 
in the scene after the announcement of Stephen's second year 
examination results it is Mr. Daedalus who takes the most frac- 
tious role. At first he "ransack[s1 hi s vocabulary in search 
of abusive terms, " (p. 193) and when his wife mildly defends 
Stephen, he turns on her: "'She will put in her word, you know, ' 
said Mr. Daedalus to his son. 'That's a little hereditary habit. " 
(p. 193) The attack is significant for Mr. Daedalus deeply 
resents his wife's low social background: "His wife had fulfilled 
her duties to him with startling literalness and yet she had 
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never been unable [sic] to expiate the offence of her blood. ... 
fir. Daedalus hated his wife's mai den name with a medieval 
intensity: it stunk in his nostrils. " (p. 96) Mr. Daedalus 
seems most to blame for the unpleasantness that characterizes 
Stephen's home life, but he is only a part of a home basically 
unsympathetic to Stephen's values and temperament. 
Only in crisis is the family united. With rent still 
due, they escape their house by night, the entire family assis- 
ting in the move to fir. Wi l ki nson's house. The description 
of the boys and parents carrying the "ancestral portraits" (p. 142) 
and of the general high spirits ("[E] ven [frs. Daedalus] was 
light-hearted, " p. 142) gives the family here an unusual 
sense of warmth. Otherwise, the family is shown drawn together 
only by Isabel's death. As she dies Stephen holds her hand, 
firs. Daedalus prays, and fir. Daedalus "who was not quite sober, " 
(p. 146) walks around the room weeping. Even the surly and 
rebellious Maurice is present, sitting by the empty fireplace. 
The unity is shown to be unsatisfactory, not only because it 
is occasioned by grief, but also because it is temporary. More- 
over, the funeral seems, to Stephen at least, tawdry and meaning- 
less and provides further grounds for his estrangement fron 
his family. 
Stephen's Relationships with his Parents 
More important than the relationship between husband and wife 
or the general atmosphere of Stephen's home is the relationship 
between Stephen and his parents. Although Stephen's relationship 
to each of his parents differs according to their very different 
behaviour, he increasingly associates then, together, with powers 
of suppression. 
III 
Because his parents are inimical to his growth as an 
artist and because "he had first of all to save himself. .. ." 
(p. 111) he frequentl. y reiterates the need for complete emanci- 
pation from them. It is largely the attempts to free himself 
thatare central to Stephen's growth to maturity, even if 
in the extant fragment there is little sense of process. The 
theoreti cal need for freedom from parents first occurs as a 
desire for total isolation from all associations. During classes 
or other group activity. Stephen feels "a command to be gone, 
to be alone, " (p. 24) a sensation which he relates to an aes- 
thetic stance: "Isolation is the first principle of artistic 
economy. " (p. 25) It is not long after that he more clearly 
singles out parental authority as one of the major forces 
from which he must isolate himself. Even indirectly Stephen 
indicates his suspicion of the antipathy between parental 
authority and art. When a "big countrified student" makes 
fun of Stephen for being an artist ("[I)f you are why don't you 
wear your hair long? " p. 26)- Stephen privately insults the 
student by making him seem the thoughtless and will-less puppet 
of his father's bourgeois values. Implicitly suggesting his 
own independence, Stephen significantly selects parental influence 
as the most demeaning insult: "Stephen wondered for which of 
the learned professions the young man's father designed him. " 
1 (p. 26). Stephen often suggests his need to be rid of "the 
1A similar passage occurs in A Portrait: "Stephen looked 
down coldly on the oblong skull beneath him overgrown with tangled 
twinecoloured hair. The voice, the accent, the mind of the ques- 
tioner offended him and he allowed the offence to carry him 
towards wilful unkindness, bidding his mind think that the stu- 
dent's father would have done better had he sent his son to 
Belfast to study and have saved something on the trainfare 
by so doing. " (AP pp. 197-98) 
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tyranny of the hone" (p. 110) but it is during the spring of 
the second year at university that he articulates his position 
most significantly: "He was egoistically determined ... no 
bond of association or impulse of tradition should hinder him 
from working out the enigma of his position in his own way. " 
(P. 186) Because his determination is largely based on "the 
conclusion that nature had designed him for a man of letters, " 
(p. 185) Stephen implicitly includes all bonds in his programme 
of emanicipation. There are many kinds of bonds, but that his 
parents constitute one of the most troublesome is evident 
fron the fact that the first oppressive influence he considers 
is his father: "[File now regarded his father's presumptions 
[about Stephen's conformity to his father's ambitions] as the 
most deadly part of a tyranny, internal and external, which 
he determined to combat with might and main. " (p. 186) Though 
he considers his mother less "deadly" an influence, as will be 
discussed later, he rejects her, too, at this point largely for 
her associations with the oppressive power of the Church. 
Stephen's intellectual appraisal of his parents as forces 
of repression is balanced by other considerations. In the first 
place, Stephen's parents seen to exert very little overt control 
over their son (though comparison with A Portrait would suggest 
that as a child he was much dominated). Mrs. Daedalus is 
obviously wrong when she says Stephen's atheism "is. the result 
of being left too much liberty. You do as you like and believe 
what you like. " (p. 118) Stephen's anti-religious views are 
a reaction to intellectual repression--but she is right in 
pointing out that, externally, he is left much liberty. He is 
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able to play truant from university (p. 58) and church (p. 48) 
with little fear of detection. The only overt power exerted 
upon Stephen in the fragment is the prohibition of his walks 
with Maurice, and even this restriction "Stephen bore ... 
lightly because he could ease himself greatly in solitude and 
for human channels, at the worst, he could resort to a few of 
his college-companions. " (p. 39) Though tir. Daedalus threatens 
to cut short his university education, (p. 39) his parents do 
not even control Stephen's ability to go to the university--his 
uncle is financing his education. (p. 39) Moreover, in the 
squabble after the second-year examination results, Stephen's 
father does not seem to expect to control his son. He "ended 
by asking Stephen what were his plans for the future. " (p. 193) 
He argues, wheedles, cajoles, and abuses, but he never assumes 
any of the control over his son that a Mr. Hill or a Mrs. 
Kearney would or, no doubt, that he did in the first part of 
the draä it. Neither parent obviously exerts any of the "tyran- 
ny"--atleast in "external" (p. 186) forms--that Stephen 
feels them to exert. 
Stephen's predilection to cast his family in the role of 
tyrants is further qualified by the fact that he seems to be 
emotionally dependent upon his parents even as intellectually 
he tries to exert his independence from them. They do wield 
an "internal" kind of "tyranny" simply because Stephen is emo- 
tionally much affected by then. He is able to claim that he 
"did not Consider his parents very seriously, " (p. 97) yet 
repeatedly he is upset by the lack of sympathetic understanding 
he receives from them. Clearly, from his exactions upon 
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Maurice, Cranly, and Lynch, Stephen feels strongly the need of 
a confidant, or at least an "auditor". (p. 128) During the 
summer after his first year at university, isolated from 
Cranly, Lynch, Emma, and even Maurice, Stephen does not cherish 
his independence but rather feels "very lonely. " (p. 144) 
Significantly, he continues to look for the auditor in his 
parents, despite his frequently articulated impatience with 
their demands. He chooses his mother as one of two "well- 
wishers" (p. 68) who is to satisfy his "demand for intelligent 
sympathy" (p. 70) for his essay on aesthetics. 
1 Even the 
following spring, more strongly convinced of his need for 
freedom, yet feeling in need of sympathetic understanding, 
Stephen goes so far as to consider showing his parents the manu- 
script of his "hymns in honour of extravagant beauty. " (p. 191) 
He does not only because "the examination was approaching and 
he knew that their sympathy wou1ld be incomplete. " (p. 191) 
Clearly he has not dismissed his parents from his circle of 
intimates, despite the fact that a few pages earlier he had 
made this decision discussed above to have nothing to do with 
either of his parents because his father exerts dangerous "tyr- 
anny" (p. 186) and because his mother is too closely allied 
with the Church. (pp. 186-87) Even as Stephen plans to reject 
utterly his parents' intentions by refusing the Jesuits' finan- 
cial aid, he regrets the lack of sympathy between hinself and 
his parents, less because they are restricting his activities 
or intellectual development than because he still seems to 
want their emotional support: "'By the way, ' said Stephen, ' do 
you notice what understanding and sympathy exist between me 
11n Finnegans Wake Shem seems to consider his mother ALP 
as a muse (FI-I p. 194). 
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and my parents? " (p. 205) His defensive irony does not con- 
ceal his genuine regret. Although Stephen is not explicitly 
shown to be fond of his parents, his desire for their sympathy 
implies his fondness for them. 
Because Stephen's desire for independence is undercut by 
his own emotional ties with his parents, he furthers the icono- 
clastic aim of the book by trying to convince himself that 
his parents are entirely at fault and that he ought not feel 
any sense of filial duty. Thus in one instance he finds his 
parents responsible for the breach in his duties: "In his 
opinion they had opened up misleading and unnatural relations 
between themselves and him. " (p. 97) By intellectually blaming 
his parents, he justifies the failure of his duty towards them-- 
though the fact he does justify himself suggests that his con- 
science is troubled by his negligence. 
[Hý considered their affection for him requited by a 
studious demeanour towards them and by a genuine good- 
will to perform for them a great number of such 
material services as, in his present state of 
fierce idealism, he could look upon as trifles. (p. 97) 
So insecure is Stephen's independence, however, that in the 
end he performs very few of these duties, feeling nearly all 
material services towards his parents to be "spiritually 
dangerous. " (p. 97) On another occasion Stephen similarly 
tries to feel himself freed from "the last dissuasions of con- 
siderate piety" (p. 116) because his mother attempts "to 
wheedle him into [religious] conformity by using his sister's 
health as an argument. " (p. 116) Again, as will be shown later, 
his intellectual stance arises from intense emotional disturbance. 
Perhaps the most basic denial of duty involves not these 
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attacks on his parents' failings but the assumption under- 
lying his criticism of his parents. Stephen remains convinced 
that, whatever "the impulses of pity for his mother, for his 
father, " his greatest duty is "first of all to save himself" 
for "he had no business trying to save others unless his ex- 
periment with himself justified him. " (p. 111) Unlike Eveline 
Hill, Stephen can save himself--free himself from duty--by 
his egoistic belief in himself. 1 Like the Stephen of Ulysses 
and A Portrait, he feels the individual 's greatestobl i gati on is 
to himself rather than to his family. Yet, if he finds him- 
self unable, at present, to maintain family ties, he does not 
deny the desirability or the possibility of fulfilling obli- 
gations both to oneself and to one's family. His assumption 
that family life is ideally compatible with spiritual freedom-- 
a belief shared by none, of the Dubliners and not considered by 
the less vacillating Stephen of A Portrait-- is reflected in 
Joyce's more favourable view of family life in Exiles and Ulysses. 
Although Stephen is usually concerned with his-own dilemma, 
he is distinct from the characters of Dubliners in his ability 
to understand his parents. Even as he insists upon their 
failure to sympathize with him, Stephen recognizes their good 
intentions: 
[T]here are plenty of people who would consider them 
my best friends for having advised me as they have done. 
It seems absurd to call them enemies or to denounce 
them. They want me to secure what they consider 
happiness. (p. 205) 
Stephen's admission is atypical, however. For the most part 
he is much less magnanimous, determined to free himself of 
'Though, 
of course, there are many profound differences 
between the two. 
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the emotional ties which weaken his position. Stephen's 
occasional desire for parental sympathy and his consideration 
of the demands of filial duty are the instinctive impulses 
against which his convictions have to work. Thus, while his 
favourable reactions to his parents are overshadowed by his 
attempts to see them as figures demanding submission and advo- 
cating material success, the intensity and ambivalence of his 
attitudes toward them vividly reflect the difficulties of his 
search for principles upon which to direct his life and artis- 
tic career. 
These general attitudes Stephen feels towards both parents. 
However, his personal relationship with each of his parents 
differs significantly. Evidently Mr. Daedalus' character fasci- 
nated Joyce more than that of Mrs. Daedalus: even though Mrs. 
Daedalus appears more frequently, taking part in two important 
discussions with Stephen, Joyce gives (at least in this frag- 
ment) much more detailed des. cri pti on of the father's personality. 
Except for the occasional flash of Mr. Daedalus' eyeglass, 
neither parent is presented visually, yet the force of Mr. 
Daedalus' character is such that he emerges as a memorable 
character, while Pars. Daedalus is chiefly memorable for her 
role. Though many other attitudes towards family life change 
in Joyce's later works, his view of paternal and maternal roles 
remains fundamentally the same: the same kinds of character- 
istics distinguish Stephen's parents in A Portrait and Ulysses, 
t Richard Rowan's parents in Exiles, and, to some extent, wr 
[ICE and ALP in Finnegans Wake. (Only Bertha and Richard and, of 
course, the Blooms are fundamentally different. ) 
Mr. Daedalus is characterized chiefly by arrogance, childish 
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egotism, irresponsibility and fractiousness, but nevertheless 
often appears attractively vital and amusing. Such is Joyce's 
fascination with this character, obviously modelled on his own 
father, that, shifting the viewpoint almost exclusively confined 
to Stephen, he allows omniscient analyses of flr. Daedalus, most 
notably in the description of the encounter with Ibsen (pp. 74-75) 
and the more generalized account of his family pride and hopes 
for his son (pp. 95-97) His "naif surprise" (p. 74) at his 
wife's enthusiasm for Ibsen, his literal-minded approach to the 
titles of Ibsen's plays, and his fascination with the typography 
of Ibsen's name, along with the briefly sketched attitude 
towards the landlord(he "had not an acute sense of the rights 
of private property.... "p. 133) constitute an amusingly human 
portrait, quite unlike anything else in the book. Although the 
latter analysis seems largely intended to show P1r. Daedalus' 
repressive qualities, his dramatic function as a threat to 
Stephen is undercut by the ironic nature of the narrative, 
showing him to be less formidable than absurd. He is explicitly 
described as "illogical" (p. 96) cowardly, and egocentric 
and his position is further weakened by the fact that "he 
acknowledged [Stephen, as superior. .. ." (p. 97) Unhappy 
with his social decline, Mfr. Daedalus illogically transfers the 
blame to his wife's family name. With near "monomania" he 
desires Stephen to succeed where he has failed. His chances 
of finding satisfaction in Stephen are weakened not only by 
Stephen's antipathy to material success, but also by the foolish- 
ness and irresponsibility of his own attitude, "affording a 
wayward child a base of supplies" (p. 97) with which to attack 
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his "castellar rights. " In effect, his plans for his son are 
little more than an extension of this irresponsibility: 
lie imagined that while he strove to retain this 
infatuating position [as the "darling of a little 
society". his home affairs would, through the 
agency of a son whom he made no effort to under- 
stand, in some divine manner right themselves. (p. 97) 
The inflated style, obtrusive in some other parts of the book, 
is here well-suited to Itr. Daedalus' pretenVons. Most impor- 
tant is the fact that Mfr. Daedalus "made no effort to 
understand" Stephen for it is the estrangement of minds which 
is the basis of Stephen's rejection of his father in A Portrait 
and, to a greater extent, in Ulysses. 
That Stephen's view of his father's "tyranny" is some- 
what exaggerated is further suggested by the fact that Stephen 
seems remarkably cool and indifferent to his father's virulence., 
Stephen's behaviour may be simply the result of his personality: 
"The attitude which was constitutional with hin was a silent 
self-occupied, contemptuous manner. .. ." (p. 130) But 
in 
his discussions with his mother and with Cranly Stephen reveals 
that it is not always his disposition to be calm:. "Your face 
is red'. . -. . tlhy do you get so excited? " (pp. 125-26) Yet 
to his father's most bitter invective Stephen rarely reacts more 
than indifferently: "Stephen made no reply. When the harangue 
had been repeated five or six times he got up and went out. " 
(p. 194) Perhaps he does not answer his father for the same 
reason he does not answer the critics of his essay--because 
he feels indifference confirms superiority--but his behaviour 
does little to substantiate his view of a dangerously oppressive 
father. 
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Although Stephen's intellectual assessnent of his father 
as tyrant is thus somewhat undercut, the temperamental dif- 
ferences between fattier and son are shown to be extensive, 
if occasionally complicated by Stephen's own mixed feelings. 
At first the parental expectation of "remunerative respect- 
ability" (p. 39) provides Stephen with some personal satisfac- 
tion: "He thanked their intention: it had first fulfilled 
him with egoism; and he rejoiced that his life had been so 
self-centred. " (p. 39) However, Stephen later refuses to have 
anything to do with these plans even if he finds appealing 
the distinction of individual achievement that his father ex- 
pects from him: "[This impalpable excellence which he wished 
his son to assert again in the teeth of circumstances" (p. 96) 
provides a "slight thread of union between father and son, " 
p. 96) though, of course, it is quite a different kind of 
"excellence" that Stephen grows to prize. It must be a consider- 
ably earlier tine than this one that Stephen recalls for 
Cranly a year later: "I had a romantic youth, too, when I 
thought it must be a grand thing to be a material flessias: that 
was the will of my father. .. ." (p. 198)1 Surprisingly enough, 
Stephen here reveals that the vacillation which seems to charac- 
terize his other principles of individual freedom extends 
even to this question, despite the fact that, as he says, "LSD uch 
a thought arises in my mind only in moments of great physical 
weakness. " (p. 198) Perhaps M. r. Daedalus' earlier plea, sugges- 
ting compromise, holds more attraction thaw Stephen otherwise 
1Joyce's tendencj'y to see analogies with the divine Father- 
Son relationship is, of course, very important in Ulysses 
though it is little developed here. 
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indicates: "Study for some first-class appointment, there are 
plenty of them, and you can write at your leisure. " (p. 194) 
However, there is little question, even as the book ends 
where it does, that Stephen's father will not have his hopes 
for Stephen fulfilled. 
It is more than just desire to achieve "remunerative 
respectability" that makes Mr. Daedalus impatient with his son, 
for he is contemptuous of the art Stephen prefers to academic 
success: 11r. Daedalus shares with Stephen's fellow students 
the belief that "CR7eally art was all 'rot'. .. ." (p. 26) 
He does attend Stephen's paper on "Art and Life" (p. 68) but 
nothing is said of his reactions or of his reasons for going 
to the reading. In any case, Mr. Daedalus equates "Thinking" 
and "writing" with "Wasting your time. " (p. 193) To be an 
artist full-time is to be one of "these Bohemian chaps" and 
"to be a loafer eating orange-peels and sleeping in the Park. " 
(p. 194) He is exasperated with Stephen not only because his 
son refuses to pursue success, but also because he chooses 
instead to pursue a course which to his father seems decadent, 
profitless, and socially degrading. 
Though fir. Daedalus' pressures on Stephen to succeed are 
the most important part of his "tyranny, " his other values 
intensify the estrangement between father and son. Closely 
related to his hopes for Stephen's material success is fir. 
Daedalus' insistence that Stephen associate with the right 
people, not only because the "cannaile" (p. 193), as he calls 
Stephen's friends, are morally bad influences, but also because, 
like artists, they are socially degrading. He considers it a 
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profound rebuke to say that at Isabel's funeral his son "couldn't 
behave like a gentleman. " (p. 204) Stephen himself does not 
react consciously to the question of social elevation for his 
"notion of aristocracy, " (p. 97) based largely on aesthetic 
excellence, (pp. 164,183) is "not the one which Emir. Daedalus] 
could sympathize with. " (p. 97) 
Although Mr. Daedalus' religious convictions are not 
developed, it seems that religion, too, is a ground of estrange- 
ment between father and son. Perhaps it is no proof of fir. 
Daedalus' piety that firs. Daedalus says to her son, "Even your 
father ... does not speak such blasphemy as you do. 
" (p. 119) 
However, with no other obvious motivation than a desire to 
fulfil religious obligations, dir. Daedalus attends a Good Friday 
service. Admittedly he is with "two friends" who may have in- 
fluenced his attendance (like the men in "Grace"), but Mr. 
Daedalus evidently feels religion to be at least a socially 
acceptable form of behaviour: "CHj is face wore an expression of 
impressed piety. " (p. 105) A year later, in his tirade against 
his son's degeneration, fir. Daedalus finds in Stephen's religious 
failure yet another token of his decline, deploring the fact 
that Stephen has "turned out" to be a "bloody nice atheist. " 
(p. 204) Clearly there is a great rift between Stephen and 
his father: Stephen defies his father's wishes that he be a 
gentleman, succeed academically and materially and conform 
religiously. fir. Daedalus must feel Stephen's failure all 
the more deeply because he respects his son as a "superior" 
and because he has loaded him with the responsibility of the 
family's future. 
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Even so, while Stephen vacillates between feeling hurt 
that his father "doesn't care a jack straw about what I think 
or what I write, " (p. 72) and feeling disdain toward all claims 
of blood, his attitude towards his father depends less on such 
differences of values than on his father's abstract signifi- 
cance as tyrant. Partly because this significance is undercut, 
as shown earlier, Stephen's relationship with his father supports 
the aim3of the book, to show Stephen's growth to maturity and 
to attack failed institutions. As antagonist, Mr. Daedalus 
prompts Stephen to grow in convictions of his own values; as 
unsuitable father, fir. Daedalus prompts Stephen to deny the 
validity of filial duty. 
With his mother, Stephen has a very different relationship. 
Although her role is enough like that of her husband for 
Stephen to develop an attitude towards parents in general, 
in fact both her personality and attitude toward Stephen are 
unlike those of her husband. Despite the importance of her 
role and the frequency of her appearance, Mrs. Daedalus does 
not emerge as a character with anything like the forcefulness 
or memorability of her husband. Clearly her personality held 
for Joyce none of the fascination that her husband's did, 
though her role was to become increasingly important in Joyce's 
works: the emotional influence that she extends over Stephen 
in this work foreshadows not only Stephen's consideration of 
naternal love in P Portrait but also his tormented preoccupation 
with his mother in Ulysses. firs. Daedalus' role in Stephen Hero 
is important, too, as it reflects Joyce's conception of the 
maternal character, basic to all of his later works (and, of 
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course, many of the contemporaneous Dubliners stories). Except 
when her simple piety is challenged, she is calm, controlled, 
affectionate, dedicated, even submissive, yet, simultaneously 
strong of purpose--she reveals exactly those qualities which, 
as shown earlier, Joyce felt to be as potentially stifling 
to husband and children as overt tyranny. 
Mrs. Daedalus' characterization is further significant as 
it reveals some of Joyce's interest in complex motivation and 
tension of sympathies that, neglecting in the more carefully 
controlled A Portrait, he was to develop in Exiles and Ulysses. 
Thus he occasionally gives depth to her characterization by 
omniscient analyses. Unlike the more extensive analyses of 
Mr. Daedalus, those of Mrs. Daedalus are often sympathetic. 
When, for example, Joyce writes, "firs. Daedalus pushed her iron 
smoothly over a white petticoat in time to the current of her 
memory, " (p. 72) the sudden insight into her mind -effectively 
makes reader sympathy ambivalent in the ensuing discussion 
where she discusses Ibsen with Stephen. Indeed, Mrs. Dedalus 
is one of Stephen's few auditors who is more than just auditor. 
Her convictions seem more personal and deeply felt than those of 
Lynch or Cranly, both indifferent and reticent in comparison. 
The most extended shift of viewpoint to Mrs. Daedalus 
remains slightly distant from the mother's mind, but clearly 
presents the trials of her position and reinforces her most 
fundamental characteristics. Shortly before the move to the 
Wilkinson's, 
Mrs. Daedalus had to set her wits to work to provide 
even one substantial meal every day and she certainly 
had no time to spare between accomplishing this feat. 
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appeasing the clamour of tradesmen) at the hall door, 
parrying her husband's i11-humour and attending on her 
dying daughter. As for her sons, one was a freethinker, 
the other surly. (p. 134) 
Again a tension of sympathies is created, in this case because 
Stephen's own problems are subsumed into the general list of 
Mrs. Daedalus' difficulties. 
Except where religious matters are concerned, Mrs. Daedalus 
tries to be sympathetic towards her son's enthusiasms and 
beliefs, taking a genuine interest in his essay, responding 
with her own hesistant ideas on literature. She does have 
ulterior motives: 
[Als the essayist's recent habits were not very reassuring 
she decided to combine a discreet motherly solicitude 
with an interest, which without being open to the 
accusation of factitiousness was at first intended 
as a compliment. (p. 71) 
However, the fact that she seeks not only to "compliment" but 
also to feel a certain control by understanding her son 
me rely complicates her essential sympathy. Even if she 
is forced to speak "with a brave prevarication, " (p. 72) she 
seems to try to see her son's point of view about Ibsen's 
choice of subject matter. Evidently Joyce's association with 
flora Barnacle, who was impatient with literature, had not yet 
fully influenced the conceptions of the female character. How- 
ever limited Mrs . Daedalus' reaction to Ibsen, she does not 
have the "deficient appreciation of literature" (U p. 694/834) 
or the low intellectuality that characterizes Mrs. Dedalus, 
Bertha, Molly and ALP. 1 
Mrs. Daedalus later reacts sympathetically to Stephen's 
1There are intellectual females in Joyce's works--Lizzie 
Twi gg and Beatrice Justice--but they are presented unfavourably 
as somewhat unnatural women. 
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academic decline, attempting both to exert quiet control over 
her vituperative husband and to put in perspective her son's 
low marks: "I don't think Stephen has done so badly in his 
examination: he hasn't failed. " (p. 193) Although Joyce 
rarely indicates the tone of voice in which parts of a dialogue 
are spoken, Mrs. Daedalus' assertions seem to be quiet and 
controlled, if largely ineffective: "You oughtn't to run away 
with the story, Simon. Many fathers would be glad to have such 
a son. " (p. 193) Of course, fir. Daedalus dominates this scene 
by sheer force of personality, but firs. Daedalus has sufficient 
strength of character to be little daunted by her husband's 
stormy pronouncements. Apparently without consulting her 
husband, firs. Daedalus "called one day to see Father Butt" 
(p. 202) in order to seek his aid in furthering Stephen's 
education. Like her husband she would like to see Stephen 
succeed academically and professionally but unlike him she 
attempts to use reason to further his success. 
In religious matters, however, Mrs. Daedalus is not in the 
least willing to see Stephen's viewpoint. In fact, though she 
begins the discussion of Stephen's Easter duty "casually" (p. 115), 
her intense convictions undercut her characteristic calmness. 
Like her "brave prevarication" earlier, firs. Daedalus' calmness 
here is a tactic, which in this case fails, partly because 
she attempts also to use emotional pleas--her daughter's health-- 
to achieve Stephen's religious conformity. As suggested earlier, 
Stephen finds emotional appeals particularly powerful and conse- 
quently dangerous; thus he reacts with "hostility" (p. 116) 
and sarcasm, putting his mother through a kind of reverse 
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catechism, forcing her to drop her facade: "Firs. Daedalus 
looked very discomposed and sat down helplessly on the nearest 
chair. " (p. 117) 
At this point Ctrs. Daedalus is so distressed that she 
employs an incoherent assortment of tactics to win back Stephen's 
submission, too upset to realize the ineffectiveness of her 
approach. She appeals to Step hen's family pride: "None of your 
people, neither your father's nor nine, have a drop of anything 
but Catholic blood in their veins; " (p. 118) she suggests 
reasonable compromise: "All you are asked to believe in is 
the word of Our Lord; " (p. 118) she promises him renewed happi- 
ness: "Weren't you better and happier , when you 
believed? ?" 
(p. 118) Without extending any one of these arguments, she 
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rapidly shifts from one to another, and mixes in querkl ous 
attempts to trace the source of Stephen's anti-religous views. 
She blares Stephen's education, (p. 119)l his companions, 
(p. 119) and her own lax standards. (p. 118) Finally, defeated, 
she resorts to the archetypal condi tion, tears, and the convic- 
tion that "I did my best for you to keep you in the right way. " 
(p. 119) Because the scene is reported only indirectly in 
A Portrait it is especially illuminating for the manner in 
which it demonstrates the kind of maternal behaviour, the 
attempts to wheedle Stephen into submission, which so disturb 
Stephen in Ulysses. 
It is typi cal of 11rs . Daedalus' quiet tenacity that she 
does not give up on Stephen but 1 ater seeks the spiritual 
advice of her confessor (p. 186), who, however, provides no 
This is the only indication in the Stephen Hero fragment, 
overt in A Portrait (p. 29C) that Mrs. Dacca us distrusts the 
moral standards 7 -university. Juan echoes the sai, ie distrust 
in Finnegans lvlal: e, assuring his sister, "I'll have no college 
swa Kies... respassing on your danger zone. "(pp. 436-39) 16, 
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solution. He merely suggests that Mrs. Daedalus keep Stephen 
away from his young siblings. In fact, the priest's inter- 
vention so angers Stephen that he determines to cut off all 
further contact with his mother: he was "persuaded that he 
could have no satisfactory commerce with her so long as she chose 
to set the shadow of a clergyman between her nature and his. " 
(p. 186) 
Stephen's emotional attitude towards his mother is no 
more explicitly developed than her attitude towards him, despite 
the fact that the book is written almost entirely from Stephen's 
point of view. Yet it seems because of Stephen's emotional 
attachment to his mother (and to' the Church with which she is 
so closely associated) that he encounters most emotional diffi- 
culties in his attempts to achieve maturity and independence. 
While he is not explicitly shown to be fond of his mother, 
he not only reveals the need for his parents' sympathy, as 
shown above, but also he behaves more openly and dynamically 
towards his mother than towards his unreceptive father. It is 
she whom he selects as one of his "well-wishers" (p. 68) to 
preview his essay, partly because "Ile did not consider his 
pother a dullard, " (p. 70) and partly no doubt because he is 
aware of the sympathy he will receive from her. Something of 
his respect for his mother is suggested by the fact that he 
wants her not only to admire but also to understand: he goes 
out of his way to make her understand his theories "garnished 
with many crude and striking allusions. " (p. 71) 
However, throughout this scene Stephen displays little tact 
towards his mother's hesitant self-expression and does little to 
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encourage her: like the egoist that he confesses himself to 
be, (p. 186) he is concerned only that she understand him, 
clearly not that she express her own attitudes. His retorts 
seem impatient: "You evidently weren't listening to what I 
said or else you didn't understand what I said. " (p. 73) Stephen': 1 
curt behaviour towards his mother and indifference to her views 
are partly explained by the assertion later that it is "to 
escape a charge of hot-headedness and partizanship" that "he 
did not encourage her to an open record of her feelings" (p. 73) 
about Ibsen, even if at this stage his "partizanship" is obvious 
enough from the "open record" of his own "feelings. " In any 
case, Stephen's aggressive behaviour is not confined to his 
mother. To everyone Stephen seems to be either reticent or 
outspoken. Even towards the president, Reverend Dillon, 
Stephen displays little tact, , referring to priests as 
"those 
who are still in a state of original stupidity. " (p. 82) 
Stephen's external curtness towards his mother in the essay 
discussion is far overshadowed by his bitter sarcasm in their 
religious argument. At first Stephen chooses his laconic role, 
saying little, but attempting rather to divert the discussion 
from his religious convictions by asking for tea: "Stephen 
allowed the water to be put on as it would give him time to 
put an end to the conversation. " (p. 116) His reticence is 
short-lived, however. With over-simplified literalness he 
sarcastically reduces Christi an traditions to absurdity, never 
speaking genuinely to his mother of his religious problems but 
attempting always to maintain the superiority of the sneer, 
as if he were beyond arguing with feeling. His physical 
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behaviour attempts to reinforce his air of control: "Stephen, 
having eaten and drunk all within his province, rose and went 
towards the door. " (p. 119) He seems to feel none of the 
cruelty of his savage wit: "If you were a genuine Roman 
Catholic, mother, you would burn me. .. ." 
(p. 119) It is 
only as he is about to leave the room, when the spectacle of 
his normally self-controlled mother in tears seems to affect 
him, that he drops his sarcasm: "I don't see what you're 
crying for. I'm young, healthy, happy. " (p. 119) Of course, 
his breeziness is still a facade. He no doubt clearly knows 
why his mother is crying: he has been devout enough a Catholic 
himself to understand her position. His behaviour is defensive; 
he fears the same emotional pressure from his mother, little 
developed in A Portrait, that becomes so dangerous to him in 
Ulysses. 
That Stephen's harsh behaviour during this scene is merely 
an attempt to cover great disturbance is made clear in the 
following scene. Having immediately thereafter sought out the 
reluctant Cranly, he reveals from his first statement that his 
argument with his mother has prompted him to take an unpreci- 
dented step: " 'Cranly, ' said Stephen, ' I have left the Church. "' 
(p. 122) While the Stephen of A Portrait first chooses to 
leave the church on idealistic grounds, (AP pp. 164-65) Stephen 
is pushed into that position by a highly emotional scene with 
his pother. Like the firs. Dedalus of Ulysses, Stephen's 
mother here is not associated merely with superstitious re- 
ligiol"sity (as is firs. Kernan in "Grace" ) but rather associated 
with the full power of the Church. So highly charged is 
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Stephen's relationship with his mother (and the Church) that 
even Cranly notices the transformation in his behaviour: 
"Most people think you are self-restrained, " said 
Cranly. ... "So I am, " said Stephen. 
"Not on this subject. Why do you get so excited? . .. " "Cbily escape excites me: I must talk as I do. I feel 
a flame in my face. I feel a wind rush through me. " 
(pp. 125-26) 
After this point, whatever his ambivalence, Stephen closely 
identifies his mother with her abstract role as the agent of 
religious conformity. Indeed, in Ulysses, it becomes the 
measure both of his immaturity and an implicit indictment of 
the Church's power that Stephen cannot see his mother free of 
her religious associations. Only Isabel's death causes Stephen 
to respond to his mother personally. Feeling "very lonely" (p. 144 
and gloomy about "the value of his own life, " (p. 145) he sits 
at the piano. When his terrified mother enters, Stephen reacts 
genuinely and directly to her, momentarily ignoring her role: 
"A voice which he remembered as his mother's, a voice of a terr- 
fied human being, called his name. " (p. 145) It takes a more 
profound trauma, in Ulysses. to affect significantly Stephen's 
attitude towards his mother. Here, Stephen's relaxed attitude 
towards her is merely temporary. 
Stephen's Rel ati onshi ns with Isabel and Maurice 
Stephen's relationship with his sister before her death, 
rather than aneliorating his theoretical condennation of his 
parents, intensifies He sees in Isabel's illness and 
estrangenent from hin the destructive results of both traditional 
family behaviour and Catholicism. Indeed, his sister's situation 
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provides Stephen with the basis of "a few leagues of theory 
on the subject of the tyranny of the home. " (p. 110) As 
always, Stephen tends to abstract his personal experience into 
general principles, a tendency to which (Stephen suspects) 
Cranly objects as the sign of an "inhuman theorist. " (p. 110)1 
Stephen is a theorist about his sister--he is a theorist about 
nearly everything--but his inhumanity, like his abruptness 
towards his mother, is only superficial. the result of his 
struggles to isolate his values. 
Again, because Stephen feels emotional ties with his sister 
in spite of himself, he furthers Joyce's iconoclastic aims by 
defining at length the meaninglessness of traditional family 
life. Stephen attempts to deny any obligations to Isabel, 
but his self-exculpation is fragmentary, touching on several 
unrelated matters. He argues that he does not know Isabel; that 
as a-_ Catholic she 'ought to be happy in life or death; that 
because he must either condescend to her or "attempt to corrupt" 
(p. 111) he can do nothing to improve her happiness; that the 
mere fact of blood relationship is unreasonable grounds for 
responsibility or affection; and that, in any case, Isabel 
does not seem to Stephen to be seriously ill. From some of 
these arguments Stephen draws conclusions that not only remove 
any reproach from himself, but, more important, shift that 
reproach to parents and Catholic values, thereby confirming 
Stephen's determination to rebel against those values himself. 
1J. F. Byrne (the model for Cranly) in his autobiography 
writes of Joyce's attitudes toward his mother and dying sister: 
"I though he was callous, and did not hesitate to tell him 
so. .. ." The Si lent Years (flew York: Farrar, Straus, and Young, 1953), p. SIC-. 
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From the fact that "Ile had hardly spoken a hundred words to 
[Isabel] since the time when they had been children together, " 
(p., 110) Stephen concludes that his parents ("the way in which 
she had been brought up, " p. 110) are to blame. Although Stephen 
does not say so explicitly he seems to see Isabel's plight 
(like Eveline Hill's) partly, too, as the result of her own 
lack of moral strength, her inability to resist the forces of 
oppression: "She had acquiesced in the religion of her mother; 
she had accepted everything that had been proposed to her. " (p. 111) 
On his attitudes to parental tyranny, Stephen's stand is 
clear enough, but on the emotional bonds between family members 
Stephen's stand, like that towards his parents, is ambivalent. 
Even while he rejects as unreasonable the Mere fact of kinship 
as grounds for emotional attachment (a theory which is much 
argued in Ulysses) he seems to regret the fact that the Catholic 
family does not encourage more emotional and "natural" (p. 111) 
behaviour between its members: 
The Catholic husband and wife, the Catholic father 
and mother, are allowed to be natural at discretion 
but the same grace is not vouchsafed to Catholic 
children. They must reserve an unquestioning 
orderliness. (p. 111) 
In particular, he seems to regret the fact that his mother, 
on these grounds permitted to express her motherhood in terns 
of affection, has never done so, nor permitted his affection 
in return: 
CT) here had never been any proof of that relation 
offered hin in [herz emotional attitude towards 
hin, nor any recognition of it Pernitted in his 
emotional attitude towards , 
her]. (p. 111) 
Stephen seems to v! ant to be permitted to express spontaneity 
and natural behaviour not only towards Isabel, but also 
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towards his parents, even as he seeks to cut off all bonds 
of affection and responsibility between himself and his family. 
Though ambivalent, Stephen's standpoint is not inconsistent. 
Ile goes on to point out that affection, in this case "pity, " 
within the present relationship, "from those who upheld a system 
of mutual servile association t\owards those who accepted it" 
(p. 111) is no more to be desired than complete freedom from 
such eraoti ons . Moreover, because his family behaves the way 
it does, he himself can behave genuinely only by cutting off 
all emotional links: as shown earlier, he feels he must "first 
of all ... save himself, " (p. 111) implicitly suggesting 
the desire eventually to "save" the others. 
Isabel's death intensifies Stephen's ambivalent attitude 
toward his family. Intellectually, he increases his commit- 
ment to a life of individual fulfilment isolated from family; 
emotionally, he is temporarily bound even more closely to his 
family. Although Stephen has denied to Cranly that he can 
relieve his sister's unhappiness, as she cones closer to death 
he surpasses the rest of his family in his efforts to help 
her. Defensively, he preserves "his usual manner of selfish 
cheerfulness, " but he "alone with persistent kindness ... 
strove to stir a fire out of her embers of life. " (p. 143) 
Clearly, Stephen sees in his sister's fight for life a parallel 
to his own desire for life: "He could not go into his sister 
and say to her 'Live! live! ' but he tried to touch her soul 
in the shrillness of a whistle or the vibration of a note. " 
(p. 143) For Stephen, Isabel's disease seeps less the inevitable 
progress of a growth of micro-organises in her body than an 
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extension of her death in life--the sane quality that paralyzes 
so many of the characters in Dubliners and-Stephen's siblings 
in A Portrait (p. 168) Whereas earlier Stephen felt the only 
dubious benefit he could instil in his sister would be the 
intellectual refutation of Catholicism (p. 111), now he feels 
that he can benefit her in a more generalized emotional way. 
He seems almost to believe that he can inculcate in her a 
desire for life, like his own desire for an emancipated life, 
a desire that wi 11 transform her and raise her from her plight. 
The depth of Stephen's emotional involvement with his sis- 
ter's fate is even more evident during the few hours preceding 
her death. He alone holds her hand; he alone has the power 
to make her take her medicine. Possibly his first reaction 
to her death is intended to seem an emotional over-reaction, 
yet it ignevertheless true that he feels, however superficially, 
that had she lived, he would have broken his dictum of egoistic 
self help: "He would have done many things for her. .. ." 
(p. 146) What the "things" are is not specified, but the fact 
that Stephen departs so radically from his principle of isolation 
indicates his susceptibility to his family's influence. It is 
exactly this kind of instinctive involvement with fanily life 
that Joyce plays down in Dubliners and A Portrait and portrays 
favourably in Exiles, Ulysses and Finnecgans Wake. 
Whatever the emotional effects of Isabel's death, Stephen 
sees in her fate further grounds for breaking family ties. 
A few months before Isabel's death, Stephen has felt the elation 
of his religious emancipation and has associated it with the 
desire for life, (p. 126) Although Isabel's advanced illness 
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and death seriously undercut his elation, Stephen derives from 
the futility of his sister's life a renewed conviction of the 
importance of a full and emancipated life: "His sister had 
enjoyed little more than the fact of life .... 
(T] he spirit 
that dwelt [in her wasted body] never dared to live and had not 
learned anything by an abstention which it had not willed for 
itself. " (pp. 146-47) No doubt the nullity'of this wasted life, 
reinforced by the "mean" (p. 150) and tawdry funeral is at least 
partly the motive for Stephen's vigorously drunk pint, at once 
an affirmation of his own desire for life, and a rejection of 
the forces of religious and familial oppression: IICH]e was' 
conscious of his startled father and he felt the savour of the 
bitter clay of the graveyard sharp in his throat. " (p. 150) 
Stephen's relationship with Maurice, his younger brother, 
is less important than that with his parents and sister, but 
it is significant not only because it leads Stephen to express 
some ideas about his family but also because it is the only 
extensive treatment of a sibling relationship before the ethýE 
vital Shea-Shaun bifurcation in Fi nnenans flake. Al though it is 
generally felt that the relationships in both works are based 
in part on the different temperaments of James and Stani sl aus 
Joyce, the relationship in Stephen Hero bears few similarities 
to that in Finnegans flake. Partly because Maurice is still 
an adolescent he is seen as a sombre associate of Stephen's 
rather than as the reproving figure of solenn respectability 
that Joyce later regarded his brother. Maurice's stolidness 
contrasts with his brother's imaginative sensitivity, as Shaun 
contrasts with Shen but, in many ways, Maurice seems more Shem- 
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like than Stephen. 
With his parents, Maurice is "surly" (p. 134) and cool. 
More than Stephen, Maurice avoids his father (p. 207) and his 
father requites the ill-feeling: "Everyone knows you're only 
this fellow's jackal. " (p. 204) The accusations seems unjust, 
but knowing nothing of Maurice's own problems, his impertinence 
(like that towards his uncle at the funeral, p. 148) seems 
more cold-hearted than Stephen's deeply motivated rebellion 
against parental authority. Even to Stephen Maurice seems too' 
ready to rebel against his parents from pure pugnacity. When 
his parents put a restriction on the brother's evening walks, 
"Maurice accepted the prohibition with a bad grace and had to 
be restrained by his brother from overt disobedience. " (p. 39) 
Stephen is not offended by his brother's surliness; at 
tines he even finds it amusing. (p. 49) What most noves 
Stephen to associate with his younger brother, however, is the 
desire to have an "auditor. " (p. 128) Although Mrs. Daedalus 
makes a brave attempt to understand her son's literary inter- 
ests, Maurice is the one family member from whom Stephen can 
gain intelligent sympathy. Maurice's "sombre gravity" and 
"the premature disillusionment of his manner, " (p. 47) along 
with his avid and "attentive" (p. 28) interest make hin an 
excellent companion for Stephen. Although their relationship 
is later `e 
yenod 
brtnqed (partly because of parental influence), 
during the first part of Stephen's first year at university 
Stephen is intellectually closer to f, aurice than he ever is 
with anyone else: 
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[Tl hey both felt that it was possible to arrive at a 
sane understanding of so-called mysteries if one only 
had patience enough. [TJhe younger boy aided the 
elder bravely in the building of an entire science 
of esthetic. (p. 28) 
Maurice adopts Stephen's theories of rhythm stress in poetry 
with equal enthusiasm and interest. (p. 19) At a time when 
Stephen complains, "No-one would listen to his theories: no-one 
was interested in art, " (p. 26) Maurice is remarkably attentive. 
Part of the reason for the intellectual accord between 
brothers, no doubt, is Maurice's predisposition to adopt the 
opinions and viewpoints of his brother without doing so com- 
pletely passively. lie is more willing to be a disciple--if 
not exactly a "jackal"--of Stephen than Lynch or Cranly, Stephen's l 
other auditors. In fact, Stephen somewhat resents Mtauri ce's 
too easily adopted views on religion, though substantially in 
agreement with Stephen's own, because flaurice's atheism lacks 
the weight of conflict which Stephen feels gives substance to 
his own: "It seemed to him that anyone who could contemplate 
the condition of his soul in such a prosaic manner was not 
worthy of freedom and was fit only for the severest shackles 
of the Church. " (p. 48) Like his break fron his fafidly. Stephen's 
break fron the church is nade difficult (and heroic) because 
emotionally and imaginatively he is Huch Hore influenced than 
his more rational and (in this case) Shaun-like brother. 
Although "Stephen found Maurice very useful for raising 
objections" (p. 28) to Stephen's theories, Maurice is perhaps 
less important for severely testing Stephen's position by 
raising objections than, for example. Cranly in the Easter 
duty argument. (pp. 122-27) (In Ulysses, however, Stephen briefly 
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alludes to his brother as "ily whetstone. Him, then Cranly. .. ."1 
(U p. 208/271) On the other hand, Maurice more than the others 
helps Stephen strengthen his position by bolstering his older 
brother's ego. He records his brother's conversation, a 
flattering attention, and he gives Stephen full confidence in 
his essay onaesthetics: the "strangely unpopular manifesto was 
traversed by the two brothers phrase by phrase and word by word 
and at last pronounced flawless at all points. " (p. 68) This 
latter instance of co-operation, already some time after the 
prohibited evening walks, is one of the last times when the 
brothers seen close. Even a few weeks later, during Stephen's 
vociferous account of his encounter with the president over the 
same essay, Stephen is "discontent" with Maurice's "impassive- 
ness. " (p. 86) More interested in his own manner of walking 
than in Stephen's problems, Maurice's "steadfast self-analysis" 
(p. 87) reflects ironically on Stephen's own egoism. 
During the summer after his first year at university 
Stephen sees a little more of Maurice, but the younger boy plays 
no significant part in his brother's development: "[T]hey 
sometimes went for walks together in the evening and discussed 
the art of literature. " (p. 134) Perhaps "not from jealousy" 
(p. 128) but nevertheless with great intensity Maurice attacks 
Cranly, suggesting some of the treacherous friendship that 
Richard Rowan suffers from Robert Hand and that Stephen himself 
suffers from Mulligan: 
lie cannot possibly understand half of what you say to 
hin and yet he would like to be thoughtthe only one 
who could understand you. He wants to become more 
and more necessary to you unti 1 he can have you in 
his power. (p. 128) 
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Maurice's attack has little significance for Stephen, even 
though Cranly later begins to shoe signs of "trivial false- 
hood. " (p. 186) On the contrary, it seers that Stephen pays 
his brother considerably less attention than the parents who 
tie often clams to reject. 
By the late spring of the following year the estrangement 
has deepened ": "Stephen wanted to show 
[his manuscripts to 
Maurice but he was conscious that his brother resented having 
been forsaken for plebeian companions. " (p. 191) Stephen 
also hesitates to confide his troubles concerning Emma to 
Maurice "because he had still the elder brother's wish to 
appear successful. " (p. 100) Since the relationship between 
Stephen and Maurice depends much on Stephen's superiority, it 
is not surprising that he hesitates to relate to Maurice on 
another level. It is only during the sunnier and, in particular, 
after the two encounters with his father over his apparent 
shiftlessness that Stephen again turns to Maurice: "Stephen was 
now on excellent terms with his brother who seemed to have for- 
gotten their estrangement. " (p. 206) Maurice's relationship 
with Stephen would no doubt continue to shift in this way from 
estrangement to confidence were the book to have been completed, 
for throughout, despite Maurice's obvious value, Stephen turns 
to his uniriaginative though faithful brother only when he has 
no other auditor. 
Stephen's Relationship with Erin a Clery 
Although the draught stops before Stephen seriously considers 
becoming a husband or father himself, his relationship with 
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Emma Clery leads him to articulate some ideas about marriage 
and extramarital relations that recur in Joyce's later works. 
Unlike corresponding characters in Dubliners, Stephen expects 
something other than mere sexual fulfilment, security, social 
prestige, or wealth from a woman. Yet his relationship with 
Emma is clearly ambivalent. fie feels keenly both the magnifi- 
cence of her body and the banality of her mind. He is torn 
between seeking purely carnal satisfaction from her and wanting 
something more significant. Even when he first meets her (after 
a lapse of some years) he realizes that "even that warm ample 
body could hardly compensate him for her distressing pertness 
and middle-class affectations. " (p. 57) With little further 
comment, Emma passes quietly out of Stephen's preoccupations 
until the following sumner when she knduces him to feel more 
intense ambivalence: "He submitted himself to the perfumes of 
her body and strove to locate a spiritual principle in it: but 
he could not. " (p. 139) Although this attitude would seen to 
reinforce his previous judgement, Stephen is far from content 
with the conclusion--he later tries to interpret her apparent 
superficiality in a way that will make her more acceptable: "He 
wondered did she understand him or sympathize with him and was 
the vulgarity of her manners only a condescension of one who 
was consciously playing the game. " (p. 141) Obviously, despite 
"his sane and conscienceless acceptance of the animal needs of 
young non, " (p. 135) like the Stephen of Ulysses (U p. 49/61) 
Stephen does not see "animal" fulfilment as a very sustaining 
satisfaction. Stephen's need to find in Emma a "spiritual 
principle" or the ability to "understand" coincides with the 
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insistence elsewhere upon the inseparability of soul and body: 
he refuses to rebel from the Church in spirit alone (pp. 1239 160) 1 
or fron parents in spirit alone. (p. 97) Perhaps related, too, 
is his theory of "epiphanies" where he reveals his interest 
in spiritual qualities to be such that he claims even conmon- 
place objects and activities can give rise to a "sudden spiritual 
manifestation. " (p. 188) 
The following spring Stephen's relationship with Emma 
reaches a crisis. Although he does not say so, Stephen's 
developing theory of love as giving (p. 156) seems to derive at 
least partly from his desire for Emma, for not much later (p. 163) 
he applies the idea to Emma and finds her lacking. Stephen 
determines to break from Emma ("I will not sec her anymore, " 
p. 171) evidently because he senses that she does not value a 
generous and emancipated love. On the contrary, so Cranly suggests 
She wants a nan and a little house to live in. " (p. 160) 
Ste'm's refusal to consi der marri age as a means of getting 
Enna becomes more rigorously articulated after his last attempt 
to find value in her. 
That Stephen wants from his relationship more than animal 
satisfaction is evident in his proposal that she spend the night 
with him. His proposal seems a last attempt for Emma to prove 
that after all she is more than ä banal mind in a magnificent 
body. Hers Would be ü significant gesture because it would 
arise from the realization that in the morning we will say 
goodbye; "(p. 177) it would be, according to Stephen's earlier 
definition, an act of love because "I do not ... say 
I love 
you, " (p. 177) because she is to believe "There is no such 
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thing as love. .. ." 
(p. 177) The generosity he expects 
from Emma--the spiritual quality he now requires in lieu of 
something more intellectual--is exactly that which characterizes 
Joyce's later heroines, Bertha, Molly, and ALP. However, Emma 
is too subject to "menial fear" of the Church (p. 187); her 
refusal does not even arise from a spirit of chastity. The 
spiritual significance of Stephen's proposal to her is reinforced 
by his interpretation of her rejection: "[}I)e seemed to feel 
her soul and his falling asunder swiftly and for ever after an 
instant of all but union. " (p. 177) Although Stephen evidentally 
reel odramatizes the significance of sexual intercourse which he 
elsewhere claims to take casually (p. 135), he expresses an 
intensely idealistic view of sexual relationships such as 
Joyce extensively explores in Exiles. 
Stephen's attitude toward marriage, implicit in his pro- 
posal to Emma, is clearly expounded in his ensuing conversation 
with Lynch. No doubt the example of his parents has partly 
influenced Stephen's viewpoint, but Emma's particular disposition, 
her dual attractive and repellent qualities are equally important 
in defining for Stephen his views toward marriage. "For my 
part I do not believe that there was ever a moment of passion 
so fierce and energetic that it warranted a man saying 'I could 
love you for ever' to the adored object. " (p. 179) The view 
expressed by Stephen here, though implicitly qualified in Joyce's 
later works, is basic to the central dilemma of Exiles. The 
relatively simple treatment of the subject here is the reflection 
both of its comparative unimportance for the young Stephen and 
of Joyce's later tendency to treat family relationships more 
complexly. 
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Family life in Stephen Hero is central to Stephen's entire 
credo of individual and artistic behaviour. His relationship 
with his parents and the values they represent and attempt to 
force upon hin are deeply involved in his desire for an emanci- 
pated artistic life, freed from the shackles of Catholicism and 
convention. In Stephen Hero the parents' treatment of Stephen 
illustrates the forces behind Stephen's growing convictions; 
his reaction to his family illustrates the nature of those con- 
victions. Stephen sees Isabel as a victim of these forces of 
death-like suppression. His relationship with her leads him 
to intensify his convictions. Maurice plays a less significant 
role, except as a follow intellect, to help Stephen formulate 
his theories. Emma Clery, Stephen's unsatisfactory infatuation, 
provides the grounds for Stephen to articulate his attitudes 
towards his role as lover and potential husband. 
Whatever the literary limitations of Stephen Hero, it is 
significant as it presents many aspects of family life in a 
manner that anticipates Joyce's later approach to family matters. 
Unlike A Portrait, Stephen Hero aims to describe the difficult 
growth to maturity of a man and artist, and, in the process, 
to attack the institutions of Church, university, nation and 
family which threaten his growth. Though lacking the control 
of A Portrait, Stephen Hero considers some of the complex feelings 
of family relationships which Joyce chooses not to treat ex- 
tensively in Dubliners and A Portrait but which become central 
to Exiles, Ulysses and, with different stress, Finnegans llake. 
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A PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST AS A YOUNG MAU 
Unlike Stephen Hero, A Portrait is concerned primarily 
with the genesis of the artistic spirit. It is not until 
Ulysses that Stephen's dual role as artist and human being 
is considered extensively. Thus his relationships with his 
family--those relationships involving his most human qualities-- 
are in the last chapters of A Portrait developed much less than 
they are in Stephen Hero. As in Stephen Hero, nearly everything 
that can be said about the family in A Portrait depends upon 
a single family, the Dedaluses. As in the earlier work, 
Stephen's family is made significant only as one aspect of 
Stephen's environment. The family serves primarily to reflect, 
through Stephen's changing attitude to his family, the changes 
in his total outlook. Although the point of view throughout 
is closely identified with Stephen, there are several scenes 
and dialogues presented objectively, confirming or illustrating 
Stephen's feelings towards his family. 
The Dedalus family is very much a particular family of a 
unique character, Stephen, the potential artist, the individ- 
ualist. Mr. and Mrs. Dedalus nay share many of the oppressive 
qualities of other conventional religious families in Dublin, 
but there is little to suggest that what is true of Stephen's 
relationship with his family is intended to be seen in the 
same generalized way, as, for example, the relationship between 
Eveline Hill and her father in "Eveline. " However, the novel 
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does raise issues of family life--such as the tension between 
individual fulfilment and the family's demands for conformi ty-- 
that relate to the same issues in Joyce's other works. 
In the first two chapters of A Portrait Stephen's family 
plays its most extensive role. In Chapter 1 Stephen is ex- 
tensively influenced by his largely secure hone life. Yet if 
Stephen's attitude towards his family is largely favourable 
at this stage, the grounds are laid for his estrangement from 
them--for his parents become associated with genteel aspirations, 
religious devotion, and political commitment to Ireland, all 
of which Stephen will reject (as his counterpart in Stern 
Hero does) . In Chapter 2 Stephen becomes unsettled both 
by 
his family's decline and by his disturbing awareness of his 
own sexuality: indeed, he grows to associate the two. Yet if 
he is aware of his family's fallibility and if he cones to recog- 
nize his spiritual alienation first from his father and then 
from. his whole family, he is still sufficiently imbued with the 
value of family ties to regret his isolation. However, the 
failure of his family "commonwealth" (p. 100) convinces him 
of his untameable lust. Defying his own guilt, he achieves tempo- 
rary resolution of his sexual desire and, as at the end of 
Chapter 1, successfully asserts his individuality. The religious 
recriminations of Chapter 3 demonstrate that Stephen is strongly 
subject to the influence of the Church; he returns to grace 
via the maternal Mary, and, significantly, reaccepts his family 
(though not explicitly his father) just as he accepts religious 
conformity and sexual repression. Chapter 4 describes Stephen's 
discovery first that he will reject all that comes between him 
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and life, and second, that his personal mission is to be an 
artist. Rather than regretting his isolation from his family 
or seeing its squalor merely as the counterpart to his sexuality 
(as in Chapter 2) Stephen now actively attempts to achieve 
independence, especially because he sees his family's squalor 
to be spiritually inimical. 
' In Chapter 5, as Stephen attempts 
to define his position as independent artist, he confirns his 
impression that the family is both meaningless to him and 
potentially repressive. The nature of his family life contri- 
butes to his decision to seek exile--away from Emma, family, 
Church, and nation. 
Even though the book covers a period of about eighteen or 
twenty years, the characters of P1r. and t-; rs. Dedalus seem to be 
auch the same throughout. However, Stephen's relationship with 
his parents changes significantly. Because Joyce uses the 
family relationships specifically to demonstrate the evolving 
character of Stephen as artist, it would be misleading to 
examine aspects of family life other than as they contribute 
to this development. That is, if the relationship between family 
life and the structure of the book is to be established, it 
must be done largely by considering a chapter at a time, while 
occasionally considering developments throughout the book. 
Chapter 1 
From the first line it is clear that the point of view is 
largely Stephen's: even the style imitates a young child's 
lAt one point he considers his family more favourably (pp. 
165-67) but, as will be shown, his attitude here little 
qualifies his dominant attitude towards his family. 
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thought processes. Predictably, Stephen's first sensations 
involve his family and his impressions of them seem largely 
agreeable--his father sings and tells stories, his mother 
plays the piano and tends to his bed. From the beginning, however, 
Stephen discerns the difference between his parents. His 
father has a hairy face and an eyeglass, 
I 
while "His mother 
had a nicer smell than his father. " (p. 7) This basic distinc- 
tion becomes only more dimly apprehended by the child, more 
important to the growing boy, and, to the Stephen of Ulysses, 
fundamental to his whole outlook. Stephen soon forms the con- 
cept of a family, too, realizing that his mother and father 
are distinct from Eileen's mother and father: "The Vances lived 
in number seven. They had a different father and mother. " (p. 7) 
Later, as a school boy, the thought recurs to Stephen: "All 
the boys seemed to him very strange. They had all fathers and 
mothers and different clothes and voices. " (p. 13) The inter- 
est is significant for he is to become increasingly intrigued 
with the principles behind family relationships, eventually 
dismissing then as meaningless. In more general terns, these 
basic differentiations mark the beginning of Stephen's con- 
tinuing attempt to understand relationships, and, eventually, 
to define his own place in the world. 
'Hugh Kenner attributes further significance to the roles 
of Stephen's parents here: "The father with the hairy face is 
a traditional infantile analogue of God the Father, " "The Por- 
trait in Perspective, " Two Decades of Criticism, ed. Seon Givens, 
(flew York: Vanguard Press, 1946), pp. 13/-39. "Mrs. Dedalus 
playing the piano for her baby to tuckoo to dance is a precise 
and evocative analogue of the relation between the Muse, das 
Ewig-Weibliche, and the artist in primal innocence. " p. 140 
Of these Interpretations, the first seers store important, especi- 
ally because it foreshadows a similar relationship in Ulysses. 
v 
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At this point there is no mention of siblings. Dante 
and Uncle Charles alone round out the family, enhancing the 
sense of jollity and warmth as they clap their hands while 
Stephen dances. The only hint of the terrors of early child- 
hood is Dante's invocation to eagles to pull out Stephen's eyes 
if he does not apologize. Mrs. Dedalus' assurance, "0, Stephen 
will apologize, " (p. 8) reflects her belief much later that 
Stephen will escape judgement by repentance. Although these 
opening paragraphs seem intended primarily to create the im- 
pression of Stephen's expanding intellect, some of the forces 
that affect Stephen's development are foreshadowed. Dante's 
political enthusiasm (her brushes), the pressures put upon 
Stephen to conform ("Apologize" ), and Stephen's fascination 
with sound and rhythm (his song) all play important parts in 
development. 
After this brief introduction, Stephen is suddenly at 
school. The stress on this aspect of Stephen's childhood, his 
early separation from his parents, has several functions. In 
the first place, it foreshadows Stephen's departure from his 
home at th"e end of the novel (even if, at this point, it is 
an unwilling separation). Second Stephen's isolation puts 
KnA 
the focus on ä as individual rather than as child in 
a family, and thus furthers the aim of the book to make this 
an individual portrait. Further, Stephen's unhappiness at 
school forms the basis of the most significant crisis in the 
chapter: for the first time Stephen defies repression, asserts 
himself, and triumphs, as he will do again and again, till, 
at the end of the fourth chapter he is isolated, filled with 
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confidence and a sense of mission. 
At the same time, because Stephen is cut off from home, 
his attitudes towards his family become evident, even if he 
does not often explicitly articulate those attitudes: it is 
partly because the style so closely reflects Stephen's point of 
view that his attitudes emerge instead as a record of sensations 
and vivid details. Partly because he is ill from having fallen 
into the square ditch, he finds particularly appealing his home's 
warmth and cosiness: "Mother was sitting at the fire with Dante 
waiting for Brigid to bring in the tea. She had her feet on the 
fender and her jewelly slippers were so hot and they had such a 
lovely warm smell. " (p. 10) At another point Stephen recalls: 
"It was cold and dark under the seawall beside his father's 
house. But the kettle would be on the hob to make punch. " 
(pp. 17-18) It is not just as relief from coldness and damp- 
ness, though, that Stephen finds his home appealing: even when 
he is not ill his home is potently attractive to him. While at 
school, Stephen thinks often of the imminent holidays, not just 
because, like all school boys, he prefers holidays to work, but 
also because he feels ill-at-ease at the school. Standing on 
the playing field, feeling incompetent, slightly frightened, and 
suffering the first symptoms of illness, Stephen thinks: "Soon 
they would be going home for the holidays. After supper in 
the study hall he would change the number pasted up inside his 
desk from seventyseven to seventysix. " (p. 10) As. suggested 
in the opening paragraphs of the book, hone is security and 
warmth, a refuge. "He longed to be at hone and lay his head 
on his mother's lap. " (p. 13) The first night of his illness 
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he dreams ecstatically of going home for the holidays. Lying 
in the infirmary he writes an imaginary letter: "I want to 
go home. Please come and take me home. " (p. 24) Besides 
revealing his distaste for Clongowes (a vital part of his 
negative feelings towards the priesthood, p. 164), Stephen's 
attraction towards his home at this point reflects the potent 
influence of his environment on the young boy, an influence 
which makes difficult his later attempts to free himself of 
all "nets. " - 
At the same time, this chapter reveals what 
none of Joyce's (extant) fiction previously reveals, that 
family life can be highly appealing--even if some of this family's 
appealing qualities core to be stifling for Stephen. 
Even the political strife indicates no real discord between 
his parents. Admittedly, Stephen is used to his home being 
disrupted by political argument: "He wondered if they were 
arguing at home about that. That was called politics. " (p. 17) 
However, the politics do not involve antagonism between his 
parents: "There were two sides in it: Dante was on one side 
and his father and fir. Casey were on the other side and his 
mother and uncle Charles were on no side. " (p. 17) The fact 
that the argument is lead by firs. Riordan and fir. Casey and 
that both fir. and Mrs. Dedalus take different kinds of subsidi- 
ary roles nakes the argument most significant as a comment on 
political life, that it can disrupt even the great family feast 
of Christmas. No doubt partly because his parents are not 
opposed, Stephen does not seen deeply disturbed by the arguments. 
(Indeed, there are none of the "doriestic battles" (SH p. 97) 
in A Portrait that characterize the hone life in Stephen Hero). 
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Stephen does dream about Dante and the reception of Parnel l's 
death (p. 27) but otherwise he seeps to accept the situation 
as part of his environnent. 
Significantly, Stephen finds most attractive those qualities 
of his home that he associates with his mother, even though 
his father (as in Stephen Hero) is so huch more dynamic. 1 Even 
at the end of the book it is his relationship with his mother, 
the qualities of maternal affection, and his mother's associa- 
tions with the church which trouble him; his father he readily 
disnisses. In Ulysses, however, Stephen is disturbed not 
only by his mother's inordinate influence, but also by the enor- 
mous rift between himself and his father, the very fact which 
allows hin to dismiss his father so readily later in .A 
Portrait. 
Stephen's preference for his mother in Chapter 1 seems 
natural enough. If child psychologists are right, most young 
boys are attached more strongly to their mothers than to their 
fathers. Moreover, during this part of the chapter Stephen is 
ill and his mother naturally represents warmth and comfort. 
Temperamentally, too, Stephen seems closer to his mild mother 
than to his boisterous father. 
As shown earlier, Stephen longs for the warmth of the 
hearth where his mother sits (p. 10) and at another point, longs 
1There is some truth in what Jane H. Jack says of the 
characterization of Stephen's family in A Portrait . Although the parents have an "independent life of their wn in Stephen 
Hero, says Miss Jack, "In the Portrait they are symbols: the 
Tands of the symbolical pattern beak down their independence 
of each other and show then linked together by religious, 
ideological or personal ties. " "Art and A Portrait of the /trist, " 
Joyce's Portrait Cri ti ci sns and Critiques ed T. Connolly (London: 
Peter ºvwen, 1977) #p. Y. near y, however, such a viewpoint 
is an oversimplification; throughout the book Ilr. and Firs. Dedalus 
have as much iriportance in their distinct roles as they do in 
their united role. Moreover, Stephen is just as prone to theo- 
rize the united position of his parents in the dra6ht as in 
A Portrait. 
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to put his head on her lap. (p. 13) Even his imaginary letter 
asking to be brought home (p. 24) he mites to his mother. 
(Appropriately, though, he writes to his father when he wants 
a new pair of glasses. -p. 53) Similarly, when he recalls his 
first day at school, he twice terms his mother a "nice mother" 
while showing no such approval of his father. His close ties 
with his mother in the first chapter relate to his return in 
Chapter 3 to grace, the province of his religious mother, 
through the maternal qualities of the Virgin Mary. When he 
admits, "[S]he was not so nice when she cried, " (p. 9) however, 
his disturbance withhis mother's sobs and reproaches" (p. 229) 
is foreshadowed. 
Equally significant as it foreshadows his later attitudes 
is Stephen's uneasiness about maternal affection--the enigma 
of maternal love which is to puzzle him in Chapter 5, and, 
later, in Ulysses. Without apparent hesitation, Stephen answers 
Wells's question, saying he kisses his mother every night. When 
the other boys laugh, Stephen denies that he kisses his mother. 
However, the boys laugh again. Confused and embarrassed, Stephen 
wonders: "That was the right answer to the question? " (p. 14) 
"He still tried to think what was the . right answer. 
Was it 
right or wrong to kiss his mother? " (p. 15) At this point Stephen 
seems more frustrated by his inability to answer the riddle 
correctly than suspicious of his relationship with his mother. 
However, in Chapter 5 when Cranly asks Stephen: "ho you love 
your mother? " (p. 244) Stephen confesses that he is unable to 
understand love. As if to reinforce the parallel Stephen is 
shown to react similarly to both Cranly and llel ls. As a boy at 
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Cl ongowes, '[Stephen] tried to think of Wells's pother. .. ." 
(p. 14) Many years later, Stephen writes of Cranly in his 
diary: "Attacked ne on the score of love for one's mother. 
Tried to imagine his mother: cannot. " (p. 252) Because of her 
associations with the Church, Stephen's hesitation about such 
homage to his mother can be seen as foreshadowing his later 
scepticism. 
The differentiation between parents, largely consistent 
4p 
with that in Stephen Hero, is presented dranatically in the 
Christmas dinner scene. Hrs. Dedalus tries, unsuccessfully, 
to reduce the over-emotionalisri of the others with appeals 
to rationality: "tors Dedalus laid down her knife and fork, 
saying: 'For pity sake and for pity sake let us have no politi- 
cal discussion on this day of all days of the year. "'(p. 32) 
Even when backed up by uncle Charles, however, P1rs. Dedalus' 
plea is ineffective. Still, she is capable of greater vehe- 
mence: "Well, it is perfectly dreadful to say that not even 
for one day in the year, ' said Mrs Dedal us, ' can we be free 
from these dreadful disputes. '" (p. 35) Again, of course, her 
plea is ignored. Even though Mrs. Dedalus has such a prominent 
place in her son's thoughts, she has no such proninence in 
fanily scenes such as this. Lacking the ability to counteract 
effectively her husband's vigour, and lacking idiosyncrasies of 
appearance or behaviour, Firs. Dedalus is never viv-idly realized. 
Indeed, because Joyce is concerned primarily with Stephen's 
development, he develops the maternal role to no extent, consider- 
ably reducing the characterization established in Stephen Ilero 
However, his presentation of Ctrs. Dc dal us demonstrates one of 
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Joyce's chief convictions about the maternal role, that even a 
relatively mild woman can exert great influence, often repressively. 
Though Stephen prefers his mother to his father, he 
nevertheless finds his father more attractive here than in the 
following chapters, partly no doubt because he is largely un- 
critical of his family at this point and partly because finan- 
cial insecurity has not yet subverted fir. Dedalus' pleasant 
disposition. Unlike his wife, fir. Dedalus seems to interest 
Joyce for his personality as well as his role. At some points 
he is 'mild enough. When Stephen laughs at one of his father's 
imitations, fir. Dedalus speaks "quietly and kindly" to his son: 
"What are you laughing at, you little puppy, you? "' (p. 30) fir. 
Dedalus is less consistently good-humoured than volatile, however. 
He seeps as, easily moved to tears as to laughter: " [Tl hat morning 
when [Stephen's] mother had brought him down to the parlour, 
dressed for nass, his father had cried. That was because he was 
thinking of his own father. " (p. 31) So, too, fir. Dedalus ends 
the Christmas dinner crying in sympathy with fir. Casey. (p. 41) 
Of course Mr. Dedalus is involved in the religious and 
political a"rgumen t, but unlike dir. Casey or Dante, the real 
combatants, he makes sincere attempts to restore good humour, 
at least during the first stages of the argument. Three times 
he attempts to direct the conversation to pleasant trivialities 
(pp. 34,36) winking at Stephen, speaking heartily of the 
weather, encouraging fir. Casey in his story. Because he is 
volatile, however, he boisterously and enthusiastically abandons 
the position of peacemakerat the least provocation, especially 
when the turn of the argument allows an opportunity for an effective 
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display. Thus he "threw his k. nife and fork noisily on his 
plate" (p. 34) at one point, at another "twisted his features 
into a grimace of heavy bestiality and made a lapping noise with 
his lips. " (p. 35) and, at another, "began to sway his head to 
and fro, crooning like a country singer. " (p. 36) Despite his 
dynamic temperament, Mr. Dedalus does not dominate Stephen's 
attention. It is Mr. Casey whose eloquence "thrilled" Stephen 
and it is Mr. Casey who gets so carried away that even Mr. 
Dedalus is shocked and attempts to cool him down, "talking to 
him.. 
.. reasonably. " (p. 40) 
tlhatever the force of his father's personality, Stephen 
is uneasy about him, even at this stage. At school, Nasty 
Roche roughly questions Stephen on his family background: "'What 
is your father? ' Stephen had answered: 'A gentleman. ' Then 
Nasty Roche had asked: 'Is he a magistrate? "' (p. 9) Neither 
Stephen's answer nor his emotions are recorded, but it seems 
likely that he feels some shame that he cannot give a more def- 
inite answer than "gentleman" and that his father is inferior to 
Nasty Roche's. Stephen's sensitivity on this point is borne 
out by the fact that he broods on the problem, feeling sus- 
picious even of Athy: "His father, who kept the race-horses, 
must be a magistrate too like Saurin's father and Nasty Roche's 
father. " (p. 26) So, too, in Stephen's dream the night of 
his illness, "His father was a marshall now: higher than a 
magistrate. " (p. 21) The matter is not developed further, but 
the dent put in Stephen's esteem of his father at this point 
significantly foreshadows his alienation from his father in 
the next chapter. Ironically, the standards of gentility by 
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which Stephen senses his father's failure here are the same 
standards which his father repeatedly supports (pp. 73,86). 
Ironically, too, they are the sane standards which, because 
his father supports then, contribute to Stephen's antipathy 
towards his father (p. 94). The fact that even at this stage 
Stephen can find no absolute value in those closest to him, 
foreshadows the need later for self-reliance and individualism, 
first expressed in his visit to the rector. It is possible, 
too, that his sensitivity about his father's shortcomings 
is intended to foreshadow his doubts about God the Father, 
but the suggestion is not developed. 
Whatever Stephen's attitudes towards his parents 1 ndi vi dually, 
it is evident that he has been deeply influenced by them. He 
recoils fron a recollected vulgarism because he remembers his 
mother's admonition, "That was not a nice expression. His mother 
had told hin not speak with the rough boys in the college. " (p. 9) 
The parting advice of his father, "[131jhatever he did never to 
peach on a fellow, " (p. 9) Stephen similarly obeys. (p. 22) He 
retains a respect for the Jesuits partly because "he had heard 
his father say they were all clever men. " (p. 49) Stephen's 
implicit respect for family life at this point seems likewise 
to derive fron his family, for during the Christmas episode 
Mr. Dedalus reveals a reverential attitude to his father and 
grandfather (pp. 31,39) and fir. Casey stresses the importance 
of fidelity to family (p. 36). The political unrest also deeply 
impresses Stephen, for, as already shown, he even dreams about 
Parnell 's death. (p. 27) 
The most important influence is religious piety. During 
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the Christmas dinner argument, ter. Dedalus is so concerned 
that Stephen retain religious respect (however superficial his 
own piety) that he speaks the most patent absurdities to 
cover over his anti-clerical comments: "I mean about the .. 
I was thinking about the bad language of the railway porter. " 
(p. 33) (Joyce's ellipsis) Later he does support Mr. Casey's 
contemptuous atti tude toward the priests, calling them "Sons of 
bitches, " (p. 35) yet, ironically, when Stephen does turn against 
the church, it is not because of such comments, but because of 
more idealistic reasons. Indeed, his horror that the communion 
wine and monstrance should have been touched (p. 47), like 
his refusal much later to commit sacreligious communion (p. 247) 
reveal that the religious influence of his boyhood proves more 
difficult a "net" than values of gentility, nationalism, or 
filial piety. 
Though such influences are powerful throughout Stephen's 
boyhood, and though he is largely receptive to them, he never- 
theless asserts his individuality in the last section of the 
first chapter: family and its influences play a significantly 
small part. It is true that he resents Father Dolan's implicit 
gibes at his family name (partly because he is made sensitive 
to it by Nasty Roche, p. 8, and lathy, p. 25). It is also true 
that it is not the sense of injustice or the fear of continued 
punishment by Father Dolan which finally determines hi in to 
complain to the Rector, but rather the recollection of the gibes 
at his family name: " [fide heard the voice of the prefect of 
studies asking him twice what his name was. Why could he not re- 
menber the narre when he was told the first time? Was he not 
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listening the first time or was it to make fun of the name? The 
great men in history had names like that. .. ." (p. 56) How- 
ever, Stephen sees the insult not to his farmi ly, but to himself-- 
for all his father's attempts to impress Stephen with the sense 
of his family as a venerable institution. Indeed, until he 
leaves Ireland, his name becomes increasingly important to him 
as a sign of his individual destiny, one that involves his 
rejection of the family and all of its values. 
Still, by the end of the first chapter, Stephen's ordered 
conception of the world is largely intact, however much it has 
been threatened by the rumoured sins of his school fellows and 
the sense of personal injustice. Socially, Stephen triumphs: 
he is cheered by his school-fellows and reassured by the rector's 
justice. Above all, he exults in the power of his individuality: 
"He was alone. He was happy and free. .. ." (p. 60) The chap- 
ter ends as the next four all end, with Stephen alone, momen- 
tarily triumphant over the forces of his environment. 
Chapter 2 
Because Chapter 2 covers about eight or nine years, from Stephen's 
young boyhood until the time he is fifteen or sixteen, it deals 
with the most difficult time for most boys. Like nost boys 
Stephen develops from equable confidence to irritability and 
restlessness. Unlike most boys, Stephen is essentially iso- 
lated, acutely sensitive both to his sexuality and to his 
family's financial and social degeneration. Not only does Ste- 
phen's attitude to his family and particularly his father change 
for the worse, but also Stephen associates the social decline 
of his family with his own sexual obsessions. Indeed, he associ- 
ates his sexuality with the failure of family links, for he 
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simultaneously attempts to repress his sexuality and revivify 
the family ties he implicitly values. The chapter ends with 
the related failure of Stephen's attempt to re-establish such 
ties with his family and with his triumphant sense of assurance 
in the arms of the prostitute. 
The problems that Stephen encounters later in the chapter 
are made to contrast with the ordered life of his boyhood, 
emphasized during the opening pages of the chapter. Stephen 
is shown to be contentedly immersed in the equable flow of 
family life. Uncle Charles, the embodiment of the old order 
and Stephen's secure childhood, presides over these pages. 
Stephen equably accompanies his uncle on his rounds, to the shops 
where the old man bids Stephen take fruit, to the park to exer- 
cise under the instruction of the degenerating Mike Flynn, and 
to the chapel where Stephen finds himself unable to share his 
uncle's piety. (pp. 61-62) 
In the long "constitutionals" with his father and uncle. 
Stephen is deeply inpressed with their conversations. At this 
point at least Stephen seers strongly influenced by the values 
and interests of his father and uncle: "[111 is elders spoke 
constantly of the subjects nearer their hearts, of Irish poli- 
tics,, of Munster and of the legends of their own family, to all 
of which Stephen lent an avid ear. " (p. 64) He is fascinated 
by the words he hears but does not understand, just as later 
he will be fascinated by the power of language. It is through 
such words he begins to feel the sense of a "real world. (p. 64) 
For the first tine he feels a dice conviction of the "great 
part which he felt awaited hin, "(p. 64) a conviction which wi ll 
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lead hirt to reject his family, religion, and eventually even 
Ireland, however " avid" his interest in then at this point. 
As his fanily Cinan cial i declines, its influence is 
equally profound. What Stephen recalls as a premonition during 
his training under Mike Flynn, he now sees riore clearly as 
the decline of his family: "In a vague way he understood that 
his father was in trouble and that this was the reason why he 
himself had not been sent back to Clongowes. " (p. 66) Stephen 
can no longer accept without question the nature of his fanily 
life. For the first ti rye he is made aware of mutabi 1i ty and 
relativity: "For some time he had felt the slight change in 
his house; and these changes in what he deemed unchangeable 
were so many slight shocks to his boyish conception of the world. " 
(p. 66) He has understood that his family is not infallible. 
Like many of the characters in Dubliners, Stephen is subject 
to the paralyzing force of a squalid environment: for the rest 
of the chäpter his nascent "ambition" is subnerged because his 
"foreknowledge 
... dissipated any vision of the future .. 
A dusk ... obscured his ruind. .. ." (p. 66) 
Stephen later fully understands the inimical effects of 
his family's squalor; in this chapter he merely suffers-its 
insidious effects, his confidence in himself and in all exter- 
nal values undermined. The misery and chaos of the family's 
move to Dublin vividly demonstrates the disillusioning effects 
of the social decline. The family seems more dislocated than 
relocated: the fire does not draw properly; the family portraits 
are unhung; the floor is uncarpeted. flr. Dedalus' formerly 
an, usinq and vigorous manner of speech has now degenerated into 
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"a lone and incoherent rionologue. " (p. 67) Uncle Charles's 
formerly placid behavi our has degenerated into sOOO 1i ty: he 
"had grown ... witless. 
" (p. 68) The decline has a psychological 
effect on Stephen that pernanently colours his attitude toward 
his fanily: "Ile was angry ... with the change of fortune 
which was reshaping the world about hin into a vision of squalor 
and insincerity. " (p. 69) At first merely distressed in this 
generalized way, Stephen later grows to associate the squalor 
of his family life with his state of mind, and, in particular, 
his sexuality. Then he sees the family's material nisery not 
as a threat to his future, as he does at first, but instead 
sees it as a counterpart to his present state. Stephen's first 
equation of the condition of his life and mind is occasioned by 
his heretical school essay: "lie was conscious of fai lure and 
of detection, of the squalor of his own mind and home, and felt 
against his neck the raw edge of his turned and jagged collar. " 
(p. 81) Clearly, it is more than just heresy that Stephen feels 
to be the quality of his squalid mind. By the time he makes his 
trip to Cork with his father, the sexual nature of the associa- 
tion is more obvious: amongst other qualities of his "equivocal" 
position at Belvedere, Stephen finds loathsome the "battling 
against the squalor of his life and against the riot of his 
nind, " (p. 94) a squalor which is here identified with "his ovJn 
mad and filthy orgies. " (p. 94) It is because of this identi- 
fication between squalor andk Late of his mind and because of 
his increased sexual guilt that Stephen later attempts, unsuc- 
cessfully, to re-establish order in his life and nind alike by 
Instituting a family coi nont: ealth. 
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So deeply does the decline in his fans ly's fortunes affect 
Stephen that the resulting squalor continues to preoccupy hire 
in the following chapters. Admittedly he is able to embrace 
his family whole-heartedly after his religious reformation, taki nc 
delight in "tlhi to pudding and eggs. and sausages and cups of tea. -" 
(p. 149) Adriittedly, too, he (sonewhat wryly) sees in the 
squalor of his farii ly epitomized the "life" he favours instead 
of the priesthood. (pp. 165-67) Even then, however, he is clearly 
not reconciled to his family's social decay: he merely accepts 
it as part of the extra-religious life to which he dedicates 
himself. Moreover, he becomes increasingly aware of his family's 
physical sordidness as a sign of its inimical effects on him, 
just as in Ulysses he continues to be preoccupied vii th the 
lice squashed by his mother's fingcrnails, (U p. 12/10) his 
neglected sisters, (U p. 240/312-13) and the impoverished home. 
(U p. 604/715)1 Thus, at the beginning of Chapter 5 the 
dangers of his home life are concretized in the depressing remains 
of a frugal meal before his brothers and sisters "weary of life; " 
(r. 168) 
The squalor and chaos seem pore personally dangerous to 
Stephen in Chapter 5. The fact that the turfcoloured bath- 
water of Clongovies has already been established as one of 
Stephen's most revolting memories (pp. 23,55,164) gives weight 
to its recurrence here: 
1The acute effects of this decline is reflected further in 
Chuff's "reniniscensitive" in Finnegans flake of fanilial 
decline, the "prosperups treed, noli s oiong baroque. " (Fil p. 230) 
In this case, of course, the whole concept of decline or 
fall has additional ir, ipli cati ons, as suggested by the "hocrety 
donetry" of the previous paragraph. (FRI p. 230) 
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He drained his third cup of watery tea to the dregs 
and set to chewing the crusts of fried bread that 
were scattered near him, staring into the dark pool 
of the jar. The yellow dripping had been scooped 
out like a boghole, and the pool under it brought 
back to his memory the dark turfcoloured water of the 
bath in Clongowes. (p. 177) 
The squalor has intensified, now enhanced by a broken clock, 
a "damp overall" to replace towels, and pawn tickets housed in 
a box whose lid is "speckled with louse marks. " (p. 178) Mrs. 
Dedalus' typically maternal complaints and her attempts, to 
wash Stephen do little to mitigate the depressed atmosphere. 
Stephen responds calmly to his mother's complaints (" [I]t gives 
you pleasure. " p. 178) and gaily to his father's bellowed abuse 
("He has a curious idea of genders if he thinks a bitch is 
masculine, " p. 179). Once alone, however, it becomes apparent 
how much Stephen's home life disturbs him: "Nis father's 
whistle, his mother's mutterings, the screech of an unseen maniac 
were to hin now so nany voices offending and threatening to humble 
the pride of his youth. " (p. 179) The fact that Stephen has 
al ready associated "pri de" with his emancipated individuality 
(p. 164) and that he further associates his parents with an 
obviously negative force--a mad nun--both suggest that he is 
still deeply affected by the squalor of his family. Moreover as 
in Chapter 2, later in Chapter 5 he identifies the squalor 
of his life with the squalor of his. mind, this time despairingly 
finding the basis of his failure with Emma to correspond to his 
lice-ridden body: "The life of his body, ill clad, ill fed, 
louse-eaten, made him close his eyelids in a sudden spasm of 
despair. ... His Hind bred vermin. " (p. 236) 
Physical squalor is not the only adverse effect of the 
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family's social decline: Stephen also feels the weight of his 
parents' hopes for his social and financial success, even if 
these are not developed to the extent that they are in Stephen 
fiero. At fi rst Stephen is not aware of the nature of this 
duty: he knows only "that he was being enlisted for the fight, 
that some duty was being laid upon his shoulders. " (p. 67) 
Stephen's increasing understanding of the attempts of his father 
(as well as Church, school, and country) to impose duties upon 
him, and his increasing resentment towards such claims, is 
central to the chapter. 
Shortly after the move to Dublin Stephen is "freer" (p. 68) 
than before, free to engage in a "long spell of leisure and 
liberty, " (p. 73) but he is simultaneously wary of his family, 
filled with a sense of "vague dissatisfaction. " (p. 60) Stephen 
is not yet overtly rebellious--throughout the chapter he is out- 
wardly submissive to his family. Even two years later, at the 
Whitsuntide play, he is careful to make an excuse for leaving 
them, for the "spirit of quarrelsome coriradeship which he had 
observed lately in his rival [Heron] had not seduced Stephen 
from his habits of quiet obedience. " (p. 86) By this time, how- 
ever, it is evident that the vague "resentment" that Stephen 
had felt has deepened and clarified itself into antipathy towards 
the particular clams, not only of fani ly, as represented by 
his father, but also of other *institutions. He enumerates along 
vii th the voi ces advocating nati onal ism, physi cal health, com- 
radeship, the "voices of his father and of his riasters, urging 
him to be a gentleman above all things and urging him to be a 
good catholic above all things. " (p. 86) flr. Dedalus' injunction 
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to Stephen in their Cork visit several years later, "ttf] hatever 
you do ... mix with gentlemen, 
" (p. 94) Stephen explicitly 
ignores, and by the end of the novel he declares his intention 
to nix with no one, gentleman or not. -(p. 251) Stephen wi ll 
also ignore the "worldly voice" which he foresees "would bid 
hin raise up his father's fallen state by his labours. " (pp. 86-87 
tir. Dedalus' earlier behest to Stephen to "put your shoulder to 
the wheel, " (p. 73) (what Stephen has understood to be "sore 
duty, " p. 67) becomes a pressure he reust reject. At university 
many years later, Stephen is "pricked ... keenly" by his 
father's "pride, " his ambitions for his son's success, (p. 169) 
Even in his last year at university Stephen writes of his father 
in his diary, "pants ne to read law. Says I was cut out for 
that. " (p. 255)1 If Stephen can then dismiss these claims 
as "Hore mud, more crocodiles"--that is, the outgrowth of a 
restricted nentali ty--as a Belvedere school-boy he does not 
utterly reject the voices. Rather he only implicitly rejects 
them: "[N]e was happy only when he was far from then. .. ." 
(p. 87) The basis of Stephen's emancipation from all pressures 
to conforn'in Chapters 4 and 5 is thus laid early as a largely 
undefined, spiritual incompatibility with then. It is significiarit 
that when, after the concert in Chapter 2 Stephen feels in 
an undefined surge of unrest a premonition of his need for total 
isolation, he should so abhor the presence of his fanily, (p. 89) 
one of the embodiments of these voices of authority. 
1The 
there of the father anbi ti ous for his son's success, 
suggested first in "After the Race" and Stephen Hero, is echoed, 
LU whore t, CC cori- 75 in a pore sympathetic lir; h t in Fi nnegans-7 
pensates for his own sense of fail ure by creaming of Shaun's 
success (Cook III). 
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Just as it is Stephen's mother who dominates Stephen's 
fond thoughts of home in Chapter 1, so in Chapter 2 it is 
Stephen's father, pressing the claims of the past, of nationalism 
and gentlemanly behaviour, who most obviously fosters Stephen's 
discontent with his family. By the time Stephen is to return 
to school (p. 73), he has begun to resent his father. Recalling 
Clongowes with horror, Stephen dreads returning to school at 
his father's bidding. Because "the mention of Clongowes had 
coated his palate with a scum of disgust, " (p. 73) he finds 
his meal unpalatable. Although it is clearly Mr. Dedalus who 
dominates, representing the "worldly voices, " firs. Dedalus' 
eager submission to her husband ("And they're a very rich order, 
aren't they, Sir-ion? " p. 73) suggests a complicity between them. 
Even Maurice seems delighted at his father's affectionate taunt- 
ing: "T. aurice grinned at his father then at his brother. " (p. 74) 
Stephen alone is left resentful, evidently dreading the 
pressures upon him: "Stephen mumbled his bread without answering 
his father's gaze. "(p. 74) Although in this scene (pp. 73-74) 
Mr. Dedalus is jovial and although Stephen's anticipation of 
his father's return for dinner suggests an affectionate relation- 
ship,, Pir. Dedalus associates himself with forces which Stephen 
feels to be inimical. 
By the time of Stephen's participation in the school Whit- 
suntide play two years later (p. 75) his feeling for his father 
has degenerated. When Heron says that he saw Stephen's father 
going into the hall, Stephen's reaction is unmistakeable: "The 
smile waned on Stephen's face. Any allusion made to his father 
by a fellow or by a raster put his calm to rout in a moment. "(p. 78) 
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It is not obvious why he is so sensitive about his father. 
Partly, perhaps, his reaction is to be seen as typical of 
his age--few adolescent boys like to acknowledge their parents. 
More likely, Stephen is distressed by any allusion to his sordid 
family life, and especially distressed by his father' vigorous 
and often tactless behaviour. The fact that, as Heron points 
out, fir. Dedalus is accompanied by a girl, the object of 
Stephen's romantic interest, does not seen to disturb Stephen 
greatly except as it recalls his (so far undefined) restlessness. 
The degeneration of Stephen's relationship with his father 
is extensively developed in the central episode of this chapter, 
the visit of father and son to Cork, the ancestral fanily home, 
when Stephen is fifteen. - Fron the' outset of the journey it is 
evident that Stephen can feel no sympathy towards his father's 
values: "Fie listened without sympathy to his father's evocation 
of Cork and of scenes of his youth. ... Stephen heard but 
could feel no pity. " (p. 90) He is "weary" of his father's 
reminiscences, and of the garrulous chatter with the servile 
college porter. (p. 92) 
The deepening rift between then in the subsequent days 
seems largely based on three related factors: Stephen's dis- 
tracting sense of his own sexuality, his father's insistent 
attempts to assert the value of the past, and, in turn, his 
father's tendency to humiliate or demean his son. These factors 
build toward the point at the end of the episode where Stephen 
fully realizes the enormous disparity between himself and his 
father. The first of these, Stephen's haunting sexuality, is 
prompted by his discovery of the word "Foetus" scratched on a 
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desk in the anatomy theatre of his father's college. Stephen's 
first reaction to the word is surprise: "It shocked hin to 
find in the outer world a trace of what he had deemed till then 
a brutish and individual malady of his own rii nd. " (p. 93) So 
horrified is he with his own sexual obsession, feeling himself 
beyond "the liriits of reality, " (p. 95) that he barely notices 
his father's attenpts to inpose on hin the values of the past. 
Mr. Dedalus' sob as he recalls his father (p. 95) convinces 
Stephen of his own isolation: unlike his emotional fattier, "Ile 
could respond to no earthly or human appeal. .. ." (p'. 95) His 
further inability to rerienber his childhood (p. 95) seems to con- 
firm his alienation from his filial past and anyone outside him- 
self, family or not. At this point it is his "monstrous way 
of life" (p. 95) rather than something more abiding which 
prevents Stephen's response to then just as, at the end of the 
Cork visit, his convictions of his own isolation depend partly 
on his belief that "Nothing stirred within his soul but a cold 
and cruel and loveless lust. " (p. 98) 
It seems that part of Stephen's horror with his "lovelcss 
lust" arises from his father's assumptions that sex is shameful. 
41hen one of flr. Dedalus' friends, Johnny Cashman, questions 
Stephen on the relative beauty of [bbl in and Cork girls, or. 
Dedalus hastens to suppress any display of sexual interest in 
his son: "'He's not that way built, ' said isr. Cedalus. 'Leave 
hin alone. He's a levelheaded thinking boy who doesn't bother 
his head about that kind of nonsense. '" (p. 97) He even vaguely 
dismisses his own sexual exploits (while simultaneously anxious 
to take credit for them) in an attempt to be a good example. 
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Stephen is "covered ... with confusion" 
(p. 97) by Johnny 
Cashman's question, for he seeps afraid that his sexual inter- 
est nay be detected. Thus, at the chapter's end when he does 
finally overcome his repressive urges, his affair with the 
prostitute seems a defiance (however temporary) of his father 
(and presumably Church and school) which have made him ashamed 
of his sexual urges. Indeed, the fact that Stephen's estrange- 
ment from his father coincides with his sexual growth suggests 
that his increasing sense of isolation is a sign not of decline 
but of maturation. 
In view of the lack of mutual sympathy between them, fir. 
Dedalus' theories on father-son relationships are ironic: "I 
don't believe a son should be afraid of his father. too, I treat 
you as your grandfather treated ne when I was a young chap. Ile 
were more like brothers than father and son. " (p. 94) fir. 
Dedalus and Stephen could hardly be less fraternal: the fact 
that Stephen "neekly" (p. 96) follows his father about is 
sufficient convent on the nature of their relationship. However, 
fir. Dedalus is less declaring his attitude to Stephen than 
eulogizing his relationship with his own father. It is part 
of the rift between Stephen and his father that, just as Mr. 
Dedalus is more interested in father than son, so he is more 
interested in the past than the present. dir. Dedalus is a 
"praiser of his own past" (p. 245) and of Ireland's past: 
"'God help us! ' he said piously, 'to think of the men of those 
tines ... and the noblenen we have now, leaders of the Irish 
people at hone and abroad. "'(p. 99) When Stephen complinents 
his father on a song-"That's much prettier than any of your 
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other cone-all-yous" (p. 91 )--his father deflects the compliment, 
favouring the past when his friend could sing the same song 
Huch better. Indeed, the account of the Cork visit culminates 
with the description of "three glasses being raised fron the 
counter as his father and his two cronies drank to the memory 
of their past. " (p. 98) 
Stephen's alienation from his father is increased by the 
fact that he is persistently humiliated by his father: three 
tines in a short space Mr. Dedalus disparages his sorg before 
others. To the sellers, barrien, and beggars Mr. Dedalus says 
"that Peter Pickackafax beside hin was his eldest son but that 
he was only a Dublin jackeen. " (p.. 96) At this point Mr. 
Dedalus is essentially good-humoured in his disparagement of 
his son, as he is later when he turns the remarked resemblance 
between Stephen and his grandfather into a good-natured gibe: 
"Mr. Dedalus had agreed that he was an ugly likeness. " (p. 96) 
However, when Mr. Dedalus disparages Stephen for the third 
tine, he does so with conviction: "There's that son of mine 
there not half ny age and I' ma better rian that he is any day 
of the week. " (p. 93) When challenged he intensifies his claim: 
"mo, by God! " asserted Mr. Dedalus.. "I'll sing a tenor song against hin or I'll vault a fivebarred 
gate against hin or I'll run with hin after the hounds across the country as I did thirty years ago 
alongwiththeterry Coy and the best man for it. " (p. 98) 
N r. Dedalus' mnnents are rude under the influences of alcohol 
and sentiment, but their effect on Stephen is nonetheless 
humiliating: "One humiliation 
... succeeded another. .. ." 
(p. 96) Even if Stephen nay be as hur, ii 1i ated by his father's 
showing off as by the gibes at himself, the fact that Mr. Dedalus 
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clams his superior nanliness in qualities in which Stephen is 
weak reinforces the boy's humiliation. {l though in Ulysses 
Stephen is shown to have a fine tenor voice (Like Joyce himself) 
his ineptitude at "football" in Chapter 1 (p. C) would suggest 
that he is indeed a poor match for his father in vaulting fences 
or running with hounds. 
More than just h ur. ii li ati ng Stephen, Mr. Dedalus confirms 
through the values that he prizes the irro concilable differ- 
ences between himself and his son. Though Stephen raust be shamed 
by the gibes at his physical weakness, as he indicates later 
he also feels disdain for his father's values. One of fir. Dedalus' 
friends clarifies the difference in disposition: "'[he'll beat 
you here, ' said the little old man, tapping his forehead. .. ." 
(p. 98) Hr. Dedalus is unwilling to concede the main point: 
"Well, I hope he'll be as good a man as his father. That's all 
I can say. .. ." (p. 98) Having already declared what he believes 
it is to be a good r. ian, Mr. Dedalus is in fact expecting something 
from Stephen that he is neither willing nor capable of giving. 
All of Stephen's disturbed attitudes towards his father 
intensify in the close of this scene into his fully conscious 
conviction that there is an "abyss" between him and his father 
(and his father's friends). Although he allows the cause of 
his isolation to be not only "temperament" but apparently more 
superficial "fortune, " (p. 96) it seems that "fortune" is to 
be identified with the sar. ie "change of fortune" in his father's 
position which had several years earlier reshaped the "world 
about hin into a vision of squalor and insincerity. " (p. 69) 
Thus the fortune he has felt to underr, iine his conception of the 
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the world is related to the "cold and cruel and loveless lust" 
(p. 98) which is also partly responsible for his isolation-- 
and ironically this change of fortune is ttr. Dedal us' fault. 
Even if Stephen feels predominantly isolated by his "lust, " 
the difference in "temperament" confirms the isolation: "Ile 
had known neither the pleasure of companionship with others 
nor the vigour of rude male health nor filial piety. " He has, 
of course, known friendship (p. 65) and filial piety (at least 
towards his mother) but it is nevertheless significant that 
he is convinced of his isolation from his father's life-style: 
throughout the rest of the book he will have little to do with 
his father. In effect, at this point (quite unlike the Stephen 
of Stephen Flero) he has freed himself, if somewhat unwillingly, 
of one of the restricting "nets. " (p. 207) Indeed, the depth 
of the "abyss" between father and son is so profound that 
Stephen is convinced of the meaninglessness of physical paternity 
and argues against it extensively in Ulysses. 
Later Stephen cones to embrace defiantly his independence, 
but at this point he is still disturbed by his isolation, for, 
whether by-conditioning or fundamental instincts (which in later 
works Joyce shojis to be meaningful) Stephen values family rel a- 
tior+sl; ips. So much is he disturbed by his family's disintegration 
("the sordid tide of life without hire, " p. 101) that instead 
of passively observin' the failures of his fanily and turning 
fron its inadequacies, tie assumes an active role in his farily 
for the first tine, attemptin' to reconstruct an ordered life. 
Thus in his eyes he does all he can to make his links with his 
family viable: even fir. Dedalus seems included in his efforts 
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to revitalize his ties with his farni ly by means of his "common- 
wealth. " (p. 100) 
As if to signify the iriportance of the incident, Stephen's 
mother, father, and brother accompany him on his trip to the 
bank to receive the money for his exhibition and essay prize. 
Though Fir. Dedalus presides over the payment of money while 
Maurice and Mrs. Dedalus wait outside, Stephen's perception of 
his "thinly clad mother" (p. 100) shivering in the cold, and 
his realization that he has sufficient money to help her seems 
more responsible for the chaotic but idealized spending which 
he lavishes on his family. He tries to reorganize his family 
on a material basis: 
He ... drew up a 
form of commonwealth for the house- 
hold by which every member of it held some office, 
opened a loan bank for his family and pressed loans 
on willing borrowers so that he might have the pleasure 
of making out receipts and reckoning the interests on 
the suns lent. " (p. 100) 
Not only does Stephen's money run out, as it must inevitably, 
but also, "The commonwealth fell, the loan bank closed its 
coffers and its books on a sensible loss. .. ." (p. 101) 
However, Stephen is less interested in the practical 
causes or effects of the failed project than in its deeper 
significance. His plan has been an attempt not only to recon- 
stitute his fanily, but also has "by rules of conduct and 
active interests and new filial relations" been an atterapt to 
suppress the sordid vein of li fe , "the tides within him. 
" (p. 101) 
His attempt to re-establish external order, arises not only fron 
an inherent interest in the value of a stable family but also 
from an attempt to find in such stability escape fron the sexual- 
ity within. The chief point is that Stephen cannot expect to 
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bury his sexuality by turning to his farnily (or anything else). 
However, because it is his family he chooses to counteract 
his natural urges, his family becomes implicitly identified 
with repression both of natural irmpulses, and, in turn, of 
individualism. Stephen himself does not see this implication 
but rather feels deeply the failure of his relationship with 
his family, for he has genuinely "sought to approach ... mother 
and brother and sister" (p. 101) (a list which significantly 
excludes the father). lie believes his family neans nothing to 
him, yet he finds even his isolation to be "futile; " (p. 101) as 
meaningless as his attempts to overcome it. Fie feels it is not 
only "restless shame" (evidently resulting from his sexuality) 
but also "rancour" which has "divided" them. No doubt this 
"rancour" is an ill-defined restlessness at least partly sexual 
for there are no other suggestions of hostility or bitterness. 
If it is sexual guilt which most leads Stephen to feel himself 
cut off from his family (as earlier from his father) then it 
would seem that his isolation would be eventually overcome 
with sexual adjustment. Indeed, the rather superficial grounds 
for believing himself alienated lead him within two or three 
years to forget that he had ever felt himself cut off fron his 
family: he later identifies "a first ... sundering" between 
himself and his mother. (p. 169) At this point, however, 
whatever the basis of the alienation, family links seem for 
Stephen meaningless: "He felt that he was hardly of the one 
blood with them but stood to them rather in the mystical kinship 
of fosterage, of foster child, and foster brother. " (p. 101) 
Stephen's viewpoint here would at first seem merely to 
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adumbrate his more extensive arguments in Ulysses that blood 
relationships are not necessarily meaningful. However, the 
matter is not so simple, for he opposes a "blood" kinship to 
a "mystical" kinship in a manner which suggests that the former 
is profound, the latter superficial. If he feels that his rela- 
tionship with his family is "mystical" because it has failed, 
he is clearly a long way from the point in Ulysses (pp. 204-05/266) 
where he can argue that paternity is a "mystical estate, " both 
a "mystery" and a spiritual power like that between God and 
Christ. It is possible that in A Portrait he is denying a close 
affinity while accepting one more remote--hence the use of "foster- 
age"--but unless "mystical" is used in a purely negative manner, 
it seems that Stephen is recognizing some sort of permanent bond 
with his family. The matter is further confused by the fact 
that a foster relationship is normally not in the least mystical 
but rather arbitrary and utilitarian, however affectionate. If, 
however, Stephen is thinking of mystical fosterings like that 
of Joseph and Jesus, or the she-wolf and Romulus and Remus, then 
it would again suggest that he recognizes a spiritual affinity 
between himself and his family, contrary to the general tendency 
of his attitudes. 1 
In any case, this point marks a recognition of alienation 
from family that continues through the rest of the novel: the 
1The question of blood links is further complicated at 
the only other point in the book where it occurs directly. In 
direct contradiction to his predominant beliefs in Chapter 2 
and in Ulysses, Stephen claims in Chapter 5 that one's "soul" 
is directly affected by one's parents, even if here he is claim- 
ing only a negative effect. Cranly's "despair of soul" he feels 
(p. 252) is the direct result of his parents' supposed old age: 
he is "the child of exhausted loins. " No doubt Stephen is aware 
of the metaphorical implications--Cranly's self-denying soul is 
the product of an exhausted Ireland--but the diary entry in 
Which Stephen records his view seems also to reflect his 
literal beliefs. 
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family has played its most significant role in Stephen's life. 
Though his family does affect him inlater stages of his develop. 
men t, its importance is with feww exceptions (e. g. pp. 165-67) 
negative. The long-term effect of this sense of alienation, 
then, is to remove one of the many impediments to Stephen's 
desire for emancipation. For the moment, however, Stephen sees 
his isolation not only as a failure of his ties with his family 
but also as a fai lure of his attempt to repress his natural in- 
stincts. Without consciously feeling his behaviour to be 
defiant, his attempts to appease his "fierce longings"(p. 101) 
nevertheless seen to defy the restraints of family, Church, 
and school. Thus he ends the second chapter, like the first, 
with the resolution of his immediate problems and a triumphant 
sense of self-confidence: "In her arms he felt (hat he had 
suddenly become strong and fearless and sure of hirýmself. " (p. 104 
The Final Chapters 
During the third chapter Stephen's family has little direct 
relevance to his condition. Ne is more aware of inner problems 
than of external relationships, for the resolution of his sexual 
problems produces religious problems which drive him, abashed, 
into penitent and fervent piety. Yet, in returning to piety 
Stephen is also returning to values upheld by the faraily. 
Thus he perceives the bliss of faith in the simple wholesomeness 
of the home. His ecstatic description of his kitchen(described 
later in very different terms) expresses his newfound religious 
peace: "Uhite pudding and eggs and sausages and cups of tea. 
How simple and beautiful was life after all! " (p. 149) 
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The se-rnons on hell which form the central part of 'tFýis 
chapter and so deeply influence Stephen significantly invoke 
the stature of the family, once again allied with conformity 
to traditional norms. One of the physical torments of hell 
is the utter estrangement fron family and country--"In hell all 
laws are overturned--there is no thought of family or country, 
of ties, of relationships. " (p. 126) Since Stephen has already 
felt something like this isolation, the threat is ironic. One 
of the spiritual torments of hell, "the last and deepest and 
most cruel sting of the worm of conscience, " the realization 
that repentance was offered but rejected, is intensified by 
the fact that "You were brought up religiously by your parents, " 
(p. 133) a clear echo of firs. Daedalus' assertion in Stephen 
fiero: "You were religiously brought up by the Jesuits, in a 
Catholic home. .. ." (SH p. 111)1 Admittedly neither of 
these aspects of hell is directly involved in Stephen's terri- 
fied penitence: his dream of a hell inhabited by goat-like 
creatures with long swishing tails (p. 141) derives largely 
from his sexual guilt. However, the separation from parents 
nay contribute to his sense of utter isolation: "One soul 
was lost. .. ." (p. 144) Moreover, the associations 
lThere is an echo also in Finneqans Wake: "You were bred, 
fed, fostered and fattened from-571y childhood up in this two 
easter island on the piejaw of hilarious heaven and roaring the 
other place. .. ." (FL! p. 188) Joyce seems to have been especially concerned to make this 
identification between parents and religion for though his ser- 
mons follow closely those of his prime source, "Nell Opened to 
Christians, " a translation from the. seventeenth century Jesuit 
Pietro Pinanonti, he has added this particular "torment" him- 
sel f. c. f. James P. Thrane, "Joyce's Sermon on hell: Its 
Sources and Its Dack'jrounds, " A Jaries Joyce (: iscellany: Third 
Series, ed. 11. Magalaner (Carbon a e: Southern 1-11inois Press, 
'1962), pp. 33-78. 
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between the family and religious authority are important for 
Stephen in the following chapters. 
It is possible that Stephen's family has influenced his 
return to piety in another way, for it seems that his differing 
relationships with his, mild-tempered mother and his volatile 
father are partly responsible for his strong feeling for the 
Blessed Virgin Mary as the vehicle of mercy, even beyond her 
traditional role as intercessor. The connections mentioned 
earlier between Mr. pedalus and the "desecration of the priest's 
office" (p. 87) reinforce such a preference for a maternal 
intercessor. Although Stephen has romantic or even sexual 
associations with Mary' (p. 108), after the first sermon when 
he first sincerely desires penitence Mary's associations are 
clearly maternal: "Take hands, Stephen and Emma. ... You 
have erred but you are always my children. ... Take hands 
together, my dear children, and you will be happy together and 
your hearts will love each other. " (p. 120) Mary has not lost 
her romantic associations altogether but at this point in Stephen's 
fantasies Emma rather than the Virgin is the romantic partner. 
As Stephen's penitence deepens, his fantasies become less self- 
indulgent. A brief prayer to the Virgin before the afternoon 
of the second sermon and the extended prayer to "dear mother" 
lead directly to Stephen's confession and reformation. The fact 
that Stephen "wept for the innocence he had lost" (p. 142) 
reinforces his interest in the mother-child aspect of his position. 
Perhaps it is also significant that it is an old Uroman who 
directs Stephen, "saddened and soothed by her voice, " (p. 144) to 
the chapel. While little more can be justifiably made of 
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Stephen's attraction to the paternal role of Mary than the fact 
that it corresponds to his preference at this stage to a 
gentle and submissive romance, the characters of his mother and 
father obviously reinforce Stephen's attitude. 1 
The pendulum which has carried Stephen from the acceptance 
of family in Chapter 1 to the desolate feelings of estrangement 
in Chapter 2 and back to acceptance in Chapter 3 is partially 
stabilized in the last two chppters. Here, as Stephen grows 
to understand his position, he is able to reject his family on 
largely rational grounds, even if the traurnati c disillusionments 
of Chapter 2 underlie his viewpoints. The restlessness with 
religion in the first partsof Chapter 4, leading to his reali- 
zation of his mission as artist in the fi'rral part, involve his 
belief that he can have no links with his family or any other 
institution demanding conformity. Thus, what Stephen feels 
about his family in the last two chapters is basic to the anti- 
familial stance of the Stephen of Ulysses (even if, in Ulysses, 
he is emotionally closer to the unhappily isolated Stephen 
of the end of Chapter 2). 
Although at the end of the second part of the chapter 
Stephen wryly accepts his squalid home life as a positive alter- 
native to the priesthood, the same motives which lead him to 
reject the priesthood make inevitable his rejection of the family 
1Perhaps, too, there are suggestions here, as in U1 sses, (pp. 39/46,167/242,564/680) that Stephen links sexual gui t 
with his mother. hence Mother Mary's murmured name reminds him 
at one point of a "lewd kiss" (p. 108) and hence the desire 
to be pure involves, as shown above, an apparent re-acceptance 
of the hone (p. 149). 
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and all bonds of association. His desire to live vitally, 
(pp. 175-77) his powerful sense of i ndi vi duality, (p. 155) 
and the "pride of his spirit" (p. 164) lead him to desire to be 
"apart in every order" (p. 164)--priesthood, country, and family. 
In Stephen's ecstatic vision of his role as artist, he 
realizes that "This was the call of life to his soul not the 
dull gross voice of the world of duties and despair. .. ." 
(p. 174) That Stephen's family is one part of the "world of 
duties and despair" has already been made amply evident. 
Moreover, Stephen's instinct to leave, the "lust of wandering 
in his feet, " (p. 174) and his realization that he was "alone 
and young and wilful and wildhearted" (p. 175) make it clear 
that he will serve neither family, Church, uni versi ty, nor 
nation. At this point Stephen's decision is made to seem not 
an arbitrary or even a rational one, but rather an awakening to 
destiny (however limited the awakening by immaturity): 
His destiny was to be elusive of social or religious 
orders. ... Ile was destined to learn his own 
wisdom apart from others or to learn the wisdom 
of others himself wandering among the snares of the world. 
(p. 165) 
That Stephen's family will be rejected is inevitable from such 
a credo, but at first Stephen sees his family less as a threat 
to his freedom and isolation than as an exemplification of the 
chaos of life to which he is dedicating himself in lieu of the 
priesthood: "Fie smiled to think that it was this disorder, 
the misrule and confusion of his father's house and the stagna- 
tion of vegetable life which was to win the day in his soul»'1 
1Harry Levin uses the quotation to support his contention 
that Mr. Dedalus "is Ireland itself, " Janes Joyce, p. 43, 
and that the nisrule "cones to stand in Stephen's nind for the 
plight of Ireland. " (p. 44, "[II]is father's house" also has 
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However, upon entering the kitchen, he finds not the chaos 
of life but, rather, a lifeless squalor which now, as Huch as 
ever, disturbs hin: "Discarded crusts and lumps of sugared 
bread, turned brown by the tea which had been poured over then, 
lay scattered on the table. " (p. 167) 
It is in the equable children, his brother and sisters, 
that Stephen especially finds not a positive alternative to the 
priesthood but instead a spiritual oppression, even if he does 
not seem to feel as personally threatened as the Stephen of 
Stephen Hero (p. 186) or Ulysses (p. 240/313). As in those books 
Stephen feels some emotional links with his siblings: at 
first he suffers remorse that his brothers and sisters have 
been deprived while he has been favoured. However, Stephen's 
brothers and sisters seem devoid of the life which he values so 
highly at the end of the chapter; "Even before they set out on 
life's journey they seemed weary already of the way. " (p. 168) 
They seen indifferent to the fact that their hone is thrown 
into chaos by yet another move. Even their singing is weary. 
Stephen finally joins in the songs but he feels no kinship. 
The impression of his siblings' weariness is intensified as 
Stephen cones to feel that his brothers and sisters embody the 
lifelessness of "endless generations of children. " (p. 168) 
Clearly, despite the fact that in APortrait Joyce is concerned 
primarily with Stephen's condition, he has not lost his convictions' 
obvious religious implications. Despite such suggestions, the 
chief enphasis of the passage is on Stephen's sensitivity to the very real snualor of his home as it typi fies all life 
outside the institution of the Church. 
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about the paralyzing effects of squalid family life. At the 
sane time, because it is Stephen who has this vision, it is 
possible to see here traces of a sympathetic concern with human 
problems which, in Ulysses, he feels himself lacking. 
For the present, however, Stephen is concerned with himself. 
Siblings having been implicitly rejected. Stephen next rejects 
his notherl for she, too, he finds antipathetic to his newfound 
principles. ticr hostility to Stephen's university education, 
in combination with the "faith ... strengthening in her eyes, " 
(p. 169) Stephen feels to constitute "disloyalty. " Egoistically, 
he feels his mother to have betrayed hin, though her motives 
are not in the least disloyal. Thus, there is suggested here 
something of the spiritual oppression from his pother that 
Richard Rowan feels in Exiles and Stephen feels so strongly in 
Ulysses . Superficially, the rift is temporary, for Stephen's 
mind is left "serene and dutiful towards her again. " (p. 169) 
By the end of Chapter 2 Stephen felt all familial ties 
to be meaningless. Evidently, however, his conviction was a 
response to current problems (the joint collapse of his family 
commonwealth and the resurgence of his sexual urges) for he now 
feels in direct contradiction to the earlier conviction (p. 101) 
that this is "a first noiseless sundering of their lives. " (p. 169) 
The advocate of religious piety (though that role is little 
developed in A Portrait), Mrs. Dedalus has perhaps regained 
lExcept for the fact that Stephen is irked by his 
father's "pride" (p. 1G9), as mentioned earlier, he does 
not consider his father, apparently because his estrangement, 
unlike that between Stephen and his mother, has remained 
constant since the Cork incident. 
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Stephen's affection during the period of Stephen's piety. The 
distinction between this and the earlier sense of alienation 
is importants however. Now the fault is not even partly Stephen's, 
his 
1tý65 "restless shame and rancour, " (p. 101) but entirely his 
mother's. Even more important, Stephen now recognizes the es- 
trangement "without reqret. "(p. 169) Stephen is passing inevi- 
tably beyond clams of family, not struggling in confusion with 
then as he did at an earlier stage. 
The "brief sundering" that Stephen feels between himself 
and his mother in Chapter 4 is extended in Chapter 5 as he 
atteripts to define riore fully his values and way of life. As 
in Stephen Hero, the conflict over Stephen's refusal to make his 
Easter duty leads to a crisis in their relationship: feeling 
himself threatened, he cuts off both eriotional and religious 
ties. Emotionally he is close enough to his nother that he is 
deeply disturbed by her "sobs and reproaches, " (p. 229) yet, 
when Cranly asks him if he loves his mother, "Stephen shook his 
head slowly. 'I don't know What your words mean, ' he said 
simply. " (p. 244) Though he speaks with "assumed carelessness" 
(p. 246) he adduces examples to deny implicitly Cranly's conten- 
tion that "Whatever else is unsure in this stinking dunghill of 
a world a mother's love is not. " (p. 246) Stephen means to 
attain emotional independence not only by denying affection, but 
also by denying his ability to understand the relationship, and 
equally inportant, his interest in it. Ile is consequently im- 
patient with Cranly's attempts to create a bond of sympathy: "'Has 
your mother had a happy life? ' 'How do I know? ' Stephen said. " 
(p. 245) Bost important, though, Stephen rejects his duty to 
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his mother because he is unwilling to sacrifice himself. Like 
the Stephen of Stephen Hero (SH p. 111) he would "try to save 
her" (p. 245) from what Cranly calls "suffering" only if saving 
her "would cost ne very little. " (p. 246) 
Clearly Stephen's relationship with his mother is emotionally 
constrained anyway, but the disagreement over the religious 
question intensifies the estrangement. That the religious disa- 
greement is less important than other aspects of the failing 
relationship is suggested by one of Stephen's diary entries later 
where he records an emotionally equable religious discussion with 
his mother. She is "indulgent" and presses her claims only to 
the point of predicting Stephen's return to faith because he has 
"a restless mind. " (p. 253) Nevertheless, both Stephen's family 
and the religiosity expounded by them are enough of a threat 
to Stephen's individuality that he boldly declares his defiance 
of all such claims of duty: "I will not serve that in which 
I no longer believe, whether it call itself my home, my fattier- 
land, or my church. .. ." (p. 251) 
In one way, however, Stephen's mother has the last word. 
In Stephen's penul ti mate diary entry he writes, "She prays now, 
she says, that I may learn in my own life and away from home 
and friends what the heart is and what it feels. Arien. " (p. 257) 
On this one point it seems Stephen and his mother are in perfect 
agreement. Even so, it is clear from his discussion with Cranly 
that Stephen is both unwilling and unable to understand "what 
the heart is and what it feels. " Indeed it is part of his sense 
of desolation in Ulysses that he realizes his own failure and 
the need to overcor. e it. 
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Stephen's family is, of course, only one of the many 
factors involved in this last stage of Stephen's development. 
Stephen's attitudes towards Emma, his fellow students, the 
university, the Church and Dublin, along with his newly developed 
aesthetic philosophy, all affect his decision to leave Dublin 
and fulfil his artistic destiny in exile. Of these, Stephen's 
attitude toward Emma is significantly related to his attitudes 
to family life, for though the relationship is much reduced 
from Stephen Hero, it suggests his dual attitude toward women 
that continues to trouble him throughout Ulysses . Whereas the 
Stephen of Stephen Hero strives to "locate a spiritual principle" 
(SH p. 139) in an essentially sensual Emma, the Stephen of 
A Portrait sees Enna, his "E C ," as a largely spiritual 
object of worship, the antithesis of the purely sensual whores. 
Stephen's attitude toward Emma is further significant insofar as 
his sense of failure ("He could not strive against another, " 
[Cranly]p. 249) and his unwillingness to "bow his rind to [women]" 
(p. 249)--mother and beloved alike--prompts him to decide "it 
is tine to go" into exile. (p. 249) Evidently Stephen feels 
all family life, as- son or lover, demands that he "bow. " As 
for the Dubliners of the short stories, family life is for Stephen 
a trap to individuality. 
In this last chapter, as in all the previous stages of 
Stephen's life, his family plays an iriportant part, not only 
because it directly influences his viewpoint, but also because 
his attitudes towards his family correspond to his entire out- 
look. Stephen's enotional dependence upon his family and 
especially upon his mother in Chapter 1 is directly related to 
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his social discomfort at Clongovies and his sense of a stable 
world. His increasingly squalid family life he explicitly 
relates to his sexual obsessions in Chapter 2. Ilis disillusion- 
ment with his father and his failure to impose order upon the 
rest of his fami ly both correspond, he feels, to the chaos 
vii thin his mind. Al though his fancily has a much less prominent 
part in the third chapter, Stephen's joyful description of the 
simple family fare at the end of the chapter relates si gni fi- 
cantly to his newfound pious bliss. In Chapter 4 as Stephen 
grows to realize the total freedom and self-ful fi l rient which 
he requires, his far-lily, like all such links, is inevitably 
rejected. Chapter 5 confi rris that. Stephen has nothing to gain 
from his family. The generally squalid atmosphere is oppressive 
to him, and the pressures exerted by his parents are contrary 
to his deepest needs: both emotionally and intellectually 
his family relationships are arid. 
Thus, concerned with the family as it relates to Stephen's 
artistic devel opment, Joyce treats it in a more res tri cted manner 
in A Portrait than in his other works. Although family life is 
not attacked with such irony as it often is in Dubliners, or 
extensively denigrated as it often is by the Stephen of Stephen 
Hero, it is nevertheless shown to be largely restricting, at 
least to the growing artist. Stephen's attitudes to issues of 
na'ternal love, blood links, filial duty, and individual fulfilment 
await Ulysses before they are clearly shown to reflect his own 
linitations. In the neantine, concurrently with the last work on 
A Portrait, Joyce .d rote Exiles, the first approach to a largely 
new attitude to the fanily which is fully developed in Ulysses. 
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EXILES 
Whereas the nature of far-lily life and relationships is only 
one of several issue in Joyce's previous works, in Exiles it 
is the central issue. Scrutinizing the nature of love, fidelity 
and liberty, Richard Roi, Bertha and Robert Hand critically 
evaluate the relationships between parent and child. The evalu- 
ation of family bonds is given weight by the fact that Bertha 
and Richard are unmarried, legally free to consider the nature 
of the bond between them without the constraints of law or tra- 
dition. Yet the problens they encounter lead to no clear reso- 
lution. Like Ibsen, whose influence on the play is r. narked, 
I 
Joyce felt that "naked drama" resides in "the opening up of 
a great question, or a great conflict which is alnost indepen- 
dent of the conflicting actors. .. . "2 Even the questions 
Joyce' rai ses are confused by the complex motivation he gives 
some of his characters, for it seeps that he feels the relation- 
1The 
similarities between the works of Ibsen and Exiles 
haveoften been noted. See, for example: 
James R. Baker, "Ibsen, Joyce and the Living Dead, " A James 
Joyce ,is cel l any Third Series, pp. 19-32. 
char ain, aces Joyce: The tMan, the Llork, the Reputation, 
(flew York: N. Y. Un verse ty Press, Tom` , pp. 133-34. Hugh Kenner, Dublin's Joyce, pp. 60-94. 
Vivienne P. MacLeod, "The Influence of Ibsen on Joyce, " 
MIA, GO (1945) , pp.. 09-98. hj¢rnTyshdahl, "Joyce's Exiles and Ibsen, " Orbis Litterarum, 
19, No. 4 (1964), pp. 176-86. 
, -The "perception of a great truth" which Joyce also includes 
in his definition of "naked drama" seeps less important in his 
own play than the other Wo aspects of "naked crania" outlined 
above. "Ibsen's New Drama, " The Critical . Iritings, p. 63. 
ýý 
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ships between man and woman (and parent and child) are most 
meaningfully shown to entail unresolved complexity of emotions 
and ideals. It is in this approach to family life that Exiles 
is inportant, for, whatever the work's artistic limitations, 
such an approach significantly allies it to Ulysses. 
Joyce seeps to have had a very personal interest in the 
di 1 emria of his drama. however much he accords vii th Stephen 
Dedalus' principles of artistic detachment. According to 
Richard El lnann's biography, Joyce was briefly tormented by the 
possibility that before their exile flora had been intinate. "with 
his friend, Vincent Cosnrave, at the sane tine that she ºias 
associating with Joyce. 
1 Many other detai is suggest an auto- 
biographical basis for nuch of the play. Most important, per- 
haps, is Ellmann's argument that Joyce became nearly obsessed 
with betrayal, an important characteristic of Richard 11%owan. 
2 
Despite such autobiographical elements, Exiles seems in- 
tended to be more representative than A Portrait in its pre- 
sentation of family problems .It seems closer to Dubliners 
where fanily problens are often intentionally representative, 
and to Sterben Hero where more extensively than in A Portrait 
the protagonist articulates his attitudes both to his own family 
and to farii ly life in general . However, the play is unlike the 
'James Joyce, pp. 288-90. 
""From his experiences with [certain of his fri endsl Joyce 
drew the picture of friendship which appears in the play: a 
friend is someone who wants to possess your hind. .. and your 
wife's body, and ioncs to prove himself your disciple by be- 
traying you. " James Joyce, p. 366. Ellriann points out other 
autobiographical correspondences on pp. 29,96,166,175,183, 
211-212,2 ln, 293,317,331. 
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earlier books in its view of family life. Although family 
life is shown to involve such ill feelings as possessiveness 
and jealousy, it is also shown to involve a good deal more 
affection and sympathy than is evident in the earlier works. 
Not an oppressive institution which one must reject, the family 
is instead (whatever its problems) a central part of one's life 
and a source of fulfilment. 
Parent-Child RelationshiDs 
The relationship between parent and child is not of central 
importance in Exiles, but, like the relationship between man 
and woman, it reflects Joyce's interest in complex relationships. 
Further, the kinds of relationships he describes, those between 
Richard and his parents and between Archie and his parents, 
demonstrate that the essentially repressive parent of Joyce's 
earlier works can result in children who themselves are--or 
try to be--less repressive. Indeed, Richard's preoccupation 
with freedom in fanily relationships seems partly a reaction to 
his oppressive mother. 
Like Stephen's parents in both Stephen Hero and A Portrait 
and like Eveline's mother ("Eveline") and Gabriel Conroy's 
mother ("The Dead"), Richard's mother is less dangerous for 
any overt potter than for her power over the spirit: "I fought 
against her spirit while she lived to the bitter end. De rep sses 
his hand to his forehead, It fights against ne still--in here. " 
(p. 27) This spiritual oppressiveness is more inimical in 
Exiles than in Stephen Hero or A Portrait because in this case 
there is no escape: as in Ulysses physical separation--death-- 
does not palliate the oppression. Like Stephen's mother in 
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Ulysses, Mrs. Rowan when dying intensifies her efforts to have 
her sorg conform to her values: she writes him a "letter of 
warning, bidding [hir>i] break with the past. " (p. 26) 
Apparently it is the clandestine nature of Richard's 
relationship with Bertha and his religious unorthodoxy that are 
chiefly responsible for Mrs. Rowan's antipathy. Like Stephen's 
parents, Richard's mother has attenpted to undermine her son's 
freedom by forcing him into social and religious conformity. 
Richard's claim that his mother's antagonism has been "forti- 
fied by the rites of holy church" (p. 26) suggests that, like 
the Stephen of Stephen Hero(e. g. SH pp. 116-17) he is. enbittered 
towards the Church (though he lacks Stephen's mixed feelings). 
The related religious and Moral grounds for antagonise are 
further evident in the fact that Richard's mother extends her 
antipathy from her apostate son to her grandson, "A child of 
sin and shame. " (p. 377) 
That Richard is both bitter towards his mother and yet 
wounded by her coldness to him suggests the kind of ambivalence 
toward her aduribrated in* Stephen Hero, where Stephen rejects 
his parents yet is hurt that they don't sympathize with him. 
Of these two aspects of Richard's attitude, his rejection of 
his mother is most evident, but, with his characteristic desire 
to see himself victinized, he seems reluctant to recognize it 
fully. On the one hand he speaks of his riother "with bitter 
force, " (p. 25), "coldly, " (p. 26) "fiercely, " (p. 27) and 
"rudely, " (p. 28) and says he fought against her spirit and 
"waited for the end" (p. 27) (both Beatrice and Richard seen 
to feel this phrase implies that he actually desired her death). 
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Yet on the other hand he suggests that it is her implacability 
alone which kept his mother and him apart. On the one hand 
he admits that he refused the gifts of money she sent him, yet 
on the other blames her entirely for his poverty: "0n account 
of her I lived years in exile and poverty too, or near it. " 
(p. 27) Quite unlike the Stephen of Ulysses, Richard rejects 
any guilt towards his mother. He blames his mother entirely, 
denying the popular rumour that he refused to come to his 
mother at her death: "She did not send for meý3. She died alone, 
not having forgiven me. .. ." (p. 26) 
Although Richard is embittered towards his mother he seems 
simultaneously to be fond of her. In the first place, only 
a strong emotional influence could explain the ability of 
"her spirit" (p. 27) to haunt Richard as it does. Moreover, 
Richard speaks (albeit "fiercely") of "her poor body that rots 
in the grave. " (p. 27)l He admits further that he felt "pity" 
for the love she bore him, even if he insists the love is "cold" 
and "blighted. " (p. 27) Yet his-affection towards his mother 
seems largely egocentric, for he admits that he craved above 
all that she grant "some understanding of me. " (p. 27) Like 
the Stephen of Stephen Hero, Richard defies parental pressure 
to conform and yet feels sufficient affection that he desires 
to be granted understanding and, presumably, sympathy. 
Richard's tendency to feel himself victimized contributes 
to another element of his mixed feelings for his mother. He 
1 Ri chard's line "How can my words hurt her poor body that 
rots in the grave? " suggest Buck tiulligan's insistence to 
Stephen that there is no "harm" in calling Mrs. Dedalus "beastly 
dead. " (U p. 10/E) 
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partly blames his mother's antipathy on "tongues here ready 
to tell her all, to embitter her withering mind still more 
against me and Bertha and our godless nameless child. " (p. 28) 
The accusation both makes his mother less culpable and intensi- 
fies his nearly obsessive fear of conspiracy. Because he seems 
to regret his own bitterness, Richard exerts "sudden sel fcontrol" 
(p. 28), attempting to sum up his mother as "a remarkable woman" 
(p. 28) Although the phrase is a bland one, it too suggests 
something of the mixed feelings that seem to trouble him so 
deeply. For Richard, as for Stephen, maternal affection is 
something of an enigma. 
Richard may be merely indulging in self-pity when he implies 
his mother ought to have understood him because he is "her own 
son, her own flesh and blood. " (p. 27) However, his statement 
has other implications. In Stephen Hero, A Portrait and Ulysses, 
Stephen explicitly denies the significance of blood kinship, 
feeling it to be entirely arbitrary. (e. g. AP p. 101, SH p. 111, 
U p. 205/265-66) Unless Richard's assertion is mere rhetoric, 
he would seem to be making a claim that identifies his viewpoint 
with that of Joyce as family man, and, to some extent, with that 
of Bloom. That Richard accepts the claims of blood links is 
borne out by the fact that he gives every sign of being as 
devoted to Archie, simply because he is the boy's father (e. p. 79) 
as Joyce was to his own children, for the same reason. 
1 
After what Richard says about his mother's power over him 
"still, " (p. 27) it is surprising that Beatrice should attempt 
1C. f. Joyce's view quoted in the Introduction: "The most 
inportant thing that can happen to a man is the birth of a 
child. " Richard Elfmann, Janes Joyce, p. 212. 
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to comfort him with the assurance "At least you are free now. " 
(p. 28) Nevertheless, Richard accepts the statement by inter- 
preting the word "free" in a way significant to his relation- 
ship with his mother: he suggests he can now control the money 
willed to him by his father. Thus his financial security is a 
triumph over his mother, for the "poverty" (p. 27) he suffered 
in exile was the measure both of his misery in banishment and 
of his independence, his refusal to accept his mother's "doles. " 
(p. 27) The freedom Richard claims here is more limited than 
the kind of freedom he seeks elsewhere in the play, but his new 
financial status does correspond to the release in oppression 
since his mother's death insofar as it gives him freedom 
to accept or reject the security offered by the university post. 
Beatrice attempts to close the subject with a tidy and 
positive generalization: "They both loved you, believe me. 
Their last thoughts were of you. " (p. 28) Again Richard seems 
uneasy about maternal love' for he ignores the possibility 
that his mother loved him, pointing instead to the portrait of 
his father and speaking only of his father's last thoughts. If 
he. is uneasy about the possibility that his mother loved him, 
he shows no such uneasiness toward his father, recalling his 
"sweet and noble" (p. 28) gesture. When Beatrice recalls "The 
hardness of heart you prayed for. .. " (p. 28) (Joyce's ellipsis) 
Richard is "Unheeding' (p. 28) apparently reluctant to relinquish 
the image of his sniling father. Still, if Richard finds his 
"smiling and handsome" father more attractive than his mother, 
In A Portrait Stephen is made uneasy by Cranly's assertion 
that "Whatever else is unsure in this stinking dunghill of a 
world, a mother's love is not, " (AP p. 246) and in Ulj'sses Stephen 
is disturbed by the possibility that a mother's love is ''7he only 
true thing in life. " (U p. 28/33) Stanislaus Joyce says that his 
brother "declared bitterly that he believed in only two thinýýs, 
a woman's love for her child and a man's love of lies. .. . 
'' 
by Brother's Keeper, p" 91 
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he is clearly far more deeply impressed with the personality 
of his mother (a differentiation unusual in Joyce's works). * 
Refusing either to admit or deny that his mother's last thoughts 
were of him, Richard finally rejects his father, invoking 
instead his mother's "spirit, " (p. 29) for Richard equivalent 
not to the love of which Beatrice speaks, but to "hardness of 
heart. " (p. 25) It seems-odd that he should choose, to emulate 
that quality of his mother which he found so objectionable, 
and that later in the play he seems to expect both in himself 
and in Bertha a generosity quite unlike "hardness of heart. " 
Evidently, however, his desire for hardness of heart is highly 
idealistic: the "spirit" he invokes is not that against which 
he has been battling (p. 25) but rather a personal quality, 
the strength of purpose, perhaps, to put aside his own contrary 
emotions in his relationship with Bertha (and Beatrice) or 
perhaps to be able to seek his ideals without suffering unduly. 
Richard's relations with his mother have profoundly impressed 
Bertha. However, she does not resent the woman who, according 
to Richard, spurned her and her child, but twice reprimands 
Richard for his treatment of his mother: Bertha values familial 
loyalty not only for the emotional security it provides but also 
because she feels it to be natural. At the same time, Bertha's 
viewpoint seeps close to that of those who rumour it (falsely, 
Richard says) that Richard refused to obey his mother's dying 
wish. At one point, incensed with Richard because she feels 
he will turn Robert and Archie against her, Bertha says to 
him, 
"I never heard of any human being that did not love the mother 
that brought him into the world, except you. " (p. 72) When 
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she later becomes afraid that Richard is attempting to 
estrange Beatrice from her, Bertha intensifies her charge: 
"I think you have made her unhappy as you have made me and as 
you made your dead mother unhappy and killed her. Womankiller! 
That is your name. " (p. 148) In both instances Bertha is 
speaking irrationally, but it is unlikely that she is concocting 
the charges arbitrarily or speaking without any conviction. That 
she can call Richard a "womankiller" suggests that she has not 
felt Mrs. Rowan to have exhibited as direct hostility as Richard 
implies, but, rather, has felt the mother to be partly the vic- 
tim of Ri chard's cruelty. Bertha ci tes no such examples of 
Richard's cruelty, however, and apart from the fact that he 
returned his mother's money, there' is nothing to suggest the 
nature of his overt unkindness after his departure with Bertha. 
Host obviously it is Richard's failure to conform religiously 
and morally that makes his mother "unhappy. " However, it 
seems that Joyce has Bertha accuse Richard not in order to 
throw further light on Richard's relationship with his mother, 
but in order to surround Richard with an aura of betrayal, mis- 
understanding, suffering and isolation. 
In any case, Bertha's accusations reflect her anger that 
Richard did not appease his mother (and herself) by marrying 
legally and exhibiting the kind of traditional family loyalty 
she values. As Richard says to Robert, "[Sihe proposed what I 
would not accept. " (p. 52) Just as Bertha fails to see the 
idealistic basis of Richard's attempt to make hiriself indepen- 
dent of his mother, so she fails to understand the nature of 
the selfless love he tries to give her. Even if it was Richard's 
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refusal to be blindly loyal to the demands of maternal love 
which enabled-him to leave everyone for Bertha, it is that 
kind of blind loyalty that Bertha wants him to feel for herself. 
She can sympathize with Richard's mother because she feels 
herself in a similar situation--unable to rely on Richard's 
adherence to conventional obligations to wife or mother, or to 
rely on his expectations that she should feel similar obligations. 
The negative aspect of parent-child relationships, the 
oppressive influence that a parent such as Richard's mother can 
exert over her child, finds minor echoes in Beatrice's relation- 
ship with her father. Beatrice's trip to Youghal, at first 
an apparent holiday, is revealed to be quite the reverse, at 
least from Robert's point of view: "She did not [enjoy her- 
self there] .... She goes there on retreat, when the pro- 
testant strain in her prevails--gloom, seriousness, righteous- 
ness. " (p. 37) Beatrice answers in clarification rather than 
contradiction, "I go to see my father. " (p. 37) It is possible 
that Beatrice visits her father partly to think over what Richard 
has told her, (p. 18) but it seems equally likely that she finds 
spiritual kinship for her "protestant strain" there and feels 
filial duty towards her father--the same kind of duty that Stephen 
D(a)edalus rejects and which Richard Rowan finds dangerous to 
genuine relationships. 
It is not just Robert who suggests the influence of her 
father's religious precepts on Beatrice's character. Richard's 
admonition to Beatrice, "You cannot give yourself freely and 
wholly, " (p. 25) seems linked with his recollection that his 
mother called Beatrice "the black protestant. " (p. 28) No doubt 
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Beatrice's protestantism is intended to be more a dramatic 
device for clarifying her emotional restraint than a comment 
on the oppressive influence of her father's values. However, 
the fact that Joyce identifies Beatrice's father with this 
stultifying force stresses the oppression that parents (like 
Richard's mother) can exert. 
The briefly sketched relationship between Archie and his 
parents is most important as it develops the conflict between 
Richard and Bertha, but is also significant as it contrasts with 
the oppressive parent-child relationships common in Joyce's 
early works. Archie himself is presented simply enough. He 
is happy, energetic and adventurous. Clearly he has at least 
a breezy affection for Richard: he speaks to his father con- 
fidently and kisses him readily. (p. 158) With his mother at 
the beginning of Act III (pp. 130-32) he. seems relaxed and 
natural, too, if in the circumstances less overtly affectionate. 
Evidently Archie expects his father to be more indulgent than 
his mother, if less authoritative, for he asks Richard to be 
his intercessor with Bertha, the ultimate authority, in carrying 
through his desire to accompany the milkman. (p. 61) 
For the most part, Archie judges his parents accurately, 
Bertha is firm and solicitous with him: she will not let him 
"into the deep place" (p. 33) at the swimming bath and has 
ordered hin to wear ar, extra vest for warmth when he accompanies 
the milkman on his rounds. (p. 130) Richard, on the other hand, 
is lenient and easygoing: he readily accedes to his son's 
request to accompany the milkman, ignoring his wife's authority 
by granting Archie permission before he has consulted her. 
ýý. 
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Evidently Richard wants to ensure his son the freedom he 
failed to get from his own mother. It is such undermining 
of her authority, however, that has disturbed Bertha: "When- 
ever I tried to correct him for the least thing you went on 
with your folly, speaking to him as if he- were a grownup man. 
Ruining the poor child, or trying to. " (p. 72) 
1 When she 
says, "I was the cruel mother and only you loved him, " (p. 72) 
her phrasing would suggest that Richard has called her behaviour 
"cruel. " It seems more likely that she is recalling her own 
sense of frustration, however. Even so, she has brooded over 
her grievance for the accusation is only tangentially related to 
what they are discussing, Robert's peculiar advances to Bertha. 
There is little evidence in the play to confirm Bertha's 
accusations. Certainly Richard is lax with his child, but he 
does not seem "trying to ruin" him, nor does he speak "to him 
as if he were a grownup man. " (p. 72) On the whole he adapts 
his vocabulary and syntax to the level of a child ("Do you 
understand what it is to give a thing? " p. 62) Partially to 
substantiate Bertha's accusation, however, he does speak of 
matters that he clearly considers "grownup. " Bertha's real 
complaint, that Richard has undermined her discipline, seems 
justified nevertheless: Richard seems no more capable than 
Joyce himself of being a consistent disciplinarian. Still, 
Bertha's displeasure with Richard is mitigated by the fact that 
Archie (unlike Richard) continues to love his mother--because 
he "has too much nature in him" (p. 72) to do otherwise. Thus 
11lolly Bloom is annoyed with Bloom for similar reasons: 
"well if he doesnt correct her faith I will. .. ." (U p. 753/912) 
r 
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one of the fear completely indulgent parents in Joyce's works 
is shown to cause dissension by his very indulgence. 
It is at this point that Bertha attacks Richard for his 
treatment of his mother. Richard ignores her divagation and 
speaks of Archie, either because he wishes to avoid a sensitive 
subject or because he wishes to answer Bertha's charges: "Are 
you not glad my son is fond of me? " (p. 72) he asks her. In 
this instance Bertha seems as determined as Richard to appear 
emotionally victimized: "Who told him you would bring hirihome toys 
when you were out on your rambles in the rain, forgetting all 
about him--and me? I did. I taught him to love you. " (p. 72) 
Evidently Bertha does not understand Richard's concept of love; 
where he feels love must not arise from duty, Bertha thinks 
children ought to love their parents and should be taught to do 
so. Both Richard and Bertha have acted more affectionately 
towards their son than any parents in previous works, yet in 
spite of their good intentions, they have caused mutual resent- 
men t. 
Archie's relationship with his parents thus reveals problems 
basic to fani li al relati onshi ps, though on a fai rly simple level . 
Archie's plea, "Can I go [with the milkman] ?" (p. 79) distinctly 
echoes Bertha's plea a few lines earlier, "Tell me not to go 
and I will not. " (p. 78) Whereas in the first case Richard grants 
Archie real freedon, the opportunity to do what he wants, in 
the second case, fron Bertha's vietipoint, Richard merely removes 
all emotional guidelines, including the assurances that fie depends 
upon her love and fidelity. Ironically, Richard can quite 
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naturally give Archie the freedom he naturally accepts but finds 
it difficult to give Bertha the freedom which he feels she 
ought to have and which she does not want. 
Although Richard values his son highly, even suggesting 
that he is like an "angel" (p. 90), in the end he seems to 
admit he is less important than the woman toward whom his feelings 
are more complex. As both Robert and Richard observe the boy 
banging to gain entrance through the window, Robert says, 
"Perhaps, there, Richard, is the freedom we seek--you in one 
way, I in another. In him, and not in us. Perhaps. . ." (p. 158) 
(Joyce's ellipsis) Robert admits that his speculation must 
remain tentative: because Archie is not his own son he cannot 
help Archie achieve freedom. His idea is not developed but he 
seems to be suggesting that Richard (like himself) can never 
achieve freedom in his own life--he even includes Bertha among 
"us, " (p. 158) the "voices" (p. 157) of "despair. " (p. 157) 
Themselves bound by pressures of love, friendship, traditional 
morals, they can only look for freedom in children. 
Both Bloom and Stephen in Ulysses put nearly equal (though 
different) stress on the significance of parent-child relation- 
ships, specifically that between father and son. However, 
Richard seems to ignore Robert's suggestion, not merely because 
he is interrupted. No doubt he recognizes that Robert is at 
least partly canting, sentimentally avoiding the real issues. 
Moreover, it does not reconcile Richard to his own failure to 
achieve freedom in his relationship with Bertha merely to observe 
the possibility of his son achieving freedom. He is not ready 
to admit that his son is more important than his wife. "Hounded" 
ýý, 
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and tired at the play's end, he receives solace not from Archie 
is 
but from Bertha, not only because it,, his relationship with 
Bertha which has wounded him, but also because those wounds 
have arisen from the fact that, loving his wife more than his 
son, he finds it more difficult to give her freedom. 
Bertha, too, seems to believe that her relationship with 
Richard is more important than that between parents and child 
(even when the two are not incompatible). She seems to be affec- 
tionate towards her son, solicitous of his health arid jealous 
(in retrospect) of his potential estrangement, but she shows no 
signs of becoming a Mrs. Kearney; Richard, not Archie, is the 
centre of her life. Moreover, she makes it explicit that, like 
Richard, she has been ready to give up all her family links for 
his sake: "I gave up everything for him, religion, family, my 
own peace. " (p. 143) That Bertha's sacrifice of tier parents is 
a real one, and not merely an emotional ploy in her confronta- 
tion with Beatrice is supported by the fact that, as shown, she 
values filial piety. The fact that Richard wanted to liberate 
tier rather than fetter her or have her make sacrifices does not 
weaken the significance of the fact that she has chosen Richard) 
Although the play is most concerned with the importance of 
the relationship between man and woman, Joyce's treatment of 
the relationship between parent arid child clearly is different 
1This, despite Stanislaus Joyce's assertion that his 
brother "did Lnotj expect to be the rain purpose of any wornan's 
life. He knew that sooner or later children would take his 
place. " My Brother's Keeper, p. 152. Joyce himself felt his 
relationship a th ora to be r, iore important than the relationship 
between parent and child: "Our children (much as I love theca) 
reust not come between us. " Letters, II, p. 242. To flora 
ma-F e Joyce, 31 August 19(x. 
{ 
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from that in the earlier works and A Portrait. While he 
allows the relationship between Richard and his mother to be 
spiritually oppressive, he also allows Richard much the same 
ambivalence towards his mother that the Stephen of Stephen Hero 
has towards his. Moreover, he shows Archie's relationships 
with his parents to involve much genuine affection, even if the 
relationships simultaneously focus the kinds of problems entailed 
by the equally affectionate relationship between Bertha and 
Richard. 
Hale-Female Relationships 
It is the relationships between man and woman which most 
importantly reveal the change in Joyce's attitude 'toward 
family life and relationships in Exiles. There is some diffi- 
culty in singling out those relationships in the play relevant 
to family life--Richard, Robert, and to some extent Bertha, all 
try to disregard the traditional family roles that constrain 
relations between men and women. Still, it is obvious that 
Richard and Bertha's relationship is very much a family one, if 
for no other reason than that they have lived together for 
nine years and have a son. Bertha's potential infidelity 
with Robert and Richard's relationship with Beatrice are also 
relevant to the question of family life in Exiles insofar as 
they provide the basis for Robert arid Richard to generalize on 
all male-female relationships. 
The whole question of love, freedom, and fidelity is brought 
to a crisis because of the conflict between the chief characters' 
claims for freedon on one hand and, on the other, their emotions: 
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all are in different ways uneasy with the possibility of unin- 
hibited behaviour. The problem is complicated for Richard and 
Bertha because they are not legally bound to each other but are 
nevertheless a unit, bound by nine years together and a much- 
loved son, factors which for Bertha at least entail dutiful 
allegiance. 
At different points and in very different ways, Bertha, 
Richard, and Robert all claim to support the ideal of total 
freedom in love. Even though their concepts are different, 
together they constitute an approach to promiscuity distinct 
from that in Dubliners. In the short stories Joyce presents 
adulterous inclinations in one case as an attempt to relieve 
emotional isolation (Mrs. Sinico) and in another as an attempt 
to relieve violent lust and a wounded ego (Farrington). In 
Stephen Hero Stephen expresses an attitude somewhat like Robert's, 
seeking sexual liberation rather than love, though he is sensi- 
tive to the spiritual ramifications of close relationships. In 
a less idealistic manner the Stephen of A Portrait (in Chapter 2) 
sees the more expression of sexuality as an achievement. Per- 
haps closest to the promiscuity considered by those in Exiles 
is that of Molly Bloom, for, like Bertha, Richard, and Robert, 
she justifies promiscuity in terms of ideals, yet her stance is 
undercut by complex emotions. 
Even though ideals of sexual liberation dominate the play, 
they are everywhere complicated by the inconsistencies and 
emotional contradictions of its principal characters: as in 
Ulysses it seems that Joyce sees the conflict of opposed erioti ons 
and atti tudes to be the most meaningful reflection of human 
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relationships. It is partly Joyce's conception of 'human nature, 
radically altered fron Dubliners, that it is best expressed 
as the conflict of complex contrarieties. Indeed, the central 
conflict of the play is less between characters than between 
Richard's conception of what love should be and his own emotional 
nature. Partly this conflict is conscious--Richard suffers 
acutely from his own emotional contrarieties--and partly un- 
consious--he often contradicts himself even as he attempts to 
define ideal behaviour. The play is based on an essentially 
insoluble problem: love purports to be selfless but by its very 
nature involves affection that is self-directed and possessive. 
In one sense, the play seems to depict Richard as the idealist 
who attempts--somewhat like Stephen Dedalus--to surpass his own 
humanity, but who, like Stephen in Ulysses, is forced to realize 
that he is as uncontrollably human as those above whom he attempts 
to raise hinself. As an artist, he seeks his ideal by enlisting 
"pride or scorn" (p. 22) to achieve a stance he himself identi- 
fies with that of the statue Robert describes, head down, arm 
extended, saying, "In ti r. ne the dunghill was so high. " (p. 56)1 
As a man, he seeks the ideal of purely selfless, free love by 
avoiding the meaningless fidelity of legal marriage and tradi- 
tional duty. Thus he implicitly claims to be riore than an or- 
dinary man, saying to Robert, "Like all men you have a foolish 
wandering heart. " (p. 85) It is with such idealism that he 
1C. f. Joyce's contempt for the "multitude" in his youthful 
essay, "The Day of the Rabblement. " The Cri tical Writings, 
pp. 69-72, as i'rell as Stephen's atteripts to isolate himself 
in both Stephen Hero (SH p. 25) and A Portrait (AP p. 251) 
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that he attempts to reform family life rather than accepting 
traditional roles. 
Richard's concept of this ideal love is most extensively 
argued in the confrontation between him and Robert in the second 
act. With qualifications, Richard's conception of love, unlike 
Robert's, primarily involves selfl. dssness and responsibility. 
While it may seem that he is trying to intimidate Robert or 
exalt himself when he says nothing of his own emotional grati- 
fication in his relationship with Bertha, he is nevertheless 
expressing what he genuinely believes to be ideal. To love 
ideally is not to fulfil oneself but rather is "To wish her 
well. " (p. 88)1 His own love for Bertha is, implicitly, selfless. 
Perhaps because, unlike Stephen, he has saved himself, he is 
able to desire a selflessness antithetical to Stephen's egoistic 
ideal of self help. 
In addition, Richard considers love to be something highly 
significant, something through which the entire personality 
(of the woman at least) is not only fundamentally altered but 
also fulfilled. He says to Robert, "Have you the luminous 
certitude that yours is the brain in contact with which she must 
think and understand and that yours is the body in contact with 
which her body must feel? " (p. 405) Because his love for Bertha 
must be selfless, Richard does not speak of the positive effects 
of his relationship on himself. 
However, that he fails to do so has implications of which 
neither Robert nor he seems aware. He feels if he loved her 
1In his notes to the play, Joyce similarly defines love 
as "the dpsi re of good for another. " (p. 163) 
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he should give her up should she find Robert to be the appropriate 
intellectual and bodily mate. As he says to Robert, he would 
"Go away. You, and not I, would be necessary to her. " (p. 89)1 
Although he does not develop the idea, the fact that Richard 
says he would "Go away" if Bertha needs Robert suggests that 
he believes a woman cannot simultaneously love two men. Moreover, 
in declaring his willingness to give Bertha up he implies that 
though he would be acutely distressed, he would not cease to 
"think, " "understand, " or "feel, " (p. 88) as she would without 
the appropriate mate--nor does he consider whether Robert is 
able to "think, " "understand, or "feel" without Bertha. 
Indeed, it seems both Robert and Richard accept the view 
that a woman is more dependent upon a man to fulfil herself than 
the reverse. It is consistent with his idea of a generous love 
for Richard to say of Bertha, "I tried to give her a new life, " 
(p. 94) for tie does not consider it part of love to question 
whether or not he himself has been granted a "new life" himself. 
However, the fact that he does not consider the reflexive effects 
of love, along with the fact that Robert says of Bertha, "She 
is yours, your work, " (p. 87) suggests that it is within the 
man's sole power to uplift his wife. 
2 The suggestion is ampli- 
fied because, in Bertha's case, she is below Richard "in birth 
and education. " (p. 148) Even given that it seems irrelevant 
ltlere, as later, when Richard says to Bertha that he will 
leave her because "My part is ended here" (p. 412) his attitude 
seems to reflect not only idealism but also the sane kind of 
resigned self-denial that Stephen reveals in his decision to 
leave Emma to Cranly: "He knew his part. " (AP p. 249) 
2That Joyce's own attitude to love is very different is 
clearly evident in letters to Nora where he considers it a com- 
pliment to her that she has enriched his "rind. " e. g. Letters, 
II9 p. 237,21 August 1909. 
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to the question of love for Richard to consider his own bene- 
fit, there is some irony in the fact that Bertha considers 
less that she has been uplifted by the relationship than that 
it has involved great personal sacrifice (p. 143) (resulting in 
feelings of inadequacy for her, pp. 143,105), and that it has 
uplifted Richard: "I made him a man. " (p. 143) 
While Richard does not seem aware of such implications of 
his viewpoint, he does recognize the problems entailed by 
another of its aspects. Because he believes love must be self- 
less, Richard criticizes Beatrice for inability to "give [her 
self] freely and wholly. " (p. 25) Bertha echoes the charge, 
saying of Beatrice, "[S_ihe is not generous. .. ." 
(p. 77) 
However, the notion of giving is not explicitly defined. In 
Stephen Hero Stephen clearly means sexual generosity when he 
speaks of vionen giving (SH p. 180), but insofar as Richard dif- 
ferentiates between Beatrice's reticence of self and mind (p. 25) 
he seems to mean something more comprehensive, perhaps the readi- 
ness to give without asking for anything in return or weighing 
the consequences. In any case. Richard does not question Bertha's 
ability to give. Clearly, in following him into exile, in sacri- 
ficing everything for his sake, Bertha is more than able to give 
"wholly. " 
However, his own ability to give troubles Richard more 
deeply, for he simultaneously desires to retain Bertha while 
recognizing that he must not limit her freedom: 
I will reproach myself ... for having taken all 
for 
myself because I would not suffer her to give to 
another what was hers and not nine to give, because I 
accepted from her her loyalty and made her life poorer 
in love. (p. 96) 
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It is not just the fulfilling kind of love described above that 
Richard evidently feels he would thereby keep from Bertha. 
Like Stephen (and Joyce himself) Richard highly prizes vital 
"life"; thus it is a great part of his fear that "I stand 
between her and any moments of life that should be hers. ... 
" 
(p" 96) 
Ri chard's emotions--his desire to keep Bertha--further 
restrict his concept of love. Although his use of "moments" 
would suggests theoretically he allows that "life" can be achieved 
in brief affairs, he has rejected the ideas of his "youth" that 
it is the "blinding instant of passion alone" that allows one to 
"escape fron the misery of what slaves call life. " (p. 99) He 
rejects this idea (expressed here by Robert) partly because it 
stresses the "passion" rather than the ability to "understand" 
and "feel" (p. 88) which he seems to feel love entails, but 
partly also because he seems emotionally to value a more perna- 
nent relationship. It is true that Richard feels that "to take 
care of the future is to destroy hope and love in the world" 
(p. 44)1--an idea which clearly echoes Stephen Daedalus' clair> 
that it is insane to promise one will always love another. 
2 
He feels that to promise fidelity is to deny the possibility of 
1At 
this point he is referring specifically to his 
university post, but the idea is clearly a general principle 
for hin. 
'-The concept that marriage entails dutiful fulfilment of 
roles is one that Joyce depicts ironically throughout his work, 
from the short stories of Iubliners (like "Grace") to Finnerans 
Wake where Glued reveals a riarri ace as a contract of pracMal 
agreements, the husband, for exartple, promising to "renounce the 
devlins in all their punbs. " (FII p. 243) The four old rien de- 
clare a si ni l ar but more overtly repressive attitude, declaring 
a long list of "i. ot"s, (FRI p. 368) Juan parallels this with a 
series of "Bever"s to the St. Bride's girls, outlining a prudish 
and repressive morality. (F4! p. 433) 
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achieving "moments of life, " that fidelity is not something 
which should result from promise or plan. However, the 
fact that he brings up the idea of "that other law of nature ... 
change, " hypothesizing to Robert, "How will it be ... when her 
beauty 
... wearies you. .. ?" 
(p. 95) implies that he recog- 
nizes the limitations of a relationship which is nothing 
more than "moments. " A relationship with a woman, it seems, is 
ideally a free-willed fidelity, one where both are free from 
suspicions, jealous, social pressures, shame, or the obliga- 
tion to stay--but they desire to stay, nevertheless. 
Richard's insurmountable desire to retain links with Bertha 
leads him to many inconsistencies in his more idealistic desire 
to give Bertha the "freedom" he values so highly. Ile has given 
Bertha freedom by not imposing bonds of legal marriage upon her 
and by refusing even to ask her to accompany him into exile. 
(p. 122) Now he wishes to go beyond that and ensure that she 
is not bound by duty or fidelity. However, Richard evidently 
feels that he need not be passive to allow Bertha freedom, for 
to attract her by her love for him or by arguments against the 
restraints of social norms is not to subvert her freedom. Thus 
when Robert asks him whether Bertha accompanied him into exile 
"of her own free choice, " (p. 52) Richard answers "I played for 
her against all that you say or can say; and I won. " (p. 53) 
It seems somewhat inconsistent that he here confesses to 
having engaged in a contest for Bertha's love, and, at another 
point, refuses to "free" Robert so that they can fight "Together" 
over Bertha. (p. 99) This apparent inconsistency is explained 
by the fact that the earlier contest was not one of love against 
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love, but of Richard's love against Robert's attempts to under- 
nine his affection for her. (p. 122) That it was not a con- 
test of love is confirmed by Bertha's assertion that she did 
not know Robert 1 oved her. (p. 121) Richard refuses to "free" 
Robert to fight over Bertha now, partly it seems because to 
fight for love is to regard it as something possessed rather 
than something given, and partly it seems because Richard 
views friendship as something quite different from love. While 
he attempts to free his beloved from any sense of obligation 
towards him, it is up to his friend to free himself from his 
sense of obligation: "Free yourself. " (p. 100) 
Because of the insolubility of the problem and Richard's 
own emotional nature, however, other inconsistencies in Richard's 
idealistic position are not so easily dismissed. When he tells 
Bertha, "I have allowed you complete liberty--and allow you it 
still, " (p. 73) Bertha answers "Scornfully" for she does not 
feel herself to be free. He says to her, "You have complete 
liberty to do as you wish--you and he, " but the fact that he 
adds, "But not in this way" (p. 73) clearly undercuts the gener- 
osity he is trying to feel; Bertha explicitly points out that 
if he is to tell Robert of his own knowledge of the affair she 
will be severely hampered. Richard's desire to tell Robert, 
"I know everything. I have known for some tine" (p. 82) is 
entirely understandable, for to have one's wife unfaithful is 
traditionally demeaning. ' It nay be that he feels no such 
'Joyce 
points out, however, in one of his notes to the play, 
that "Since the publication of the lost pages of 11-1adane bovary 
the centre of sympathy appears to have been esthetically shitted 
from the lover or fancynan to the husband or cuckold. " (p. 165) 
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humiliation but insists on telling all because he feels a clan- 
destine relationship is not truly free, bound as it is by guilt 
and secrecy. Nevertheless, it is meaningless for him to claim 
(to Bertha anyway) that he is not imposing any restriction (p. 106) 
for Robert and she are severely hampered by their knowledge 
that Richard is observing them. 
Although he denies it, Richard further reveals that he is 
possessive of Bertha, jealous of the man whom she is ostensibly 
free to love. When in the third act Bertha declares her im- 
patience with Richard he answers "Bitterly, " "I am in the way, 
is i t? " and suspects that Bertha wants to be rid of him "So 
that you can meet your lover--freely? " (p. 148) Partly Richard's 
bitterness seems to result from Bertha's failure to understand 
that she is free, reflected in her belief that he is "in the way. " 
However, it seems his own jealousy that leads him to draw out the 
implications of her supposed desire for freedom, speaking of her 
and her "lover" neeting "Night after night. " (p. 149) In any 
case, the fact that Richard goes on to say that he will free her 
("You have only to say the fiord, " p. 148) suggests that he, 
too, does not feel her to have been hitherto free. 
The insolubility of Richard's probleni, his dual inclination 
to give freedon and to express his love, as possessiveness is 
reflected further in what he says to Archie: 
11hi le you have a thing it can be taken from you. ... 
But when you qi ve i t, you have given i t. No robber 
can take it from you. ... It is yours then 
for ever 
when you have chi ven i t. It will be yours always. 
That is to give. (p. 62) 
It may be that Richard is speaking of giving his love to Bertha 
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in abstract terms, but the fact that tie speaks of a "robber" 
and later calls Robert a "thief" (p. 71) suggests that he is 
thinking also that if he is to "give" Bertha the freedom to 
love whom she pleases, then, in a sense, she cannot tie taken 
from him. It is not inconsistent with Richard's view that 
Robert can be a "thief" even while Bertha cannot be stolen, for 
Robert can act like a theif in trying to steal Bertha's affection. 
Evidently Richard equates thievery with furtive behaviour-- 
hence-his disturbance that he and Robert should behave "in such 
a way--like thieves--at night. " (p. 85) Even so, Richard's 
claim, "Steal you could not in my house because the doors viere 
open. .. ." (p. 86) reveals not only a desire to remove all 
restrictions from his love, but profound uneasiness that Robert 
as "thief" should steal what he is (emotionally) reluctant 
to lose. 
The emotional difficulty Richard encounters in his attempts 
to give Bertha freedom is intensified by the fact that, though 
the refusal to marry legally frees them both from the fear of 
legal adultery, he cannot escape the feeling that infidelity is 
inherently' wrong, a betrayal of love freely given. If Bertha 
sleeps with Robert, though he will try to see her action gener- 
ously as a sign of her freedom, he must simultaneously feel it 
to be a sign that she does not love him. Thus he simultaneously 
desi res that she be unfaithful and is tormented by the possi- 
bility that she will be. The horror with which he regards in- 
fidelity is reflected in the fact that even though he dismisses 
the significance of carnal intercourse (" [L} onging to possess 
a wonan is not love, " p. Eßß he implicitly opposes Robert's 
arguments for prormiscui ty, as shown earlier, and is shocked by 
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by his own infidelity: "I look at her body which I betrayed-- 
grossly and manytines. "(p. 96) It is not just in retrospect 
that Richard feels this remorse, for directly after one instance 
of infidelity he "wakened [Bertha] from her sleep and told her" 
and "cried beside her bed. " (p. 93)l 
Perhaps the greatest difficulty with Richard's attempts to 
achieve freedom in ideal love is created by the fact that Bertha 
does not want freedori. It may be partly the reflection of 
Bertha's limitations, her conditioning by society, that she 
desi res love as a kind of bondage, but, for her, the desire is 
nonetheless real . She feels abandoned wi thout assurances of 
affection: "Dick, my God, tell me what you wish me to do? [sic] " 
(p. 106) Somewhat like Molly Bloom, she uses the freedom she 
has been allowed merely to provoke jealousy, affirmations of 
love, and the retraction of her freedom. When, after her visit 
to Robert her attempts to goad Richard into overt jealousy result 
only in his renewed protestations of her freedom, she breaks into 
tears and exclaims, "You do not understand anything in me--not 
one thing inmyheart or soul .A Stranger! I am living with a 
stranger! " (p. 149)2 
Bertha is only partly right, for Richard does understand 
1 Richard's abject chi l d-like confession echoes Stephen's 
predilection to abase himself, chi l d-like, before the maternal 
image of the Virgin t? ary. (AP p. 120) Indeed, Richard Eilmann 
feels that this child-like submissiveness was part of Joyce's 
feeling for flora. Janes Joyce, pp. 304-05. 
2Bertha's exclamation echoes flora's claim in A Doll's House, 
"I've been living with a stranger, " though Bertha's c airis are 
hysterical and tenporary rather than a deep insight as in the 
earlier play. 
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that she wants to be held by love. The "voices" of "despair" 
(TY. 157) that plaque him at the end semi to arise partly from 
the fact that he has failed in himself and others to engender 
his ideals of love. Thus, recalling a line from Robert's 
newspaper article, he "Bitterly" says to Bertha that he left 
her "In [her] hour of need. " (p. 147) His tortured attempts to 
achieve an ideal life are interpreted by Bertha, as by Ireland, 
to be neglect. The pain is intensified for him, because at one 
point at least he seeps to have doubted his own action: he says 
to Robert, "Have you thought that it is perhaps now--at this 
moment--that I an neglecting her? " (p. 95) 
However, Richard has established earlier that he does not 
believe "happiness" to be the ideal: " [D] o you feel that happi- 
ness is the best, the highest that we can know, " (p. 25) he 
says to Beatrice. He feels for him to give perfect love is 
more important than that the beloved be happy. It seems that to 
love is to be selfless, not to fulfil the emotional needs of the 
beloved. Even if Bertha's immediate wish is to be held by bonds 
(p. 162), the resulting relationship would be meaningless for 
her as well as him. Though Richard has momentary doubts about 
having killed the "virginity of her soul, " (p. 94) he implicitly 
accedes with Robert's largely sincere statement that their relation- 
ship, whatever its unhappinesses, has changed Bertha from a 
simple, innocent girl to "A strande and wonderful personality. " 
(p. 93) Moreover, he is willing to take the drastic step of 
fi 
leaving her with Robert so that by his own doubt he will feel her 
to be released. 
"i 
Indeed, Richard's attitudes toward Bertha's relationship 
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with Robert involve Richard's most profound difficulties in 
his attempt to reconcile his ideals with his conflicting emotions. 
Attempting to explain to Robert emotions which are almost in- 
comprehensible to himself, he says that he "longed to be betrayed" 
(p. 97) by Bertha and Robert, not just insofar as he condones 
the betrayal in terms of ideals, but "in the dark, in the night- 
secretly, meanly, craftily. " (pp. 97-98) Except that he is so 
clearly distressed by his own contrary inclinations, it would 
seem that he assures Bertha that he trusts her and that she is 
free merely so she will have the confidence to betray him. 
Partly, Richard explains to Robert, he longs to be betrayed by 
Bertha because he finds her faithfulness a burden insofar as it 
makes the demands of his love even more difficult. Partly, too, 
he says the desire arises from an ignoble longing "to be dis- 
honoured forever in love and in lust, " (p. 98) a longing which 
he is himself unable to understand, but which clearly is linked 
to purely irrational, partly sexual desire to feel himself mar- 
tyred, "betrayed" by his "best friend. " (p. 98) Even his use 
of "betrayed" indicates an emotional reaction to infidelity as 
something other than the expression of Bertha's freedom. 
' The 
same desire to be the sufferer is reflected in his apparent 
1Darcy O'Brien argues that Richard's desire to be betrayed 
is motivated by "libertarianism, masochism, and lust. " The 
Conscience of Janes Joyce, (Princeton: Princeton Univers ty Press,. 
156"o), p. rien cTevelops extensively his argument that 
Richard's attitude toward Bertha's projected infidelity is a re- 
flection of Joyce's own conflicting attractions to sexual depra- 
vity and ideal love. P, lthou(gh the point cannot be argued here 
on the whole O'Brien presents convincinq evidence only that 
Joyce found appealing both very physical, crude lust and senti- 
rental affection, not that "He saw his own nature as irreparably 
split by opposing forces, one of beauty and the other of lust. 
" 
(1ý. 43) 
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satisfaction in his Christ-like "wound of doubt" (p. 162), 
and his predilection to claim for himself the strange "faith 
of a master in the disciple who will betray him. " (p. 58) 
This desire rather than dominating Richard's feelings, however, 
is merely a personal quirk, one which complicates his desire to 
achieve the i deal . 
Beyond these two motives for being betrayed, Richard enig- 
matically insists that there is "a motive deeper still. " (p. 98) 
Robert claims to understand, but presumably he does not for 
Richard fails to agree with Robert's inflated conclusion. 
that such a betrayal will "free us both ... from the last 
bonds of what is called morality. " (p. 98) Whereas Richard 
has just said he wants to be "betrayed, " Robert insists that 
they both "battle" (p. 99) with complete freedom--quite the 
reverse of betrayal. 
Although the "motive deeper still" is not identified, 
by the end of Act III it becomes evident that a crucial part of 
Richard's desire to be "betrayed" depends on his changing ideas 
about the importance of mutual knowledge in a relationship. 
Early in their relationship and until the second act, Richard 
expects Bertha to tell hin everything and in turn tells her 
everything, waking her from her sleep to confess his sexual mis- 
demeanours because "She must know ne as I an. " (p. 93) Thus 
he rebukes Bertha for failing to understand the freedom she 
is (theoretically) allowed by mutual knowledge, "Unpleasantly" 
(p. 103) and sarcastically answerit. g teer claim that she could have 
told him nothing of her affair with Robert: "It would have 
been so nice if you had kept it secret. " (p. 103) 
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By the end of the play, however, Richard has rescinded 
the idea that he must know Bertha completely. Although he 
abandons her at Robert's cottage with the insistence "I will 
trust you. .. ." (p. 106) the next norning he claims "I 
can never know, never in this world. I do not wish to know or 
believe. " (p. 162) In some ways Richard's claim seems a per- 
verse reversal of his earlier injunction to Bertha to abandon 
her jealousy: "Believe me, Bertha dear. Believe me as I 
believe you. " (p. 74) However, it seems that Richard inflicts 
upon himself this "wound of doubt" in order to comply with his 
changed attitude toward an ideal relationship: 
It is not in the darkness of belief that I desire 
you. But in restless living wounding doubt. To 
hold you by no bonds, even of love, to be united 
with you in body and soul in utter nakedness--for 
this I longed. (p. 162)1 
Although Richard's ideals no doubt dominate his desire, 
even this traumatic step towards an ideal involves some of the 
complex feelings that have distressed him earlier. The fact 
that he describes his feeling for Bertha as "desire" (even if 
the desire involves both "body and soul in utter nakedness") 
suggests that he derives a kind of sexual excitement from the 
fact that Bertha may have had sexual intercourse with another 
1 In his notes, Joyce men ti ons two other factors that can 
be taken as part of Ri chard's motivation for his desire to be 
betrayed. In the first place, Bertha will benefit insofar as 
"Through these experiences she wi 11 suffuse her own reborn 
ter+iperarºent with the wonder of her soul at its own solitude and 
at her beauty. .. ." 
(p. 164) Moreover, "Richard, unfitted 
for adulterous intercourse with the wives of his friends because 
it would involve a great (teal of pretence on his part rather 
than because he is convinced of any dishonourableness in it 
wishes, it seers, to feel the thrill of adultery vicariously 
and to possess a bound 4roº,; an Bertha through the organ of his 
friend. " (p. 174) For neither of these motives, however, is 
there internal evidence. 
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man. 
l At the sane time, however, Richard's Christ-like wound 
of "doubt, " far from strengthening him, "tires" him. If 
Richard does feel such excitement, it is overshadowed by the pain 
he suffers from his "wound of doubt. " It is possible to see 
some satisfaction in this Christ-like sense of martyrdom, but 
there is no. doubt that Richard also is genuine idealistic. 2 
By putting Bertha in a position where he is forced to doubt her 
fidelity, he feels he has given their relationship greater free- 
dom, releasing Bertha fron the claims of love. Evidently Ri- 
chard equates the inability to trust with the lapse of love as 
"bond, " that kind of relationship which he has been trying to 
surpass. It seers that he has been so distressed with his own. 
emotional inability to give Bertha freedom, and her emotional 
and intellectual ability to desire it or understand when she has 
it, that he has had to force doubt upon himself and an estrange- 
ment upon the relationship. Thus, if both decide to remain 
with each other, their decisions (specifically Bertha's) will 
be freer of mechanical loyalty than before. "Doubt" at least 
is . "living. 
"3 
ltli ll i am Eripson claims that Richard and Robert have a barely 
suppressed horiosexual feeling towards each other, expressed in 
their mutual desire to seek bodily union with each other through 
the medium of Bertha. "The Theme of Ulysses" in Janes Joyce 
Mi scel l any, Third Series, p. 149. Adr. » ttedly there are sone 
peculiar assertions: , ohert says, "You attract me even through her, " (p. 401. ) and Richard says he wants to be betrayed speci- 
fically by Robert. (p. 409) However, the first can be taken as 
Robert's attempt to flatter and the second as Richard's desire 
for nartyrdori. Joyce himself merely raises the possibility in 
his notes ("Do they desire this? " p. 172) but fails to answer his 
own question. 
2Joyce himself detects the suggestion of masochism: with 
irony typical of hin, he grossly amplifies the suggestion, des- 
cribing the play in one of his notes as a "rough and tumble be- 
tween the Marquis de Sade [Robert] and Freiherr v. Sacher Masoch, " 
(p. 172) 
3The stress that fli chard puts upon doubt as it 
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Although Richard is the character most closely identi- 
fiable with Joyce, his views on the relationship between men 
and women are clearly not Joyce's own: even if Joyce seems to 
support some of Richard's ideals, it is his chief character's 
self-contradictions, the insoluble problems he raises, that 
most clearly reflect Joyce's interest. Bertha's role is nearly 
as prominent as Richard! s, but she is more concerned with 
Richard's affection than with the theoretical basis of sexual 
relationships. After Richard, it is Robert who has most to 
say about Hale-female relationships. 
At times Robert seems nearly as inconsistent as Richard. 
In his confrontation with Richard at the beginning of Act II, 
for example, Robert alternates between denying and upholding his 
rights to win Bertha. The causes of Robert's inconsistencies 
are obvious, though: he is embarrassed that he has been caught 
betraying Richard yet he genuinely wants to possess Bertha. 
(pp. 82-90) Robert may be more credible than the often inscru- 
table Richard because his motives are easily understood, but his 
arguments lose stature because, unlike Richard who is genuinely 
confused and torn, Robert is revealed to be weak-willed and 
selfish, inclined to argue whichever way suits him at the time. 
Robert's arguments are further weakened by the fact that 
r, iakesa relationship meaningful suggests Stephen's idea in Ulysses 
that the mystery of paterni ty, the fact that a father can never know whether his son is his own, is meaningful because it is a 
mystery. (U pp. 204-05/266) 
Earl John Clark sees no positive element in the conclusion: " Nis state at the end is r. iarked by a total frustration 
of his ideals. " "James Joyce's Exiles, " Janes Joyce Quarterly, 
6, No. I (Fall, 1968) p. 74. That Fichar-F s position is in- tended to be an achievement rather than a frustration is sup- 
ported by the fact that Joyce himself called Exiles a "comedy". Letters, I, p. 78. To Grant Richards, 5 April l91T. 
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he is shown in his encounter with Bertha in Act I to be an 
absurdly conventional lover, an incompetent Don Juan. Even 
Bertha persistently deflates his romantic gestures. At one 
point Robert "kisses her eyes and then passes his hand over her 
hair" calling her "Little Bertha. " (-pp. 44-45) Detecting 
the patronizing tone of possessiveness in "Little" Bertha deflates 1 
this romantic gesture as she deflates all such falseness. She 
smiles, answering, "But I am not so little. Why do you call 
rime little? " (p. 45) At another point she complies with Robert's 
rorianti c desires, holding his bouquet of (overblown) roses to 
her face. "Your face is a flower too--but more beautiful, " 
Robert says, "A wild flower blowing in the hedge. ... Why 
are you smiling? At my words? " (p. 40) Bertha confesses, "I 
an, wondering if that is what you say--to the others. " (p. 40)1 
The deflation is not complete, however. Bertha succumbs at 
least partly to Robert's protestations, whatever her ulterior 
motives. Moreover, Robert does not seer to be entirely cynical 
about his own behaviour, for later he says to Richard, "With a 
sudden fervent gesture, " "I love her and I will take her fror, 
you, however I can, because I love her. " (p. 86) Nevertheless, 
both traditional romantic love and Robert's integrity are im- 
plicitly denigrated. 
Robert is not simply the type of the romantic lover, for 
1 Frank Budgen reports a conversation with Joyce that makes 
the point clear: "[. 'then I, apropos of sore love affair or 
other, used the conventional word, heart,. he said in the sarge 
tone: 'The seat of the affections lies lower down, I think. ' 
His neaninq, I thought, was clear. He objected to the 
sentimental convenient cliche. " Janes Joyce and the Making 
of Ulysses (London: Grayson and Grayson, Ep. 11. 
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he attempts to give ballast to his behaviour with argument. 
When he* has been caught out, he vacillates and hedges at 
first, but then frankly claims his right to Bertha and all 
women. The basic tenets of Robert's view of love are that to 
love is to possess physically; both men and women are by nature 
promiscuous; physical passion transcends conventional moral 
codes; and (here he is in agreement with Richard) the future is 
irrelevant. In fact, though he does not say so directly, Robert 
seems to be propounding the dissolution of marriage or anything 
like it. Whereas Richard is basically concerned with freeing 
family life from unnatural restraints upon natural inclinations 
of emotion, he nowhere denies the desirability of a close family 
life. Just how much stability, selflessness and responsibility 
are a part of Richard's conception of family life becomes evident 
by contrast as Robert develops his ideas. 
As far as Robert is concerned, promiscuity is not merely 
a matter of personal volition, but a law of natural behaviour. 
In his view, "the Almighty" would say to humanity "on the last 
day" (if there were a last day, he adds), "Fools! Who told you 
that you were to give yourselves to one being only? You were 
made to give yourselves to many freely. I wrote that law with 
My finger on your hearts. " (p. 90) ( Richard--in theory--merely 
allows promiscuity as a possibility, not a necessity. ) Like 
Richard, Robert would extend equal sexual rights to both men 
and worsen :' [A] woran, too, has the right to try with many 
men until she finds love. " (p. 91) Robert' s argument sounds at 
first like a glib attempt to justify his affair with Bertha, but 
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his cl aims that he "wanted to wri to a book about i t. "(p. 191) 
and that he admi red a woman who has done as he describes suggests 
that to some extent he is sincere. 
Love, Robert freely admits, entails bodily union: "Passion 
tends to go as far as it can. .. ." (p. 91) Love, he implies, 
entails little other than bodily attraction: "[W]hat is most 
attracti ve in even the nost beautiful woman?. .. Not those 
qualities which she has and other women have not but the quali- 
ties she has in common with then. " (p. 55)1 Unlike Richard 
who speaks of the lover's responsibility to fulfil his beloved 
in body and mind, Robert is interested prinari ly in body. At 
best, his love is generous only as it is an "act of homage. " 
(p. 55) To Richard's arguments that love nost importantly 
entails responsibility, Robert reacts adversely--"A nice little 
load on ny conscience: "(p. 89)--for he feels love is also merely 
an act of the moment. Thus he pays no head to Bertha's remin- 
der that "Some day I will be old, " (p. 124) answering, "I can- 
not imagine it. Tonight you are young and beautiful. " (p. 124) 
Above all, Robert's credo of love assumes that the moment of 
passion transcends all other considerations: "I an sure that 
no law made by man is sacred before the inpulse of passion. " 
(p. 125) 
Despite his theories, Robert seems to be bound by the same 
conventional prejudices he affects to deplore. It is Robert 
who first uses the word "betray" (p. 92) to describe Richard's 
1Pobert's 
attitude toward women here is significantly like 
that of Bloom when he lies in bed, drawing "satisfaction" fron 
the "ubiquity" of feriale buttocks (U p. 719/&67) . 
In other 
sways, of course, Robert and Bloom have distinctly different 
attitudes towards woven and riarri ac'e . 
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infidelity, a very loaded word for one who clairis that pronis- 
cuity is both "natural" (p. 54) and necessary. It is Robert, 
too, who is horrified at the rumours that, while abroad Richard 
"lived wildly" and "neglected" Bertha (p. 94), an odd reaction 
fron a man who insists that the moment of passion is of sole 
importance, entailing no obligation. In fact, though Robert 
is a credible character, his selfishness and obtuseness make 
less credible the fact that Richard has been his close friend 
and that he is to be considered a rival of stature. 
I 
Bertha's views on sexual relationships are rarely explicit, 
but she is more strai ghtforward than the male characters. 
Although Bertha does not define her idea of love directly, when 
Robert recalls his first sight of her obvious love for Richard 
and asks her "Why did you choose hin? " she answers, "Is that not 
love? " (p. 121) For Bertha, love is something intuitive and 
absolute. Yet, as noted earlier, she is skeptical of romantic 
gestures, even if, somewhat like Molly Bloom, she enjoys the 
romantic attention which she can simultaneously see to be foolish. 
Though she tacitly assumes her fidelity to Richard, it seems part 
of her generosity of character that she does not act outraged 
or prudish with Robert. 
Richard struggles to make his love selfless but it is 
Bertha who cones closest to expressing love as unstinting 
1Robert's obtuseness is obvious, for example, when, in 
response to Richard's veiled sugqestion that Robert is a "disciple 3 
who wi 11 betray hire, " (p. 5f; ) Pobert answers, "The church lost 11 
11 
a the ologi ci an in you, Ri chard. " Though Robert may be in part 
evading the implications of richard's accusation, his reriark is 
nevertheless absurd, for Richard's idea has pot been in the 
least theological. Joyce is interested such obtuseness in 
other works, like A Portrait, when the dean of studies completely ä 
nisunderstands many of tephen's points. (AP pp. 190-94) 
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dedication, however much her dedication nay arise fron a sense 
of duty which Richard would reject. Richard admits that she 
has been utterly faithful to him: "I know that her body was 
always my loyal slave. To rye, to me only she gave. . ." (p. 96) 
(Joyce's ellipsis) Presumably, too, she wants to be legally 
married, permanently nade a "loyal slave": Richard says, "LSlhe 
proposed what I would not accept. " (p. 53) She has been willing 
to live Richard's kind of "ideal" marriage, but clearly she feels 
acutely the social and moral pressures to conform to legal 
marriage: she accuses Richard, "You have no respect for no. You 
never had because I did what I did, " (p. 105) (that is, elope). 
Ho doubt she does feel Richard respects her, however much the 
heat of argument leads her make such accusations. However, the 
residing conviction that what she had done is inherently sinful 
is clear enough, especially because it is supported by her fears 
of social disapproval: "Do you think I don't see it in their 
eyes and in their manner when they have to meet me? " (p. 143). 
She finds it difficult to release herself from conventional 
noral attitudes towards prormiscuity, both in herself and others. 
She is "Shocked" (p. 69) when Richard recalls the cottage where 
he practiced his youthful sexual exploits, and she later admits 
to Robert, "I dislike to think of [Richard's promiscuity] ." 
(p. 118) Moreover, she resents Robert's romantic gestures not 
just because they are false in themselves, but also because 
they seen the all-purpose tricks of promiscuous reales: " [Il t 
annoyed nie that you could think I was like ... 
like the other 
women I suppose you knew that way. " (p. 114) (Joyce's ellipsis) 
Bertha does try to comply with Richard's ideals of freedom. 
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She tries to speak well of Beatrice even while she considers 
her a rival: "You have given that woman very much, Dick. 
And she may be worthy of it. " (p. 77) Yet, like Richard, she 
finds it difficult not to be possessive. Her gibe at Beatrice 
in her subsequent statement ( "[Y]ou will get very little from 
her in return. .. ."p. 
77) betrays her real jealousy, overt 
elsewhere (pp. 74,104,147) In Act II she says, almost with 
defiance, "Is Dick not to be free too? " (p. 118) but Robert is 
right in pointing out, "That is not from your heart, Bertha. " 
(p. 119) She finds it impossible to believe in the value of 
freedom. Somewhat like Molly, (U p. 758/919) she believes she 
is granted freedom merely so Richard will be free with Beatrice. 
(p. 104) She is tormented with the possibility of Richard's 
infidelity: the fact that without apparent cause she denies that 
she comes to Robert out of "revenge, " suggests that revenge is 
indeed one of her motives for coning. (p. 118) As Richard 
himself guesses, she has "led [him] on in this way, " (p. 104) 
(again like Molly Bloom) to provoke his jealousy. 
She is so convinced that love entails obligation that she 
cannot grasp that she is free. Indeed, it is her fai lure to feel 
herself free--"0, how I wish I had never riet you! "--that most 
embitters Richard: "I an in the way, is it? " (p. 148) Presented 
as she is, it seems unlikely that Bertha should submit to Robert; 
the uncertainty at the end derives chiefly from what Bertha and 
Robert say about their night together, not fron Bertha's charac- 
terization. Bertha's insistence, "I could riot deceive Dick. 
Dever. In nothing, " (p. 114) obviously genuine, consistent 
with everything she (toes, even to the last detail of her confession. (:, 
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to Richard in Act I, suggests she is being utterly frank when she 
assures Richard in Act III, "I an, yours. " (p. 162) The ambiguity 
of the phrase suits Richard's desire to "doubt, " of course, for 
it does not mean that Robert and Bertha have not slept together. 
However, in Bertha's terms, she is fai thful. 1 
The extent to which Bertha is willing to sacrifice herself 
for Richard is demonstrated by the hardships of her exile. In 
a passage already quoted, Bertha points out how she gave up all 
she cherished for Richard's sake. (p. 143) The suffering of 
exile has been further intensified by Richard's negligence: "I 
waited for you. Heavens, what I suffered then. .. ." (p. 160) 
Such willingness to suffer suggests that Bertha is very much 
dependent upon Richard even while she attempts to use that 
dependence to win, in turn, Richard's dependence on her--whether 
by prompting his guilt ("I an, simply a tool for you, " p. 105) 
or his affection ("Wherever you go, I will follow you, " p. 161) 
Her self-denial recalls something of the stifling sense of self- 
sacrifice that Joyce resented in his own mother, 2 though, conso- 
nant with the more favourable attitude towards marriage in 
Exiles, Bertha gains some stature from her intense love for 
Richard. 
Bertha's submissiveness seems to result partly from her 
unquestioning assumption that Richard is something special-- 
1John Ilact; i chol as rakes a convincing case for the fact 
that Joyce was deliberately attempting "to create in the audience 
the sane basis of doubt which Richard hinself perceives. " 
"Joyce's Exiles: The Argument for Doubt, " James Joyce Quarterly, 
11 , No. 1, (r"all, 1973), p. 36. 
2Stani sl aus Joyce, Ply Brother's Keeper, p. 238. 
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a "strande ... lover, 
" (p. 162) "different" (p. 42) from 
other menl--and partly from her feelings of inferiority, that 
she is not an equal match for Richard. Self-conscious of her 
"simplicity", " (p. 73) she is worried that Beatrice is better 
able to understand him. (pp. 104,148) It seems partly an 
attempt to resolve this inadequacy that she says to Richard at 
the end of the play, "Speak to me. Speak out all your heart to 
me. What you feel and what you suffer. ... I will try to under- 
stand everything you say. " (pp. 161-62) For all his theories 
of love's selflessness, it is difficult to inagine Richard 
saying the same to Bertha. 
Bertha's subnissiveness is not unnitigated, however. When 
pushed, she adrii ts, "I an very proud of nysel f, if you want to 
kn ow . What have 
[the othersi ever done for him? I nade hin 
a man. " (p. 143) At best, Bertha claims merely a reflected 
glory, but she is not devoid of a sense of worth. On other 
occasions, Bertha reveals herself to be as cruel and ill-tempered 
toward Richard as she is often submissive. More than any other 
character she is apt to fly into a rage, using the most vile 
accusations she can muster: "You made your dead mother unhappy 
and killed her. Wonankiller! That is your narre. " (p. 104) 
Yet even Bertha's volatility contributes to the largely favourable 
view of marriage in this play. Although she can be devious, 
attempting to win Richard by jealousy, for example, her frankness 
lfiolly is attracted to Gloom, "Because you were so foreign 
fron the others. " (U p. 373/496) Early in his relationship 
with Nora Barnacle Joyce hinself was indignant that she did not 
feel hin distinct fron other rnon: "Nora does not seen to snake 
much difference between vie and the rest of the non she has known 
and I can hardly believe she is justified in this. " Letters, II, 
129. To Mrs. William Murray, 4 December 1905. 
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and directness, along with her often selfless affection for 
Richard and Archie distinguish her from many of the more self- 
controlled--but strong-willed--mothers of the earlier works (Mrs. 
Dedalus, Annie Chandler, and firs. Kearney, for example). Like 
Richard she is unable to overcome her own emotions in her attempts 
to fulfil an ideally free relationship, yet, even more than 
Richard, she reveals a deep sense of instinctive affection. 
Of the four main characters, Beatrice is least important, 
serving chiefly to complete the symmetry of relationships. 
Because of her intellectual quality she provides Richard with 
a real alternative to Bertha and convincingly motivates Bertha's 
jealousy--Richard has corresponded with her for eight years and 
even writes about her. The nature of her relationship with 
Richard is never made clear. In Act I she confuses Ri chard by 
admitting that she comes to the house not because she is inter- 
ested in his ideas or his work but because she wants to see him. 
(p. 20) Presuciably she is more emotionally involved with him 
than he expects, though she later tells Bertha she loves no 
one. (p. 139) On the other hand, - since Richard has told Beatrice 
something that she has "thought over"--sonething which allows 
the possibility that he )3s "acted ... badly" (p. 18)--it seems 
that he has frankly confessed an interest in her, even if it is 
a largely literary interest. 
Richard argues that what he has written about Beatrice 
expresses what she lacked the "courage" to express, her own 
"pride or scorn, " (p. 20) her ability to emulate Richard's i deaksrn 
At the same time, this want of courage Beatrice seems to relate 
to their relationship of nine years earlier, implying that she 
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felt, but wanted the courage to express, more than the "interest" 
in Richard which he recalls. (p. 23) ßeatri ce does not speak 
directly of her former feelings for Robert, but from the fact 
that she lost interest in hin as his resemblance to Richard 
faded to a "pale reflection, " (p. 24) it seems that she admired 
him largely for this resemblance. tlhen she later tells Bertha 
that she once loved, it seems equally possible that she is speak- 
ing either of Richard or Robert. In any case, Richard seems a 
little unjustified in later telling Beatrice that she is unable 
to give herself "freely and wholly" (p. 25) for, as he himself 
confesses, it was he as much as she who was "reserved, " (p. 23) 
made so by her evident interest in P. obert. 
1 Ne proffers no 
further evidence of her inability to "give": on the contrary, 
the fact that he is surprised by her avowals of affection suggests 
that he has not hitherto been in a position where he can judge 
this ability in her, except as she evidently lacks courage. 
Despite such unresolved matters, it seems Beatrice is 
intended to embody a different kind of love from Bertha's faith- 
ful self-abnegation, Richard's tormented idealism, or Robert's 
2 
conventional lechery. Insofar as she can love, Beatrice seems 
intended to be representative of a co-ld, restrained, intellectual 
love, linked metaphorically with her "illness. " (p. 24) 
This ironically foreshadows Robert's claim to Bertha later 
that his love for her gras inhibited by her evident fondness 
for Richard, R. 121. 
2These four types of love are roughly consistent with 
U. J. F. Aitken's differentiation of the four characters into 
somewhat oversiriplified "dramatic archetypes. " He sees Richard 
as "spirit, " Bertha as "fecundity, " Beatrice as "intellect, " 
and Robert as "body. " "Dranati c Archetypes in Joyce's Exiles, 
" 
Itodern Fiction Studies, 4, No. 1 (Spring, 1958) p. 43. 
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Thus` the kinds of self-centred love that Beatrice and 
Robert represent seen negative forces against which the strength 
of Richard and Bertha's relationship is tested. Although the 
question of duty to the abstract ideal of family life is never 
raised by either Richard or Bertha, ultimately the whole process 
of their explorations of the limits and freedom of their life 
together reflects back on the nature of the commitment between 
them. 
In her attempts to enact the ideals of her husband and 
explore her own desires at the same time, Bertha reveals that 
she is unable to ignore her own intense desire for stable affec- 
tion. Richard articulates his ideals at length but the play 
seems less intended to demonstrate the strength or fallibility 
of his ideals than to explore the complex feelings which his 
ideals force upon Bertha and Richard (both important types for 
Joyce). It is the tension of eriotions, the ""naked drama" which 
Joyce speaks of in Ibsen, which seems Joyce's chief interest. 
Al though Richard's idealism arises from the fear that 
family life can be as stultifying and meaningless as Stephen 
Dedalus feels it to be, his ovin instincts urge him to seek a 
closely knit family, held by loyalty and affection rather than 
duty. Even if his idealism encounters insoluble di ffi cul ties, 
he demonstrates the increasing importance of love in Joyce's 
view of family life. Between Archie and his parents, the love 
is spontaneous and relatively uncomplicated. Between Richard 
and Bertha the love is considerably more difficult. Despite the 
fact that love is shown to involve a tension between selfishness 
and selflessness, Richard and Bertha feel and demonstrate 
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that love can also fulfil one, deepen one's character, and 
can involve generosity. 
However mixed their motives and emotions, both Bertha 
and Richard are distinct fron the husbands and wives of Joyce's 
earlier works in the extent to which they value each other and 
attempt to improve their relationship. Unlike the earlier 
books, Exiles presents a view of family life which, for all 
its problems, is not emotionally barren, stifling to the indi- 
vidual or devoid of temperamental kinship. Rather than something 
to be avoided, as for Stephen D(a)edalus, family life, and 
particularly marriage (implicitly the most important aspect of 
fanily life), isa vital part of individual needs and, whatever 
its problems, of self-fulfilment. In Joyce's presentation of 
fariily relationships that are emotionally complex, affectionate, 
and vitally important, Exiles marks a shift from the earlier 
books. 
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ULYSSES 
Exiles focuses on a particular aspect of family life, 
a man's relationship with a woman, and shows it to involve 
insoluble difficulties but to be fundamentally meaningful. 
Ulysses deals with many aspects of family life, and it, too, 
shows them to involve insoluble difficulties, but in some cases 
at least also to be fundamentally meaningful. Unlike Dubliners 
and 
.A 
Portrait, which use family issues to support their 
central themes, Ulysses is largely about family life. Among 
other things, Ulysses is about what it is to be a man, and, 
in Stephen's case, what it is to be an artist. For both man 
and artist, especially the former, family relationships are 
vital. 
Because Ulysses is so comprehensive, it includes views 
of the family evident in all of the early works but also goes 
beyond them. Because both Stephen and Bloom have problems with 
their families, the basic issues of family life (paternity, 
filial duty, heredity, love and so on) are examined extensively; 
because Stephen and Bloom embody two very different tempera- 
ments, these issues are given great breadth. Exiles demonstrates 
complexity in family life; Ulysses creates a deeper sense 
of complexity, accepting unresolved contrarieties as the basis 
of life. It seems that Joyce increasingly wished to show 
that, like life itself, family relations are diverse and complex. 
There is no resolution to either Stephen's or Bloom's problems: 
Bloom as r: ian, that aspect of Joyce that cherishes family life, 
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achieves no resolution to his problems because, Joyce implies, 
affection necessarily involves complex feelings. Stephen, as 
artist, that aspect of Joyce which recognizes the family's 
restrictions, achieves no resolution of his problems with his 
family, not only because Stephen is immature, but also because, 
Joyce implies, the artist is uneasily balanced between his needs 
for links with humanity and for isolation. 
Family relationships become both more important in Ulysses 
than in the previous works and transcended by universal themes: 
Holly's relationship with Bloom, for example, is important not 
only for its personal but also for its universal implications. 
Among other things, Holly is, Joyce says, Bloom's "indispensible 
countersign to [his] passport to eternity. "1 Such universal 
implications do not reduce the naturalistic implications of 
the problems but rather enhance the problems themselves. 
Besides the Dedaluses and Blooms, many incidental families 
contribute to the general impression of family life in Ulysses. 
From all of these families, taken as a whole, it would seem that 
Joyce's attitude to typical family life in Dublin has little 
altered from that in the short stories. A tally of families 
in Ulysses (both those in the historic present and those in 
allusions) reveals that nearly all are suffering some form of 
disintegration. As in Dubliners there are families both 
physically fragmented and oppressively integrated. In addition, 
adultery, an element scarce in the paralyzed Dubliners of the 
short stories, is a frequent cause of disruption in families. 
1Letters, I, p. 160. To Frank Cudgen, End Feb. 1921. 
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Untimely deaths and physical separation again often cause 
physical fragmentation, while drunkenness and ill-feeling mar 
those fami lies that remain together. 
Despite the high incidence of family problems in both books, 
they produce very different impressions of family life. The 
more satiric intentions of the earlier book often led Joyce to 
emphasize unpleasant aspects of Dubliner life--family life 
included. An ironic tone and harsh detail (as in "Counterparts") 
contribute to what Joyce called "the odour of ashpits and old 
weeds and offal"' which dominates the stories. Irony and 
harsh detail are in common in Ulysses, too, but they are balanced 
by the many comic elements, and, most important, the central 
character of Bloom, the "good" man2 who cherishes his family. 
While the many family problems in Ulysses are thus inci- 
dental to the dominating view of family life, they are important 
as they contrast with or parallel the central family relation- 
ships of Stephen and Bloom. Physical separation, for example, 
reflects some of Bloom's difficulties: Hilly Bloom has been 
sent from home ostensibly to learn a trade, but really because 
Bloom has not wanted her to witness Molly Bloom's adulterous 
activities. (p. 751/910) Stephen, too, leaves home because 
his family threatens to affect him adversely. In A Portrait 
Stephen seeks independence to fulfil his mission; in Ulysses 
he again leaves home, now because he feels he must save himself. 
1Letters, I, p. 64. To Grant Richards, 23 June 1906. 
2ßudgen, James Joyce and the Makinn of Ulysses, p. 18. 
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Many minor instances of split families echo these disturbances 
and establish a general view of fami ly problems. Kevin Egan, 
"the wild goose" (p. 42/51) revolutionary remains in Paris 
isolated from his son: "Tell Pat you saw me, won't you? " 
(p. 44/54) he said to Stephen. Bella Cohen is similarly separ- 
ated from her son, relying upon "the vet, her tipster, that 
gives her all the winners and pays for her son in Oxford. " 
(p. 466/599) The separation between sailors and their wives 
that Bloom muses upon at one point (p. 372/493-94) is described 
more vividly at another by l'I. B. Murphy, the "soi-disant sailor" 
(p. 614/727) who speaks of "my own true wife I haven't seen 
for seven years now, sailing about. " (p. 608/ 719) He claims, 
too, that his son has "run off to sea and his mother got him 
took in a draper's in Cork. .. ." (p. 615/728) Buck Mulligan, 
too, seems to be separated from his parents (perhaps because 
they are dead) for not only is he living in the tower, but 
also he seems to be under the sole guardianship of "the aunt. " 
(p. 6/2) I4ore pointedly, Punch Costello's prodigality has 
caused his father considerable grief: "He had been off as many 
times as a cat has lives and back again with naked pockets as 
many more to his father the headborough who shed a pint of 
tears as often as he saw him. " (p. 392/ 521) 
Untimely family death is another such aspect of familial 
disintegration, frequent in Dublin families, crucial to Stephen 
and Bloom. The death of ten-year-old Rudy Bloom, the suicide 
of Bloom's father and the death of Stephen's mother (like the 
deaths of Michael Furey and Richard Rowan's mother) all lead, 
in different ways, to critical examinations of family relationships. 
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Both Stephen and Bloom consider other untimely deaths as 
reflections of their own probleris: the murder and betrayal of 
Hamlet's father Stephen identifies with his own betrayal, and 
(more incidentally) Bloom implicitly compares Queen Victoria's 
loss of Prince Albert (p. 101/128) with his own loss of Rudy. 
Of the many incidental family deaths, Paddy Di gnam's is the only 
very recent one,, but the dismayed family he leaves behind is 
echoed in many other incidental instances of families broken by 
death. There are, for example, "Mrs. Florence MacCabe, relict 
of the late Patk MacCabe, deeply lamented, of Bride Street, " 
(p. 38/46) the often-mentioned "Childs fratricide case, " (p. 448/ 
583) and O'Connor, whose "wife and five children Lviere\ poisoned 
by mussels. .. ." (p. 374/497) 
The number of instances of adultery is not large unless 
the unlikely list of Molly's lovers is accepted. However, the 
central case of adultery, that of Molly and Blazes Boylan, 
because (like untimely death) it forces a reassessment of family 
links, is reflected in minor instances of adultery. Thus Bloom's 
attempt to cone to terms with Holly's infidelity leads him to 
undertake a rambling, haphazard rationalization of Kitty O'Shea's 
adultery at one point (pp. 635-36/755-57,638-40/760-62) and, 
at another, to inagine a scene where a long absent sailor 
returns to find his wife with "uncle Chubb or Tonkin, as the 
case mi qht be, the publican of the Crown and Anchor. ... Her 
brandneu arrival is on-- her knee. .. ." (p. 609/720) Holly's 
infidelity is echoed, too, in other cases of adultery. Jack 
Power is rumoured to keep a woman (p. 92/116) and Bob Doran 
is married to a ''little concubine of a wife" (Polly Mooney). 
0 
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(p. 309/407) It seems, too, that Corny Kelleher is in nighttown 
not only to transport the two commercials, but also to engage 
a prostitute himself--his assertion to Bloom, "Thanks be to 
God we have it in the house what, eh, do you follow me? " (p. 590/ 
700) seems to identify his situation with Bloom's. For Stephen 
infidelity is important both as it corresponds to his own sense 
of betrayal and as it affects his attitude towards the nature of 
procreation. Thus he is preoccupied with the infidelity of 
Gertrude, Anna Hathaway, and (as Leo Taxil would have it) 
1 
glary. 
These external patterns of family disintegration reflect 
family problems of Stephen and Bloom; other kinds of disin- 
tegration serve chiefly to create the grim picture of home life 
common in Dubliners. Drunkenness, for example, is not only 
shown to be a disruptive factor in many families (common enough 
in Dubliners families like the Farringtons, flooneys, and Kernans) 
but also implicitly suggested by Bloon's speculations on such 
drunkenness to be ubiquitous. When he sees a small boy smoking, 
Bloom thinks, "Tell him if he smokes he won't grow. 0 let him! 
His life isn't such a bed of roses! Waiting outside pubs to 
bring da home. Come hone to ma, da. " (p. 70/86) At another 
point, he speculates similarly on Gerty ltacDowell's life: "tlus- 
band rolling in drunk, stink of pub off him like a polecat. " 
(p. 366/486) It is possible to argue that Bloom's speculations 
are not dependable insofar as they are the reaction in part to 
his oven sense of failure as a husband. However, P+olly corrobor- 
ates Bloon's view: "theres always something wrong .., if its 
1For a discussion of Leo Taxil's influence on Joyce, see 
Marvin t'analaner, Tire of /'apprenticeship (London: Abelard- 
Schunan, 1959), pp. 5+ 
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not that its drink and he beats her. .. ." (p. 754/913) In 
any case, there are a good many instances of such drunkenness. 
For Bob Doran, the drunkard who reels through "Lestrygonians, " 
"Cyclops, " and "Oxen of the Sun, " the cause of his drunkenness 
is obvious: his annual binge is a reaction to his unhappy 
marriage. However, many of the other instances of drunkenness 
have no obvious cause; however nuch they reflect general dis- 
content. Gerty PtacDowel l recollects a typical instance: "flay, 
she had even witness in the home circle deeds of violence caused 
by intemperance and had seen her own father, a prey to the fumes 
of intoxication. .. ." (p. 348/460) The fact that Gerty claims 
to love him "With all his faults" (p. 348/461) demonstrates not 
only her sentimental nature, but also the casualness with which 
such apparently unexceptional behaviour can be accepted. Patrick 
Dignam's recollection of his father's drunkenness has similar 
implications: "The last night pa was boosed he was standing 
on the landing there bawling out for his boots to go out to 
Tunney's for to boose more. .. ." (p. 248/324) The bawd in 
nighttown attempts to procure a customer for her charge on the 
grounds that "There's no-one in it [the house] only her father 
that's dead drunk. " (p. 434/572) Drunkenness is not confined 
to men: Bloom thinks of Cunningham's wife as "that awful drunkard 
of a wife of his. Setting up house for her tine after time and 
then pawning the furniture on hire every Saturday almost. " (p. 95/ 
$q 
12-4) Most important of the heavy drinkers, though, is Simon 
Dedalus since the resulting squalor and poverty of his hone is 
vividly related to Stephen's attitude to his family. Doody 
Dedalus looks upon her father as "Our father who art not in 
heaven" (p. 223/291) for good reason: as Cloora'lulls over Simon 
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Dedalus' life he considers two salient features to be "Wore 
out his wife" and "Drink. " (p. 270/353-4) 
Even where drinking is not directly involved, emotional 
discord seers characteristic of what Molly calls the usual roomy 
house. " (p. 763/926) Stephen seeris to have drawn from personal 
observation the contemporary counterparts to "shrerrridden 
Shakespeare and henpecked Socrates. " (p. 425/565) There is, 
for example, Fir. Deasy Is wife whom Pyles Crawford calls "The 
bloodiest old tartar God ever made. By Jesus, she had the foot 
and mouth disease and no nistake; " (p. 131/168) As Bloom says 
of men's drunkenness, "Maybe the women's fault also" since it 
is "Bad policy. .. to fault the husband. " (p. 366/486) 
Inordinately large families contribute to the general 
squalor and misery of family life--an aspect of Dublin fanily 
life given little attention in Dubliners. The Dedaluses 
("Fifteen children he had, " p. 149/191) the Purefoys (with 
"a houseful of kids, " p. 156/200) the Greens ("Hove many has 
she? " p. 154/198) and the Dignams (with "Five young children, " 
p. 100/128) are the prominent examples. Bloom makes explicit 
the unpleasantness common to large fanilies. Although Bloom's 
negative view of large families may be, partly a reaction to his 
own failure as progenitor, the omniscient view of the squalid 
large families like the Dedaluses (p. 223/290-91) suggests 
that the future he extrapolates for Gerty is typical: "LTlhey 
settle down to potwalloping and papa's pants will soon fit 
Ili lly and fullers' earth for the baby when they hold hin out 
to do ah ah. No soft job. " (p. 366/486) Even if Bloom attempts 
to rationalize such a fate ("Saves them. Keeps thens out of 
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harm's way. Plature, " (p. 355/486) his rind gravitates to i 
the more sordid aspects of being a mother: "Washing child, I 
i4 
washing corpse. ... Cocoanut skulls, monkeys, not even closed 
at first, sour milk in their swaddles and tainted curds. " (p. 366/ 1 
486) Typically, Bloom's view is limited to the physical rather 
than emotional or idealistic conditions of large families, but 
as Stephen nakes evident in A Portrait, physical conditions 
are in themselves spiritually oppressive. (AP pp. 177-79) 
Mrs. Breen and her deranged husband are hardly as representa- 
tive as the other incidental fani 1 ies, but their frequent re- 
currence makes them significant. Even the caustic narrator 
of "Cyclops" is moved to something like pity as he describes 
"penis Breen in his bath slippers with two bloody big books 
tucked under his oxter and the wife hotfoot after hire, unfortu- 
nate wretched woman trotting like a poodle. " (p. 293/385) 
Clearly, the general view of family life in Ulysses allows 
that families can be as oppressive and unhappy as those in 
Dubliners, Stephen Hero, and A Portrait often are. In all of 
these works, however, there are implicit norms. In Dubliners 
the generally harsh depiction of family life Joyce intended to 
be corrective rather than merely analytical, 
I 
a neasure of 
Moral paralysis rather than a disparagement of all family life. 
In much of A Portrait (and Stephen Hero) the norn of familial 
harmony is obscured by the fact that Stephen's particular family 
becomes increasingly associated with the powers of traditional 
oppressicn. In Ulysses, however (and, to a lesser extent, in 
Exiles ) the norm of family harmony is more apparent, even though 
it is more complexly presented. 
1LFt9Frs, T, pp. 62-64. To Crant Richards, 20 May, 1906 
and 23 Ti he 906. 
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Such a norm is established indirectly and diversely but 
a brief summary will demonstrate that, in general, the value of 
family is more apparent than in the early works. 1 In some cases 
the family is directly shown to be the source of affection and 
security. There is, for example, Old Monks, the "dayfather" 
noticed in passing: "Sober serious man with a bit in the savings- 
bank I'd say. Wife a good cook and washer. " (p. 121/155) Then, 
too, there is Theodore Purefoy, whom Bloom disparages at one 
point (pp. 158-59/203-04) but who is shown at another to be an 
affectionate father, one who "is to be seen any fair sabbath 
with a pair of his boys off Bullock harbour dapping on the sound 
with a heavybraked reel or in a punt he has trailing for flounder 
and pollock. .. ." (p. 301/519-20) 
As is often the case in 
Ulysses, though, values are so often mixed with sentimentality 
false emotion, that their ex p is undercut with irony 
even while they indirectly contribute to the nom. Thus so 
highly does the judge "sir-Frederick" value a man's family life 
that he is reputed to "dissolve with tears on the bench" if 
the accused will tell him "a tale of woe about arrears of rent 
and a sick wife and a squad of kids. " (p. 316/418) So, too, with 
her characteristic sentimentality, Gerty tlacDowell declares her 
affection for her parents and describes herself as "A sterling 
good daughter ... just like a second mother in the house. " 
'As Ali lli an Noon says, "[TT\he position of Ulysses is itself 
conservative and normative ... it covertly ai rms the familial tradition which overtly it seems to attack. " Joyce and Anuinas, 
(London: Yale University Press, 1957), p. 98.1lcow:, ever, it 
does so, not just because, as Noon inplies, classical comedy 
has an "instinctive allegiance to the family as the unit of 
society. " Q. 97) The positive value of fani ly relationships 
in Ulysses is more far-reaching. 
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(p. 349/461)1 Patrick Uignam recalls that his dying father, 
evidently a poor husband, "told me to be a good son to ma. " 
(P. 248/324) Such allegiance to traditional farm ly roles is 
explicitly voiced in the earlier works (as, for example, 
by Eveline Hill's mother, or by Mrs. Dedalus) but more than 
in Ulysses it is associated with oppressive parents. 
The major characters contribute more substantially to the 
view that family life is important. In Ulysses Stephen questions 
the value of family life just as directly as he does earlier 
and with more sophisticated arguments. However, as in Stephen 
Hero, his arguments are partially undercut both by his lone- 
liness and his own ambivalence towards his family. Moreover, he 
is now able to recognize his father's good intentions and his 
links with his siblings, even if he remains convinced that 
spiritually his family are unsympathetic, even threatening, and 
that he has no responsibility towards then. 
Bloom, of course, is the chief spokesman for the family's 
importance. He has respect for his father's memory and affec- 
ti on for Molly and Hilly, not merely because he has an affec- 
tionate disposition but also because he highly values family 
life, sometimes sentimentally. His links with his family retain 
for him almost absolute value in a world that he acknowledges 
to be cosmically insignificant. Despite her unresolved 
1 
C. f. Finnegans Wake where Juan/Shaun praises his sister 
for being the riai ns ay of our erinenal house, the time we younkers 
twain were fairly tossinn ourselves ... in bed, having bcen laid up with Castor's oil on the Parrish's syrup .. ." (Fl-! 
pp. 431-32) 
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contradictions and nixed motives, golly, too, supports the 
value of family life. Although her feelings are undercut by 
resentment and selfishness, she praises Bloom for his conscien- 
ti ous attitude to his wife and family, (p. 759/920) she lauds 
the importance of the mother, (p. 763/926) and she regrets dilly's 
departure to Elul li ngar. (p. 752/911) 
Apart from Bloom's praise of its the family is most cele- 
brated in the "Oxen of the Sun" episode, ostensibly dedicated 
to the praise of fertility and the denunciation of "Copulation 
rrith° 
population. " (p. 416/555) Not only does the chapter begin 
by asserting that the "prosperity of a nation" is directly related 
to "its solicitude for that prol i ferant continuance, " (p. 377/500) 
childbirth, but also it seems to reach its climax with the praise 
of Purefoy: "By heaven, Theodore Purefoy, thou hast done a 
doughty deed and no botch! Thou art, I vow, the renarkablest pro- 
genitor barring none in this chaffering allincluding nost farragi- 
nous chronicle. " (p. 416/554) In view of the fact that large 
fanilies are shown elsewhere to be miserable, however, it would 
seen that there is a good deal of irony in the praise. Moreover, 
the metaphorical i npl i cati ons of fertility seen just as important 
as the literal neaning. Nevertheless, the fact that this page- 
long praise of fertility has been taken as "the culriination of 
Joyce's thesis"' by a critic who accepts the inportance of the 
literal meaning, and the fact that Ulysses as a trhole has been 
considered to be in one sense, an "epi thal ani uni, "` indicate the 
1Stanley Sul tan, The Arr'unent of U1 vsses (0 hi o 
State University Press, 1964), P. 294. 
2Richard Ellriann, Janes Jo"ce, p. 390. 
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extent to which the positive aspects of fanily life are evident 
in Ulysses. Whether or not either of these opinions is accepted, 
it is true that there is enough variety of evidence in this 
"all including ... chronicle to demonstrate that Joyce has 
allowed more value in family life even while he is more interested 
in its complexity. For the Blooms, family links can arise from 
fundamental needs and involve genuine affection and yet be compli- 
cated by sentimentality, selfishness, possessiveness, resentment 
and so on. For Stephen, family links can be fundamentally re- 
pressive and meaningless and yet he can recognize his loneliness, 
his family's good intentions, and his need for meaningful human 
contact. Ulysses is not the tangential exposition of a thesis 
on family life, of course, but an examination of fundamental 
human problems, both for the ordinary man and for the artist. 
It is a recognition of the i rmportance of family relationships 
that they constitute vital parts of these problems. Though 
both man and artist are, in effect, aspects of Joyce himself, 
he seems to recognize that both aspects involve distinct, 
though interrelated, problems. Thus, the manner in which the 
family is involved in these problems is directly related to the 
different roles of Bloom and Stephen. 
Stephen 
{ 
In many ways, as Joyce himself said, Ulysses is "a contin- 
uation of A Portrait of the Artist and also of Dubliners. "1 
Like Dubliners, Ulysses constructs a view of Dublin as city 
(though the largely unfavourable view is considerably altered 
1Letters, I. p. 83. To H. L. Nencken, 7 July 1915. 
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by Bloom's role as Dublin citizen). Like A Portrait, Ulysses 
concerns the role of the artist, yet because of the failure of 
Stephen's flight to Paris and because of his mother's death, 
he has radically altered his conception of his role. In his 
attempts to understand his role as artist, Stephen is also led 
to intensify or re-evaluate his earlier views on duty to family, 
blood ties, the roles of mother and father, and his sexual role. 
The nature of Stephen's involvement with these familial issues 
in part corroborates earlier views, but his relations with his 
mother and father in particular contribute substantially to 
Joyce's changing presentation of these fundamental familial roles. 
The first of these problems, Stephen's duty to his family, 
reveals that little has changed in his general relations 
with his family even if his attitude is now more ambivalent. 
While he may cling to the belief in his unchanging identity, 
he still realizes that his squalid hone life can threaten 
him. It seems that now his estrangement from his family is due 
as much to his recoil from its squalor and discord as to his 
desire to achieve an ideal of independence (as in A Portrait). 
At one point Bloom speculates of Stephen, "Probably the home 
life, to which Mr Gloom attached the utmost importance, had not 
been all that was needful. .. ." (p. 629/748) While Bloom 
has no doubt a very limited idea of what is most "needful, " he 
recognizes that in material terns at least Stephen has suffered 
an impoverished horse life. The facts that the Dedalus girls 
have alrost no food (p. 223/290) and that Dilly attempts to 
obtain a few pence from her contemptuous father (pp. 234-35/304- 
06) reinforce Bloom's speculation. However, as in A Portrait 
Y +ýe"h e"icvza+ý H +w r .- 
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Stephen is less concerned with the poverty in itself than with 
its spiritually oppressive qualities. The recollection of his 
nother's "shapely fingernails reddened by the blood of squashed 
lice from the children's shirts, " (p. 12/10) shows her pathetic 
yet threatening memory to be associated not only with maternal 
solicitude but also with oppressive squalor. 
' When Bloom suggests 
that Stephen. return hone, Stephen's vivid recollection of the 
sordidness constitutes his tacit reply: the squalor is associ- 
ated for hi rn with the very oppressiveness he has tried to 
escape: "There was no response forthcoming to the suggestion 
. ,. 
Stephen's eye being too busily engaged in repicturing his 
family hearth the last ti rye he sate. i t. .. ." (p. 604/714) 
Although Stephen realizes he must stay away from his family, 
he now lacks the vehement sense of independence that he had in 
A Portrait and Stephen Hero . When, for example, he says, 
"Hone 
... 
I cannot go, " (p. 24/2C) he seems more resigned than 
defiant. That his changed attitude arises partly from an in- 
crease in ambivalence towards his siblings (somewhat like the 
ambivalence of Stephen towards Isabel in Stephen Hero) is shown 
in his encounter with his undernourished and ragged sister, 
Dilly, spending a penny on a much-used French primer. It. seens 
that she, like Stephen, is attempting to break free fron her 
squalid life. Stephen speaks to her equably, but the intervening 
1 C. f. Stephen's associations with lice in A Portrait: 
"[T]he tickling of the skin of his neck rude his nine ravr and 
red. The life of his body, ill clad, ill i'ed, louse-eaten, 
made him close his eyelids in a sudden spasm of despair and 
in the darkness he saw the brittle bright bodies of lice 
falling fron the air. ... Ilis n, nind 
bred vermin. His 
thoughts were lice born of the sweat of sloth. " (AP p. 23C) 
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thoughts reveal the depth of his ambivalence. He at once recog- 
nizes his blood kinship with the girl ("Shadow of my mind, " 
p. 239/312) his duty to help her ("Save her, " p. 240/313) and 
(through her association with their mother) his fear that he 
will "drown" with her. She is a threat because he has not yet 
realized himself, and because she is implicitly requiring him 
to undertake, responsibilities. Frank Budgen says of this scene: 
Stephen has a strong sense of family solidarity. lie wi 11 
not serve the Christian God, and he will not serve in the 
tribal warfare of the Irish nation, but he would serve 
his fanily if he could. The family bond seeps to be 
the only one of which he recognizes the validity. but 
who would save drowning people must first be a good 
swim mer. 1 
It is probably an oversimplification to say that Stephen recog- 
nizes the validity of the family bond, for auch of the library 
discussion is concerned with the arbitrary nature of blood links 
and particularly of paternity. Nevertheless, it is evident that 
Stephen feels emotional links with his farmily, whatever his 
theories. As will be argued more fully later, Stephen's wilful 
isolation from his family is an attempt to achieve both moral 
freedom and understanding of his own past, and, because he is a 
potential artist, also an attempt to rework his understanding as 
art. Thus he must save himself from his family for both his 
spiritual and artistic growth. 
Stephen's Relationship with his Pother 
It is not Stephen's attitude to his family as a whole 
which involves hit, i riost significantly, but rather his very 
distinct attitudes to each parent and what each cones to signify 
135' 
Frank Gudclen, Janes Joyce and the Makinr, of Ulysses , Fp. 134- 
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for hin. Though the conception of the paternal role in Ulysses 
as established through the characterization of Holly is consider- 
ably different fron that in the earlier works, (irs . Dedal us' 
associations add little to that role. Essentially her role in 
Ulysses is like her role in A Portrait (and Stephen Hero) and, 
too, like the roles of many mothers in Dubliners (like Eveline 
Hi 11's mother) and ri chard Rowan's mother. In many ways syrnpa- 
theti c, she is nevertheless so closely associated vii th the powers 
of conformity to Church and duty that hers is primarily a nega- 
tive force. Even so, Mrs. Dedalus' role is different from the 
earlier paternal roles in two important ways. First, her role 
becomes significantly more important: Stephen's attempts to come 
to terns with her memory are part of his most profound difficulties 
with fundamental questions of existence. Second, Stephen's diffi- 
culties in accepting her without succumbing to her are shown to 
be the measure of his immaturity as much as the measure of her 
failure (A Portrait alone of the earlier works suggests this 
double view). 
Stephen's troubled memory of his mother thus reflects signi- 
ficantly Joyce's conception of the relationship between Mother 
and son. Unlike any other character in previous %: orks, Stephen 
suffers a guilty recurrence of remorse for having hurt his mother. 
Because of his remorse, the intellectual position he is able to 
assume in A Portrait (disturbed though he is by his rmother's 
"sobs and reproaches, ' p. 22v) is strongly undercut by erlotion; 
he suffers üribivalence both to her rieriory and to the Church to 
which she hn s attempted to subject hin. The depth of his dis- 
turbance is der. ionstrated not only by its omniscient description 
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as "gaping wounds" (p. 10/0) or "pain" (p. 7/4) but also by 
insistently recurring associations with his guilt--"acjenbite 
of inwi t, " the prayer for the dying beginning "Li li ata ruti l an- 
tiun. .., 
" and the fox riddle. 
Although the aptness of the first two is obvious, the 
association of the fox riddle with guilt is nore indirect: 
Stephen has changed the buried mother in the traditional (non- 
sensical) riddle to grandmother, evidently because the origi- 
nal reminds hin too vividly of his guilt. 
I 
Another important element of Stephen's atti tu de toward his 
pother, his pity for her, is developed through recurring refer- 
i 
ences to Fergus' song. Ironically, the admonition to "no more 
lEecause of its eni Enati c qualities, the ri delle has given 
rise to considerable speculation. William York Tindall says, 
"[Stephen himself is the too cunning fox. The buried grand- 
mother is at once his rmother, the Church, and the Poor Old 
Woman Llreland3 .A tree of life, the hollybush represents the 
resurrection for which Stephen hopes while professing his dis- 
belief. ... History or the oppressive tradition of the Church, 
nation, and hone is what the fox has been trying to bury and 
revive. Unaware of his own profound tradi ti onal i sri, Stephen 
feels only the burden of the past. " Jar, ces Joyce (London: Charles 
Scribners, 1950), p. 23. Whether or not a of these conflicts 
are included in the riddle, it is certainly true that Stephen is 
ambivalent towards the Church, nation and hone all of Which he 
consciously derides. 
Robert Adams Dives a different interpretation: Stephen "sees 
himself as the fox, savage and ravenous, yet in the race of life 
a predestined quarry. f; e has buried his mother, a poor soul 
trodden underfoot, that he might live. Her burial under the 
evergreen holly is her hope of resurrection; at eleven o'clock 
the sun (Son) is rising to the hiehest point. " Surface and 
,. vrnbol, (',: c%! York: Oxford University Press, lOE''), p. i1L. In El'. is case, Adams is referring chiefly to the ri c'. c! le as it appears 
in the "Circe" episode. Even so, (except for the holly tree 
which is traditionally associated with resurrection), such assi g- 
n ti on of maimini to the eleni'nts of the ri ddle scf ns 1arrc. ly 
arbitrary. As Adams himself says, such interpretations are 
"lir; ited only by the reader's innenuity. " (p. 111) 
Of most importance in the riddle is the act of buri al with 
its sunnes ti ens of covert Etui l t. Michael "as on 's interpretation is probably cost apt since it is most ciencralizI'd. He says the 
riddle "irnp lies both death of kin and resistancc by evasiveness. 
Ulysses, (London: Edward Arnold, 1972, p. 40. 
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turn aside and brood" 
is induced to brood. 
that "Pain is far" (p 
the song, the unhappy 
in the first chapter, 
nition: 
is, in fact, the means by which Stephen 
Even : hen, in "Proteus, " his brief thought 
. 50/62) 
is followed by that line from 
associations of the song, established 
are as powerful as its reassuring adno- 
Fergus' song: I sang it alone in the house, holding 
down the long dark chords. Her door was open: she 
wanted to hear ny music. Silent with awe and pity 
I went to her bedside. She was crying in her wretched 
bed. For those words, Stephen: love's bitter nystery. 
(p. 11/10) 
Despite his pity and remorse, Stephen cannot accept his 
mother's spirit. WJhen, in the first chapter, he brood on his 
mother's memory, he recalls the process by which his syripathy 
has become dangerous to him. "Awe" for the fact of mortality 
and "pity" for his mother's suffering intensify, through the list 
of pitiable vestiges of her past happiness until, together, 
they become threateninn. (pp. 11-12/10-11) Emotional involve- 
ment is particularly dangerous to Stephen, for it gives his 
mother the power "to shake and bend [his] soul, " Thus he re- 
enacts his rejection of her: "No mother. Let me be and let 
me live. " Stephen's apparent coldness (until the "Euraaeus" 
episode) seems therefore not to be self-indulgent brooding, but 
an attempt to save hi rmsel f: emotional involvement has been 
both painful and dangerous. When he "coldly" claims to be thinking 
of Duck t: ulligan's offence riot to his mother but to himself, 
he is being defensive--he is "shielding ... gaping wounds. 
" 
(p. 10/8) floreover, his coldness is an attempt to detach 
himself from his kinetic involvement with his past to which 
his necnory of his mother binds him. Only when he achieves such 
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detachnent can he understand himself as man and artist. 
1 
Stephen's di ffi cul ties vii th his nother's nenory are more 
than the purely emotional difficulties of a personal relationship. 
Just as Holly's naternal role achieves greater significance 
because it is associated with universal forces, so does Mrs. 
Dedalus' more restricted role achieve significance because 
Stephen's difficulties with her memory relate directly to 
far-reaching principles of existence and identity. Thus, fron 
the opening chapter, the "grey sweet pother, " (p. 7/3) the sea, 
is associ ated with Stephen's preoccupation vii th his mother. In 
turn, the bathing and drowning motifs involve Stephen's uneasi- 
-ness towards the material flux (in which his mother has been 
destroyed and which threatens to destroy hin unless he tran- 
scend it through art). Sins larly, Stephen's preoccupation with 
his nother's death is linked to the inportant question of 
individual identity and self-fulfilment: he feels his spirit 
threatened by his mother's pressure to conform religiously 
10ther implications of Stephen's disturbed memory of his 
mother have been suggested. Alan Dundes suggests that "Stephen's 
rernorse at not having complied with his dying mother's request 
for prayer becomes a fear of yielding to the desire for sexual 
involvement with his mother. " "Re: Joyce--Ho In At The Womb, " 
Modern Fiction Studies, 8, No. 2'(Sunner, 1962), p. 143. S. Foster 
anon, along sir,, ar Tines, suggests that "his dead mother ab- 
sorbs all his love. ... It seers as thourh he suffered from that 'avarice of the emotions' ti nccstl which Aquinas mentions 
zinc! which Stephen introduces into his discourse on Hamlet. " "The 
Odyssey in Dubliner, " in Janes Joyce: Two Pec des oi"i'riticisn, 
41 
L. i s "r ue 1Sýf ; (rpt. +; r .! Yo)-! -,: VannUiard Press, 1963), p 4.: ;. that at more than one point Stephen sunnes Vs that not only 'sub 
jec i v' " ut also "ribjoctiye rfenitivc" or I. -irr rmcay 
be the only true thine in life. " (r. 205/2-, t fs also tale 
that Stý;: ý, cr, 's &tti tu. lc toy, ar, 's his riot, -, er scc;,: s to he li rnk: ed 
with his attitude to all uor, 1en as sexual animals, vessels of 
oric; inal sin--as shall be shown. Howw, ever, there is no direct 
evi der! ce that his preoccupation with his pother derives fror 
incestuous love or qui 1t for that love. 
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and he feels M, ul li gan's taunt that she is "benstl y rtez, d" (p. 10/C) 
is an "offence" (p. 10/8) to his ego (whatever his other 
feelings). M; ulligan's taunt, and his description of physical 
death (p. 10/C) also prompt the question of dualism between 
body and soul, materialism and spiritualism, Aristotle and Plato. 
Moreover, because it is Mulligan who uses the phrase, it is 
related to the motifs of treachery, usurpation, and, in turn, 
isolation. In the newspaper office, for example, it is evident 
that, for Stephen, Mulligan has become inseparable fron his 
taunt, for the mere thought of Mulligan is followed by the phrase 
' ! hose mother is beastly dead. " (p. 132/170) The death of 
Stephen's mother is linked, too, with Stephen's hatred for a 
paternal Cod. Although Mrs. Dedalus does retain her identifi- 
cation with the Church--it is she who asks Stephen to kneel in 
prayer--Stephen seems to identify her less with the power of 
God than with oppression of the spirit. He sees her death as the 
unjust act of an inimical God, the "dio boia, hangman god: " 
(p. 210/274) "'Sorieone killed her. ' Stephen said gloomily. " 
(p. 7/4) It would be a digression to consider any of these related 
issues; the fact that they do involve Stephen's attitude to his 
-nother amply demonstrates the importance of her role. 
These associations of course add significance to Stephen's 
attempts to rid himself of guilt towards his mother. This guilt 
is not conclusively expiated within the novel but there is auch 
to suggest that his attitude towards his mother--ard the issues 
with which she is associated--undergo a critical change. The 
possibility of such change is suggested even in the first chapter 
;; here Stephen's feelings towards his mother's rieriory are described 
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as "Pain, that was not yet the pain of love. .. ." 
(p. 7/4r) 
Although this quotation makes explicit that Stephen feels no 
love towards his mother at present, it simultaneously suggests 
that his feeling for her will change. In the first chapters 
Stephen's attempts to reassess his guilt in fact only intensify 
it, but they do seen to prepare for a change. When Sargent's 
ineffectuality leads Stephen to brood on maternal love, for 
example, he decides that his difficulties with h i-s mother's 
memory are ready to improve of their own accord. The fact that 
in the previous chapter Stephen has associated his mother with 
"mute secret words" (p. 12/10) suggests that it is the nature of 
her love he is considering when he thinks "Secrets, silent, stony 
sit in the dark pal ace tsJof Cy heartl : secrets weary of their 
tyranny: tyrants willing to be dethroned. " (p. 29/34) At the 
same time, though, he is becoming increasingly convinced that 
he cannot rid himself of guilt by egoistically denying responsi- 
bility: in "Proteus" he recognizes that there is an external 
reality independent of his perception and, in "Scylla and Charyb- 
dis" that, through memory, his identity, if changing, is never- 
theless continuous. (The relationship between two Stephens, 
past and present, is "I, I" rather than "I. I. " p. 187/242) 
Accepting such conditions, Stephen seems to attempt a 
reassessment of his guilty remorse. When in the library he ad- 
mits that he has ulterior motives for his theories ("I have 
reasons, " p. 205/266) he allows that he is exariininq, among 
other things, his difficulties with his mother's memory. His 
definition of a ghost, for example, delivered "with tingling 
energy, " (p. 186/240) not only supports his argument that 
2I5 
Shakespeare is as Much a ghost as Hamlet's father, but also 
deflates his preoccupation with his pother insofar as it reduces 
to rational terns the ghost of his mother which haunts his 
dreams. A ghost is simply "One who has faded into impalpability 
throunh, death, through absence, through change of nanners. " 
(p. 186/240) At another point, speaking of Shakespeare's death, 
Stephen says, "Dane or Dubliner, sorrow for the dead is the only 
husband fron when they refuse to be divorced. " (p. 210/273) 
Again, Stephen nay well be deflating his preoccupation with his 
mother insofar as he claims "sorrow for the dead" to be merely 
a universal human trait. 
It is during the brothel episode that Stephen encounters 
his remorse most directly. Even before he sees his mother's 
apparition, he aggressively scrutinizes his cmothe is power. 11hen 
someone says "eleven" (the speaker is not identified) (p. 543/564) 
Stephen recalls the fox riddle, altering it significantly. 
As he first quoted it, the riddle read: 
The cock crew 
Tfie srzy gras blue: 
The 17 ETls 1n heaven 
TTere strik7i eleven. 
Ti s time For this poor soul "Eo qo to Theayon. (p. 277327 
Stephen alters this to: 
The fox crew, the cocks flew, 
The bells of heaven 
Were striking eleven. 
'Tis ti rye for her poor soul 
To get out of heaven. (p. 544/665) 
Clearly the changes imply more than just Stephen's drunken 
confusion. It seems that the crowing fox and flying cocks most 
importantly function as signs of chaos, counterparts to Stephen's 
desire to overthrow the mother's power over hin. The change 
I 
MN 
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in the final line suggests, too, that Stephen challenges his 
mother's sanctity, her place in "heaven, " wishing to oust her 
fron her place in his mind. The defiance is not new, of course-- 
Stephen was defiant enough at her death--but the defiance at this 
point pitches him towards the more violent confrontation yet to 
core. He also challenges his preoccupation with his nother, 
at one point scrutinizing the riddle itself ("Why striking eleven? 
p. 545/666) as if he were trying to dispel1 its power to recall 
his guilt. At another point Stephen "laughs loudly" as he says 
of the fox, "Probably he killed her, " (p. 545/666) thus tacitly 
adnitting for the first tine the link between the riddle and 
his own remorse, an admission which seers also part of his attempt 
to challenge his guilt consciously. 
The fox recurs pore incidentally in a hunt which shortly 
becomes a horse race. (pp. 557-58/674-75) Insofar as the nethod 
of the "Circe" chapter is to dramatize subconscious states of 
mind (not to present a series of hallucinations) the race indi- 
cates that, despite his aggressive attitude, Stephen still feels 
considerable guilt, this time (like Cloori's trials, pp. 449-465/ 
563-97) enacted as public persecution. Immediately before the 
horrific vision of the nother's ghost, Stephen's guilt is in- 
tensified and complicated by his sense of failed filial duty 
towards his whole fanily. Thus the ragged sister whom he earlier 
re, iects, (p. 240/312-13) "Dilly [ike the Yorkshire ; irl' ... 
with no f, r. cy clothes, " (p. 564/GC0) is the penultimate figure 
in what Stephen calls a "Dance of death, " that dance which 
immediately precedes the deathly apparition of the pother. 
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This encounter with his mother's apparition is especially 
critical for Stephen because, unlike the other rii ghtnari sh 
figures of the episodes, this one he apprehends consciously 
(as the concerned reactions of the uncomprehending companions 
indicate). The "torn bridal veil"(p. 564/680) in which the 
ghost is dressed, like the "old feather fans" (p. 11/10) of 
Stephen's previous recollection of his mother, suggests that it 
is pity which first threatens to sway Stephen. (The bridal 
veil also has associations with the Virgin Mary, or alternately, 
with Stephen's recurrent thoughts of female sexuality. ) As in 
his encounter with his mother's memory in the first chapter, (p. 11 / 
10) Stephen begins by subraitting to this pathos, but, finding 
that to be dangerous, ends in defiance. The pity which prompts 
his initial submission is followed by other potent emotions 
forcing his submission--his consuming sense of "remorse, " his 
"fright" for his own morality, and his "horror, " of the spectre 
itself. In spite of his earlier implicit recognition of indi- 
vidual responsi bi li tyl he momentarily attempts (somewhat like 
Bloom) to deny any responsibility: "Cancer did it, not I. 
Destiny. " (p. 565/681) Even when Stephen is most submissive, 
though, when he is most liable to yield to his mother, he recog- 
nizes that his mother's feeling for hire contains a fundamental 
mystery of human relationships. In his dream, his mother had 
spoken "mute secret words" (p. 12/10) and her apparition like- 
wise is "uttering a silent word" (p. 564/681) On Sandyiriount, 
strand, considering his own loneliness (and especially his 
sexual loneliness) Stephan asked himself virtually the sar, ie 
question he asks his nother's ghost: "tthat is that word known 
life 
recognizes "A. C. I. O. U. " (p. 107/243) that is, he cannot 
shirk his debt to A. E., bemuse, through memory, his identity is continuous. 
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to all men? " (p. 49/61) The fact that the second time the 
question seems prompted by the ghost's assertion, "You sang 
that song- to me, Love's bitter rmystery_, " (p. 564/681) suggests 
that "the word" involves the mystery of love--the sane enigma 
of amor matris which disturbed Stephen in A Portrait (/1P pp. 14,244 
and earlier in Ulysses. (p. 29/34) At this point Stephen receives 
no answer: the ghost merely attempts to use examples of her own 
maternal love to compel his submission. Evidently his under- 
standing of love cannot cone through his mother's memory, at 
least not while he still is kinetically involved with it. If at 
all, his understanding of love, if not specifically maternal love, 
must cone through his encounter with Bloom. 
In part, Stephen's failure to achieve reconciliation with 
his mother's memory arises fron his inability to differentiate 
between his mother and her religious values. Although his 
subconscious mind initially constructs an apparition with largely 
personal qualities, this apparition becomes increasingly an im- 
personal force summoning religious powers to win his spiritual 
submission. Partly a reflection of Stephen's emotional inma- 
turity, his inability to dissociate his mother from religious 
powers ("all of you, " p. 567/603) is also a reflection of the 
ininical influence of a Church %-rhich can subvert the relationship 
bet+: ieen mother and son. 
' As in Ste Visen Hero (SH pp. 116-19) 
Stcphei-i's mother tries pathos, direct appeal, and threats. 
Ci ven the fact that the apparition is consciously apprehended 
and that Stephen is so deeply zd°fcctcd by it, his reaction must 
1The Church as a dis rti tiv_-- force between pother and son is 
also cor s dercd in En ii US (L r>. 2G) ýItttd Stt phtetl r: (($H pi). 
u6-CA,! 
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be seen to embody a renuine crisis. The ghost's invocation 
of "the fire of hell " (p. 567/662) as its ultimate weapon to 
win Sterhen's repentence (because it arises from Stephen's 
mind) indicates both the power over Stephen's "intellectual 
imagination" that religion still holds and his essentially 
negative view of a Christianity that threatens hell rather than 
promises love. Although the weapon is a powerful one, Stephen 
defies it with a Luci ferar. cry of "Non servi ari. " (p. 567/682) 
"Break my spirit all of you if you can! I'll bring you all to heal :" 
(p. 567/663) His cry of "Nothunn. '" (necessity) and his swipe 
at the light are merely the panic stricken, though deeply willed, 
desire to break the power of the Church (parallel to Siegfried's-- 
successful--attempt to break the power of the gods by breaking 
ºlotan's spear with his sword, Nothung). 
The effect of Stephen's gesture is not immediately obvious, 
for he has al ready shown that defiance alone is not enough to 
overcome remorse and guilt. Certainly he has not achieved vic- 
tory over the church for later he confesses, tapping his brow, 
"[I]n here it is I nust kill the priest and the king. " (p. 574/668) 
Yet the crisis has obviously been important. The elaborate 
stage directions which describe "Tire's livid final fl arge" and 
"ruin of all space" indicate the depth of the trauna for Stephen, 
for earlier (p. 25/26-29) he has seen these dual cataclysms of 
tine and spice as threats to incAvidual significance. He seeps, 
then, to recognize this defiance as his final conrni tnent to the 
here and now wherein he can hope to achieve sijjnificance zis artist anu 
at the sar, ic time, a rejection of the eternity promised to hire by 
religion. (The f. ct that he riade a sit; ilar cormmitrrient upon 
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rejecting 'the priesthood in A Portrait, p. 165, does not weaken 
its significance here. ) The importance of Stephen's defiance 
of his mother is demonstrated by the fact that he seems largely 
to have overcome his remorse. It is true that as he lies nearly 
unconscious-on the road at the end of the episode he murmurs 
snatches of Fergus' song and, later, upon leaving Bloom's he 
hears bells that remind him of the prayer for the dying beginning 
"Liliata rutilantium. " Neither instance, however, suggests 
disturbance. Significantly, the snatches fron Fergus' song do 
not concern "Love's bitter mystery" but more 'peaceful elements, 
ending with ". .. white breast ... dim .. ." (p. 592/702) 
(Joyce's ellipses) Similarly, Stephen's reaction to the bells 
(p. 688/826) seems more equable than deeply disturbed, a sign 
that he no longer is tormented by his mother's memory. 1 
Obviously the presentation of Mrs. Dedalus cannot possibly 
reflect more, than a part of Joyce's attitude toward the maternal 
role. While she is as spiritually dangerous here as in the 
earlier books, even less than in A Portrait is that danger 
presented objectively. Not only is she presented indirectly-- 
through Stephen's , neriory--but also she is presented chiefly 
for her negative associations, those which arise from Stephen's 
remorse and guilt. Because i'rs. Pedal us does constitute 
lThe significance of Stephen's encounter with his mother is often taken to be more profound. W. Y. Tindall, for example, 
says, "sriashinq her ý(_the nother's] lamp with his creative stick, 
he LStephen] asserts his nanhood and is ready to be reconciled 
with the fathc: er. This reconciliation is not only Stephen's 
discovery of mankind tout the sinn of his deferred riaturi ty. 
Free from his parents z ,, t last, he can return to then as an 
adult with 'symnathy and love. " 'ames Jn'; 'ce, p. «£:. Others, 
such as 4: i 111F ýýcon, ;, :e th c; ý; es vieaý" "Stephen's 
encounter with his, pother chýanres nothinq. " Joyce and Aquinas, 
P. n9. 
L 
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a real threat for Stephen, his defiance of her in "Circe" is 
shown to be necessary in order that he save himself and strengthen 
his sense of self-confidence. Moreover, Stephen's inability to 
come to terms with his mother's memory is the measure of his 
ability to understand "what the heart is and what it feels, " 
(AP P. 257) that understanding which in A Portrait firs. Dedalus 
hopes her son will reach in exile. Thus, implicit criticism 
of maternal domination shifts largely to an exploration of 
Stephen's acute problems. 
Stephen and Paternity 
Even though Stephen is slow to recognize it, his er. iotional 
disturbance towards his mother demonstrates what he was unari 1- 
ling to accept in A Portrait, that his relationships with other 
human beings are vital to him: he cannot be isolated. In Ulysses 
he does tacitly admit the important of such links, but less in 
terns of the mother who is still so closely associated with 
the Church, than in terns of the father whom Stephen associates 
with the positive principles of creativity. It is true that 
Stephen associates his father as well as his mother with poverty 
and squalor, with oppressive religion, and with suppression of 
his individuality. However, Stephen is sensitive to the dis- 
tinct qualities of maternity and paternity (the result, in part, 
of his parents' very different personalities). Uhile confirming 
his attitudes to Sirion Dedalus, Stephen nevertheless recognizes 
that the principle of paternity (like the principle of riaternal 
love) is fundamental to his role as artist and human being. 
Through Stephen's interest in paternity Joyce demonstrates what 
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is to become his prime interest in Finnegans flake, that family 
relationships, whatever their emotional and social qualities, 
embody far-reaching principles. Through Bloom he explores the 
emotional complexity of paternal feeling; through Stephen, he 
explores the more abstract essence of paternity. 
Towards his own particular father Stephen's attitude has 
not changed significantly since the last chapters of A Portrait. 
As in that novel, his relationship with his father is more 
equable than that with his mother: neither has there been a 
key crisis in their relationship nor is Stephen emotionally dis- 
traught about his father. Rather than struggling to maintain 
independence from his father, he assumes that he will have nothing 
to do with him. As a result, he feels none of the extreme ambi- 
valence towards his father that he does towards his mother: he 
seems to be neither drawn to hire nor deeply enbi ttered towards 
him. Even while Stephen argues against the claims of physical 
fatherhood (in the library), he acknowledges his own father's 
basic good feeling: his are the "eyes that wish me well. But 
do not know me. " (p. 204/265) It is, in fact, Stephen's atti- 
tude towards this lack of meaningful relationship with his 
father that chiefly distinguishes Stephen's attitude to his 
father in Ulysses from that in A Portrait (and, to a lesser extent, 
Stephen Hero). Now he genuinely regrets the failed relationship 
insofar as it focuses for hin his isolation, the failure of 
all his human relations, and, in turn, his failure as an artist, 
estrangcd from his subject natter. tlhen he ironically contrasts 
the relationship between himself and his father with that between 
Christ and Cod, (recalling his "consubstantial father's voice, " 
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p. 39/47) he is not rierely 
ti ng his isolation--an iso 
artist meaningless. 
It does not seem that 
attitude is unjust. It is 
affection for his son: on 
rocking the relationship, but Ianien- 
1ation that renders his position as 
Stephen's assessment of his father's 
true that Simon Dedalus has some 
the way to the funeral he says of 
liul li gan's aunt, "I won't have her bastard of a nephew ruin 
my son, " (p. 87/110) an assertion that leads Gloom to observe, 
perhaps with some envy, that Sinon Dedalus is "Full of his son. " 
(p. 87/110) Judging from Cedalus' sentimentalizing over his 
wife's tombstone, however (p. 103/132) and his irresponsible 
and ill-humoured treatment of his children ("An insolent pack 
of little bitches .... 
I'ri going to get rid of you, " p. 234/ 
305) he seems inclined (like the sentimentalist Stephen defines, 
p. 197/255) to cl ai ri affection on which he is unwilling to act. 
fioreover, when, at the Ormond, Lenehan speaks of Stephen, Simon 
ironically disclaims kinship: "Who night he be? " (p. 258/337) 
Because of this lack of genuine kinship between himself and 
his fattier and because of negative associations with his father, 
Stephen makes no attempt to bridge the gap. tlhen, for example, 
Bloom enqui res after his father, Stephen "unconcernedly" answers, 
echoing his father's indifference, "I believe he is in Dublin 
somewhere. " (p. 604/713) Again, when he is asked "You know 
Simon Dedalus? " Stephen r, ierely answers, "I've heard of hin. " 
(p. GG7/718) 
Such indifference towards his father arises not only from 
a sense of alienation from hin, but also from a subsequent 
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belief that all blood links are largely insignificant. Stephen 
is particularly interested in his blood links with his father, 
for the concept of paternity has acquired great significance for 
him. However, these views on paternal links, discussed later, 
relate directly to his more generalized views on familial links. 
Although Stephen's views on heredity no doubt arise fron 
his relations with his own fanily, he is concerned not with 
immediate biological cause and effect, but, instead, with pore 
far-reaching principles, those which affect his personal signi- 
ficance. Thus, in the first chapter, Stephen questions the 
relation of his body to divine purpose: "tlho chose this face 
for me? This dogsbody to rid of vermin, " (p. 8/5) (incidentally, 
by itsposition in the chapter, connected to his implicit accu- 
sation of divine responsibility for his mother's death). At 
this point, Stephen seems to feel that it is his body alone--his 
"dogsbody"--which reflects this arbitrary form: he does not 
yet question his own identity. At the sarge time, the fact that 
he feels detached from his body ("It asks rime too, " p. 8/5) 
suggests that he accepts a dualistic view that allows hin to 
feel physical ties independent of his essential self. 
Apparently prompted by fir. Deasy's talk of ancestors and 
his own fears of personal insignificance ("history ... is a 
ni ghtr. iare fror which I an trying to escape, " p. 35/42) Stephen 
considers his own relations with his ancestral history. leis 
very visceral approach to the subject is closely related to 
his realization that he cannot deny the naterial world. The 
sight of a midwife pronpts him to see himself "lugged ... 
squealing into life" and to see his birth as "Creation from 
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nothing. " (p. 3[/46) Yet the fact that he sees his body not 
created fron "nothing, " but in part at least created from 
the ancestors to v'h'on he is linked by a chain of navel cords, 
suggests that it is his soul, his identity, that is rierely housed 
in a body and created fron "nothing. " In the sane vein, Stephen 
feels that, quite the reverse of Christ, he was "nade not 
begotten. " That is, his parents merely "did the coupler's 
will" (p. 39/46) that he might be. Inplicitly, then, his'soul 
is created from a process independent fron that which created 
his body. In accepting this view, Stephen effectively displaces 
any obligation he ought to feel towards his parents: they are 
riot worthy of veneration, but quite the reverse, are mere agents 
of his being, subservient to his creation. At the sarge tine, 
however, the obligation has not merely been taken from his parents, 
but transferred to the "coupler. " Thus Stephen answers the ques- 
tion of chapter one: this "coupler" reust be he sane power 
which chose his "dogsbody"--and killed his nother. 
All of Stephen's arguments on heredity and procreation 
depend on his belief in the importance of the self. Although 
in the library episode he briefly questions the immutability of 
the personality-, he never departs fron his belief in the indi- 
vi dual as the central principle around which theories raust be 
fitted. He even seens to consi der this" 1ex eterna " (p. 39/47) 
as the "di vine substan ce wherein F attier and Son are consuL'stantial. 
1 Later, in the i1aterni ty hos, i tal , Stephen expresses a siiii lar view, thouCh t. is tine proo aýly vii ti rory and certainly 
: ri th cýrur, ý. enrýess : ".: e are scans to those srial 1 creatures 
ui thin us and nature has other ends than we. " (p. 383/508) No 
doubt in this case he is probably more concerned with creating 
: nri; s of art rather than children. 
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(p. 30/47) Yet, if he can draw satisfaction from the fact 
God "now may not will ne away or ever, " he has had to confute 
his deepest convictions and accept the existence of God in 
order to confirm his own personal significance. Presumably he 
does so easily enough at this point because he is merely toying 
with theories, however much they touch vital concerns. 
It seems, then, that Stephen implies that only his body 
is linked to his family. His father is "the man with my voice 
and my eyes. " (p. 39/46) Of Dilly he observes, "My eyes they 
say she has. " (p. 239/312) However, when he broods upon a 
point in his ancestral past, not only does he feel his physical 
and especially carnal links ("Their blood is in rie, their lusts 
my waves, " p. 46/56) but also he seems to feel something like 
a racial rrernory ("I, a changeling, among the spluttering resin 
fires. " p. 46/56) Like a faery child among hurians, he has been, 
through blood links, present in his ancestors' history. That 
he considers the central element of himself, the "I", to have 
ties to his forbears, suggests that he is accepting what he 
earlier denied, that his personality (and nenory) is, like his 
body, a product of his past. Such a view is consistent with 
his curious regard of his sister Dilly at the bookstall. He 
notes not just her bodily similarities, but also these of her 
mind: she is the "Shadow of my mind. " (p. 239/312) 
An ironic perspective is given these views by the fact that 
Stephen is in some ways very much like his father: in the news- 
parer office episode it is both Simon and Stephen who, at 
different times, suggest going to the pub (pp. 125/168,141/182) 
a fact that does not escape Myles CraG-: ford: "Chip of the old 
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block! " (p. 142/1£2) he calls Stephen. Gloon, too, observes 
similarities between Stephen and his parents (pp. 593/702, 
647/772,629/748) even if, in Bloom's case, the observations 
arise fron his acute interest in all platters of heredity. 
This dual inclination both to insist on his independence 
from his parents and to feel hereditary links with family and 
ancestors is not evident during the library episode. Here he 
denies all family bonds. In contrast to Bloom, who craves the 
continuance of himself through a rmale. heir, Stephen reacts 
distastefully against such continuance. Essentially egoistic, 
cherishing the individuality that is so important to his role 
as artist, Stephen claims that blood links, particularly with 
vales, are a threat to selfhood: "The images of other males 
of his blood will repel [the man of genius 3. tie will see in 
then grotesque attempts of nature to foretell or repeat him- 
self. " (p. 193/251) If it is paternal links which Stephen 
singles out for this disparagement of blood ties, it is because, 
as becomes evident during the library scene, paternity is an 
issue of central importance to his conception of his role as 
artist. 
First as they relate directly to Stephen's views or. family 
life, are his arguments against filial relations with the actual 
fattier, growing out of his Hamlet theory. Even in the coripara- 
ti vely external first chapter, it is evident that this Ha;; let 
theory is important to Stephen: he has evidently worked avidly 
on the theory, so evolving his ideas that ", ulligan can-- 
inaccurately--describe it in terms that mock its complexity: 
"He proves by algebra that Hiai let's grandson is Shakespeare's 
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grandfather and that he himself is the ghost of his own father. " 
(p. 19/21) The fact that Stephen seeps contenptuously to 
dismiss Mulligan's flippancy as "Idle nockery" (p. 22/25) suggests 
that, despite his claims to the contrary (p. 211/274) he himself 
is not flippant about his theory. floreover, that the theory 
embodies principles of paternity which concern hin deeply is 
suggested by the fact that his mind seems to gravitate to other 
questions of fatherhood. Thus he is fascinated with those 
heretics who considered the relationship between Father and Son, 
Arius, Photi us, and es peci al Ty Sabel li us , "who held that the 
Father was Himself His own son. " (p. 22/25, also p. 205/267) 
Superficially Stephen's Hamlet theory is nerely an attempt 
to demonstrate that Shakespeare's works are all partly biographi- 
cal and that therefore Shakespeare is to be identified with 
hamlet's father rather than with Hamlet. In some ways, Stephen 
seeps to argue in a circle, for he uses biographical evidence 
(such as Shakespeare's moneylending, p. 202/262) to prove the 
biographical principle at the same tine that he uses the plays 
to prove biographical incidents (such as Ann Hathaway's infidelity 
p. 200/259-60, or the enmity between the brothers, pp. 206-07/268). 
tIhile developing his theory, Stephen's deeper interest becomes 
evident, for he expounds his ideas on paternity, procreation, 
and heredity more than is necessary to support his argument. 
In fact, at some points there is no evident link between his 
Hanlet theory and his assertions about paternity. His argument 
that a father is "a necessary evil, " )for example, (p. 204/2E5-66 
does not relate obviously to the argument which follows about 
the disparate ages of Haslet and Shakespeare at the time of 
writing. Nor does the conclusion of the paragraph about the 
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"nystery" of fatherhood support Stephen's theory about Shake- 
speare. Indeed, Stephen's argunents against physical paternity 
here seen to arise not fron Shakespeare's life but from the 
vividly inagined scene between fathers and sons of enornously 
different cultural and intellectual orientation--Eglinton'and 
his countrified father, 
' and, in turn, Stephen and his own 
father. 
In one wad', Stephen is nerely taking the opportunity to 
argue that neither he nor any son need be linked by love or 
obligation to his physical father (or his father's values). 
tie argues that insofar as the only link is "An instant of blind 
rut, " (p. 205/267) that is, mindless personal desire, the link 
is hardly worthy of respect. In Stephen's earlier terminology, 
the father is merely doing the "coupler's will, " (p. 39/46) 
the son is "made not begotten. " (p. 39/46) tow this viewpoint 
relates to his argument that father and son are "Sundered by a 
bodily shame" is not clear, though, unless Stephen feels that 
both father and son should recognize the sexual act and the connec- 
tion through the body of the nother to be not only mindless but 
also sharieful. Apparently this shame is partly the shame of sin, 
for Stephen has earlier described his own foetus to be "Wonbed 
in sin darkness. " (p. 39/46)2 In any case, Stephen's argument 
NO don Thornton points out that in fact t'agee's father 
I 
was a minister and, consequently well educated. Allusions in 
Ulysses, (Chapel gi11, t1. C.: University of North Caro Ana ress, 
1ý). pp . 201-02. 
2herbert Howarth says of Joyce that "There was a period of 
his life when he could not think of his father without a sense of 
11 
steadfast 'bodily shame' entailed, it seeped to hire, in all father- 
sen relationships. " "The Joycean Comedy: : Ji l de, Jonson and Others, "< 
A James Joyce Miscellany, Second Series, p. 181. I have found no 
evi ence in any biography or in Joyce s letters to corroborate 
this cl ai m. 
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does effectively refute the principle of filial duty whereby 
Kevin Egan partly attempts "To yoke me as his yokefellow, our 
crimes our common cause" on the grounds that "You're your father's 
son. " (p. 44/53) 
Stephen recognizes his arguments have such ramifications: 
"What the hell are you driving at? I know. Shut up. Blast you! 
I have reasons. " (p. 205/266) He does not explicitly define 
these ramifications but his following comment to himself, "Are 
you condemned to do this? " (p. 205/266) would suggest that 
they involve painful emotions. As he begins the arguments 
against paternity, he is "battling against hopelessness"(p. 205/ 
265)--perhaps not only because he realizes that his attempts to 
express himself to a largely unsympathetic audience are futile, 
but also because his arguments against paternal rights remind 
him painfully both of his own flickering sense of duty towards 
his family and of his loneliness. 
Certainly he is occasionally willing to neglect rigorous 
argument to demonstrate the inherent alienation between father 
and son. It is not necessarily true, for example, as Stephen 
argues, that the son "divides affection, increases care. " (p. 205/ 
267) While it is true that "his growth is his father's decline s 
. ." (p. 205/267) it is questionable whether this truth is 
a concomitant of the fact that "He is male. - .. ." Like most 
of his arguments, this one could apply equally well to a child 
of either sex. That Stephen is particularly interested in 
males merely reflects the fact that he is concerned primarily 
with his own (and Shakespeare's) situation. It is questionable, 
too, whether a son's "youth [is] his father's envy, his friend 
his father's enemy. " '` (p. 205/267) It is true that in A Portrait 
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(p. 98) Mr. Dedalus boasts almost jealously of his own superior 
athletic prowess to his son and in Stephen Hero (p. 207) and 
Ulysses( p. 87) he does object to Stephen's friends. It is 
equally true, however, that Mr. Dedalus is proud of Stephen 
and that Stephen himself rejects as enemies (Lynch and Mulligan) 
some of the friends that Mr. Dedalus claims to be unsuitable 
companions. 
Stephen seems to neglect rigorous argument, too, in defining 
the, mystical quality of the father-son bond. His argument that 
"Paternity may be a legal fiction, " (p. 204/266) l is based on 
his belief that a man can never be sure of his own fatherhood. 
Thus it is at most a "mystery" or "mystical estate. "2 On the 
other hand, Stephen's disparagement of the "instant of blind 
rut" that links father and son assumes that far from being 
elevated to a "mystery" fatherhood in fact is all too physical. 
Stephen does not seem aware of the tension between the two views. 
He accepts both because both confirm his convictions of the 
arbitrariness of physical fatherhood and the former supports his 
implied belief in a more important kind of fatherhood. 
Part of the reason Stephen's arguments against physical 
paternity seem irrelevant to his main arguments, of course, . 
is 
that he is primarily concerned neither with Shakespeare nor 
with physical paternity, but with other kinds of paternity. 
1At 
one point Joyce held this viewpoint himself. In one 
of his letters to Stanislaus Joyce he wrote "Paternity is a 
legal fiction. " Letters, II, p. 108,18 Sept. 1905. 
2This argument reflects the string of references to 
infidelity, especially vivid in Leo Taxil's satiric dialogue 
between Joseph and Mary (p. 42/51) but also extending to all 
the bawdy talk of infidelity in the maternity hospital. 
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While it does not bear directly on family issues to explore 
in detail the ramifications of his arguments, it would never- 
theless be misrepresenting his viewpoint to disregard them. In 
any case, it is relevant to his view of his own family that 
his family relationships lead him to consider other relationships 
based on familial principles. 
Most obvious of these is Stephen's association between his 
own father and God the Father. It seems likely that Stephen's 
rejection of meaningless fatherhood is also a rejection of a 
paternal God (despite the fact that, as shown above, at one point 
Stephen uses the existence of God to displace the importance 
of the physical father). The fact. that Stephen twice uses Blake's 
abusive term "Uobodaddy" (pp. 203/264,388/516) in speaking 
of God and once refers to him as "Allfather" (p. 183/237) along 
with the traditional associations of God with the father and 
Stephen's averred antipathy to both, clearly indicate such an 
association. 
It seems equally likely, as shown by Stephen's association 
of his father with nationalistic principles, that his arguments 
against paternity are simultaneously a rejection of duty towards 
Ireland. In "Circe" Stephen's antipathy to his "All too Irish" 
(p. 607/718) father is dramatized as a confrontation where, in 
his desire for freedom ("Pater: Free! " p. 557/674) Stephen en- 
counters the spectre of his buzzard-like father. Normally indif- 
ferent to his father in Ulysses, Stephen is shown here to feel 
his father and his nationalistic values to be dangerous. Like 
May Dedalus, but in a different way, Simon Dedalus threatens, 
Stephen says, to "Break my spirit. .. ." (p. 
557/674) That 
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Stephen's father represents an important force, but that Stephen 
is less inclined to submit to it than to the force his mother 
represents, is suggested by his unhesitating defiance, drama- 
tized as "his vulture talons sharpened" and his cry, "0 merde 
alors! " Simon Dedalus' power is further undercut by the fact 
that (in a somewhat silly manner) he merely babbles various calls 
that reveal his interest in sports, in gentlemanly distinction, 
and in Irish pomp. He is largely replaced by Garret Deasy as 
the central figure in the horse race he initiates because at 
this point Stephen is less concerned with Simon's paternal role 
than with his nationalistic associations. Deasy represents 
many of the same attitudes, and, like Simon Dedalus, voices extreme 
prejudices, gives advice, and expresses materialistic values. 
Most important of the implications of Stephen's library 
discussion are those that extend to the creative act. On one 
level, he demonstrates that an artist's family background in- 
fluences his art, but this basic argument leads to more subtle 
views about the relation between art and life. Because most 
of what Stephen says is indirect, however, his views have lead 
to many differences of interpretation. Clive Hart says, 
ly expressing Shakespeare's involvement in both men 
\jHamlet and his father] Stephen symbolically indicates 
that, no matter what he creates, the artist need look 
only to himself, that 'he is his oven father'. ... By removing his consubstantial father from the scene 
. he denies his'dependence on the physical fact 
of Dublin and Dubliners; by denying his dependence 
on a spiritual father, he creates an image of himself 
as a free artist. "' 
Thus Hart sees Stephen's arguments as essentially negative, 
1James Joyce's Ulysses (Sidney: Sidney University Press, 
1968), p. 59. 
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estranging. With different emphasis, William (loon also sees 
Stephen's theory as negative, one which calls for the "collapse 
of art into artist, of the Son (or Image) into the Father. " 
Without realizing it, Stephen argues for a condition where "Art 
has become impossible. "1 On the other hand, Darcy O'Brien seems 
to see the theory as a basis for art as self-discovery: 'f i). i s 
own artistic ambition [is] to become his own father, to give 
birth to himself through the paternity of his art. "2 S. L. 
Goldberg does not see Stephen's theory as implying that art is 
a process of self-discovery but rather that it must arise from 
self-discovery: "The God-like self-knowledge of the artist, 
where knower and known are one and the same, permits the 
analogy with a greater relationship: as Stephen wittily puts 
it, the Father is His Own Son. "3 tioreover, Goldberg argues that 
Stephen's is not a credo of isolation (as Clive Hart implies) 
nor an expression of Stephen's immaturity (as Noon implies) but 
rather a mature ideal, a realization that art must spring from 
the interreaction between the artist and his environment, from 
a dual ability to achieve "the freedom of detached, impersonal 
objectivity"4 and to engage "in ordinary life. "5 Goldberg makes 
1Joyce and Aquinas, p. 123. 
2The Conscience of James Joyce, p. 76. 
3The Classical Ter, iper (London: Chatto and Windus, 1963), p. 791 
4Classical Temper, p. 82. 
5Classical Temper, p. 91. 
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much of Stephen's assertion that Shakespeare conferred "the 
mystical estate" of fatherhood "upon his son" (p. 204/266) 
that is, that fatherhood can be a spiritual power (the power to 
compress "the knower and the known") and can, as happened 
with Shakespeare, coincide with corporal fatherhood. These 
differing views of the implications of Stephen's discussion of 
physical paternity and the artist who is his own father arise 
from the fact that Stephen's theory is both a negative reaction 
and a positive assertion: he denies the significance of physi- 
cal paternity because he feels (and regrets) the meaninglessness 
of his relationship with his own father; he asserts the kind 
of paternity which Shakespeare embodies as "father of all his 
race" (p. 205/267) because he recognizes that Shakespeare's 
ability to transmute his own life into art (what Stephen sees 
a kind of fatherhood) contrasts with his own artistic isolation. 
Thus spiritual paternity becomes the positive alternative Stephen 
seeks in reaction to his own isolation. 
Again, because Stephen speaks indirectly of spiritual 
paternity, the nature of this principle has been diversely under- 
stood. Some deny that it is a meaningful part of the novel. 
Kristian Smidt says that Joyce raised the question of "mystical 
paternity" earnestly enough but found it difficult to develop 
and consequently begins "clowning at the end of the novel. "l 
In any case. Smi dt argues, Stephen's "longing for the father" is 
largely just a necessary concomitant of his usurper complex, 
2 
(failing to stress the important ways Stephen's relations with 
1Janes Joyce and the Cultic Use of Fiction (Oslo: Oslo 
. 
Uni versi y ress, pp. 8475. 
2Cultic Use of Fiction, pp. 90-91. 
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his father differ from those of Hamlet and Telemachus, the 
usurped sons with whom Stephen is identified). William Empson 
more directly debunks the question of a spiritual relationship 
between father and son, especially in relation to Bloom. 1 
Most critics accept the importance of the spiritual 
paternity, however, even if they interpret it differently. One 
commentator sees the novel as an enactment of the process whereby 
the son and father principles such as"realistic principles and . 
idealistic principles" attempt to achieve "at-one-ment" by 
overcoming the sundering of the complete soul at birth. 
2 
Another suggests that Stephen's "supposed search for a father" 
is at root a desire "to supplant the father ... as sexual 
partner for the mother. "3 Another, more convincingly, sees 
Stephen's search for a father like "Old Father Bloom" as part 
of his "emancipation from the nightmare of history, in which 
all time is present and all individuality is lost. "4 In a simi- 
lar vein, William York Tindall says that Stephen's is a quest 
"of youth for maturity and identity--for being rather than 
becoming. "5 Hugh Kenner says, The quest for the father is 
the quest for the masculine and rational. .. . "6 These, of 
course, are only a few of widely divergent viewpoints, but they 
are representative. They indicate, too, that Stephen's views 
1"The Theme of Ulysses, " p. 134 
2Garold Sharpe, "The Philosophy of James Joyce, " Modern 
Fiction Studies, 9, No. 1 (Spring, 1963), p. 123. 
3Dundes, "Re: Joyce, " p. 146. 
4J J. Mitchell horse, "Augustine, Ayenbi to and Ulysses, " 
PMLA, 70, No. 5 (Dec., 1955), p. 1158. 
5A Readers' Guide to James Joy (New York: Noonday, 1959), 
p. 125. 
6Dublin's Joyce, pp" 181-82. 
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views are not explicit. 
S. L. Goldberg argues most convincingly, however, that 
Stephen is conscious of the meaning of "spiritual paternity" 
and that it relates directly to his understanding of the artist's 
role. Certainly Stephen's concern with the "mystical estate" 
of fatherhood in his discussion of Shakespeare reveals that he 
believes the fatherhood principle to be one of creativity. tie 
suggests that the artist (like Shakespeare) is father insofar 
as he is creator; he is son insofar as he is created--and created 
in a significant manner, not by other bodies, but by involvement 
with life. Shakespeare is the "father of all his face" (p. 205/ 
267) because he is the creator of mankind through art. Yet, 
what Stephen recognizes as Shakespeare's role as son, creative 
involvement with his own life, Stephen himself evidently lacks. 
He is isolated: he lacks the sense (and therefore the confidence) 
of being (like Christ) the Logos of something. Moreover, he 
has not been like Shakespeare "Who Himself begot. .. ." 
(p. 195/ 
253) in his created image, "Himself sent himself. .. ." in his 
work of art, "between Himself and others. " (p. 195/253) Like 
Christ and Shakespeare, the artist must have a sense of context, 
even if he must constantly struggle to remain in part detached 
from the context. If the artistic aspect of the man ("the horn- 
mad Iago, " p. 210/273) entails that the human aspect ("the 
moor" p. 210/273 ) shall "suffer" (p. 210/273) for the "ideal" 
(p. 210/272) of artistic perfection, at least such an artist 
is working in a context. "Fatherhood" as Stephen describes it, 
seems, therefore to be a metaphor for a sense of having been 
created or fathered by a human context, a sense that in turn 
I 
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enables him, the fathered, to become father, that enables the 
created to become the creator. Further, insofar as his experi- 
ence as "son" allows him the role of "father, " he will engage 
himself in his work in such a way that he will father himself. 
As with Shakespeare, the "son [is] consubstantial with the 
father. " (p. 194/252) 
The extent to which Stephen lacks this sense of human in- 
volvement is demonstrated by the examples of his creativity in 
Ulysses. The "Parable of the Plums" (pp. 143-44/183-84,146-48/ 
187-89) (along with its other implications about church and 
state) suggests a Dubliners short story (in many ways like 
"Clay") except that it lacks a sense of humanity. It is direct 
and unsparing, revealing no human insight or sense of artistic 
commitment. The poem quoted in "Aeolus" (p. 131/168) is simi- 
larly rarefied, as Stephen himself recognizes: "Why did you 
write it then? " (p. 136/175) 
When Stephen articulates his theory, he is merely acknow- 
ledging his own need for a "spiritual father"--he still has not 
overcome his isolation. It is only through his meeting with 
Bloom that Stephen seems gradually to acquire--and to acknowledge- 
his awakening sense of humanity. Of course, Stephen's relation- 
ship with Bloom is not, strictly speaking, a familial matter. 
However, just as Bloom's attitudes towards Stephen reveal Joyce's 
understanding of paternal feelings, so Stephen's attitudes to- 
wards Bloom reveal Joyce's recognition of the artist's need for 
an emotional life, the same recognition which underlines his 
more sympathetic approach to family life in Ulysses. To demon- 
strate Stephen's growing feelings for Bloom is to demonstrate 
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the nature of what Joyce evidently sees as an essentially 
familial relationship, even though it does not directly involve 
normal family relationships. 
That the relationship between the two very different men 
is important is suggested first by elements beyond either's 
consciousness. As Stephen and Mulligan leave the library, for 
example, Stephen stands aside, "feeling one behind, " (p. 214/ 
279) as though Bloom, the "one behind" is in some way linked to 
him. The suggestion that Stephen's reaction is to be seen as 
significant arises from his recollection at this point of his 
obviously symbolic dream, first described on the strand: Ste- 
phen is lead by an exotic man (Haroun al Raschid), enticed by a 
melon, welcomed with a red carpet to meet "You will see who.. " 
(pp. 47-48,58-59) The parallels with Bloom's invitation to 
Stephen to sleep the night and become involved with Molly seem 
clear. Also apparently portentous is the incident in "Circe" 
where Stephen consciously responds to the coincidence that it 
was twenty-two years previous when both Stephen was born and 
Bloom scarred his hand. (p. 549/668) Moreover, Stephen's hand, 
is likewise now hurt (like Christ's and, too, like a lame dog's). 
Also significant is the fact that Bloom and Stephen's thoughts, 
especially in the first six chapters, coincide (or compliment 
each other) as if they shared a kinship despite their funda- 
mental differences. 
' 
1The analogies of thoughts have often been demonstrated. 
See, for example, Hugh Kenner, Dublin's Joyce, pp. 198-204; 
Erwin Steinberg, The Stream of onsciousness and Beyond in 
Ulysses, (Pittsburg : The University of s urge ress, 1973), 
Pp. /3-88; Robert Adams, Surface and Symbol, pp. 97-98. 
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However, when Stephen and Bloom meet in the maternity 
hospital, after four near-encounters (funeral procession, 
newspaper office, book cart, library), Stephen is slow to 
respond to Bloom. Despite his sophisticated arguments in the 
library, Stephen is evidently unsure how to find a spiritual 
father: it no doubt seems unlikely that Bloom would fill such 
a role. In the maternity hospital and in the brothel Stephen 
gives no token of interest in Bloom, even while Bloom attempts 
to help him, reassuring him about the thunder (p. 388/516), 
taking care of his money (p. 545/665-66) or trying to drag 
him from a potential fight. (pp. 574/688,577/690) When they 
first arrive at the cab shelter, Stephen seems indifferent, or, 
at best, submissive to Bloom. Their conversation is stilted. 
Even in Stephen's comparatively drunken state, he can recognize 
that Bloom is hardly his intellectual equal. Stephen's typi- 
cally allusive and recondite comments (on the "simple soul, " 
for example, p. 618/733) only confuse the older man. When 
Stephen speaks, it is as if he were "rambling on to himself 
or some unknown listener somewhere. " (p. 621/737) At one point 
he even becomes "patently crosstempered. " (p. 629/748) 
Nevertheless, when Bloom tells Stephen about his conflict 
with the citizen, giving him a "glance ... of entreaty, 
" 
(p. 627/745) Stephen responds. By quoting St. Paul's letter 
to the Romans, he corroborates Bloom's argument that Christ 
was of Jewish blood. The fact that Stephen is probably also 
interested in the implications of St. Paul's letter which 
bear on his own problems with isolation and blood links does 
not vitiate his good intentions: as Stephen speaks, "their 
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two or four eyes [are] conversing. .. ." (p. 627/745) More- 
over, the point serves to remind Stephen that he is looking for 
something transcending blood links. 
Although Stephen is largely passive, he is not indifferent 
to the emotional satisfaction to be derived from Bloom's solici- 
tude. He deliberately lies about the last time he ate: "im- 
proving on himself" (p. 640/764) he says he last ate "the day 
before yesterday" when, in fact, he had a substantial break- 
fast something like eighteen hours earlier. It seems that in 
some ways he is responding to the need for sympathy, a first 
step in his progressing ability to feel links with other human 
beings. It is not merely a "mystical" relationship which 
Stephen requires but something also emotional, it seems. That 
Stephen should attempt to palliate his loneliness even Mulli- 
gan seems to expect as he mockingly describes Stephen as "Japhet 
in search of a father. " (p. 19/21)1 Stephen's response to 
Bloom seems unselfconscious at this point since he does not 
seem to realize that the "paternity" he seeks will come through 
his emotional recognition of Bloom. Although his thoughts are 
withheld from the reader when he accepts Bloom's invitation to 
his house for cocoa and to "talk things over, " (p. 642/766) 
as he walks with Bloom his characteristic coldness largely dis- 
appears. Thus it is not from curiosity but from the desire "to 
be original on the spur of the moment" (p. 644/769)--to be 
friendly--that Stephen asks why cafe chairs are inverted onto 
tables at night. Significantly, too, as they leave the shelter 
1The title of a novel by Frederick tlarryat. The questing 
son of the title does eventually find his father. Weldon Thornton Illusions in Ulysses, pp. 22-23. 
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Stephen accepts Bloom's support. Frank Budgen says that at 
this point, "Part of Stephen's physical recoil was due to their 
difference in race" when, in fact, the passage is ambiguous. 
More likely, the passage describing the contact means that 
because in his post-drunken state Stephen feels weak, disorien- 
tated from his own body--"because he thought he felt a strange 
kind of flesh of a different man approach hin, sinewless and 
wobbly and all that" (p. 644/769)--he accepts Bloom's support. 
In any case, Stephen sings for Bloom, something he has refused 
to do for both Florry and Artifoni. Further, though Bloom 
and Stephen disagree on some matters, most importantly (but 
tacitly) the importance of literature, Stephen apparently agrees 
with Bloom on many crucial issues, 'including "disbelief in 
many orthodox religious, national, social, and ethical doc- 
trines. " (p. 650/777) For the first time that day Stephen 
seems to be unguarded, discussing without apparent compunction 
details of his family life, religious beliefs, and, at Eccles 
Street, accepting Bloom's hospitality. Of Stephen's acceptance 
of Bloom's cocoa, much has been made, but in purely naturalistic 
terms it clearly reflects Stephen's responsiveness to Bloom's - 
kindness .2 
Even though Stephen knows nothing of Bloom's ulterior 
motives in asking him to stay at Eccles Street, he "Promptly, 
inexplicably, with amicability, gratefully"(p. 680/815) declines. 
It is true, that Stephen "reaccepted" "counterproposals" (p. 681/ 
815) to exchange Italian lessons for dolly's singing instruction. 
1Jarnes Joyce and the flaking of Ulysses , p. 261. 
2Stanley Sultan, for example, says the drinking of the 
cocoa is the token of Stephen's "reverence of, acceptance by, 
God" through Bloom as "God's emissary. " The Argument of Ulysses, 
p. 389. 
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but it seems that beyond Stephen's apparent recognition of 
spiritual paternity--the sense of common humanity that Bloom's 
kindness has demonstrated to him--Stephen can gain nothing 
from extended contact with Bloom. He would be stifled by 
Bloom's paternal solicitude. As artist, he must maintain 
something of his detachment, or stasis. Significantly, Stephen 
seems consciously to acknowledge that it is through Bloom's 
goodwill that he has recognized at least the potential for 
his ability to be the spokesman not merely of himself, but 
of a self related to a broad human context. This recognition 
is demonstrated not only by Stephen's amiability, but also 
more directly, if somewhat enigmatically, by his commentary 
on his song about Little Harry Hughes. (p. 676/810) Oblivious 
to the racialist elements of the song, Stephen interprets 
it as the parable of the artist, like himself, willed to 
suffer by the''hornmad Iago. " (p. 210/273) Three times he has 
challenged his destiny as artist. He has given up the priest- 
hood, left Ireland, and gone to the tower; or, alternately, 
has given up teaching, given up the key to the tower, and gone 
to the brothel. He meets his destiny "when he is abandoned" 
(p. 676/810) in the brothel. Bloom, as the agent of destiny, 
"challenges him reluctant, " yet offers Stephen "hope and 
youth. " Just as Harry Hughes submits to the girl, so Stephen 
submits to Bloom, and, as victim, the suffering artist, 
is "immolate td) ... consenting" to his destiny as artist. 
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Like Stephen's relationship with his mother, Stephen's 
relationship with his father reflects Joyces attitudes to the 
paternal role only in a restricted sense. Evidently he continues 
to feel, as he has in all his previous fiction, that a father 
can temperamentally and spiritually bear no kinship with his 
son. At the same time, what begins as Stephen's discontent with 
his own father ends as a realization of a more important kind of 
fatherhood. Despite his independence, Stephen is vitally con- 
cerned with family relationships: indeed, it is the very diffi- 
culties of his relationships with his parents which lead him 
to see such relationships in more universal ways for the principles 
they embody. On the one hand, he associates such links with 
the powers of church and nation; on the other, he sees the 
essense of paternity to be one which is fundamental to the 
creative role. Intellectually, he accepts that however much the 
artist must remain to himself, he must also recognize his own 
humanity. Emotionally, he responds to the good will of Bloom. 
Implicitly, Stephen's realization is one which Joyce himself 
feels. The very importance that the paternal principle assumes 
in Ulysses speaks for Joyce's conviction, more obvious in 
Finnegans Wake, that family relationships, whatever their par- 
ticular complications, embody fundamental principles. The fact 
that the artist's link with humanity is presented in terms of 
a father-son link suggESts, as Joyce demonstrates himself through 
his concern with the family man, Bloom, that family relationships 
are basic to this sense of humanity. Stephen must acquire this 
sense; Joyce himself has it. 
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Stephen's Relationships with Women 
Although Joyce is most concerned with those aspects of 
Stephen's fariily life which involve his parents, he also con- 
siders Stephen's potential as husband and father, those roles 
which contributed to Joyce's understanding of his own purely 
human qualities. While Stephen is progressing, however slowly, 
towards a mature ideal as man and artist, he seems to be strongly 
limited in his relationships with women. Indeed, it seems partly 
the measure of his immaturity that he has difficult relations 
with women. Disturbed both by his isolation and his view of 
women as sinful, Stephen is ambivalent towards women as sexual 
partners. 
Of the relationship with "E C " broken off in A Portrait 
there is only a brief suggestion. As Stephen leaves the library, 
the site of a previous important encounter with Emma (AP pp. 
219-20) he starts: "Is that? ... Blueribboned hat ... Idly 
writing ... What? Looked? .. ."Q. 212/276) (Joyce's ellipses) 
If this is not E 
-C , 
it is nevertheless a female whose pre- 
sence disturbs Stephen, not only because it induces uneasy re- 
collections, but also because it renews his convictions of the 
futility of human relationships. After all that has just been 
said in the library, Stephen must ask himself: "What have I 
learned? Of them? Of me? " (p. 212/276) Stephen considers going 
back to encounter the girl, but the scene of clumsy and awkward 
excuses he imagines discourages him. No real companion, the 
girl seems merely one of the many items from Stephen's past 
with which he must come to terms. 
Stephen's relationship with another female, the prostitute 
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Georgina Johnson, is no more satisfying. Evidently Stephen 
is used to seeking the companionship of whores, for Corley 
suspects that Stephen has no place to stay because he has been 
"fired out of his digs for bringing in a bloody tart off the 
street. " (p. 601/710) However, it seems that in some ways 
Stephen is emotionally dependent upon Georgina Johnson in par- 
ticular, for he seems much affected by the whores' news of her 
marriage: three times he says, as if shocked, the word "married. " 
(p. 546/666) In part, Stephen's shock seems the result of a 
sexual horror. Even before he has learned of her marriage, he 
has associated Georgina Johnson with guilt (specifically, guilty 
remorse towards his mother) or "Agenbite of inwit. " (p. 187/242) 
In the brothel, Stephen's evident horror and perhaps jealousy 
is reflected in his recollection of Iago's lascivious description 
of "The beast that has two backs at midnight. " (p. 546/666) The 
fact that he recalls Georgina Johnson's marriage immediately 
after questioning the fox riddle suggests again that he associ- 
ates his guilt towards his mother with his sexuality. 
1 It seems 
that Stephen's disturbance at the news of marriage arises in 
part, too, from his own sense of isolation and inability to act 
meaningfully. Earlier in the maternity hospital he has shown 
his sensitivity to his own failure as husband and father and, 
in turn, his failure as artistic progenitor: ". '" [14]hat of those 
Godpossibled souls that we nightly impossibilise, which is the 
sin against the Holy Ghost, Very God, Lord and Giver of Life? " 
(p. 383/508) 
lAs Stephen composes his poem he seems also to associate 
maternity with love (and death): "mouth to her womb. Oomb, 
allwombing tomb. " p. 48/60. 
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Lacking any specific woman except the "blueribboned" 
girl in the library and Georgina Johnson, Stephen is left acutely 
aware of his own isolation. As he puts it when writing his 
poem,, "She, she, she. What she? " (p. 49/61) He can think only 
of an unappealing girl he saw recently. Yet Stephen does not 
go beyond thinking of women as sexual animals to consider serious- 
ly his own attitudes towards marriage. It is a reflection of his 
largely egocentric orientation that rather than considering 
women as potentially beloved, he considers only his sexual (lone- 
liness: "Touch me. Soft eyes. Soft soft soft hand. I am lonely 
here. 0, touch me soon, now. " (p. 49/61) His sense of isolation 
recurs frequently in the library, too, where he is sensitive to 
the application of his views on Shakespeare to his own predica- 
ment. Thus, speaking of Ann Hathaway's aggressive love, he asks 
himself at one point, "Who will woo you? " (p. 207/269) and, at 
another, "And my turn? When? " (p. 189/244) With much the same 
emotion he eagerly reads the magic omen in the bookstall, "How to 
win a woman's love. " (p. 239/312) Even Stephen's injunction to 
Zoe, "Hold me. Caress. " (p. 548/667) seems as much an emotional 
as sensual plea. Implicitly, Stephen desperately needs what 
Joyce himself found in Nora Barnacle, a woman with whom he can 
have a meaningful relationship. 
His inability to achieve such a relationship arises from 
his own immaturity: wt. i le he desperately craves real contact 
with women, he is wary of them. -Sexuality recurs frequently to 
hin in a manner that suggests both his fascination and disgust 
or fear. 1 His mind returns frequently to the "tumbled beauties" 
IThe theme of woman as temptress becomes especially impor- 
tant in Finnegans Wake. 
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(p. 43/53) of Paris, the whores who offered, "Nous ferons de 
petites cochonneries. " (p. 199/258) Even seatieed reminds him 
of "lascivious men, a naked woman. "(p. 50/63) The fornicating 
gypsies he observed in Furnbally's lane have obviously affected 
him deeply (p. 48/59,143/183) Far from sanctifying sexuality 
as Stephen does at the end of Chapter 2 of A Portrait, or giving 
it spiritual significance as the Stephen of Stephen Hero does 
p. 177/180) he broods on it almost guiltily, somewhat as in 
Chapter 3 of A Portrait. Thus the Bunyanesque section of the 
"Oxen of the Sun" episode, where Stephen is said to be "beguiled" 
into the "grot which is named ... Carnal Concupiscience" (p. 389/ 
517) seems an extension of his own sexual guilt. Moreover, the 
guilt is intensified by the suggestion here- that it is his sexual 
indulgence which has been a major factor in beguiling him from 
faith ("that other land which is called Believe-on-Me. " p. 389/ 
517) Certainly religious doctrine, especially the doctrine of 
original sin, seems to have affected Stephen's attitude toward 
sexuality, for even the school boys he teaches, in his view, 
have never been "innocent. " (p. 26/29) Though he claims to be 
a "horrible example of free thought, " (p. 21/23) his claim is 
unconvincing: he can rationally ask himself 'What else were 
[womenT invented for? " (p. 41/50) to quell his guilt for crying 
out "naked women! " on the tram, but his guilt remains. ° 
Stephen's wariness of women is reinforced by feelings that 
their sexuality is inimical. Thus the gypsy has "A shefiend's 
whiteness under her rancid rags, " (p. 48/59) and Shakespeare is 
the victim of Ann Hatha%wway's sexuality. Women often seem associ- 
ated for Stephen with this aggressive power over men. The threat 
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they constitute Stephen identifies at one point with selling 
the "soul" (p. 41/50) and, at another, with something that 
"darkened [Shakespeare's] understanding, weakened his will 
and left in him a strong inclination to do evil. " (p. 209/272)1 
Eve is the most potent symbol of women's inimical power for 
Stephen. Occasionally Stephen's thoughts of Eve are partly 
ironic, self-consciously mock-heroic, but he seems simultan- 
eously to be genuinely disturbed by her. Even the old milk. 
woman Stephen sees as a type of Eve; he sees "her woman's 
unclean loins, of man's flesh made not in God's likeness, the 
serpent's prey. " (p. 16/16) Eve's associations with treachery 
and betrayal ("[03ur grandam ... sold us all ... for a 
penny pippin" p. 385/511) make her especially appropriate to 
Stephen's sense of victimization: it is the fact that the old 
milkwoman "slights" Stephen and hence betrays him- that seems to 
suggest her associations with Eve. Eve is also important to 
'Stephen as he associates her with the visceral contagion of 
blood links that tie him to the past. Her sin is both that of 
mother and that of seductress: she is the symbol of the corrup- 
tible and limiting flesh to which Stephen feels his identity 
bound. 
While Stephen does seem to see-'women as entirely sexual 
objects and both to crave their attentions and to fear them, of 
course he does not see sexuality as women's unique province. 
He is just as aware of the serpent, "fang in's kiss" (p. 196/255) 
as he is of Eve, of the "Licentious men" (p. 44/53) of Paris 
1Kevin Sullivan points out that this passage is quoted 
directly from the "Penny Catechism. " Joyce Among the Jesuits, 
(London: Columbia University Press, 1957), p. . 
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as the whores. Sexuality he sees as a powerful force without 
apparent direction or positive qualities. He does not consider 
the link between sexuality and affection, nor between affec- 
tion and marriage. Like Georgina Johnson's, marriage is merely 
an intimate sexual arrangement. In the context of Stephen's 
other emotional limitations, it seems likely that his "attitudes 
to sexual relationships are intended to be seen less as the 
result of his environment--the unhappy marriages, the cynical 
medical students--than as part of his immaturity. His atti tudes 
towards sexual relations correspond to his frustrated lack of 
creativity, his loneliness, and his bitterness towards parents, 
nation, and religion. 
Just as Stephen shows signs of a more mature acceptance of 
others during the chapters following "Circe, " so he shows signs 
of a more equable understanding of sexuality. Whereas on Sandy- 
mount Strand he feels to submit to sexuality (offered by a pros- 
titute) is to "Sell your soul. .. ." (p. 41/50) in the cabman's 
shelter he claims that whores "sell the body but have not power 
to buy the soul. " (p. 617/731) Seemingly his rejection of his 
spectral mother in her bridal veil in the interim leads hin to 
view sexuality with great detachment and thereby allows under- 
standing of the role of sexual partner and husband. 
Such change is consistent with other signs of Stephen's 
growth toward maturity, but it is much less important than them. 
tost significant is Stephen's partial acceptance of Bloom, for 
it suggests that Stephen has the potential for some of Bloom's 
maturity and humanity, the ability to accept diversity with 
equanimity. Bloom's paternal associations suggest, too, more 
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specific potential for reconciliation of Stephen's attitudes 
towards his parents. These suggestions of changed attitudes 
to family relationships, however, are only part of the dawning 
recognition of his own human links and role as artist, described 
earlier. While family issues are crucial to the definition of 
Stephen's problems, the resolution of these problems, the under- 
standing of his role as artist and man, reflects only tangentially 
on his own family relationships. If the novel leaves Stephen 
with the suggestion of his potential development, it does not 
suggest that Stephen immediately or radically alters his atti- 
tudes towards his parents, siblings or women: at best, these 
will be fully altered only with the achievement of his maturity. 
Yet Joyce shows Stephen's family background to be vital 
to his condition and the basis of principles he must embrace 
as an artist. However barren Stephen's relationship with his 
parents, his whole dilemma and its projected improvement tes- 
tifies to Joyce's conception of the family's importance. Even 
so, Stephen, as son and artist, can at best involve only a 
limited aspect of Joyce's view. Through Stephen he is princi- 
pally interested in exploring the role of the artist; through 
Bloom he is able to explore the role of the family man. Stephen, 
the immature artist, must look to hunani ty; Joyce, the mature 
artist, looks to the Blooms. 
2 9i 
ULYSSES II 
Bloom 
Like Stephen's, Bloom's chief problems involve family 
relationships. Like Stephen, Bloom is isolated; for both a 
family death has reinforced that isolation. Rudy's death (and 
Bloom's subsequent relations with Molly) affect Bloom's ability 
to produce a son as much as firs. Dedalus' death affects Stephen's 
ability to write. But whereas Stephen relates to his family 
largely as a son, only briefly considering himself as father or 
husband, Bloom, like Ulysses, relates to his family as son, hus- 
band, and father. Whereas Stephen is largely negative towards 
his family, Bloom frankly and unambiguously cherishes family 
life. If Bloom feels ambivalence towards Molly and towards 
Holly's infidelity, as shall be shown, the ambivalence involves 
the quality of his affection, not its degree. In fact, Bloom 
considers family issues of the utmost importance. In a universe 
he acknowledges to be relativistic, the family assumes almost 
absolute value. The central crisis of the book involves his 
relationships with his wife and dead son; their resolution he 
looks for in purely familial terms. 
By using a central character who so highly cherishes family 
life, Joyce is thus able to demonstrate the importance of the 
family in purely naturalistic terns while placing that character 
in a context that allows universal ramifications. Equally 
important is the quality of Bloom's family relationships: through 
the exploration of Bloom's very real difficulties, Joyce demon- 
strates family life to be at once rife with contradictory emotions 
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and simultaneously to be both necessary and Meaningful. 
Bloom is the reflection, in part, of Joyce's reported 
belief that Jews "are better husbands than we are, better fathers 
and better sons, " 
1 but his significance is not thereby restricted. 
Rather, it is universalized just as many of Bloom's other quali- 
ties (such as his isolation) are universalized by his Jewishness. 
His allegiance to family is not vitiated either, by the fact 
that it is expressed in often trivial contexts. Thus Fii l ly is 
named after Molly, Rudy after Bloom's father from family pride. 
So, too, Bloom insists on referring to Simon Dedalus as Stephen's 
"respected father, " (p. 604/713) presumably because he feels a 
father inherently demands respect. He encourages Stephen to 
return to his father, even though he thinks little of Simon 
Dedalus, partly because he seems to feel a young man ought to 
be with this family (and partly because he wants to save Stephen 
from debauchery). Sometimes Bloom's belief in the dignity of 
family even emerges as pompousness or affectation. When giving 
Stephen advice about women, for example, he invokes his stature 
as "paterfamilias" (p. 617/731) to establish his authority 
(though at this point he has other reasons for wishing to be seen 
as a father). Much the same attitude is evident when, in "Lestry- 
gonians, " Bloom calculates that the surest way to win the good 
grace of Professor Joly of the Dunsink observatory is to compli- 
ment on his family (p. 164/212) or, when, in "Circe, " Bloom 
claims innocence on the grounds that he is "a respectable mar- 
ried man. " (p. 449/583) Affectation becomes absurdity when, 
1Frank Budgen, "Joyce's Chapters of Going Forth by Day, " 
Horizon, 4, tbo. 14 (February, 1941), p. 107. 
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during his "trial" Bloom's belief in family life is represented 
as a sentimental rhapsody of his desire to retire to the "heaving 
bosom of the family. " (p. 453/587) Thus while Bloom does much 
to establish the value of family life, ' he occasionally falsifies 
his genuine emotions, aligning himself with those like Simon 
Dedal us or Gerty tiacDowe-l1 who sentimentalize family life. 
Bloom as Son and Father 
There is little such sentinentality in Bloom's attitude 
toward his father; indeed, most often Bloom thinks of his father 
incidentally rather than indulgently. It is true that Bloom 
always terms his father "poor papa. " However, that he does so 
even in purely incidental connections, like "poor papa's opera- 
glasses" (p. 536/659) suggests that rather than sentimentalizing 
his father, Bloom is slightly patronizing. towards him. At the 
same time, Bloom feels genuine sympathy, arising largely from 
his father's most important association, his suicide. The reason 
for this suicide is never given, beyond Bloom's slightly bitter 
suggestion at one point of a broken heart(p. 95/120) and, at 
another point, the omniscient description of "progressive me. lan- 
cholia. " (p. 708/853) Without dramatizing the fact either to 
himself or others, Bloom plans to go to Ennis. the site of his 
The fact that Bloom is often associated with Elijah (especi- 
ally p. 339/449) both enhances the significance of his interest 
in family and, because of his failures as husband and father, 
reflects ironically on him, especially in terms of Elijah's 
mission: "Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before the 
coning of the great and dreadful day of the Lord: and he shall 
turn the heart of the fathers to the children, and the heart of 
the children to their fathers, lest I come and srii to the earth 
with a curse. " Isaiah 4: 5-6. Quoted in Stanley Sultan, The Argu- 
ment of Ulysses, p. 260. It is only in terms of Stephen's igura- 
tive amity roles and his own family roles that Bloom seems 
like Elijah. 
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father's grave, to commemorate the anniversary of his death. 
(pp. 100/127,732/884) As dolly recalls Bloom's red eyes at 
his father's funeral (p. 726/875) she suggests again that Bloom's 
affection for his father is genuine and restrained. 
If Bloom is often troubled by his memory of his father, 
unlike Stephen (who admittedly suffers the effects of a much 
more recent death), he is able to control his grief: "No use 
thinking of it any more. " (p. 75/93) More like Stephen's guilt 
for defying his mother's wishes, however, is Bloom's niggling 
guilt for similarly failing his father's faith. This "sentiment 
o4 remorse" briefly suggested at several points, is in "Ithaca" 
explicitly attributed to the fact that "in immature impatience 
he had treated with disrespect certain beliefs and practices. " 
(p. 708/853) The "immature impatience" reflects directly upon 
Stephen's similar reaction to his mother's beliefs, especially 
because the alternative to such immaturity is shown to be not 
slavish submission, but equable acceptance, based on the reali- 
zation that such beliefs are "not less rational than other beliefs 
and practices. " (p. 708/853) 
1 
The parallel between the apos- 
tasies of Stephen and Bloom is further evident in the "Circe" 
episode where Bloom's guilt is dramatized as an encounter with 
his father, accusing Bloom of having "left the god of his fathers 
Abraham and Jacob,! ' (p. 430/569) Rudolf Bloom bears the same 
"vulture talons" that Stephen sports when he encounters his 
"buzzard" father in his attempt to defy those who will, as he 
10f 
course Stephen's di leriria is made more difficult because, 
unlike Bloori, he seems to be awed by the parent's religion he 
is rejecting. 
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says, "Break my spirit. .. ." (p. 557/674) If Bloom's matured 
attitude towards his father is one towards which Stephen is pro- 
gressing, then the fact that Bloom shows no sign of resentment 
towards his father for the social disgrace his suicide has 
caused (described in full by Jack Power, p. 95/120) foreshadows 
the possibility of change in Stephen's mixed antagonism towards 
his mother. Though Bloom's relationship with his father is 
little developed, like the briefly sketched relationship between 
Richard Rowan and his father, it seems to reflect that aspect 
of Joyce's feeling for his father that involved great affection 
and loyalty. It is merely one part of his interestin genuinely 
affectionate relationships that he shows even a relatively un- 
important relationship to involve such affection. 
Bloom's relationship with his mother is comparatively un- 
important$ though it too seems to involve mutual affection. 
There is little distinctive about most of Ellen Bloom's associ- 
ations: in the graveyard Bloom thinks of the grave of "Mamma, 
poor mamma" (p. 109/140) and, when she appears in "Circe" (p. 431/ 
570) she merely seems maternally solicitous: Bloom is "mamma- 
mufflered" (p. 536/658) before playing in the snow, for example. 
Ellen Bloom's "panacea, " (p. 428/567) a shrivelled potato which 
Bloom carries with him, is her only remarkable association. 
Except for his embarrassed dismissal of the potato to Zoe 
Higgins ("A talisman. Heirloom. " p. 467/599) Bloom does not 
directly reveal whether he keeps it more for its sentimental 
associations, fron pure habit, or for its talismanic power. Even 
if sentimental associations are important, the significance of 
the potato transcends its direct associations with Bloom's mother. 
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It is a visual counterpart to Ulysses' "Holy, " though, as Joyce 
points out, Holy has plenty of abstract counterparts as well. 
It is also associated with Bloom's manhood: the fact Zoe Higgins 
first mistakes it for a testicle and that Bloom demands its 
return after his traumatic reassessment of his sexual role (p. 542/ 
663) suggests, as will be discussed more fully'later, that he 
has reasserted his manhood. When Bloom asks for its return, 
however, he is conscious of its associations with his mother, 
perhaps because he associates his mother with the principle of 
family responsibility which he is accepting: "It is nothing, 
but sill a relic of poor mamma. " (p. 542/663)2 
Much more important than his role as son is Bloom's role 
as father, for this role is one that requires responsibility and 
action in order that the family bonds he values can be maintained. 
Quite apart from his failure to produce a living son, Bloom's 
paternity is significant insofar as it seeps a natural extension 
of his character. Related to Bloom's naturally sympathetic-dis- 
position is his obviously paternal attitude to children, such 
as the boy smoking (p. 70/66) or, in a more generalized way, the 
children ("Poor kids, " p. 373/495) who suffer merely the normal 
mishaps of childhood. Part of Bloom's dream of social triumph 
in "Circe" depends upon a view of himself as a kind of universal 
I Letters, I. pp. 144,148,149. 
2Harry Bl ami res points out that Zoe Higgins- real name is 
Fanny Hingins, the sarge as Bloom's grandmother (p. 666/798) and 
the sane surname as Bloom's mother before she was married. The 
Bloonsday Book (London: Methuen, 1966), p. 186. Although it 
seems unlikely that there is no other reason for the similarity 
than Joyce's mis chevi ousness, no implications present themselves-- 
unless Bloom's agreement to have sexual intercourse with Zoe 
Higgins is also an attempt to revivify his links with his family 
by reasserting his manhood. 
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father; the vwonen shout "Little father! Little father! " 
and the "BABES AND SUCKLINGS" chant "Clap clap hands till 
Poldy cones home. .. ." (p. 476/6081 Thus Bloom's preoccupa- 
tion with Rudy is riade less a purely selfish desire for personal 
immortality than a natural extension of his emotional disposition. 
lie clearly craves someone upon whom to lavish his paternal emotions, 
Although there are many metaphorical analogies to Bloom's 
concern with his son (as there are with Stephen's concern with 
paternity) the literal problem is most important in terms of 
family life. As Joyce himself is reported to have said, "The 
most important thing that can happen to a man is the birth of 
a child. "' However, Bloom's attitude towards his failure to 
father a living son is not easily isolated; it is closely related 
to his attitudes towards both Molly and his oven manhood, and, 
in turn, towards sexuality, aging, time, destiny, and man's place 
in the cosmos. 
Like B1 oom's atti tu de tow ards his dead father, B1 oom's atti - 
tude towards his dead son reveals a maturity quite unlike Ste- 
phen's defensive but tormented attitude towards his dead mother. 
With no signs of self-indulgent masochism, Bloom accepts the 
belief that "If [a child ist healthy it's from the mother. If 
not the man. " (p. 94/120) At another point he confesses that 
his lack of a son is "my fault perhaps. " (p. 280/367) His mature 
attitude is further evident in a fantasy where he considers not 
what Rudy could have done for hin but rather thinks, "I could 
have helped him on in life. " (p. 63/110) Even then Cl ooci does 
not fantasize his ability to help his son, but adds, as the most 
1 Ri chard Ell Mann, James Joyce, p. 212. 
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important goal, "flake him independent. " (p. 88/110) (It is 
typical of Bloom's predilection to bathos that he can add "Learn 
German too. ") Rationally at least, Bloom is able to place 
Rudy's death in perspective. He berates Queen Victoria for 
doting on the dead, "a shadow, " rather than on the living "sub- 
stance, " (p. 101/128) apparently as a reflection of his own pri- 
orities. Lynch's hypothesis in the maternity hospital, that 
"Nature ... has her own good and cogent reasons. .. ." 
(p. 412/ 
549) for the death of an infant, Bloom seems to accept, for 
his own balanced view of childbirth which follows is based on 
entirely pragmatic principles: he argues that from the woman's 
point of view childbirth is most importantly an attempt to save 
her own life. (p. 413/550) In biological terms he is able to 
see childbirth in proportion, suggesting that conception involves 
not conscious begetting but "Just a chance; " (p. 88/110) If Bloom 
echoes Stephen's view that conception is "An instant of blind 
rut; "(p. 205/267) he lacks Stephen's bitterness; he acknowledges 
the arbitrariness of conception with curiosity, interest, and 
resignation. In cosmic terms, too, Bloom is able to place Rudy's 
death in proportion. Unlike Stephen, who argues (with tongue in 
cheek) that Shakespeare's birth was accompanied by the birth of 
a star (P. 207/269) Bloom accepts the fact that 
stars ... 
had ... appeared in and disappeared 
from 
the ... constellation of Auriga some years after 
the 
birth and death of Rudolf Gloom, junior, and in and 
from other constellations some years before or after the 
birth or death of other persons. ... (p. 
685/822) 
These signs of maturity do not reveal indifference to 
Rudy's death. When Bloom allows his thoughts to wander unchecked, 
it becomes apparent that he feels profound grief, arising not 
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only from the desire to share his emotional life with his son 
("Walking beside Holly in an Eton suit, " p. 88/110) but 
also from the need and responsibility he feels to extend his 
"race. " (p. 280/367) Thus the enormous list of "begat"s in 
"Circe, " however amusing, ends at Bloom with ominous weight 
Q. 485/615-16) reinforcing his earlier realization: "I too, 
[like the Croppy boyl last my race. " (p. 280/367) In the matern- 
ity hospital, "chewing the cud of reminiscence, " (p. 406/540) 
Bloom's mind wanders back to the stark realization: "No son 
of thy loins is by thee. There is none now to be for Leopold, 
what Leopold was for Rudolf. " (p. 407/541) 
It is in "Circe" of course that Bloom's subconscious dis- 
turbances are most revealed: his plea "0, I so want to be a 
mother, " (p. 484/614) for example, arises directly from his 
desire for fertility, to create offspring--but without having 
to involve Molly. Once the subconscious dominates, Bloom's 
desire to have a son is overshadowed by his, guilt for his failure 
to have another. This guilt is linked with his inattentive- 
ness to Molly ("[11j e wanted to turn over a new leaf and ... 
lead a homely life in the evening of his days. .. all (p. 453/ 
587) and his lack of virility ("[There's a man of brawn in 
possession there. " (p. 529/652) Most tormenting is Bloom's 
inability to father another son, driven home by his convictions 
of Boylan's fertility: "Wait for nine months, riy lad! " Bello 
says, "Holy ginger, it's kicking and coughing up and down in her 
guts already! That riakes you wild, don't it? Touches the 
spot? " (p. 529/652-53) 
In this case, while the guilt is real enough, it is intensi- 
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fled by masochistic emotions. Moreover, while Bloom has 
good reason to feel guilty about his sexual estrangement from 
Molly (the cause, obviously, of his failure to have a son) and, 
in turn, the displacement of his sexual interest, it is by no 
means certain that the sexual estrangement is entirely Bloom's 
fault. It is true that in her monologue dolly says that if, 
in the hotel in Belfast, "any fooling went on in the new bed I 
couldnt tell him to stop and not bother me. .. ." (p. 732/884) 
thereby implying that should Bloom want to make sexual advances 
she would be powerless to stop him. However, Holly suggests 
elsewhere that she has defined the limits of Bloom's advances. 
(pp. 725/874,766/929-30) In any case, Bloom seems to feel 
that Molly is at least partially responsible for the estrangement. 
In "Circe, " Leopold Vi rack, arising from Bloom's subconscious 
and functioning as the counsel for Bloom's sexual life, des- 
cribes an archetypal male-female relationship where the woman 
first submits to the man and then withdraws her favours: "Woman 
squeals, bites, spucks. " (p. 508/636) In "Ithaca" Bloom decides 
that in his position as a "resident magistrate" (p. 701/842) 
he will prosecute (among others) "all recalcitrant violators 
of domestic connubiality" (p. 701/843) as though he bears a 
grudge against one who has violated connubiality by her recalci- 
trance. In any case, Bloom says the estrangement is only "per- 
haps" his fault. (p. 280/367) 
Molly's testimony has similar implications, though at 
one point she blames Bloom that he was "not able to make" a 
son, (p. 763/926) Her anxiousness to deny her own culpability 
(it wasnt my fault. . ."p. 763/926) suggests that she does 
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feel some guilt--guilt too for the fact that Rudy's death; 
"disheartened me altogether. " (p. 763/926) In fact, she con- 
fesses, "I knew well Id never have another. .. ." (p. 763/927) 
thereby implying that from Rudy's death she carried over nega- 
tive attitudes towards any sexual relations leading to child- 
birth. When she imagines, " supposing I risked having another 
[child]. 
.. ." (p. 727/877) she further implies that the risk 
of losing another child has been putting her off. It suggests, 
too, that undertaking such a risk depends entirely on her voli- 
tion. Her assertion, we were never the sane since. ... " 
(p. 763/927) though, is probably the most accurate attribution 
of blame, for it implies that the sexual constraint is something 
that arises between them, involving them both equally. 
The most direct statement of responsibility is insolubly 
ambiguous: "Could never like it [sexl again after Rudy, " Bloom 
thinks . (P. 165/213) Without a subject, the sentence could 
refer equally to "I" (Bloom) the predominant subject of the 
paragraph, or "She" (Molly) the subject of the preceding sen- 
tence. However, in recognizing that "something changed" (p. 165/ 
213) Bloom seems to suggest what most of the evidence corrobor- 
ates, that it is a mutual feeling which has lead to the estrange- 
ment. 
On June 16, however, Bloom questions the irrevocability of 
the estrangement. He considers the possibility of having another 
son: "Too late now. Or if not? If not? If still? " (p. 280/ 
367) That he is considering the possibility for the first time 
is suggested by the quick urgency of his questions. Because 
Bloom's desire to have a son involves Molly, and because, through- 
I 
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out this episode in the Ormond Hotel he has been preoccupied 
with Holly's infidelity, it seems that this is a significant 
day for Bloom: Molly's infidelity is a sufficient shock to 
prompt him both to reassess his ability to be a father and to 
realize that the desire to have a son involves his relationship 
with Molly. 
Bloom's desire to have a son to gratify his emotions and 
to continue his "race" is intensified by his assumptions on 
heredity. Unlike Stephen, who says that a genius sees the births 
of sons as "grotesque attempts of nature to foretell or repeat 
himself, " (p. 193/251) Bloom cherishes the belief that blood- 
links entail a kind of reduplication of the self: in a son he 
would see "Me in his eyes. Strange feeling it would be. From 
me. " (p. 88/110) The dichotomy between the views of Bloom and 
Stephen seems to coincide with Joyce's own dual inclination to 
accept blood links emotionally but to reject them logically. 
Bloom may, like Stephen, feel the moment of conception to be 
"Just a chance, " (p. 88/110) but he never questions that a son 
is any less a son. His assumptions about heredity impregnat! his 
thoughts: he assumes Stephen will inherit "his father's gift" 
of singing; (p. 647/772) he believes genteel behaviour to be 
"bred in the bone; " (pp. 634/754,639/761) he believes Plilly 
has taken up photography because of "Hereditary taste. " (p. 153/ 
196) Since Molly points out that Bloom sent Hilly "to learn to 
take photographs on account of his grandfather, " (p. 751/ 909-10) 
it seems that he is anxious to inpose hereditary factors where 
none is obvious. The extent to which he . cherishes assumptions 
about heredity is burlesqued in "Circe" where "DR. MULLIGAN" 
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attempts to declare Bloor7's innocence on the grounds that, 
among other things, "[H]ereditary epilepsy is present. .. ." and 
"Traces of elephantiasis have been discovered amonghis ascen- 
dants. " (p. 483/613) The fact that Bloom does value hereditary 
principles and blood links so highly makes it inevitable that 
Stephen would not serve as surrogate son even were he willing 
tobe one. Bloom's desire for a son can only be satisfied by 
an altered relationship with Molly. Thus his desire for a son 
arises from a mature but grief-stricken sense of loss at Rudy's 
death and, in turn, from his joint desires to fulfil his emotional 
life, to demonstrate his sexual virility, and to extend his race. 
Bloom does have a child, of course, and h. e does acknowledge 
that his daughter embodies principles of continuity; he feels 
that character traits are "Handed down from father ... to 
daughter. ... Bred in the bone. " (p. 365/485) At another point 
he feels Milly's tendency to somnambulism has been inherited from 
hire. (p. 677/811) Quite apart fron the traditional European 
(and Jewish) orientation towards male descent, however, Milly is 
unsatisfactory as Bloom's sole descendant in several important 
ways. Through Bloom's relationship with his daughter, Joyce 
both deals with considerable complexity of feeling and shows 
that a daughter, for Bloom at least, cannot replace a son. 
Bloon is not only aware of the cultural emphasis on male 
descent but also he strongly identifies Mi l ly with Molly, as if 
Molly has been reproduced while he has not: "Molly. Hilly. 
Sane thing watered down. " (p. 88/111) "Marionette we called 
her. 
.. ." (p. 440/577) Moreover, not only does Hi l ly's sex 
suggest a complicity with tlolly, but, more important, her imminent 
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sexuality associates her with t, 'ol ly's infidelity. In turn, 
Bloom broods on dilly's imagined submission' to a lover both as 
a counterpart to Molly's submission to Boylan and. as a reminder 
that time is passing, that Hilly is what lolly was: "M illy too. 
Young kisses: the first. Far away now past. firs Marion. " (p. 67/ 
81) Indeed, Bloom so strongly identifies mother and daughter 
that he tends to brood nostaligically on the past of both, rather 
than thinking of either as she is. He puts off visiting Hilly 
in ttullingar just as he hesitates to intrude on Molly that after- 
noon: "[hilly] mightn't like me to come that way without letting 
her know. Must be careful about women. Catch them once with 
their pants down. Never forgive you after. " (p. 99/126) Not 
only does Bloom see tLilly's sexuality linked to dolly's infidelity, 
but also he sees his own role in both situations to be the same: 
"Will happen, yes. Prevent. Useless: can't move. " (p. 67/81) 
It is part of Bloom's tendency to maintain a sane and balanced 
viewpoint that he dismisses flilly's projected loss with words 
like "Destiny, " (p. 66/81) "Life. Life, " (p. 88/111) or "Ways 
of the world. " (p. 365/485) At the same time, however, it has 
been Bloom's over-eagerness to submit to destiny, life, and 
fate which has contributed to his estrangement from Molly, and, 
in turn, has necessitated filly's leaving home. It is undoubtedly 
true that Bloom can't "Prevent" (p. 66/81) dilly's growth to 
womanhood, but the ease with which he accepts his own ineffect- 
uality creates a pattern which he shows the potential for breaking 
only in the "Circe" episode. Bloom's intentions of going to 
tlullingar to see Hilly seen before that episode unlikely of 
fulfilment. 
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The correspondence between. I1i l ly and Molly becomes linked 
with Bloom's deepest disturbance in the "Circe" episode where 
the girl he takes to be Molly "The first night at Hat Di ll on's" 
(p. 530/653) Bello mockingly points out to be "your daughter .., 
with a Mullingar student. " (p. 530/653) In this instance Bloom's 
panic at the lapse in time and his inability to act become in- 
tensified both by Hi l ly's sexuality and her reaction to him: 
"0 Papli, how old you've grown! " The identification of Hilly's 
sexuality with Molly's infidelity is further reinforced by her 
blue scarf "simply swirling" as in Blazes Boylan's song, noted 
first in Hilly's letter (p.. 65/80) and recurring frequently to 
haunt Bloom. Possibly the fact that Bloom has sent Hilly to 
Mullingar to protect her from the spectacle of Molly's infidelity 
(p. 751/910) likewise increases Bloom's guilt:. as much as he 
speaks of "Destiny" (p. 66/81) he has been as responsible for 
placing Hilly in what he considers to be a vulnerable position 
as he has been for making adultery attractive to Molly. In any 
case, it is evident that Hilly can no longer satisfy Bloom's 
desire for paternal solicitude and could never be the reflection 
of himself, the embodiment of continuity, that Bloom looks for 
in a son. 
Hilly is further associated with Molly's infidelity because 
at one point he fears her to be no blood relation but rather the 
product of one of Holly's suspected love affairs: "Wise child 
that knows her father, Dedalus said. lie? " (p. 268/352) The 
context of this remark (en route to the funeral, p. 87/109), 
an attack on the Gouldings, makes it impossible that Simon 
Dedalus was considering Bloom. It is Bloom who directs the 
2ý 
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suspicion at himself, not merely here, but also in the Lamb- 
like fantasy in "The Oxen of the Sun" episode where a similar 
sentence recurs more pointedly: "The wise father knows his 
own child" (p. 406/541) In "Ithaca" Bloom's doubts become 
explicit: "blond, born of two dark, she had blond ancestry, 
remote, a violation, Herr Hauptmann Ilai nau, Aus trjn Army, proxi- 
mate, a hallucination, lieutenant Mulvey, British navy. " (p. 677/ 
812) Even if Bloom subconsciously recognizes Mulvey to be a 
"hallucination, " he has evidently been disturbed by the lieuten- 
ants relationship with t1olly. 1 That his disturbance over Hilly's 
blondness is ingrained in Bloom's subconscious attitude toward 
stilly is demonstrated by the fact that in "Circe" he is 
confused by what he takes to be Molly's image because "herhair 
is dyed gold. .. ." (p. 530/653) However, it seems that Bloom's 
doubts about his fatherhood of t-ti lly reflect only an aspect of 
Bloom's attitude. After all, there is the presence of "endemic 
characteristics, " Milly's nose and face, to prove more or less 
conclusively that she lies in a "direct line of lineage. " (p. 677/ 
812). 
Hilly's negative associations are but part of Bloom's 
complex feeling for Hilly. Bloom also feels much paternal con- 
cern, especially as her sexuality renders her vulnerable. At 
some points he can take pride in her sexual attractiveness ("Pert 
little piece she aas, " p. 63/76) just as he takes pride in 
Holly's; at other points he feels "troubled affection. " (p. 66/81) 
lAlan Dundes suggests, without providing convincing evidence, 
that Mulvey could well have been Hi lly's real father. "Re: Joyce, " 
p. 139. 
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It may be that the "first division, " tti l ly's move to ttul l ingar, 
"portending a second division, " her marriage, afflicts Bloom 
"Less than he had imagined, " but it also afflicts him "more than 
he had hoped. " (p. 678/312) Bloom has complex reactions towards 
Hilly just as Richard has towards his wife insofar as he both 
desires her independence yet regrets her loss. Bloom's feelings 
are made more difficult, too, because he feels t1i l ly's affection 
for him. Frank Budgen argues that on the contrary, "jA) s soon 
as [ui l ly] arrives at woman's estate, [she joins forces with 
her mother, leaving Bloom in the household in a minority of one. "1 
It is true that since Milly's pubescence nine months earlier 
there has been "preestablished natural comprehension in incom- 
prehension" (p. 721/869) between Hilly and Holly but evidently 
only on purely sexual matters. In fact, Plilly and Bloom are very 
close. Even Molly acknowledges their affection--and somewhat 
jealously. (p. 743/899) riot only does Bloom feel much affection 
for his daughter but also Hilly obviously reciprocates Bloom's 
attentions: she sends her father a letter, her mother only a 
card. In more general terms, "she showed herself attentive 
to his necessities, anticipating his desires" and "she expressed 
the ... desire to possess ... a fraction of his science, 
the moiety, the quarter, a thousandth part. " (p. 679/8.14) Both 
in the quality of the contradictory feelings in the relationship 
and in the real affection involved, Joyce reveals in the rela- 
tionship between Bloom and fully a sympathy and depth quite unlike 
that in any of his previous parent-child relationships. Yet Joyce 
reveals only a part of paternal feelings in Bloom's feelings for 
fu fly. 
1Frank Budgen, Janes Joyce and the flaking of Ulysses, p. 232. 
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Despite Bloom's affection for Hilly, his self-conscious 
lack of a son leads hin not only to lavish his paternal feelings 
on her, but also to extend his frustrated paternity to another. 
Even his recent attempts to educate her, "explaining things in 
the newspaper and she pretending to understand. .. ." (p. 751/ 
910) seem partly an attempt to enjoy through her the same kind 
of intellectual companionship he looks for in Stephen, his tempor- 
ary surrogate son. Bloom's desire for a son as well as a daughter 
arises from his recognition both of Hi l ly's negative associations 
and of his fundamental belief in the distinct role of the son. 
That Bloom needs a son as well as a daughter arises in part from 
his awareness of Hi l ly's limitations. That Joyce examines Bloom's 
need in detail seems to arise from his belief, developed in 
Finnegans flake, that a father-son relationship embodies a distinct 
and universal principle. It is, moreover, a reciprocal relation- 
ship, a fundamental impulse of both father and son. Just as 
Stephen, as artist, needs a sense of paternity, so Bloom, as man, 
needs a son. It is merely part of the tensions Joyce seems to 
see in most family relationships, especially acute in Stephen's 
case, that the son's desire to find paternity is simultaneously 
his desire to have the power of paternity himself, to maintain 
at least some independence. The relationship between Stephen 
and Bloom is, of course, not strictly speaking a family one, 
and Bloom's feelings are likewise limited by the fact that Stephen 
is not his son, as Bloom is well aware. However, Bloom's atti- 
tudes towards Stephen, arising from complex feelings, partly 
selfish, but largely beyond even Bloom's understandings, are Joyce's 
fullest and most sympathetic attempt to show the nature of paternal 
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emotions. 
It is largely fortuitous that Stephen becomes the recipient 
of Bloom's paternal emotions. The fact that Stephen needs not 
an individual to fill a paternal role, but a sense of kinship 
with humanity predetermines Bloom's--and any nan's--inadequacy 
in fulfilling his needs. At the same time, Stephen can merely 
provide an outlet for Bloom's paternal feelings: he cannot 
satisfy his needs for a son. However, the fact that Bloom be- 
comes uncharacteristically assertive in his desire to express 
his paternal inclinations by protecting Stephen suggests the 
growth of potentiality in Bloom to father a real son. Thus, 
while neither can fulfil the other's needs, their contact is 
meaningful. 
Bloom is attracted to Stephen partly because he seems to 
need paternal care. Bloom knows Stephen to be living away from 
a broken home and a father Bloom dislikes. (pp. 87/109-110) 
Moreover, in the maternity hospital Bloom's paternal interest is 
first actively kindled because Stephen is more drunken than 
the others, (p. 382/507) frightened by the thunder when the 
others are not, (p. 388/516) is later abandoned by Haines and Mulligan 
upon leaving the hospital. (pp. 604/713-14,649/775) Yet even 
before Bloom actually decides to follow Stephen and attempt to 
help him, he has taken particular notice of him. 
On the way to the cemetery Simon Dedalus speaks vociferously 
see 
of his son, thereby leading Bloom to, Stephen in the role of the 
son. (p. 87/109) Since Simon Dedalus' comments lead Bloom to 
think of his own dead son, the subconscious link between Stephen 
and Bloom's desire for a son is established. Bloom consciously 
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thinks about Stephen later in the newspaper office, but at this 
point he shows him no partiality. On the contrary, he suspects 
that "young Dedalus" is the "moving spirit" (p. 145/186) behind 
the boisterous group en route to the pub. However, the fact 
that Bloom takes particular note of Stephen's footwear and his 
apparently "Careless. " (p. 145/186) disregard for personal cleanli- 
ness suggests that, as always. Bloom is sympathetically interested 
in signs of others' vulnerability. (His observation that Ned 
Lanbert needs a woman to tend his suit, p. 108/139, and that 
Dilly is pitifully dressed and underfed, p. 150/191, reflect 
the same tendency. ) If Bloom shows no conscious interest in 
Stephen as son, an omniscient point of view in the "Oxen of the 
Sun" episode indicates at one point that Bloom "bore fast friend- 
ship" (p. 382/507) to Stephen and, at another, makes explicit 
that Bloom's interest in Stephen is paternal, directly linked to 
his lack of son: "sir Leopold that had of his body no manchild 
for an heir looked upon his friend's son and was shut up in sorrow 
for his forepassed happiness. .. ." (p. 384/510) Bloom feels 
paternal toward Stephen, too, as he grieves for him "for that he 
lived riotously with those wastrels and murdered his goods with 
whores. " (p. 384/510) Bloom's attraction to Stephen is not merely 
a result of his desire to indulge his solicitude, but, apparently, 
an attenpt to palliate his grief for Rudy. To save Stephen is not 
nerely to satisfy his protective instincts but also to exorcise 
his grief. 
At the same tine, Blooms attitude to Stephen is complicated 
by the fact that he tries to remain clear-eyed about Stephen's 
need for help. fie recognizes that Stephen is not merely vulnerr;, le 
0 
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but, as the memory of Stephen's childhood reminds him, inclined 
to indulge in a "perhaps too conscious enjoyment of danger. " 
(p. 415/553) Ptoreover, even as he undertakes his "Wi l dgoose 
chase" for Stephen he is able to ask himself, "What an I follow- 
ing him for? " (p. 444/579) If his answer, "Still, he's the best 
of that lot" (p. 444/579) suggests that Bloom has not acknowledged 
to himself his real motives, at least he is attempting to ques- 
tion those motives. 
The development of Bloom's paternal feeling for Stephen 
demonstrates both Joyce's realization of the strength of such 
feelings and, later, their involvement with other, less paternal 
feelings. The strength of Bloom's paternal feelings (along with 
his newfound aggressive attitudes towards women) becomes evident 
in his uncharacteristically aggressive behaviour in the brothel. 
He takes Stephen's money (p. 544/665) and attempts to feed Stephen 
(p. 547/667) not only for practical reasons, but also because he 
sees Stephen's profligacy to be self-destructive, like his "too 
conscious enjoyment of danger. " This self-destructive tendency 
Bloom attempts to counteract further by offering his own palm 
to be read in place of Stephen's. (p. 548/668) That the impulse to 
enact paternal emotion is fundamental to Bloom's conception of 
himself is demonstrated by the fact that this protection of Stephen 
also reflects fearlessness of fate; it seems he now has the po- 
tential for defying the "fate, " "destiny, " "life" which he regular- 
ly accepts. Whatever Bloom's changing character, he is at this 
point largely ineffective: oblivious to Blood's soothing efforts, 
Stephen grows increasingly distracted even while he recalls the 
dream portending his meeting with Bloom. (p. 557/674) 
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Bloom's commitment to Stephen is shown to be particularly 
strong during the subsequent events. Even though Stephen utterly 
disregards hire, he endangers himself by attempting to protect 
Stephen first from Private Carr and then from the watch. His 
ministrations to Stephen "in orthodox Samaritan fashion" (p. 597/ 
704) and his bubbling, garrulous solicitude reflect his apparent 
delight in being able, at last, to protect and control--and to 
feel pleased with himself at the sane tine. 
Bloom's solicitude towards Stephen in the cab shelter is 
unabashedly paternal. Attempting not to be tactless, he never- 
theless tries to reform Stephen's diet, (p. 640/763) love life 
(p. 640/763) and career. (p. 648/773) The paternal viewpoint ("the 
elder man ... was ... like his father. " p. 640/763) Bloom 
amplifies with his somewhat dramatized version of Stephen's vul- 
nerability: "To think of him house and -homeless, rooked by some 
landlady worse than any stepmother, was really too bad at his 
age. " (p. 640/763) In the end, Bloom invites Stephen to stay the 
night with him to exercise his protectiveness: "it would afford 
him very great personal pleasure if he would allow him to help 
to put coin in his way or some wardrobe. .. ." (p. 641/765) 
Bloom's paternal affection is not merely solicitous. An 
omniscient point of view declares Bloom's attitude to Stephen to 
be not only "half solicitude" but also "half curiosity, augmented 
by friendliness. " (p. 605/715) In addition, Bloom clearly looks 
to Stephen as a companion, a relief to his isolation. Thus he 
tries to excuse Stephen's rudeness (p. 629/748) at one point, 
and, at another, tries to see his peculiar speech as an element 
of attraction: "The queer suddenly things he popped out with 
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attracted the elder man. .. ." (p. G40/763) Bloom's need for 
companionship leads him to find a kinship even in their very 
different min ds: "a certain analogy there somehow was, as if 
both their mi nds were travelling, so to speak, in the one train 
of thought. " (p. 640/764) Although he finds Stephen "a bit 
standoffish" (p. 641/765) Bloom manages to find this character- 
isti c, too, an attractive one: "it grew on him someway. " (p. 641/ 
765) Moreover, when he speaks of his affair at Barney Kiernan's 
he makes a tacit appeal to Stephen for an understanding beyond 
words: "He turned a long you are wrong gaze on Stephen of timor- 
ous dark pride at the soft impeachment, with a glance also of 
entreaty for he seemed to glean in a kind of way that it wasn't 
all exactly. .. " (p. 627/745) (Joyce's ellipsis) Evidently 
Stephen partly understands Bloom's "entreaty" for, as discussed 
earlier, Stephen's allusion to St. Paul's letter to the Romans 
corroborates Bloom's arguments) 
By the time they reach Eccles Street, Bloom's paternal atti- 
tude to Stephen changes significantly. Both his desire to protect 
and to gain companionship are undercut by a view of Stephen's 
character that he formerly ignored. In the first place, Bloom 
sees that Stephen is not just vulnerable and given to self-des- 
tructive tendencies but rather characterized by "Confidence in 
himself, an equal and opposite power of abandonment and recuper- 
ation. " (p. 657/786) Evidently Bloom realizes that Stephen does 
10thers take an enti rely different view of the meeting be- 
tween Bloom and Stephen. Darcy O'Brien, for example, says that 
Bloom's interest in Stephen during the "Eunaeus" episode is 
characterized by "only momentary solicitude, a touch of self- 
interest, and fatuous homosexual advances. " He says, too, that 
"Stephen is too drunk to recognize anything at all. .. ." 
The 
Conscience of James Joyce, p. 187. 
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not need his solicitude as much as he thought. Moreover, 
instead of attempting to find similarities of mind between him- 
self and Stephen, Bloom acknowledges that "? lane, age, race, 
creed" are all "separating forces " (p. 662/792) between then. 
Most important, however, Bloom's ambitious plans for Stephen 
have grown from the point where he showed Stephen Holly's photo- 
graph (p. 636/758) thöugh "all kinds of Utopian plans" (p. 642/766) 
to the point where Bloom proposes Stephen live with them. Bloom's 
motives for proposing this last scheme are more than just pater- 
nal even if his other motives may be largely subconscious. Appar- 
ently, as lolly's lover, Stephen is to provide Bloom with "vi- 
carious satisfaction, " (p. 679/815) and, more important, he is 
to lead to Molly's "disintegration of obsession" with Boylan. 
Even if "the way to daughter" (itilly) (p. 680/815) for Stephen 
"led through mother" (holly), most significant for Bloom is the 
fact that Molly will thereby be left substantially free: "the 
way to pother" for Bloom lies "through daughter" insofar as 
Milly will deflect Stephen's interest from 11olly. 1 Although 
Stephen does agree to teach Molly Italian in return for singing 
lessons and to have "intellectual dialogues" (p. 680/816) with 
hin, Bloom realizes that each of these propositions is "rmutually 
selfexcluding" presumably because he could not be close to 
Stephen if Stephen were dolly's lover. In addition, he recognizes 
through the "irreparability of the past" (p. 680/816) and the 
"irnprevidability of the future" (p. 680/816) that Stephen (like 
the circus clown) can never be his son and that (like the marked 
1The interpretation here is drawn largely from Stanley 
Sul tan's The Argument of Ulysses, pp. 395-397. 
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florin) others cannot be manipulated to fulfil his expectations, 
Although at this point Bloom seems to suffer "dejection" 
over the fact that he cannot fulfil this scheme any more than 
he could fulfil any of his schemes of social reform, he seems 
also to gain much from his encounter with Stephen. Like the 
"vast elliptical egressive and reentrant orbits" (p. 685/822) 
of the comets Stephen and Bloom consider, their paths can only 
cross, never coincide. Yet Bloom, like Stephen, derives a sense 
of kinship, "each contemplating the other in both mirrors of 
the reciprocal flesh of theirhisnothis fellowfaces. " (p. 687/824) 
They are irrevocably separate, but also kindred; in the act of 
urination and shaking hands they affirm their common humanity. 
Ploreover, through the assertion of his paternal solicitude to- 
wards Stephen Bloom has demonstrated to himself his potential 
ability to father a son. 
Clearly Joyce's conception of the father figure has altered 
radically from the earlier books. Dubliners, A Portrait, and 
Stephen Hero are dominated by father figures who are essentially 
unsympathetic, often repressive to their children. Occasionally 
sympathetic himself, the father is most characterized by the 
socially dominant role he assumes and by his lack of spiritual' 
qualities to fill such a role. His function as creator is unim- 
portant: he is essentially the wielder of traditional authority. 
1 
In the largely undeveloped relationships between Richard Rowan 
and Archie and Richard and his father, Joyce reveals something 
of the change in the conception of fatherhood apparent in Ulysses. 
l Even Little Chandler and Mr. Kearney are essentially the 
sarge type of father, however much weaker their wills. 
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Though Stephen continues to articulate the rational absurdity 
of physical paternity and to show its dangers, he also recog- 
nizes that the principle of paternity or creativity is vital 
to his role as artist. Bloom's motives for wanting a son may, 
as always, be mixed, arising from a need to demonstrate virility, 
to extend his race, to achieve a kind of immortality, to relieve 
his loneliness, to express his emotional nature; his feelings 
towards his growing child may be likewise mixed, as his feelings 
towards filly's sexuality, her independence, her associations 
with Molly, and her childhood. However El oom's paternal feelings 
are shown to be fundamental to his nature, irrevocably a part of 
his conception of himself. The man, like the artist, has a funda- 
mental need to create and to fulfil himself through that creation. 
Bloom as Husband 
Bloom has not found a son by the time he climbs into bed. 
Indeed, in acknowledging the "irreparability of the past" he 
seems consciously to realize that he has been vainly seeking a 
substitute son. Ilore important, he seems also to have realized 
that his desire to have a son profoundly involves his relationship 
with Molly ("No son. Rudy. Too late now. Or if not? If not? 
If still? " p. 280/367) Certainly as crucial to Bloom as his 
role as father is his role as husband. Indeed, it is Holly's 
infidelity, the central event of Bloom's day, which seems largely 
responsible for his preoccupation with a son. No doubt Joyce 
develops the relationship between Molly and Moon as he does in 
order to serve important thenes (the cuckolding is an important 
counterpart to Stephen's recognition of the artist as suffering 
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man, for example. p. 210/272-73) Nevertheless, in purely natur- 
alistic terms the relationship between Molly and Bloom, the 
most penetrating examination of a male-female relationship in 
Joyce's works, is central to Joyce's changed presentation of 
marriage. 
Although Bloom does not theorize about the relationship 
between man and woman in the same abstractly idealistic terms as 
Richard Rowan, he does reveal some distinctive views on marriage 
which relate both to his relationship with folly, and, in part 
to Joyce's apparent views on marriage. Just as Bloom's views 
on large families, drunkenness, heredity, and family dignity, 
as shown earlier, arise from his thoughts, so do his views on 
certain elements of married relationships. While he believes 
"there's destiny in it, falling in love" (p. 367/486)--Bloom 
often submits to "destiny"--he feels that one can "Always see 
a fellow's weak point in his wife. " (p. 367/486) Presumably, 
Bloom feels, a man is fated to choose a woman who corresponds to 
his weakness: an insecure man will marry a flatterer, a domi- 
nating man will marry a weak woman, and so on. Bloom does not 
consider the ramification to his own marriage, that Molly's 
infidelity reflects his weakness. He seems instead chiefly inter- 
ested in the influence of "destiny. " In any case, he seers also 
to mean that a wife is a man's weakness if she detracts from 
his 
. 
facade of success and happiness--whether it is because she 
is unattractive, thriftless, or unfaithful. So far, Bloom seems 
to feel, Molly has not been his "weakness" in this regard. Far 
fron it, as will be shown, he draws considerable pride fron 
his possession of her. 
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Somewhat like Richard Rowan Bloom also disapproves of 
undue husband dominance, where the "tlife [is] locked up at home, 
skeleton in the cupboard. " (p. 367/486) Ironically, despite 
her freedom to be unfaithful, holly feels she suffers exactly 
the fate Bloom deprecates: "this big barracks of a place ... 
leaving us here all day. " (p. 750/908-09) Most important, Bloom 
admits what it seems to be one of Joyce's intentions to demon- 
strate that any relationship between a man and a woman involves 
complex, half-hidden motives difficult to evaluate. As Bloom 
puts it, a man and a woman "Have their own secrets between them", 
(p. 367/486-67) Bloom takes the particular instance of "Chaps 
that would go to the dogs if some woman didn't take them in 
hand. " (p. 367/487) Significantly, he allows that, despite 
evident tensions, marriage can be both fruitful and necessary, 
a view which reflects back on his own experience in marriage. 
Because of Bloom's own particular marital problems and 
because of his desire to rationalize his difficulties, he takes a 
less optimistic view of marriage at another point. Partly no 
doubt because he is trying to excuse Molly's infidelity, but more 
consciously because he is trying to excuse Parnell 's affair with 
Kitty O'Shea, Bloom allows that fidelity is not necessarily ad- 
mirable: "Can real love, supposing there happens to be another 
chap in the case, exist between married folk? " (p. 635/756) 
This. "eternal question of the life connubial" (p. 635/756) Bloom 
allows to be irrevocable. The spectre of the third party Bloom 
feels (at this point) is a concomitant of even the best marriages: 
"man, or men in the plural, were always hanging around on the 
waiting list about a lady, even supposing she was the best wife 
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in the world and they got on fairly well together. " (pp. 639-40/ 
762) In such a case, infidelity is merely "a little flutter in 
polite debauchery. " (p. 640/762) 
Bloom is careful to point out, however, that for Captain 
O'Shea (and, no doubt, himself) "it was simply a case of the 
husband not being up to the scratch. .. ." 
(p. 635/756) Further, 
there was "nothing in common between them beyond the name. " 
(p. 635/756) Bloom's analysis is somewhat inconsistent, however, 
for he also suspects that it is the presence of the other "chap" 
which prevents love, even if the couple has plenty "in common. " 
Through Bloom's wandering rationalizations it becomes evident 
that. he considers marriage not to be something requiring the 
unquestioning devotion of man and wife, but rather a relationship 
demanding that the husband be "up to the scratch" and that both 
have much "in common. " Even if his desire to rationalize infi- 
delity dominates his arguments, it is evident that Bloom has 
the capacity for accepting responsibility in marriage. 
It is less through Bloom's general views on marriage than 
through his own behaviour towards dolly that part of Joyce's 
views on marriage are reflected in Ulysses . Bloom cannot 
be 
seen to represent Joyce's views entire: at best he approximates 
only that aspect of Joyce that cherished family life and senti- 
riental songs--not that aspect that remained fiercely idealistic 
and shunned sentiment -! n art and the unnatural constraints of 
legal marriage. However, through his portrayal of Bloom (and 
Richard Powan) Joyce seems to demonstrate that marriage is a 
vital part of a rian's life even while it is inextricably involved 
with his contradictory emotions. Bloom himself is less 
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interested in the abstract principles of married life than he 
is acutely aware of his fondness for Molly and his position 
as cuckold and fatherless son. All of his complicated attitudes 
towards Molly, his possessiveness, his jealousy, his submissive- 
ness, and so on, are all merely aspects of the fact that, more 
than any previous husband in Joyce's works, he is demonstrably 
fond of his wife. What the omniscient narrator of "Ithaca" 
describes as Bloom's "subdued affection and admiration" for Molly 
(p. 687/824) is firmly grounded in Bloom's character. 
From the first chapter dealing with Bloom his affection is 
expressed as attentiveness to detail, ("She didn't like her plate 
full. " p. 55/65) desire to please, ("She might like something 
tasty. " p. 56/66) and consideration ("No use disturbing tier. " 
p. 57/67). During the day Bloom considers many other possibili- 
ties of pleasing Molly. He is careful to select a book to her 
taste, (p. 231/302) he rejects various ideas for birthday presents 
because idol ly wouldn't like then, (pp. 166/214,179/232) and plans 
on buying her a silk petticoat when he gets paid (pp. 177/230, 
256/335)--though the last in contexts that suggest that his gift 
would be an attempt to rival Boylan. Bloom's affection is evi- 
dent, too, in those fantasies where Molly shares in his triumphs, 
whether as the joint author of an article for Titbits ("By Mr. 
and firs. L. M. Bloom. " p. 69/84) or the subject of a social column 
("fir. and Mrs. Leopold Bloom have left Kingstown for England. " 
p. 700/842). 1 There seems good reason for the rumours of Bloom's 
attentiveness: "She's ºwell nourished, I tell you, " says Mosey 
Flynn, "Plovers on toast. " (p. 174/226) 
1Bloom's particular insistence on the "L. f. " and "Leopold" 
reflects his resentrient that Boylan's letter has been addressed, impolitely, to "Mrs. Clarion Bloom. " (p. 61/74) 
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Bloom's attentions to Holly are not complete, of course. 
Naturally enough his thoughtfulness has lapses: although he 
orders Holly's hand lotion, he forgets to collect it (p. 433/571) 
and he forgets to purchase tea from Tom Kernan. A more impor- 
tant lapse is the fact that he does not openly demonstrate his 
affection to Holly. In fact, it is part of Molly's reason for 
finding a lover that she feels Bloom to be cold, (p. 762/925) 
and indifferent to her individuality. (p. 762/925) She complains 
that he neglects her, leaves her alone all day (p. 750/908-09) 
and treats her as if she were "laid up on the shelf. " (p. 751/910) 
Even a narrative voice in the"Oxen of the Sun" episode describes 
Molly as a "consort neglectedand debauched. " (p. 403/536) At the 
same time, however, Bloom's affection for Molly has been called 
"uxoriousness"1 for good reason. Demonstrative or not, Bloom 
dotes on Molly. Moreover, Bloom's complex feelings towards the 
image of Molly on which he dotes contribute to the difficulties 
between them. 
Considering Molly's sensuality, it is not surprising that 
her physical attractions constitute the basis of Bloom's image 
of her. In fact, at their first meeting, as Bloom sat turning 
the music for folly, he was drawn by her "Full voice" her "per- 
fume" and her "Spanishy eyes; " (p. 271/355) all of which he found 
irresistible: "At me. Luring. Ah, alluring. " (p. 271/355) 
These three trai ts, along with her bust, seem most potently to 
define Molly for Bloom, for his nind returns frequently to each 
of there. He recalls, for exanple, that the skin lotion, "Brings 
out the darkness of her eyes. " (p. 83/104) He is fascinated both 
1tli chael flason, Ulysses, p. 43. 
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by her opopanax perfume ("Suits her with a little jessamine 
mixed. " p. 368/488) and by her ineffable, yet unique body per- 
fume: 
It's like a fine veil or web they have all over the skin, 
fine like what do you call it gossamer and they're always 
spinning it out of them, fine as anything, rainbow 
colours without knowing it .... Know her smell in 
a thousand. (p. 368/488) 
These odours Bloom links metaphorically to "her high notes and 
low notes, " (p. 368/488) another of her attractions, and, as 
Bloom sees it, a largely sensual one: "Beautiful on that tre 
her voice is: weeping tone. A thrust. A throstle. There is 
a word throstle that expressed that. " (92/116) 
Such individual traits consti tute for Bloom an image of 
Molly which he intensely reveres, awed by her sexuality. The 
recollection of their love-naking on Howth [lead (p. 173/224)-- 
the acre of Holly's sensual attractiveness--is almost enough to 
send Bloon into an emotional and sensual swoon. Moreover, at 
one point (coning from Dl ugacz') he looks to Holly's "ample bed- 
warmed flesh" (p. 61/74) as the only satisfactory remedy for the 
"Grey horror" which "seared his flesh. " (p. 61/73) Molly--and, 
specifically, her "flesh"--is the only relief to Bloom's sense 
of utter desolation. Molly's associations with "Gea-Tel l us", 
thus suggested, are reinforced that night. (p. 721/870) Again 
Bloom is able to draw comfort from a body to which he attributes 
universal significance, a woman whose buttocks are "expressive 
of nute imputable nature animality. " (p. 719/867)1 
lAs it happens, it is precisely because her buttocks repre- 
sent nothing unique to her that Molly is inpatient with Bloom's 
fondness for then: "where we havent 1 atom of any kind of 
expression in us all of us the same 2 lumps of lard. .. ." 
(p. 762/925. 
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Although Bloom's fascination with Molly suggests worship, 
his attitude toward her is complicated by the fact that he also 
associates her physical attractions with the kind of naughty 
sexuality which troubles his guilt for his own lurid sexual 
interests. Although normally he seems to distinguish the two 
types of sensuality, Molly's and his own, Molly's infidelity 
seems partially to compress them for him: thus he is described 
as leaving the Ormond "with frillies for Raoul with met him 
pike hoses, " (p. 283/372) ("met him pike hoses" of course being 
associated with Molly). Bloom's attitude toward Molly is further 
complicated by the fact that at some points he takes a proprietry 
satisfaction in Molly's figure: "It is the blood of the south. 
Moorish. Also the form, the figure. " (p. 367/486) He can be 
"satisfied" that the "shape is there still. " (p. 91/115) Some 
of Bloom's other recollections' of Molly similarly suggest the 
appraising eye of the purely sensual rake: "Never put a dress 
on her back like it. Fitted her like a glove, shoulder and hips. 
Just beginning to plump it out well. " (p. 153/196) 
Vol ly's infidelity heightens the fact that Bloom's pre- 
occupation 'with her physical traits is made further complex by 
possessiveness. This possessiveness particularly emerges as 
an awareness of the social prestige Bloom enjoys as Molly's 
husband. At the choir picnic "People were looking after her" 
(p. 153/196); at the Glencree dinner, the "Lord mayor had his 
eye on her. .. ." (p. 364/483); at the theatre, with 
Holly 
in a "low cut" dress "her belongings on show, " a "Chap in [thel 
dresscircle [aas] staring down into her with his operaglass for 
all he was worth. " (p. 280/367) Although Bloom's possessive- 
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ness may be partly worried and uxorious, it seems largely satis- 
fied, even exhibitionistic, particularly when he shows Stephen 
Molly's photograph. (pp. 636-37/758) This aspect of Bloom's 
possessiveness is further evident in his attempt to impress 
Stephen with the fact that as a singer Holly was "a hit, a veri- 
table sensation. " (p. 645/770) It is the prestige Bloom enjoys 
from Molly's vocal distinction that accounts for his indignation 
with 11'Coy earlier in the day. Such a failure to distinguish 
between the singing ability of the two wives ("Your wife and my 
wife. " p. 75/93) rankles Bloom sufficiently that it recurs to 
him even much later as "fly wife and your wife. " (p. 277/364) 
Bloom seems not to have deluded himself about the impression 
Molly has made on the males of Dublin. It is true that her 
voice is praised with qualifications at one point ("The wife 
has a fine voice. Or had. " p. 284/374) but 0. Madden Burke, the 
influential critic of "A flother" in Dubliners, speaks of "fiadam 
Bloom" as "The vocal muse. Dublin's prime favourite. 11 (p. 133/ 
171) Lenehan's antics at this point suggest that it is Molly's 
sexual qualities which are more impressive, though. Ben Dollard 
merely calls her a "buxom lassy" (p. 265/346) but fled Lambert 
says that she has "plenty of game in her. " (p. 105/134) Lenehan 
is a particular admirer, saying of her physical attractions, 
"Hell's delights! She has a fine pair. ... She's a gamey 
mare and no mistake. " (p. 234/301) As folly adnits herself, 
however, she is getting overweight. (p. 735/8CC) foreover, 
her drawers are "outsize, " (p. 715/861) and she has, in the 
narrator of "Cyclops, " one outspoken detractor. To hin she is 
a "fat heap" (p. 300/395) and a "flabbyarse of a wife. " (p. 329/ 
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435) Her sensual attractions are too firmly established to be 
seriously undercut by such qualifications, though. The fact that 
her charms are declining merely adds poignancy to both Moon 
and Molly's fears of aging. 1 
Although it is Holly's physical qualities which most inter- 
est Bloom (however' nixed his attitudes to those qualities). her 
mind also attracts him, despite its limitations. Bloom has few . 
illusions about Molly's intelligence. lie has been impressed with 
her "deficient mental development" in many regards--her inability 
to write Q, her digital method of arithmetic, her limited vocabu- 
lary, and her political ignorance. Bloom's futile attempts to 
instruct her, except by involving "self-interest" confirm his 
attitudes (p. 671/804) In one case he even underestimates her, 
assuming she has "Forgotten any little Spanish she knew, " (p. 56/671 
when, in fact, as dolly says--and demonstrates--in her rionologue, 
"I havent forgotten it all. .. ." (764/927) 
Fundamentally realistic about Holly's intelligence, Bloom 
nevertheless is fascinated by her mind. Thus he has jotted down 
"what she said dressing" (p. 69/84) as if anything she said 
was inherently interesting. He is delighted with her interjection 
"0, rocks! " at his explanation of "Metempsychosis" (p. 64/77) 
lDavid Hayman argues that there is substantial evidence that 
Holly is not generally appealing. He says that apart fron the 
fact that many consider her fat, Boylan has to work himself up 
to the encounter with her by titillating himself at the Ormond 
bar. In addition, he arrives late, does not bother with overtures, 
and treats her familiarly. "The Empirical Molly, " 
ýAý 
proaches to 
Ulysses, eds. T. F. Staley and C. Benstock (London: Tfenry Snyder, 
1 T. 119-20. In fact, the narrator of "Cyclops" is l; ol 1y's 
only serious detractor and he seems prejudiced by his antagonism 
towards Bloom. It seems unlikely that Boylan would dress him- 
self scrupulously, send port and fruit, and make love to folly "3 or 4 tines; " (p. 727/877) as she claims at one point, much less get involved in the first place did he not find her sexually 
attractive. 
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for when he recalls the phrase (pp. 280/367,152/194) he smiles 
as he decides "She's right after all. Only big words for ordi- 
nary things. .. ." 
(p. 152/194) He may think, "She's not exactly 
witty, " (p. 152/194) but when he elaborately analyzes Molly's 
description of Ben Dollard as a "base barreltone" he concludes, 
"Noel, isn't that wit? " (p. 152/194) The extent to which 
Bloon admires Molly's mind is further evident in the* fact that 
at one point at least he overestimates her intelligence, believing 
that she was fascinated by his talk of Spinoza (p. 280/367) 
when in fact she could think only of the untimely onset of her 
menstrual period. (p. 754/914) The most gratifying quality of 
Holly's mind for Bloom is the fact that her deficiencies in know- 
ledge are balanced by her "proficiency of judgment regarding one 
person, proved true by experiment. " (p. 671/804) Above all, she 
understands Bloom, 
' (just as he understands her.. ). (767/932) 
Although Bloom's attitudes towards Holly involve such mixed 
feelings, essentially his is one of intense admiration. Even 
minor qualities, like her "taste" (p. 274/350. ) and her ability 
to intuit that the hurdy gurdy boy's monkey was sick (p. 281/368f 
elevate her in his eyes. But above all, Bloom is fascinated by 
the very presence of Holly. Although this fascination indicates 
his tendency to elevate Holly to the same renote level as the 
nymph whose picture hangs over her bed, it indicates, too, the 
1This quality of Molly recalls Joyce's assertion in one of his 
lettersthat although Mora Barnacle was intellectually weak, "in 
nary points in which CosUrage and I are deficient, she does not 
require caking at all. " Letters, II, p. 96. To Stanis1aus 
Joyce, 12 July 1905. 
2This characteristic is intended to correspond to perfect 
pitch and thus suit the musical character of the "Sirens" 
episode in which it occurs. Frank GudGen, James Joyce and the 
faking of Ulysses, p. 139. 
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degree of affection Joyce wishes to present in Ulysses. Through 
the recollection of an entirely incidental domestic scene, 
like that the night of one of professor Goodwin's fareviell con- 
certs. Bloom's somewhat nostalgic devotion is potently evident. 
In the scene Bloom reconstructs it is not Molly's behaviour to 
him which fascinates him, but merely her presence: 
She did get flushed in the wind. Remember when we got 
home raking up the fire and frying up those pieces of 
lap of mutton for her supper with the Chutney sauce 
she liked. And the mulled run. Could see her in the 
bedroom from the hearth unclasping the busk of her 
stays . (p. 154/197) 
Like Joyce, who was so fascinated with all that concerned Nora 
Barnacle that on a trip to Dublin he visited her bedroom in 
her grandmother's house, 
' Bloom is intrigued by Gibraltar, 
merely because it is the "unique birthplace of Marion Tweedy. " 
(p. 711/857) Thus he attempts to question the quasi-sailor about 
his experience of Gibraltar (p. 613/716) and plans on stopping 
there on his fantasized travel. (p. 711/857) Reverence almost 
becomes incredulity that he should be chosen by her. "Why me? " 
he asks. Holly's answer, "Because you were so foreign from the 
others" (p. 373/496) he recalls without further comment, as if 
it were an enigma he is unable to understand. It is the greatest 
boost to his male ego, a refutation of his suspicion that he is 
"ugly" that Holly accepted him: "I can't be so if Molly. " (p. 363/ 
481). 
As reverential as Bloom often is towards Molly. his affec- 
tion for her clearly involves his own needs and desires, his 
self-esteem and social prestige. It involves, too, many complex 
'Richard Ellnann, Janes Joyce, p. 295. 
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attitudes. Bloom condescends towards Holly's intelligence, yet 
is fascinated by her mind, tie seeks consolation from her uni- 
versal femininity yet he cherishes her singularity. He is proud 
of possessing her, yet derives pleasure from sharing her (at 
least socially). tie treats her sensuality almost reverentially, 
yet associates it with'his own guilty prurience. 
These mixed attitudes constitute only part of Bloom's atti- 
tude towards Molly. Because, as in Exiles, the possibility of 
infidelity forces both husband and wife to reassess their bonds, 
their attitudes thus revealed are shown to be based on even more 
extensive contrarieties and aribivalences. That Joyce treats in- 
fidelity so extensively in Ulysses reflects his interest first 
shown in Exiles, briefly suggested in "The Dead, " in exploring 
the issues involved. As in Exiles Joyce seems particularly 
concerned with showing a woman's betrayal to be harrowing for 
the husband, hurting him deeply yet ultimately having a liber- 
ating effect on the relationship. As in Exiles Joyce shows 
the husband's reactions to be complex, involving such diverse 
emotions as (subconscious) masochistic pleasure and horror. How- 
ever, whereas in Exiles Richard is distressed chiefly by the. 
conflict between his emotions and his ideals, in Ulysses Bloom is 
distressed chiefly by the blows to his own sexual role. 
It is a sign of Bloom's sensitivity to his sexual role that 
he is reluctant to face directly the fact of Molly's infidelity 
or its inplications. Although he realizes he is partly to blame 
for her infidelity and although he tries to dismiss the signifi- 
cance of sexual intercourse, he is so disturbed by Molly's adultery 
that he attempts to suppress his thoughts on the natter. Unlike 
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Stephen, Bloom is reluctant to acknowledge his own usurpation. 
That Joyce makes the readers' discovery of Molly's adultery 
coincide with Bloom's recognition of it (through dependence 
upon Bloom's thoughts) reinforces the impression of Bloom's 
repression and the extent of his disturbance. 
It is the measure not only of Bloom's grief, but also of 
his initial reluctance to accept his responsibility as husband 
that he consistently censors his thoughts, telling himself he 
must "Not think" (p. 177/230): "Six, six. Time will be gone 
then. She .. ." (p. 172/222) (Joyce's ellipsis). Since an om- 
niscient viewpoint has defined the nature of Bloom's reaction 
to Boylan's letter at the beginning of "Calypso" ("His quick 
heart slowed at once. " p. 61/74) the subsequent ellipses be- 
come more significant. He allows himself to acknowledge his misery: 
only through indirect associations, principally songs such as. Love's 
Old Sweet Song, La Ci Daren, Boylan's song about seaside girls, 
M'Appari and All is Lost Now. While all are thematically appro- 
priate to Bloom's predicament, they carry additional associations-- 
the first two because Molly will rehearse then with Boylan, the 
third because it is Boylan's song, and the last two because Bloom 
overhears them at the time of Molly's infidelity. tli th these are 
interwoven references to the tine of day, Martha's letter, and 
Sweets of Sin. Subconscious slips (like Stephen's substituting 
grandmother for mother in the fox riddle) intensify the depth of 
Bloom's disturbance. Thus "the wife's [Mrs. Di gnam's] advisers" 
(p. 307/405) becomes "wife's admirers, " business manager becomes 
"business nenagerer" (p. 433/571) and (suggesting tlolly's alacrity 
to betray) Zerlina's line from La Ci Paren "vorrei e non vorrei" 
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becomes "vogl ioe non vorreit', (e. g. p. 63/77) 
The depth of Bloom's disturbance, thus revealed, arises 
from the ways in which dolly's betrayal affects his conception of 
himself. It is evident that-hesees Holly's infidelity as a slight 
against his own virility, grounded, naturally enough, on their 
sexual estrangementand failure to have a living son. Almost as 
acute a pain is Bloom's social awareness of the cuckold's shame. 
Moreover, Bloom's particular preoccupation with the physical fact 
of infidelity, with the act of copulation rather than with the 
emotional ramifications, suggests a kind of sex horror (somewhat 
like Stephen's) linked to his own sexual guilt. 
This preoccupation with the very physical nature of infidelity 
is reflected, for example, in Bloom's tormented realization of the 
sexual act: "0, he did. Into her. She did. Done. " (p. 367/482) 
or in the description of Boylan's arrival at Eccles Street: "did 
he knock Paul de Kock, with a loud proud knocker, with a cock 
carracarracarra cock. Cockcock. " (p. 278/264) Here, too, are 
overtones of the public humiliation which Bloom fears. His 
squirming attempt to distract his attention to his fingernails 
when the men in the funeral carriage talk of Boylan is one of 
the external signs of the humiliation that intensifies when he 
realizes that he has become a cuckold. Bloom's public shame, the 
counterpart to the social prestige he enjoys as dolly's husband, 
attacks hin in the guise of the priest's cuckoo clock at the end 
of "lausicaa, "(p. 376/499) recurring during the trial in "Circe. " 
The Honourable Mrs. Mervyn Talboys reinforces his shave with the 
taunt, "Ile is a well known cuckold, " (p. 460/594) and the crier 
"Loudly" announces him to be, anong other things, "bawd and 
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cuckold. " (p. 462/595) Within his subconscious, the shame is 
further concretized into the traditional horns of the cuckold, 
all the more humiliating because the image of Boylan hanging 
his hat "on a peg of Bloom's antlered head "(p. 551/669) drives 
hone Bloom's complicity in his cuckolding. If the antlers from 
the hatrack reflected over Bloom's head in the mirror can remind 
Stephen of Shakespeare's (and Othello's) supposed cuckolding 
(and thereby associate Bloom with the sufferer, the human ele- 
ment of the artist) Bloom himself is subconsciously aware only 
of the public humiliation, the laugh of Shakespeare as the gelded 
cock. (p. 553/671) Significantly, too, it is the whores' whis- 
pers and Bloom's fears that he is being mocked (pp. 550-51/668-69) 
that lead to the grotesque image of Bloom as the willing pimp to 
his own cuckolding. As isolated as he is from his fellow Dublin- 
ers, he is far from indifferent to his public image. And it 
seems that Bloom's fears are not unfounded. Antagonized by the 
rumour of Bloom's ungenerous good luck on the Gold Cup race, the 
citizen at Barney Kiernan's bar mocks Bloom's virility (''Do you 
call that a man? " p. 332/439) and insists that Bloom's children 
are the proof of his cuckolding. 
The citizen's gibe also demonstrates that naturally enough 
Bloom feels his male ego to be affronted by PPolly's infidelity. 
It seeris that even as a young man Bloom was disturbed by his 
lack of sexual attractiveness. As he says of his adolescent 
masturbation: "Siriply satisfying a need (With pathos) No girl 
would when I went girling. Too ugly. " (p. 537/659) Rather 
than rejecting the opinions of women, however, he has become 
increasingly dependent upon them in order to sustain his 
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masculine ego: he recalls being mocked by the newsboys but asks 
himself, "So long as women don't cock what-matter? " (p. 369/490) 
It is of course ironic that Molly is virtually the only woman 
in the novel who does mock him. ' Bloom's sensitivity to his 
reale role is evident in his attempt to assuage his damaged ego 
by his satisfied recollection at the day's end that "his magnetic 
face, form and address had been favourably received during the 
course of the preceding day by a wife ... a nurse ... a 
maid ... ." 
(p. 707/851) The extent to which his ego is damaged 
is suggested in "Circe" by the image of Leopold Virag, attempting 
to urge Bloom's interest in the whores, but succeeding only in 
forcing Bloom to admit his sexual inadequacy: "When you come 
out without your gun, " (p. 502/629) Bloom says "Regretfully. " 
The encounter with Bella Cohen at first intensifies Bloom's sense 
of sexual failure. Subconsciously, he sees himself emasculated, 
like a woman, taunted by his own failure: 
BELLO: It's as limp as boy of six's doing his 
pooly behind a cart. ... Can you do a man's job? 
BLOOM: Eccles Street. .. 
(Joyce's ellipsis) 
BELLO: (Sarcastically) I wouldn't hurt your feelings for 
the world but there's t Teere sa man of brawn in possession there. ... tie's no eunuch. (p. 529/652) 
Bloom's sensitivity to his male ego is reflected further 
in his correspondence with Martha, largely an attempt to assuage 
the sense of emasculation instilled by Molly's affair. The fact 
that Martha and Bloom have exchanged only four letters each 
(p. 706/849) would suggest that the correspondence coincides 
lAs Bloom gives his scholarly explanation of meteripsychosis, 
Holly's eye is "mocking. " (p. 64/77) Cella Cohen mocks Bloom 
at first (p. 515/642), but changes her attitude considerably. (p. 544/665). 
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roughly with the period during which Molly was becoming involved 
with Boylan. floreover, he first decides he will answer Martha 
immediately after recalling his own unhappy relations with 
Molly. (p. 165/213) Clearly he derives some emotional gratifi- 
cation from the correspondence, even if it is only "Weak joy. " 
(p. 77/95) At least to Martha he can confide, "I feel so sad 
today. ... So lonely. " (p. 275/361) Such gratification is 
"Lleak, " though, both because Bloom recognizes the meaninglessness 
of a relationship by letters and because he realizes Martha's 
vapidity. Preoccupied with Molly's infidelity, Bloom's answer 
to Martha's letter is mechancial and uninterested; he considers 
the task a "Bore. " (p. 274/360) He decides to send a "poor 
little pres" of "two and six" (p. 275/360) as compensation for 
his unenthusiastic letter, but he merely wants to "Get shut of" 
(p. 283/372) his obligation to answer what he later calls a 
"silly" letter. (p. 362/479) 
Bloom's response to Gerty P1acDowcll, too, seems an attempt 
to bolster his sexual ego (as well as to gratify his frustrated 
sexuality ), Like Farrington, but with vastly more complex 
reactions, Bloom responds to a female who shows particular inter- 
est in him. If Bloom can feel that his orgasm "Did me good. .. ." 
(p. 366/485) he simultaneously feels he can derive no real satis- 
faction from such superficial encounters with females like Gerty 
and Martha. He does not seem to share Boylan's implicit view 
that sexual conquest is a proof of virility, a boost to his male 
ego. It seems that Molly alone can redeem his sense of masculinity. 
However, Molly's fidelity alone could not solve Bloom's 
sexual problems: his faintly adulterous activities derive not 
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only from his attempt to assuage his sexual ego, but also 
from a more basic problem in his relationship with Molly. His 
interest in Martha derives in part from the fact that even while 
he feels guilty about his sexual failure, he paradoxically feels 
guilty about his own lasciviousness .lIt is the reflection of 
such mixed guilt that he reveres Molly, associating her with the 
nymph, and subverts his sexuality into lewd interests. Except 
that he briefly feels it would be "Sauce for the gander" (p. 275/ 
360) for Holly to learn of his correspondence with Martha, Bloom 
(like Richard Rowan) cannot fully accept that his wife's infi- 
delity releases him from guilt for his own sexual misdeneanours. 
The furtive manner in which he conducts his correspondence with 
Martha (careful even to disguise his handwriting with Greek 
"ees" p. 275/360)2 suggests the kind of guilt, the fear that 
he will be caught out, starkly evident in "Circe. " Even in his 
illicit correspondence he feels his lasciviousness may have been 
too much; he may have gone "too far last time. " (p. 71/88) 
Cons ous ly, Bloom does not admit such guilt: it does not 
seen that moral restraints prevent him from sexual fulfilment. 
Except for his momentary fears of discovery, he seems willing 
enough to submit to Zoo's proposition if she will take the ini- 
tiative. (p. 490/619) Moreover, he cherishes a fantasy about 
1The theme of sexual guilt is of course a dominant one 
in Finnenans lake though there it is equally inportant as it 
relates to universal principles, like the view that the very 
act of creation entails guilt or that the fall is an inevitable 
part of the pattern of cyclic history on all levels. 
2Joyce used the same device in his illicit correspondence 
with Martha Fleishnann, probably, Richard Elimanrn suggests, 
because he was able to treat his infatuation with some irony. 
Janes Joyce, p. 463. 
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about engaging an elegant courtesan, of corporal beauty, moder- 
ately mercenary, variously instructed, a lady by origin. " (p. 707/ 
851) Subconsciously, however, the depth of Bloom's guilt for 
his own sexuality, evident, for example, in the trial in "Circe; ' 
(pp. 452-60/586-97) stifles the freedom he consciously allows 
himself. For all his matter of fact beliefs that all women really 
desire sex, and for all his pleas of "What harm? " (p. 364/483) 
Bloom is not only unable to engage in adultery himself, but also 
is haunted by all his furtive attempts to fulfil his sexual fan- 
tasies. Ironically, as long as he in unable to engage in normal 
sexual relations with holly, he is unable to be more than passively 
unfaithful to her: both require confidence in his own sexuality. 
Though consciously he does not disapprove of his own adulterous de- 
sires, emotionally he can accept then no more than he can accept 
Holly's. 
This guilt arises in part from Bloom's own unresolved ambi- 
valence to sexuality in women as well as in himself, an ambivalence 
which relates directly to the conception of Molly which constrains 
his behaviour towards her. On one level, he is intrigued by 
women's romance and glamour while he remains conscious of the 
purely animal sexuality beneath such a facade. On another level, 
he feels this sexuality to be a facade, at least insofar as it 
is entangled with ulterior motives and unpleasant associations. 
Uncertain how to see women, Bloom seers correspondingly uncertain 
of his own role: he alternately desires to be the romantic vior- 
shipper, the almost bestial lover, and the rationally detached 
observer. lie is eager to use women to express his own masculinity 
yet is reluctant to encounter then directly, eager to see, then 
as romantic objects yet cynical and ratter-of-fact about them. 
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Before the "Circe" episode anyways, O1 oon intensely admires 
the inage of the sexless nyrmph, an image with which he associates 
t! olly. He is intrigued, too, with external glamour, but aware 
that it is more than a facade, al nos ta deception: he suspects 
that, like 11artha, a wonan may have "a ribbon round her '. neck" 
yet, he feels, she will "do the other thing ... on the sly. 
Their character. " (p. 80/100) He fantasizes about an illi ci t 
neeti ng with Gerty, ("llouldn't mind. " p. 361 /479 "Wonderful ... 
if ... you see she's on 
for it. .. ."p. 364/482) and roguish- 
ly i nagi nes himself saying to Ci ssy Caffrey, "I'll tell you the 
right tine up a dark lane. " (p. 365/484) Yet he rejects the idea 
of meeting Gerty as a "Bad plan. " (p. 364/482) His interest in 
corresponding with Martha is purely sexual, yet he refuses to 
see her because it would be the "Usual love scrimmage. Then run- 
ning around corners. " (p. 77/96) He is fascinated by the possi- 
bility of engaging a "courtesan" (p. 707/851) yet he considers 
prostitutes mere "Parrots, " Press the button and the bird will 
squeak. " (p. 364/483) tie finds Gerty appealing yet he tells 
himself that her glamour is deceptive: "See her as she is spoil 
all. Must have the stage setting, the rouge, costume, position, 
music. " (p. 363/482) Her limp, like her unglamorous reality, 
can be only tenporarily disguised. These nixed feelings towards 
woven combine to make Bloom's uncertainty of his own role a 
major probten. Castration, Bloom considers, is almost a relief; 
it is "one way out of it. " (p. 81/101) Similarly, he feels that 
the "French letter" he carries, the freedom to indulge in illicit 
affairs is the "Cause of half the trouble. " (p. 364/483) 1"11th 
its he has the freedon that he is reluctant to take; he has 
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the means to succumb to temptation without the resolution to 
act. It is, of course, not the French letter which is even 
partly the "cause" of Bloori's "trouble: " it merely focuses the 
problem. And, of course, it is Folly's infidelity which intensi- 
fies the probl en. The result in part of Bl oori's constrained 
attitude towards his own sexuality, her affair with Boylan is 
also the cause of the crisis in Bloom's attitude towards her 
sexuality. 
Holly's infidelity most importantly affects Bloom's sexual 
role, but so intense is the trauna that it extends to wider 
issues. Her betrayal becomes for hin the sign of lost happiness, 
of encroaching age, -and of missed opportunities. These inpli- 
cati ons extend naturally fron Bl ooen's identification between 
sexuality and youth, his belief that sexual interest "keeps 
r": onen1 young. " (p. 281/368) He writes to Martha partly to "Keep 
young. " (p. 276/360) His first reaction to the intense sexuality 
of The Sweets of Sin is "Young! Young! " (p. 233/303) Molly's 
submission to Boylan is the indication both of Bloom's relentless 
aging ("I. He. Old. Young. " p. 267/349) and of the irredeem- 
able loss of the past: "I was happier then. ... Can't bring 
back time. Like holding water in your hand. " (p. 165/213) All 
of Bloom's most nostalgic nenories are compacted in his recollec- 
tion of Howth Head, (p. 173/224) the most potent sign of his 
estrangement fron the past: "She kissed me. fly youth. Bever 
again. Only once it cones. Or hers. Take the train there 
tomorrow. No. Returning not the sane. " (p. 370/491) Thus 
the sexual crisis leads to a more abstract problem with the quality 
of tine--the inability to return through time, the recognition 
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of aging and death. Bloom's detached view of his own insignifi- 
cance ("1111 that old hill has seen. Names change: that's all. " 
p. 370/491) extends in "Ithaca" to infinite tine and space. 
Bloom's readiness to submit to the fact of "irreversible tine" 
(p. 713/856) is more than nature realism, however. For Bloom 
it is also the rationalization of his unwillingness to act. 
"fly will power: Memory! " (p. 531/655) he calls during his 
submission to Bello, as if, at his lowest point, he realizes 
that his failure as husband has entailed both the failure of his 
will, and a corresponding misconception of his past life. lie 
nay be the "accumulation of the past" that Stephen recognizes 
him to be (p. 673/807) but it is an accumulation from which he 
has derived only nostalgia. 
This nostalgic reverence for his life with folly reinforces 
what Bloom's other reactions to Molly's infidelity corroborate-- 
that Bloom is heavily dependent upon Molly, however much he is 
unable to reconcile his image of her with his own guilty sexuality. 
As shown above, she gives hin social prestige, she supports (or 
can support ) his sexual ego, she (unknowingly) receives his 
affection, her flesh consoles him--and, possibly, she will mother 
a son. Because of his dependence, Molly's infidelity induces 
Bloom's fears of public shame, shakes his sexual ego, and intensi- 
fies his fears of aging, alone, without heir or wife. Because 
of his dependence, too, he finds it difficult to break from Holly 
and be unfaithful himself. 
At tines Bloom seems to accept his dependence somewhat self- 
indulgently, as when he sentimentally accepts the import of the 
title of the aria, All is Lost ! low p. 285/374) However, the 
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extent to which he depends on dolly is equally evident when, 
despite his attempts to repress his fears, it suddenly breaks 
out that he fears dolly will leave hirn. He considers going to 
see Leah but suddenly realizes, evidently with shock, "I said 
I, " that is, he is consenting to his own isolation. (p. 91/114) 
As he studies Molly's photograph in the cab shelter, the 
thought occurs to him, "Suppose she was gone when he? .. ." 
(p. 637/759) (Joyce's ellipsis). His anguish at potentially 
losing Molly altogether abruptly emerges in the subconscious 
plea "Moll !I forgot! Forgive! Moll! ... We ... Still .. ." 
(p. 529/653) (Joyce's ellipses) It is not just under emotional 
influence of music, like the songs at the Ormond Hotel, that 
Bloom feels to lose Molly is to lose "all. " 
Bloom's dependence upon Molly is made more acute by his sub- 
missiveness to her. Indeed, from his submissiveness derives 
many of his reactions to Molly's infidelity--a willingness to 
comply with fate, to suffer grief, to be humiliated, to question 
his own masculinity. It is at once Joyce's awareness of the 
enormous weight that affection can bear, and his understanding 
of Bloom's particular weaknesses that he portrays Bloom submi t- 
ting so readily to his conception of Molly. Indeed, the crisis 
in the relationship arises partly from the fact that in some ways 
Bloom is readier to suffer than to act, readier to submit than 
to assert himself. Yet it is misleading to oversimplify the 
nature of Bloom's submissiveness. Bloom is characteristically 
gentle and calm , not given to noisy self-assertion with anyone. 
Moreover, he generally desires to please, to prevent suffering 
or uneasiness in others . tie feels that he should not 
"tell all " 
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about his correspondence with Martha Clifford because to do 
so would entail "Useless pain. "(pX5/360) Thus Bloom's sub- 
missiveness and dependence on dolly are, in part, a natural ex- 
tension of his generosity and gentleness, and, as such, a signi- 
ficant reflection of Joyce's attitude towards marriage: like 
Richard's feeling for Bertha, Bloom's feeling toward (lolly is, 
paradoxically, flawed by the same qualities that make it strong. 
If it is true that Joyce does allow critical evaluation of the 
shortcomings of the relationships, it would be distorting Joyce's 
presentation of Bloom to suggest that the relationship with 
Holly is denigrated by these shortcomings. As Vl. Y. Tindall says, 
Joyce is "less concerned with what is wrong with man than with 
the nature of man. "1 
Yet the difficulties in the relationship are part of its reality 
and Bloom's submissiveness contributes significantly to those 
difficulties. It is not in their normal relations that Bloom 
demonstrates this submissiveness, as many assume. Admittedly 
there is something casually domineering in Holly's behaviour 
during the breakfast preparations ("Poldy'. ... Scald the 
teapot. " p. 62/75) but not enough to give grounds for Bloom's 
"sheepish" agreement with "THE FAU" (Bella Cohen) that he is the 
victim of "Petticoat government. " (p. 515/642) It is Bl'oom's 
awareness of a different kind of submissiveness that he does not 
deny the results of Zoe Higgins' palm reading, that he is a 
1Janes Joyce, p. 7. One too often gets the inpression from 
criticise that-Joyce is only denonstrating a thesis about Gloom's 
faults and hoer they are (or are not) overcome by the novel's 
end. To accept such a view is to ignore the tone of the novel , 
where, at ill points loon and Molly share a considerable 
integrity of enotion, however nixed their feelings, however 
absurd their behaviour. 
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"Henpecked husband. " (p. 549/668) In Bloom's subconscious 
Molly is pictured as a domineering and scornful oriental in 
"scarlet trousers" (p. 432/570) whose most favourable gesture 
is one of "slow friendly nockinq" (433/571) but this conception 
arises chiefly from Bloom's conviction that beneath the surface 
of their fairly equable relationship he is as if he were hen- 
pecked, he has willingly submitted to his conception of a sexually 
disdainful dolly. Thus he confesses that like the woman in his 
dream, Polly does wear "the breeches. " (p. 374/497) Certainly 
she does not always domineer in their normal relations--except 
by sway of her sexual attractiveness, as she reveals in her 
soliloquy-.. After all, it is Bloom who sent Hilly to Nullingar, 
largely against dolly's judgenent; (p. 751/909-10) it is Bloom 
who makes the decisions about the fate of their house; (p. 750/ 
909) it is Bloom who controls the money (p. 736/889) and so 
on. Holly accuses man of being "tyrant as ever" (p. 758/919) 
from personal experience: she has sufficient respect for Bloom's 
temper that she makes sure that his statue of Narcissus is mended 
before he discovers the break. (p. 751/910) Bloom himself recog- 
nizes that in most matters he is dominant, for he considers one 
of the characteristics of woman (and moon) to be her "satellitic 
dependence. " (p. 686/E24) He feels, too, that folly can "knock 
spots off" other women insofar as she does not find fault. 
(p. 367/486) 
Though Bloom is not subnissive to folly in roost matters, 
to her infidelity, as to her sexual role, he is subnissive. In 
the "Lotus Eaters" episode, it is especially apparent that Bloon 
is ready to succunb to will-less languor. The "languid floating 
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flower" (p. 85/107) of his genitals, like the brass quoits 
on the bed in the previous chapter, that he has put off mending, 
(p. 56/67) are suggestive of the sexual enervation that makes 
him the accomplice of his own betrayal. When, at the newspaper 
office, it occurs to Bloom that he "could go hone still" (p. 122/ 
156) and intercept Boylan, he rejects the idea not just because 
he suspects that such an act would accomplish little. tie also 
is submitting to the same escapist impulse that prompts him to 
avoid Boylan by ducking into the museum--site of sexless fenini- 
ty--and to hide from his view in the Ormond. It is* partly the 
enervating effects of his masturbation, itself a capitulation, 
that prompts Bloom to decide he will not go to Belfast, but will 
submit to Boylan("Let hin. " p. 375/498) but the decision reflects 
fundamental will-lessness. When Bloom's submissiveness is enacted 
in the brothel episode as emasculated cowering before the tyran- 
nical Bello Cohen, it becomes clear that his weakness is not 
merely escapist, but also tormenting, guilt-ridden. Indeed, it 
is guilt that complicates the nature of Bloom's submissiveness, 
for, as demonstrated earlier, his relations with other woven, 
particularly Gerty and Martha, reveal that he is uncertain of his 
male role, inclined to feel guilt both for his lack of virility 
and for his sordid prurience. 
Bloom's submissiveness is reflected further in his attempts 
to reduce the si , ni Fi canoe of L1ol ly's betrayal . Resorting to 
his characteristic rationality, Bloom attenpts to treat the natter 
flippantly: "Cat's away the nice will play. " (p. 367/487) Hot, - 
ever, the cliche inch ca tes no real indifference, for in most 
moments of crisis Bloom's mind fixes on such epigrams, often, 
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as here, with irony. Similarly, his attempt to see Molly's 
affair as a cornmerci al proposition ("41hy not? All a prejudice. " 
p. 363/481) does little to justify emotionally his own inaction. 
Bloom's most extended effort to rationalize his inactive role 
takes place implicitly through his discussions of Parnell-'s 
adultery with Kitty O'Shea, reported indirectly in the "Eumaeus" 
episode. As suggested earlier, Bloom feels adultery to be 
something inevitable, arising partly from the husband's deficien- 
cies, partly from the "eternal question of the life connubial, " 
(p. 635/756) and particularly from inherent character, namely, 
the Spanish blood shared by Kitty O'Shea and Molly: the Spanish 
are "types that wouldn't do things by halves, passionate abandon 
of the south, casting every shred of decency to the winds. " 
(p. 636/757) Bloom's stress on the somewhat glamorous and heroic 
associations of Kitty O'Shea's adultery further seers an.. attempt 
to render his position more acceptable. He even claims that 
"the best wife in the world" will engage in adultery--or, in 
more romantic terms, "a little flutter in polite debauchery. " 
(p. 640/762) 
Although Bloom is disturbed by his own submissiveness, at 
some points there are suggestions that he subrii is to Molly's 
infidelity almost eagerly as if (somewhat like Richard Rowan) 
he desires to be betrayed or derives satisfaction from his wife's 
association with another man. This view of Bloom is fairly 
conrion in cri ticisr. 
I The most obvious indications of Bloom's 
11l. Y. Tindall, for example, says Bloom "suffers his wife's 
admi rers because through then he enjoys a kind of relationship 
with other men. " Jaries Joyce, p. 11. David Haynan says that 
Gloom has a need for vi carious association vii th attractive men. 
" 
"The Eripirical Mclly, " p. 118) !! i11iart Er, ipson sees the "startling 
transformation of the Eternal Triangle" in which Bloom tries to 
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prurient interest in Molly's infidelity are his apparent eager- 
ness (in "Circe") to viatch Boylan and Molly make love, his 
desire to tempt Stephen with Molly's photograph, and his wish 
to gain "vicarious satisfaction" from "prolongation" of the 
"extemporisation" of Stephen's intimacy. (p. 679/814-15) How- 
ever, the first of these, the incident in the "Circe" episode, 
as already suggested, seems chiefly intended to demonstrate 
Bloom's subconscious realization that his weakness has made him 
a pander to his own betrayal. The fact that the scene seems 
prompted by the whores' whispering suggests, too, that it arises 
from Bloom's fears of public shame. Moreover, as argued earlier, 
Bloom's interest in Stephen's sexual role arises more from. his 
desire to use Stephen to displace Boylan than from his wish to 
effect intimacy between Molly and Stephen., . 
llhile it is true that 
Bloom does seem to expect some vicarious satisfaction from his 
planned intimacy between her and Stephen, such satisfaction is 
overshadowed by his severe distress. 
Bloom's very mixed reactions to his wife, to his role as 
husband, and to infidelity, clearly reflect a major change fron 
Joyce's treatment of similar family issues in his earlier works, 
Exiles notwithstanding. In Dubliners and A Portrait the rela- 
tionship (like that between the Dedaluses, Chandlers, or Kierneys) 
is most important as it embodies a clearly defined problem, 
related to the individual problems of a child, husband or wife. 
To some extent in Exiles and to a much greater extent in Ulysses, 
to be involved with Stephen as, "one would suppose, the highest 
or most evolved of all forms of human intimacy. " "The Theme of 
Ulysses, " p. 149. In a more generalized vway, Stephen Spender 
detects "strains of sexual ambivalences. " The Critical Heritage. 
ed. Robert Deming, 2, (London: Routledge and , egan Paul, , 
p. 748. from Listener, 25, (23. Jan., 1941), pp. 124-25. 
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however, the relationship itself is as i nportant as the indi- 
vidual. Moreover, the relationship is nost iriportant not as it 
is fully defined but as it embodies unresolved contrarieties of 
emotions and needs. Bloom's affection Joyce shows to be compli- 
cated by qualities like possessiveness and sexual guilt but to 
be nevertheless profound. holly's infidelity is the means whereby 
Joyce explores the harrowing effects of such behaviour on a hus- 
band and simultaneously reveals further the complex nature of 
the emotions of a man like Bloom towards his wife. Bloom's reac- 
tions to his wife's infidelity not only reveal him to be highly 
dependent on her but also uncertain of his role as reale. Deeply 
disturbed by her infidelity, he reveals particular sensitivity 
to, his shaken virility and the shame of cuckoldry however much 
his reaction is compl-icated by his submissiveness, his own sexual 
guilt, his attempts to rationalize, and even sonething like vi- 
carious pleasure. 
Thus, Bloom's often contradictory impulses, balanced by 
Molly's (as will be shown later) and, to a more restricted degree, 
by Stephen's, largely constitute an important part of Joyce's 
view of family life. Bloom's relationship with Holly is not 
static, however. Because June 16 is a critical day in the relation- 
ship, Joyce is able to derionstrate both a full range of emotions 
and motives involved in the relationship and the kind of changes 
or possibilities of change that such a crisis can involve. To 
show the kinds of changes in Bloom's attitude towards Molly and 
himself is thus to define further Joyce's view of marriage. 
The importance of June 16 in the Bloom's relationship is 
clear enough, especially if it is true that folly's infidelity 
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is unique or unusual rather than merely one of a continuing 
series, as many assume. It is true that there are many suggestions 
that she is frequently unfaithful, or that Bloom believes her to 
be. There is, for example, nothing to show how Bloom knows 
Holly will commit adultery with Doylan that afternoon. Ile merely 
knows that they are to meet and that Holly is interested in 
Boylan, the "Worst man in Dublin. " (p. 91/115) It seems from 
such lack of evidence that Holly has set precedents. It seems, 
too, from the fact that Bloom briefly questions his own father- 
hood of Hilly, as discussed earlier, that he has had previous 
suspicions of Molly's fidelity, (p. 268/352) Furthermore, much 
of Molly's soliloquy suggests that she has had sexual experience 
with many men: "I never in all my life felt anyone had one the 
size of that. .. ." (p. 727/877); "you cant fool a lover. .. ." 
(p. 732/885); "some men" like making love while a woman is men- 
struating (p. 754/913); and so on. Much of Molly's soliloquy 
also suggests that she has a sensual nature that would not abide 
ten years of chastity. The most direct suggestion of Molly's 
promiscuity, however, is the formidable list of twenty-five lovers 
in "Ithaca. " (p. 716/863) 
While such evidence would suggest that Molly is promiscuous, 
the balance of evidence indicates that not only has Holly had 
fe%:, i f any, other extramarital encounters, but also that Bloom 
does not believe her to be unfaithful by habit. In the first 
place, the list of lovers is presented only tc the readers; 
Bloom himself does not consider the list. The list is the ampli- 
fication of the answer to the hypothetical question: "If he had 
smiled why would he have smiled? " (r. 716/863) There is nothing 
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to suggest that Gloom did in fact smile: consequently there 
is no sug!; estion he considered the list. Moreover, it is unlikely 
that the list is intended as an omniscient statenent of fact. 
If it is literally true that Holly had all of these lovers, then 
it is also literally true that the "series" is "originating in 
and repeated to infinity. " (p. 716/863) Clearly that possibl i ty 
is absurd. . In any case, some critics have demonstrated that it 
is either impossible or highly implausible that any of the men 
on the list (except Boylan) could have been ? lolly's lovers. 
1 
Other points suggest the same conclusion. For example, 
when Eloori says, "fie gets the plans and I the plunistones, " 
(p. 370/491) he identifies only a lover (Boylan) not a series 
of lovers. More important is ilolly's testimony. llhen she thinks, 
"anyhow its done now once and for all. . ... " (p. 725/875) she 
implies that it is. her adultery which "once and for all, " that 
is, for the first time, has broken her ten years of chastity. 
Moreover, she thinks that Bloom "wants me and Boylan" to have 
and affair so that he will feel justified in having his own affair 
"with a married woman, "(p. 758/919) nariely, Josic Breen. Evi- 
dently she feels that Bloom does not have such justification in 
her past behaviour. Although Molly's monologue reveals a 
1Robert Adams convincingly argues that none of the lovers 
except Boylan is likely, though, he says, Holly must have had 
lovers not on the list: "The notion that she would be content 
with one sexual contact in ten years is simply grotesque. .. ." Surface and Synbol, p. 38. Richard Ellnann argues that Bartell 
U'Arcy alone cou have been a lover. Jaimes Joyce, p. 388 
Adr: iittedly, dolly speaks of being kissed by D'Arcy and threatens 
to show Bloom where they "did it, " (p. 730/882) but otherwise 
she shows none of the special interest in D'Arcy that she would 
be expected to shoa towards a former lover. David Hayman sug- 
gests that the list is "a product of the narrator's playfulness: 
a whimsical pandering to Bloom's apprehensions, folly's aspira- 
tions and the reader's expectations. " "The Empirical Holly, " 
p. 114. 
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sensuality that would not be long continent, it does not follow 
that she is always so sensual. After all, she has just been 
involved in an intensely sensual affair, especially exciting if 
she has been continent for a long tine. (Indeed, in this nanner 
Joyce is able to associ ate Molly with sensual archetypes without 
necessarily implying her promiscuity. ) Further, dolly has a 
reputation for being "gamey" (p. 230/301) not promiscuous. Even 
this reputation seems-to be supported by men who are eager for 
anything of sexual interest, not by men with any concrete know- 
ledge to impart. Perhaps most important is the fact that the 
incident so deeply disturbs Bloor, m, challenging his roles as a 
husband, father, and isolated nan. If Holly were habitually l i- 
centious it is unlikely that Bloom would feel with such intense 
conviction on this day that "all is lost. " (p. 285/374) 
David Haynan points out some of these reasons and others 
for believing this to be Molly's first infidelity. lie shows 
that sex is for her reassurance against her own waning attractive- 
ness,, that she has been afraid of sex since Rudy's birth, 
that Hilly has been in the way before going to tiullingar, and 
that Molly indicates that before accepting Boylan she has been 
bored. Some of these arguments are stronger than others, but 
these, in combination with those given above, suggest that 
indeed rally has certainly not had many and most probably has 
not had any lovers before Boylan. 
If this adultery is dolly's first, then, for Bloom as for 
Stephen, the day involves a unique crisis, a crisis motivating 
the change in Cloori's atti tude towards his role as husband. The 
"'The Empirical , 1o1ly, " pp. 113-16. 
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nature of Bloom's change is not straightforward, but there are 
clear signs both within Bloom's conscious behaviour and in 
impersonal portents that his conception of folly and his sub- 
missive guilt for his own sexuality significantly alter. It 
seems part of Joyce's conception of the essential vitality of 
a marriage such as Gloom's that one of the major developments 
of his novel is the development of Bloom's attitude towards his 
role as husband. The potential for such change is evident even 
in some of the examples of Bloom's submissiveness adduced earlier. 
At one point, for example, he considers intercepting Boylan: 
"I could go home still: tram: something I forgot. " (p. 122/156) 
At another point, more aggressively, he follovis Boylan to the 
Ormond Hotel in the unarticulated hope that he can somehow con- 
trol hire: "Follow: Fisk it. Go quick. At four. " (p. 259/339) 
By lurking in the adjoining dining room he can "See, not be 
seen. " (p. 261/341) Neither of these plans can accomplish any- 
thing, of course, but they do indicate the desire to act. 
At the same time, Bloom shows the potential for understanding 
his position more deeply. When he says, "I was happier then. Or 
was that I? " (p. 165/213) he is not merely making a point about 
individual identity. He is also allowing that the change in hap- 
piness corresponds to a change in himself, that he is partly re- 
sponsible for his own unhappiness. Further, in considering that 
the estrangement from dolly is "ny fault perhaps, " (p. 280/3E7) 
he is recognizing both his own responsibility and, implicitly, 
his ability to effect change. Bloom's active desire for change 
is suggested, too, by the realization that it may not be "Too 
late" (p. 280/367) to have another son by Molly, and, more 
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indirectly, by the signs of a more aggressive distaste for his i 
own inaction, his realization, "He gets the pluns and I the 
plunstones. " (p. 370/491) 
Portents beyond Eloon's consciousncss also suggest change. If 
Bloom's dream of Molly in Turk's costume, for example, along 
with its implications of Molly's sexual domination and Bloom's 
desire for the East, is "thought by those in ken to be for a 
change. .. ." (p. 391/519) according to this narrator of "Oxen 
of the Sun. " The victory of Throwaway, the dark horse in the 
Gold Cup race, has similar implications. Bloom has been called 
a "bloody dark horse" by Joe Hynes (p. 329/435) and Bantam Lyons 
has mistakenly associated Bloom with Throwaway (p. 84/106) so 
that Throwaway's victory over Sceptre, (p. 320/422) the horse 
favoured by Boylan (and holly), seems significant. 
' 
It is in the brothel when Bloon's attitude towards his 
hale role is most challenged, that the potential for change 
begins to be fulfilled. Before the decisive encounter with Bella 
Cohen, Bloom's attempts to change to self-assertion are equi vo- 
cal. Partly defer1sively, Bloom "bitterly" attempts to readjust 
his view of fiolly's infidelity: "Van and woman, love, what is 
it? A cork and bottle, " (p. 469/619) Bloori says, but Zoo is 
no doubt right in calling hin "insincere. " lie is even hesitant 
in his agreement to go into the brothel with Zoo to counter 
Molly's infidelity with his own: "Somebody would be dreadfully 
jealous if she knew, " (p. 490/619) he says, eager to be claimed 
by the need for fidelity even as he agrees to challenge it. 
The energence of Rudolf virag a little later suggests that 
1G1oori is thereby also associated with J. Alexander 
Dome's "Throwaway, " and, in turn, with Elijah. 
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Bloom subconsciously realizes that a significant change in his 
role calls for an intensification of will-power. The desire to 
"Do. But do. " (p. 276/3G2) he felt in the Ormond Hotel, through 
associations with the failure of "memory, " becomes the desire to 
act. 1 The failure of memory, besides being linked to Bloom's 
unresolved attitudes to the past, is also associated with his 
failure as husband. "DR MULLIGAN" says of Bloom, "In consequence 
of a family complex he has temporarily lost his memory. .. ." 
(p. 483/613) Part of Bloom's plea for leniance at his "trial" 
is that "he means to reform, to retrieve the memory of the past 
... ." 
(p. 453/587) When "Virag Lipoti" urges Bloom, "Exer- 
cise your rnnemotechnic, " (p. 503/631) ostensibly over various 
herbal cures, Bloom tries to think'of the cure for what evidently 
most requires it, "willpower over parasitic tissues. " (p. 503/631) 
Vi rag's taunts lead Bloom to confess, "I wanted then to have now 
concluded. " (p. 504/631) He wishes to have completed the act 
without acting. If his thoughts on the nature of time suggest 
a similar desire ("What now is will then tomorrow as now. .. ." 
p. 504/631) the desire is without resolution. The link between 
memory and action is further established when, resolving to take 
Zoe, Bloom says, ";! neno. Confused light confuses memory. " (p. 515/ 
641) Back at Eccles Street, Bloom suffers "defective nnemo- 
technic" (p. 673/807) in his ability to remember the Israeli 
lIt should be noted, however, as Robert 11c! arns has pointed 
out (Surface and Symbol, pp. 96-97) that the passage in which 
this phrase occurs may be a misprint insofar as it is nearly ident- 
cal to a passage in Stephen's thoughts in "Scylla and Charybdis" (p. 199/259) and contains facts about Shakespeare probably beyond 
Llcori's knowledge: "In Cerard's rosery of fetter lane he walks, 
greyyedauburn. " It is possible, or, the other hand, that the 
passage is not intended to represent Gloon's conscious thoughts but, rather, to comrient on the si rii l ari ty of Moon arid Stephen, their dual need to act. 
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national anthem. However, when he forces hinsel f "to exercise 
nnenotechnic, "(p. 694/834) specifically about the battle of 
Plevna, and when his exercise is successful, it is suggested that 
he has gained confidence in the male role with which mnemotechnic 
has been associated. Since Bloon has cried, "fly will power! 
Memory! " (p. 531/655) during the nadir of his maleness, a change 
has taken place. 
In the meantime, of course, Bloom has encountered Bella 
Cohen. In fact, Bloom merely kneels to fasten the whorenistress' 
boot, but the gesture is for hin the submission of his own male- 
ness: he becomes a woman. It is, moreover, the denial of all 
sexuality: he submits to the sexless nymph. The nymph,, in turn, 
is associated with Molly, not only because the picture of the 
nymph hangs over the bed, but also because Bloon thinks the nymph 
to be "not unlike [Molly] with her hair down. " (p. 65/78) At one 
point, when he was jobless, Bloom has even suggested that Holly 
pose nude, as Molly reflects, "like that bath of the nymph. " 
(p. 7.38/892) As Bloori begins to realize, however, his submissive- 
ness is tantamount to eriasculation, to accepting "only ethereal" 
with which the nymph is associated. In defiance, he half rises: 
his trouser button pops as the result of his half-rising, not 
as the cause .l Bloom suddenly asserts the value of normal sexual- 
ity: "If there were only ethereal where would you all be, pos- 
tulants and novices? " (p. 540/661) He denies guilt for his own 
sexuality, claiming aggressively that the "sixteen years of black 
slave labour" (his narriage) are now "behind" hin. (p. 540/662) 
Having rid himself of his conception of Molly both as nymph 
1Stanley Sultan, The Arciurient of Ulysses, p. 306. 
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and sexual tyrant, he is potentially able to accept her sexuality 
as it is. 
The change in Bloom is immediate. When he asks Zoe for 
his potato back, he is not only self-assertive; the gesture is 
significant because Zoe earlier mistook the potato for a testicle 
and because, as Bloom says, "There is memory attached to it" 
(p. 542/663)--the sane kind of "memory" which has hitherto failed 
him. As suggested earlier, the fact that he replaces Stephen's 
hand with his own to have his fortune told suggests not only that 
he wishes to protect Stephen but also that he is less submissive 
to the ""fate" which he normally accepts. The ensuing scene, 
where Hol lyº and Boylan make love while Bloom looks on confirms 
that Bloom subconsciously recognizes his own submissiveness to 
be comparable to pandering. In external matters, Bloom's change 
is evident in his handling of Bella Cohen after Stephen breaks 
the chandelier chimney (pp. 569-70/ 683-84) and of Stephen 
when he becomes involved in the street brawl with Private Carr. 
(pp. 574-93/688-703) As the omniscient narrator of the following 
episode says, "! 1r Bloom ... was in complete possession of 
his faculties, never more so. .. ." (pp. 598/706) 
Bloom's change in attitude has limitations, however. Con- 
sciously he is still uncertain about his role as husband. Hence, 
the impossibility of return ("the coning back was the worst thing 
you ever c? i d, " p. 636/757) recurs to him frequently. Moreover, 
the "donesti c problem" which "as much as, if not more than any 
other frequently engaged his mind" is "llhat to do with our Wives. " 
(p. 670/802) At best Bloom is merely in a position where-he 
can improve his relationship with Molly. It is part of Joyce's 
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view in Ulysses that the enormous diversity of hunan inclinations 
adnits the developnent of relationships: he does not denonstrate 
that problens are dranatically overcone or that the amelioration 
of such problems involves a resolution of all tensions. 
At horse in Eccles Street, signs or portents of which Bloom 
is not necessarily conscious suggest a change in Bloom. True 
enough, the fact that he bumps his head on the neatly arranged 
furniture is not obviously auspicious, but it does suggest more 
the difficulty of "return" than its impossibility. In any case, 
the new arrangement does portend change and, significantly, the 
arrangement accords in part with Bloom's oven plans.. (p. 690/829) 
lie burns a cone of incense as if, like Ulysses burning sulphur, 
he swishes to clear the house of his wife's "suitor. " lie no longer 
enshrines Holly: he uses her cream to make cocoa for Stephen-- 
and for himself. As if in token of his increasing masculinity, 
the omniscient narrator states that as Bloom ages he will "in- 
creasingly resemble his paternal creator. " (p. 692/832) Perhaps 
it is significant, too, that it is nine months and one day since 
"complete mental intercourse" (p. 721/869) between him and (. lolly 
has taken place (and since the beginning of ? silly's pubescence). 
The end of nine months, the gestation period, suggests the end 
of one cycle and the beginning of another. It seems further sig- 
nificant that three of the most important songs which define for 
Bloom his unhappiness--La ci dares, All is lost and ti1'Appari 
are drawn from works where the unhappy lover is reunited with 
his beloved (Zerlina and Ptasetto, Arnina and Elvino, Lionel 
and Martha). 
More obviously portentous is the "star" observed by both 
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Stephen and Sloon, moving "with great apparent velocity across 
the firmament from Vega in the Lyre above the zenith beyond the 
stargroup of the Tress of Berenice towards the zodiacal sign of 
Leo. " (p. 688/826) Stanley Sultan argues that as an amateur 
astronomer Bloom 1would recognize that the trajectory of the star 
corresponds to holly as Vega going from Stephen, the poet (Lyre), 
towards Bloom (Leo). ' Whether or not Bloom does interpret the 
stars in this manner, it seems likely that he could recognize 
the falling star to be a favourable omen. 
Once Bloom climbs into bed the shift in his attitude is 
more directly evident. Although at first he feels jealousy and 
envy toward Boylan, these emotions are supplanted. (pp. 717-18/ 
864-65) For various superficial reasons, Boylan's youth and 
financial position among then, Bloom feels abnegation. (p. 717/ 
864) For more inportant reasons, he ends by feeling equanimity; 
on one level of realization, he accepts adultery as natural, as 
comparatively not calamitous or abnormal, and, above all, as 
irreparable. (pp. 717-18/564-65) At this point he feels much as 
he does in "Eumaeus" when he considers that a displaced husband 
can only "Bot: to the inevitable. Grin and bear it. " (p. 609/720) 
Yet the equanimity Bloom feels is not deeply felt: it is true 
that he corsiders adultery to be less "reprehensible" than such 
trifles as "poaching, " but it is also true that he considers 
that the only pore "cal ani tous" event is the "cataclysmic 
annihilation of the planet in consequence of collision with a 
1The Arrunent of Ulysses, p. 399. Sultan also says that 
the stars simultaneously represent Stephen (the star) going past 
the disturbed atti tude towards his pother (insofar as Lyra 
signifies self-centrednes. s) to Cloon (Leo) and the values 
for which he stands. 
3 
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dark sun. " (p. 717/865) Intellectually he can accept Molly's 
infidelity--especially because he is able to see it as an 
"adaptation to altered conditions of existence" for which he has 
been partly responsible. Emotionally, he feels it to be momen- 
tously "calamitous. " 
That the equanimity is not deep emotional equipose is demon- 
strated further by Bloom's restless catalogue of possible retri- 
butions particularly against Boylan. (Ile is less interested 
in suing for divorce or for damages, which will affect Holly, 
than with displacing Boylan commercially, humiliating him, and 
removing him from Molly. ) However, Gloom's equanimity becomes 
more profound when he no longer considers standards of judgement 
towards adultery, attempting to make it only comparatively accept- 
able, but instead (as he tried to do earlier in the day, e. g. 
p. 363/481) scrutinizes the act itself, considering those quali- 
ties which make it physically and morally insignificant. Fron 
an increasingly distant point of view Bloom is able to reduce 
Boylan to one of a series of "seminators, " emotions to "futility, " 
morals to "inanity" and everything to cosmic insignificance, 
subject to the "apathy of the stars. " (p. 719/866-67) 
It is frort this cosmic viewpoint that Bloom is able to 
respond to 'pol ly's buttocks as they represent a universal female 
principle. However, Molly is not pleased with his attentions. 
(p. 76I L/ 925) Further, insofar as such an attitude arises from 
an attenpt to ". Justify to himself his sentiments, " (p. 718/866) 
it is pore defensive than deeply felt. If Bloom has been able 
to go beyond the kinetic frustration and fear he suffered when, 
in the "Sirens" episode, for example, he was so dependent upon 
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Molly, the equanimity he has attained is almost indifference, 
even denial. His equanimity at this point is not unlike the 
submissiveness to "fate" that has been partly responsible for the 
crisis in his relationship with Molly. Still, he has conquered 
Holly's "suitors" in his own mind; he has accepted his own 
sexuality and has allowed Holly the sane freedom Richard attempts 
to allow Bertha. In a sense, he seems close to allowing dolly 
(and himself) the sane freedom and complexity that Joyce allows 
his characters. 
However, Bloom does not rest immobile, reassured by the 
"apathy of the stars. " When t'olly awakens, he experiences what 
he did not when she lay asleep as a mere body: "incipient 
excitation. " (p. 719/868) It seems his equanimity towards Holly 
does not preclude revitalized interest in her body or in their 
relationship. Placed in perspective, t'olly becomes for Bloom 
more a human being, free from some of the preconceptions which 
have formerly troubled him. And, as r'olly later reveals, Bloom 
asks for breakfast in bed. Although the gesture is a trivial one, 
it does suggest that Bloom wishes to demonstrate to folly that 
his attitude towards her has changed. (Lolly herself only dimly 
understands the gesture. ) The fact that it is eggs Bloom requests 
for breakfast gives further significance to the request. That 
morning he has rejected the possibility of eggs for breakfast: 
"No good Bogs with this drouth. t! ant pure fresh water. " (p. 56/66) 
41ith the thunderstorm that evening it seems that the "drouth" is 
at an end, or that Eloon (probably subconsciously) believes it 
to be. It seers that, like Chaucer's "shoures soote, " this rain- 
storm carries symbolic significance. 
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It may be true that it is meaningless to extrapolate the 
relationship between Molly and Bloom beyond the book, that the 
enactment of the principles which involve Molly and Bloom is the 
end in itself, especially as their individual roles are super- 
seded by more universalized ones. However, insofar as Molly's 
thoughts extend to the following morning and her future sexual 
adventures, speculation is encouraged. And whatever the results 
of that speculation, it is certain that both Bloom and Molly 
have both had significant experiences, which naturalistically 
(as well as symbolically) raust entail an adjustment in their 
relationship, however uncertain. 
Joyce's view of a married relationship, and his desire to 
explore complexities and possibilities of stable affection clearly 
alter radically in the course of his development. It would he 
misleading to claim that the complexity is something originated 
by Joyce: most great writers of novels and dramas examine com- 
plex characters and relationships. Nevertheless, Joyce explores 
an enormously wide range of sensibility, conscious and subconsci; ou; 
and in the process reveals a distinctive view of human relation- 
ships that, is both shrewdly penetrating and fundamentally sympa- 
thetic. Perhaps the development towards this view is most evi- 
dent in the shift in the concept of love from the earliest works 
to Ulysses. 
Gloom's conception of love, the doninant one in Ulysses, 
embraces the sensual and eriotional, the cynical and reverential, 
the selfish and selfless. If no reconciliation of these aspects 
is achieved, Bloom's understanding, particularly at the novel's 
end, allows all aspects to exist simultaneously. Certainly 
Bloom's comprehensive view of love is more profound than Richard 
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Rowan's torrientedly idealistic conception, though it involves 
much the same complexity and ambivalence. Bloom's view of love 
is more complex than Bertha Rowan's and flay Dedalus' maternal 
and essentially possessive types of love, too, and certainly more 
complex than Stephen Dedalus' egoistic view of love as physical 
and emotional relief, or his disturbed view of an enigmatic 
maternal love. Bloom's view is more complex and profound than 
any of these because it encompasses them all. Even if he does 
not full understand Molly's love, he does understand more than 
any of the others the complex love one can feel as parent, 
child and spouse. 
Bloom may not examine the motives of his love for Molly 
with anything like Richard's scrupulousness; he may be as incon- 
sistent as Richard. However, even before he cosies to accept his 
own sexuality he is wiser than Richard and more generous: he is 
willing to accept both in himself and others 'that love can be 
simultaneously selfish and selfless, restricting and liberating. 
Bloom nowhere synthesizes such a view, but is characteristically 
able to accept its aspects. Thus the fact that he simultaneously 
suspects Gerty to have been "thinking of someone else, " (p. 364/ 
483) trying to "take advantarle, " (p. 370/491) and responding 
genuinely ("it was a kind of language between us, " 'p. 366/485) 
can be seen to demonstrate not only Bloom's unresolved attitude 
to woven, but also his comprehensive understanding of rmale- 
female attractions. All possibilities it seers, can exist 
sinultancously. Love is compounded fron bestial sexuality, 
fron adoration, from possessiveness and jealousy, from profound 
affection and goodwill. It can reflect transcendental deter- 
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ninism ("there's destiny in i t, falling in love, " 'p. 367/486) 
and yet be nerely a homely steadying force ("Plain and loved, 
loved for ever. .. ."p. 374/497) It can be purely physical 
("A cork and bottle, " p. 489/619), sentinental (like the love 
letter "Fron Chi ckabi ddy's own llunpsypum, " p. 280/368), or 
sublive (like the love Bloom and Molly shared at tlowth Head. ) 
Bl'oon does not argue the subtleties of love to the same extent 
as Richard Rowan, nor try to press towards an ideal of selfless- 
ness. In the end, though, the equanimity he feels towards Molly's 
infidelity is closer to generosity and stasis than anything 
Richard is able to feel. (Of course, no more than Bertha does 
t'olly want complete liberty, and, early in the novel, the liberty 
allowed Holly arises from timidity, - not fron an idealism like 
Richard's. ) Indeed, by the novel's end, Bloom has largely over- 
come the ambivalences Richard feels--he seems to have accepted 
the contrarieties of which his affection is composed. 
When in Barney Kiernan's Bloom finds himself insisting that 
it is love "that is really life" (p. 327/432) he suffers intense 
embarrassment, anplified by the silly parodies of sentimental 
löve which follow) Yet, in spite of his embarrassment, and in 
spite of the fact that "love" here seems more like caritas than 
sexual love, his assertion does indicate the extent to which 
good feeling, generosity and affection are fundamental to his 
principles. Gloom's concepticn of love obviously extends beyond 
faiiily life, but it is nevertheless fundamental to it. Bloom 
may not alºiays be fully conscious of the. principles he upholds, 
1C. f. "So path been, love: tis tis: and will be: t111 
wears and tears and ages. " (Flt pp. 11G-17) At another point 
Juan is described as "the host purely . human being that over was 
called roan, loving all up and down the whole creation. .. 
(EW p. 431) 
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but he enacts the most positive and generous love, as well as 
the most coripl i cated, presented by Joyce. There is a good deal 
of truth in the citizen's sarcastic comment about Bloom, "tie's 
a nice pattern of a Romeo and Juliet. " (p. 327/433) 
Joyce's characterization of Bloom clearly reveals that 
his conception of the husband's role, like his conception of 
the paternal role, alters profoundly through the course of his 
fiction. Though he sometimes reveals sympathetic understanding 
of the husband's role (in "The Dead" especially) he is most 
concerned in the earlier works with those men who are funda- 
mentally selfish and temperamentally unsuited to their wives, 
either because they thereby manifest self-perpetuating moral 
paralysis (in Dubliners) or because they thereby contribute 
to the unhappy home life threatening the artist (in Stephen Hero 
and A Portrait). In Exiles and Ulysses, however, when Joyce 
seems most interested in reflecting some of his own experience 
as a husband, he becomes more concerned with attempting to reveal 
the insolubly complex emotions of men with fundamentally gener- 
ous feelings for their wives. The role of man and husband seems 
mostly to have interested Joyce as it involves complex emotions; 
the role of man as procreator or father seems to have interested 
him in a more fundamental way as %jell, as that role embodies a 
universal principle. Thus, in Finnegans Uake where Joyce is.. 
concerned with universals, Earwicker is most important in his 
role as father or creator: even his sexual qualities are 
more important in his paternal than his married role. Even so, 
in Ulysses, the work where Joyce is most interested in exploring 
what it is to be a man, he demonstrates a man's relationship 
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with his wife to be central to his hunanity. 
1101 ly 
Through the characterization of Eloon, Joyce shows that a 
man's feeling for his family can be vital to him--he can have 
great instinctive need for a son, he can feel deep affection 
for his daughter, and, more important, his wife, even if that 
affection is complicated (in Bloom's case by possessiveness, 
shame for his own sexuality, over-dependence, and so on). Through 
the characterization of Molly, Joyce complements this view. 
Though she has little of Bloori's sentimentality, Holly too 
feels real affection for her daughter and, more important, her 
husband, even if her affection too is complicated (in her 
case, by Jealousy, contempt, fear of rejection, and so on). 
The characterization of Molly also is important as it reinforces 
and develops the view from the earliest of Joyce's works that 
worsen are, by nature, closely identifiable with biological and 
familial roles. tlhile Joyce's conception of the male role, both 
husband and father, undergoes a radical change in the course 
of his work, his conception of the foriale role undergoes a less 
radical change. In all his works he remains most interested in 
women as largely instinctive, unintellectual, often credulous 
or superstitious beings. 
l tfithin these limitations, however, 
Joyce increasingly sees aornen in a more positive light. The 
women in Dublirers r. iost often fill their roles as wives and 
mothers dutifully; like Mrs. Dedalus they have no "joy of 
There are intellectual women like t'rs. f: earney, Deatrice 
Justice and Li zzi e Twi gg, but Joyce's portrayal of then reveals 
then to be unnatural. Mrs. Daedalus in Dtenhen Hero is more 
intelligent perhaps than riany, at least in her response to 
literature, but even so she is clearly limited. 
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living. " (Gretta Conroy and tars. Sinico are possible exceptions. ) 
Bertha, however, and, in a different way, Molly reveal consider- 
ably more vitality; both have the "generosity" that Richard 
Rowan finds lacking in Beatrice Justice. (E p. 25) Molly reveals, 
in addition, an astounding array of contradictory attitudes--she 
can be scheming and spontaneous, prudish and frank, indifferent 
and jealous--yet she has an unmistakeable aura of life, the 
kind of "plurabi 1i typ" that makes her the logical forerunner of 
Anna Livia, in many ways the culmination of the Joycean woman. 
Although it is Molly's characterization which does most 
to establish this view of woven in the family, Bloom's attitudes 
towards women contributes substantially to the view, for Bloom 
is concerned with then primarily in their familial and biological 
roles. Towards the maternal role, Bloom has much reverence and 
sympathy. No doubt the over-burdened women of his acquaintance 
provide ample grounds for sympathy--theirs is "No soft job. " 
(p. 366/486) The act of childbirth, particularly attracts Bloom's 
mixed awe and pity: "[H] e felt with yonder women's woe in the 
travail that they have of motherhood. .. ." (p. 380/504) 
Although he can be natter-of-fact and even cynical about women 
at times, towards their procreative functions he remains respect- 
ful. He alone takes exception to the gibes at woven made in 
the maternity hospital, refusing "to pretermit humanity upon 
any condition soever towards a gentlewoman when she was about 
her lawful occasions. " (p. 401/533) tlhereas all (but the 
"dressy young blade") praise the male procreative role and the 
potency of Purefoy, Moon remains aloof. (p. 401/534) If he 
can argue that childbirth is largely a wwoman's attempt to save 
her own life (p. 413/550) his argument does not vitiate his 
ldflý 
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respect but nerely demonstrates his respect to be more for 
woman's suffering than for the mystery of procreation. As he 
reflects earlier in the day, wonen must be "Glad to see us go we 
give then such trouble coning. " (p. E6/108) 
Female sexuality and the paternity it entails is not just 
one of v: onan's nany iriportant roles; for Bloom it is their 
chief role. t! onan is the "sacred lifegiver, " the"link between 
nations and generations. " (p. 582/694) Women are a different 
order of beings (even if Bloom gets along better with women 
than with nen). Yet femininity for Bloom extends beyond specific 
social and familial roles to something more universal, like a 
life principle. The sterility of spirit he feels early in the 
norning derives fron his recognition not merely of the dissolution 
of the Jewish race, but also of a failure of life, and therefore 
a failure of the female principle: the Dead Sea he sees as 
,ý i 
"Dead: an old Ywonan's: the grey sunken cunt of the world. 
(p. 61/73) His attempt to find consolation in Molly's "armple 
bedwarned flesh" (p. 61/74) at this point reflects his more 
explicit submission to the female principle that night. Bloom's 
foetal position in bed where he lies immersed in the depersonal- 
ized feminine world, derives significance from his appraisal of 
woman as noon, as extraterrestrial force. The "special affinities" 
(p. 686/823) between woman and noon that Bloom identifies (whether 
or not consciously) reinforce his conception of femaleness as a 
constant, universal force. Zone of the similarities drawn are 
slic,, htly facetious ("her indeterninate respor. se to inaffirnative 
interrorütion, " p. 686/824) or deflating ("her satellitic depen- 
dence" p. 686/824) but the general impression is one of 
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"inscrutability, " "hotter, " (p. 68678?. 4) and above all "antiquity 
in preceding and surviving successive tellurian generations. " 
(p. 686/823) Beyond the individual aptness of' each observation, 
the whole paragraph creates a powerful sense of the nythic awe 
which Bloom feels toward rwonen and which dominates the novel. 
Towards their sexual role, Bloom's attitudes are more mixed, 
as shown earlier. At tines Bloom's generalizations about tonen 
seen condescending, as if he feels himself fully to understand 
then (they are "All tarred with the sarge brush. " p. 366/486 
"no woriann thinks she rug1. %, y; 3 ."p. 374/ 497 and so on). 110w- 
ever he recognizes their sexuality to be a powerful force, one 
which pronpts both his lurid interest and genuine respect: as he 
watches Lydia Douce run her hand over the phallus-like beer pull, 
he thinks with his characteristic blend of flippancy and earnest- 
ness: "Her hand that rocks the cradle rules the. Den Hovwth. 
That rules the world. " (p. 283/372) Although Bloom shares 
Stephen's fascination with women's sexuality, unlike Stephen he 
does not feel their sexuality to be inherently sinful (whatcver 
his guilt for his own sexuality). The Eve myth. is "Plot a his- 
torical fact. " (p. 505/633) No doubt Bloom's attitudes reflect 
some of his own limitations, as a largely sensuous nan of no 
special intellectual distinction. However, his views contribute 
substantially towards the dominant view of woman supported by the 
whale book. 
It is the characterization o-P Polly, of course, which does 
most to show %'onan to be a sensual creature, largely confined to 
her biological roles as mother and wife. Even if ? lolly is hardly 
the buttress of familial solidarity, her symbolic associations 
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with "Gea-Tellus" are a loqical extension of her naturalistic 
role. If Molly's characterization involves behaviour sometimes 
at odds with her symbolic role, that is because she is a living, 
vital character, not merely a biological symbol, as some would 
claim. 
1 
Yet the maternal qualities of Molly's symbolic role have 
basis in her naturalistic inclinations. It is true that Molly 
seems distinctive amongst Dublin women for the fewness of her 
children. It is also true that her predominantly sexual associ- 
ations distinguish her from those Dublin mothers with more tra- 
di ti onal ly maternal associations (hay Dedalus and Hi na Pure- 
foy, for example). 
2 However, Molly's lack of children does not 
arise from her lack of maternal fetling, but from sexual con- 
straint that involves Bloom as well. Moreover, if she does not 
obviously display traditional maternal qualities--gentleness, 
fidelity, domesticity, and so on--she does en-body sensual quali- 
ties which (under normal conditions) fit her to fulfil a pro- 
creative role. 
Yet even of maternal emotions Molly is capable, however much 
circumstances have inhibited their expression. In her own way 
1S. L. Goldbern, for example, says Molly "surely lacks the odd, 
unpredictable noral contours of an individual ... which action 
could necessarily require. " Classical Temper, p. 295. Infact, 
Holly recalls enough instances of her action--rife with "odd, 
unpredictable moral contours"--to be as fully characterized as 
any character in fiction, at least on Gol, dberg's criterion. 
2Pebecca West sungests that Joyce deliberately divided 
the Mother figure into May Dedalus and Molly Bloorn: "since the 
Mother is seen in relation to the Son, Stephen Dedal us, it is 
necessary that all the sexual aspects of her which he could not 
bear to contemplate in his own mother should be isolated in some 
other woman. " "The Strande Case of James Joyce, " The Critical 
Heritane, I. p. 435. fron Bookman, 68 (Sept. 1928), pp. 9-23. 
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she is protective, affectionate and proud of her family. Her 
relationship with Hilly reveals many such qualities. It is 
true that in some matters her affection seems more that of an 
older sister than that of a mother: she is pleased that Hilly 
is in "great demand; " (p. 751/910) she is tolerant towards 
rya 
Milly's restlessness because, she says, "I was too. '*. . '. 11 (p. 753/ 
912) However, Molly is unequivocally maternal in her concern 
that Lilly does not smoke (p. 751/910) and does not "cock her 
legs up like that on show on the windowsill. " (p. 752/911) All 
is not smooth between them, of course. There has been fractious- 
ness over domestic trifles and Hilly's adolescent rebelliousness: 
"I gave her 2 damn fine cracks across the ear for herself take 
that now for answering me like that and that for your impudence 
she had me that exasperated. ... " (p. 753/912) Yet Molly 
regrets her severity to Pli l ly--she blames cheese, weed in the 
tea, and lack of sleep for her temper. Further, she resents 
Bloom because his laxness has made it necessary for her to be 
strict with Hilly. (p. 753/912) Like Bloom, she is able to 
empathize with her daughter ("of course shes restless knowing 
shes pretty.. .. ."p. 753/912) and disturbed that Hilly has been 
sent from home: she berates herself for stitching a button on 
Hi l ly's coat while she was-still wearing it because such an action 
"brings a parting. " (p. 752/910) She is jealous of Hilly's affec- 
tion, too, priding herself on the fact that "if there was anything 
wrong with her its me shed tell not him. .. ." (p. 751/910) 
She even secretly takes Billy's part against Bloom, making sure 
that the statue Hilly broke was mended before Bloom saw it. 
(p. 751/910) 
In any case, Molly is convinced of the importance of the 
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mother's role: she assumes Stephen to be "running wild now" 
(p. 763/926) for want of a mother. If she toys with the idea 
of having an affair with him, she also feels maternal towards 
him, concerned that he is "ruining himself for life. " (p. 763/ 
927) Indeed, Molly prides herself on the maternal role in relation 
to both children and to men, for even towards men she often 
assumes a superior, maternal view: "sure they wouldnt be in the 
world at all only for us they dont know what it is to be a woman 
and a mother how could they where would they all of them be if 
they hadnt all a mother to look after them. .. ." (p. 763/926) 
Molly's attitude here suggests not only contempt for men (more 
overt elsewhere) but also a maternal superiority that accords 
well with her symbolic role of universal mother. 
The real focus of Molly's maternal feelings is Rudy, even 
if it is his death which has entailed the repression of her role 
as mother (and wife). Rudy's death has grieved her deeply: "I 
suppose I oughtnt to have buried him in that little woolly jacket 
I knitted crying as I was. .. ." (p. 763/927) The fact that 
earlier she called the jacket merely a "woollen thing" (p. 725/875) 
indicates not indifference at that point but rather defensiveness. 
Lynch's recognition (in the maternity hospital) that the death 
of babies is "productive of pain to some of our feelings (notably 
the maternal). . "(p. 412/549) seems not to reflect 
ironically 
Molly's indifference but to suggest her grief. That Rudy's death 
has also been responsible for-the sexual constraint between Holly 
and Bloom has already been demonstrated: it is not just the 
pathos of Rudy's death that disturbs fier but also the fact that 
she has subsequently produced no son. She is bitter towards 
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Simon Dedalus and fathers like him who "have a fine son like 
that" yet are "not satisfied. " (p. 763/926) Moreover, like 
Bloom, she entertains the brief hope, however idle, that she 
can have another child: "supposing I risked having another .. 
yes thatd be awfully jolly. .. ." (p. 727/877) 
The fact that she rejects Boylan as father of such a child 
in preference to Bloom suggests that the sexual constraint does 
not arise from an aversion to Bloom, but to sexual contact. In- 
deed, perhaps the resumption of sexual activity has made the 
possibility of having a son more attractive. Although Molly's 
maternal role is not developed extensively in naturalistic terms, 
like that of Bertha it embodies a different conception from 
that evident in the long suffering, often timid and quiet, but 
grimly determined mothers who recur in the earlier books. Sharing 
many maternal qualities with other mothers, Molly is besides 
humourous and frank, sometimes irritable and protective, but also 
sympathetic and affectionate. 
As Molly considers the possibility of having a son, she is 
lead inevitably to consider her most important relationship, 
that with Bloom. Like Bloom's, Molly's attitude towards her own 
role in her marriage is largely defined by her conception of the 
opposite sex, and, like Bloom, she is given to generalizing about 
them. However, while Bloom's views support the novel's general 
view of women, Molly's serve chiefly to reveal her own sexual 
orientation and define her role as lover and wife. 
It is often assumed that Holly considers all men to be the 
same, as demonstrated by her habitual use of the masculine pro- 
noun without antecedent. ' Such, however, is not true. Not 
I 
lF'or example, Robert Adams, Surface and Symbol, p. - 40. 
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only does she explicitly say, "theyre all so different. .. ." 
(p. 729/880) but also she reacts differently to different types: 
the "fine young men ... down in Margate strand bathing place" 
(p. 760/923) are very different from "those pigs of men" who do 
not wash, for example. (p. 761/923) The use of pronouns in lieu 
of names is chiefly a method for verisimilitude, characteristic 
of thought flow. After all, Bloom frequently refers to men 
as "he" without introducing the name, yet Bloom is well aware of 
individual differences. ' In any case, there can be little doubt 
that Bloom, Boylan, Menton, Gardner and so on are all vividly 
distinct to Molly, even if she does not always name them. 
Nevertheless, what Molly feels to be common to all men sig- 
nificantly reflects her sensual nature and her dual contempt for 
and dependence on men. As far as sexual interest is concerned, 
"theyre all made the one way. ... " (p. 736/890); they are all 
exhibitionists (p. 738/892); "they want to do everything too 
quick. .. ." (p. 731/883); "they want everything in their mouth 
. ." 
(p. 739/893) Moreover, they are all promiscuous, 
especially as they get older. (p. 724/873) Yet, Molly reflects 
with some satisfaction, they all like her. (p. 760/921) At times 
Molly comes close to hating men, contemptuous of the pleasure 
they derive fron women; (pp. 727/877,739/893,761/923) at one 
point at least she finds them to be physically repulsive (p. 738/ 
892) and she declares in a moment of exasperation, intensified by 
her recollection of Denis Breen, "Id rather die 20 times over 
than marry another of their sex.... "(p. 729/880) However, 
if she 
1For example, Bloom refers to the gardener at the cemetery 
as "he" when, for two paragraphs, the gardener has not been in 
Bloom's thoughts (p. 107/136) Molly is often merely "she" or 
"her" without antecedent. e. g. 149/190,165/212. 
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considers men foolish, (p. 754/914) characterless, (p. 746/903) 
or deceitful, (p. 757/918) she can also draw satisfaction from 
the fact that "they cant get on without us. " (p. 729/880) 
Perhaps holly's greatest complaint against men is one that 
strikes to the root of her discontent with Bloom: "the majority 
of them" she feels to have "not a particle of love in their 
natures. " (p. 752/912) In this case, her complaint arises not 
from contempt or superiority but genuine regret. As it becomes 
apparent elsewhere in her monologue, she craves the "love"-- 
the sexual attention, the affection, the romantic interest-- 
whose lack she deplores in men. Indeed, she is as dependent 
upon men as she realizes them to be upon women. 
Towards Bloom, Molly's attitude is more complex. Not only 
is she apparently ambivalent to him, simultaneously fond of 
him and contemptuous of him, but also her attitudes are often 
deceptive, the result of mixed motives or defensiveness. However, 
as Stanley Sultan points out, Molly's "stream of consciousness 
is not merely content but process. "' He demonstrates her atti- 
tudes to Bloom not to fluctuate randomly but to follow what 
Joyce called an "amplitudinously curvilinear"2 development. 
That is, Molly begins her soliloquy conscious of many of Bloom's 
good points, becomes increasingly antagonistic towards him, and, 
after Stephen displaces Boylan in her mind, ends by largely 
favouring Bloom, however grudgingly. This general pattern does 
exist in Molly's soliloquy and, the rhetorically impressive con- 
clusion does suggest affirmation. 'Whether or not the relationship 
is intended to be seen to alter significantly, however, Molly's 
lThe Argument of Ulysses, p. 419 
2The Argument of Ulysses, p. 439. From letter to Claude 
Sykes, Letters, I. p. 164. 
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soliloquy confirms what the earlier chapters indicate, that the 
relationship, even as it is. significantly embodies all of the 
contrary emotions which for Joyce constituted meaningful ties. 
In a way, the relationship between Holly and Bloom is the 
most positive affirmation in Joyce's work of the relationship 
between a man and a woman. While the marriage suffers from 
anxiety, suspicion, jealousy, and antagonism, beyond--or even 
through--such emotions it remains oddly sound. It seems the 
tendency of criticism to stress the positive or negative aspects 
of the marriage without recognizing that the positive entails 
the negative. For all the disruptive emotions, Molly's solilo- 
quy shows the relationship to be meaningful however imperma- 
nent and faulty. Though human affection is closely analyzed, 
in the end it is left untouched. Indeed, it is extraordinary 
how the writing can be unsparing and still leave an impressively 
positive impression. 
Of Bloom's bad qualities Holly is full aware, even if her 
attitude varies between wry exasperation and deep hostility. At 
some points bitterness even leads her to interpret basically neu- 
tral traits negatively. The deepest of Molly's grievances is 
her complaint, "its a wonder Im not an old shrivelled hag before my 
time living with hin so cold never embracing me except sometimes 
when hes asleep the wrong end of me not knowing I suppose who he 
has. ... 
" (p. 762/925) Although Molly is partly responsible 
for the sexual estrangement, evidently she is disturbed that 
Bloom does not acknowledge both her feminity and her individuality 
with appropriate sexual advances. On the other hand, she thinks 
"better go easy not wake hin have him at it again slobbering. ... 
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(p. 748/906) because she feels that his advances, such as they 
are, do not express "love. " For a similar reason, she objects 
to Bloom's sexual technique: "he does it all wrong too thinking 
only of his own pleasure. .. ." (p. 758/919) As becomes appar- 
ent later, Molly is especially bitter towards Bloom because his 
coldness has forced her to become an adulteress in order simul- 
taneously to satisfy her emotional and physical needs, to win 
revenge against him, and, paradoxically, to win back by defiance 
his sexual allegiance. Basic to all of these grievances is 
Bloom's (supposed) infidelity. Even if Molly reveals a double 
standard in her intolerance of Bloom's infidelity, she also 
reveals a profound disturbance at being rejected in favour of 
another. 
Related to these sexual grievances, because they also suggest 
a sense of insecurity, are Molly's fears that she is getting 
old, missing out on life, being neglected; the same fears that 
lead her to expect. to be a "shrivelled old hag before [herl time" 
(p. 762/925) fron lack of affection. Thus she resents the fact 
that she "could have been a prima donna lonly; [she) married him, " 
(p. 748/905) that Bloom's promises of a glamorous life of travel 
never materialized, (p. 750/909) that she is left alone in "this 
big barracks of a place" (p. 750/908) without a servant, and 
that she suffers from Bloom's stinginess. (p. 736/889) 
Molly's insecurity is reflected further in her distrust of 
Bloom. There is some basis for her distrust: Bloom does 
withhold from her some of his day's activities, even om$i tting 
without apparent reason mention of the "public altercation" 
(p. 720/868) with the citizen. The lack of "complete mental 
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intercourse" (p. 721/869) between them may be partly due to the 
incidence of Fti l ly's pubescence nine months before, but it 
seems Moll y**suspicions about Bloom's secretiveness are deeply 
ingrained. For Molly, it is part of Bloom's character that, 
as a "slyboots, " (p. 731/882) "he plot and plans everything 
out. .. ." (p. 751/910) (Even Bella Cohen calls Bloom a 
"slyboots. " p. 544/665) 
Other grievances towards Bloom reflect less real bitterness 
than wry exasperation with those peculiarities that are so much 
part of his character: his inability to "explain a thing simply 
the way a body can understand, " (p. 738/893) his hypothetical 
ineffectuality against burglars, (p. 751/909) his awkward `° 
inability to move furniture, (p. 757/918) his tendency to put 
"his big foot in it, " (p. 757/918) his inclination to be "pig- 
headed" (pp. 733/885,737/891) or "persever, ing, " (p. 731/883) 
his pretence of knowing it all--and, one one occasion, nearly 
drowning Molly in consequence. (p. 750/908) It is significant, 
however, that Holly recalls incidents to reveal these peculiarities 
in such a manner that she seems to feel, along with exasperation, 
amusement as well. 
In fact, it seems that from the beginning of their relation- 
ship, Molly found Bloom's singularity amusing: "he used to amuse 
me the things he said with the half sloothering smile on him. .. .' 
(p. 756/916) Yet if she "laughed [herself] sick" (p. 756/917) 
at Bloom's deliberately comic antics, even when he is not being 
intentionally funny she continues to be amused by him. When she 
reacts against Bloom's scholarly explanation of metempsychosis, 
her eye is "mocking, " (p. 64/77) just as, when she appears . 
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as part of Bloom's subconscious in "Circe, " she speaks to him 
with "slow friendly mockery in her eyes. " (p. 433/571-) When 
Bloom recalls Molly saying to him, "you were so foreign from 
the others, " (p. 373/496) he is defining what for Molly is his 
most salient feature, his singularity. 
Bloom's singularity is a focal point of Molly's ambivalence, 
however, for she can be both amused with his unusual qualities 
and contemptuous of his unnaturalness, particularly in sexual 
matters. " 1141 es not natural like the rest of the world ... ." 
(p. 730/881) she feels, recalling that he asked her towalk in dung, 
(p. 730/881) wanted to milk her breast into tea, (p. 739/893) 
sleeps end to end in bed, (p. 756/917) and kisses her buttocks. 
(p. 762/925) Yet, if she can condescend to see his predilections 
as "fooling" (p. 741/896) she can also reveal pride in believing 
that "there isnt in all creation another man with the habits he 
has. .. ." 
(p. 756/917) She seems to draw considerable satis- 
faction both from her claim that "hed never find another woman 
like me to put up with him the way I do. .. ." (p. 729/880) 
(though her claim betrays anxiety, too) and from the realization 
that she has what Bloom earlier recognized as "proficiency of 
judgment regarding one person, proved true by experiment. " 
(p. 671/804) It seems partly to reassure herself that she can 
think of him, "what a madman nobody understands his cracked 
ideas but me. .. ." (p. 762/925) Apparently Holly feels 
his 
"cracked ideas" are worth understanding. 
Just how much the nature of Bloom's good and bad points 
is dependent on Holly's mood is demonstrated by the fact that 
many of the qualities she appreciates in him she considers at 
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other points to be faults. If at one time she can feel "hes 
getting very careless. .. ." (p. 739/894) about keeping tidy, 
at another she can admire his fastidious qualities, wiping his 
feet, blacking his boots. (p. 729/880) Similarly, she can 
both prefer Stephen to Bloom because he is "intelligent" (p. 760/ 
992) (implying that Bloom is not) and admire Bloom because he 
has "brains" (p. 732/883) and "knots a lot of mixed up things. " 
(p. 728/878) On some grounds, however, Holly's admiration is 
little qualified, especially at the beginning and end of her 
"curvilinear" soliloquy. She admires him, for example, because 
he is polite (pl 723/872) and not proud. (p. 723/872) 
Molly's recollection of their courtship demonstrates that 
in sexual matters also she feels positive feelings as well 
as the negative ones shown above. She married Bloom not just 
because she thought "as well him as another, " (p. 768/933) but 
also because she admired rauch about him. She is now disgruntled 
with Bloom's sexual traits, but it was not always so: "I liked 
the way he made love then. .. ." (p. 732/884) In particular, 
she liked his reticence, (p. 728/879) his good looks, (p. 728/879) 
and his "mad crazy letters. " (p. 756/916) As with Bloom, Molly's 
recollection of the Howth Head incident is enough to send her 
into a sensual and emotional swoon. Significantly 'folly's recol- 
lection of this incident seems to satisfy her emotionally, where- 
as her recollection of Boylan's lovemaking that afternoon merely 
creates a sense of sexual frustration. (p. 739/894) Clearly, 
though Molly's feelings are complex, she feels much affection 
and admiration for Bloom, both for what he is and what he was. 
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Even indirectly Holly reveals her affection for Bloom. 
She recalls, for example, having bought a dress "simply to 
please hin, " (p. 737/891) and having sent her washing to 
"Bloomfield" laundry because of its name. (p. 762/925) Bloom's 
mere incidental presence can give Molly much pleasure: "I love 
to hear him falling up the stairs of a morning with the cups 
rattling on the tray. .. ." 
(p. 749/907) Moroever, it seems 
more than just to safeguard her social status that she wants to 
protect Bloom from the "clutches" of heavy drinkers. (p. 758/920) 
In any case, Bloom and Holly have a significant if unacknow- 
ledged affinity. It is of course true that they have many dif- 
ferences of sensibility and viewpoint: Molly is less intelli- 
gent than Bloom; she believes in Cod while Bloom does not; 
she reacts to Bloom's (supposed) infidelity with defiance while 
Bloom reacts to hers with s issive grief, and she shares none 
of Bloom's interest in politics. However, they both have a highly 
sensuous sensibility and both are shrewd judges of the sensuality 
underlying social facades. They both indulge in brutal sexual 
fantasies, whether motivated by quilt, antagonism, or pure self- 
indulgence, yet both are deeply aware of what human love can be. 
Molly's definition of love may be less articulate than Bloom's, 
more emotional, less comprehensive, but insofar as it stresses 
the fulfilling intensity of love it is close to Bloom's: "it 
fills up your whole day and life always sc: methinq to think about 
every rionent and see it all around you 1i ke a new world. .. ." 
(p. 743/899) Their thought processes are also similar, especially 
as they both tend to make generalizations about men, women, or 
the human condition. They alternately blame and excuse each 
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other, alternately accept and are disturbed by each other's 
apparent infidelity. Both are generous and sympathetic towards 
others, but are able to penetrate falseness. They can both be 
sceptical about emotion, yet can submit to strong emotion. In 
addition, they share many particular attitudes, among them a 
fondness for the cat, a love for music, a view of love as fated, 
a concern for Stephen's welfare, and a mutual desire to have a 
child. While such similarities prove nothing in themselves, in 
combinatiivn with Molly's mixed appreciation of Bloom they suggest 
that the link between them is not meaningless like that between 
tlr. and Mrs. Dedalus, or most of the married couples in Dubliners. 
The essential strength of the relationship between Molly 
and Bloom is further evi dent in the fact that Molly is as con- 
cerned to keep Bloom as he is to keep her. It has already been 
seen, for example, that she tries to reassure herself that she 
alone can tolerate and understand Bloom. Further, she is gen- 
uinely distressed that Bloom will consider her "finished out, " 
(p. 751/910) that he will cease to value her: "I suppose Im 
nothing anymore.. . ." (p. 758/919) She even fears her security: 
"as for being a woman as soon as youre old they might as well 
throw you out in the bottom of the ash pit. .. ." (p. 744/900) 
Her concern elsewhere that she is getting old (p. 740/895) 
intensifies her concern. In part, it seems social stability 
that Molly wants from Bloom: "women try to walk on you because 
they know youve no man. .. ." 
(p. 736/899) However, it is eno- 
tional reassurance that Holly most needs. When she feels that 
Boylan has given her what she "badly wanted to put some heart 
up into [her] ... ." 
(p. 743/899) she is thinking less of 
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purely sexual satisfaction than of this emotional satisfaction, 
exactly what she craves but does not get from Bloom, "so cold 
never embracing rye. " (p. 762/925) 
Yet even Holly's concern to keep Bloom reveals mixed feelings: 
embittered by Bloom's apparent lack of love, she seeks simul- 
taneously to destroy and rekindle his love. Weec., her plan to 
consolidate her bond with Bloom depends on essentially negative 
tactics, jealousy and desire. Part of her indecision about 
bringing Bloom his breakfast next morning arises from a dual wish 
to please him (it is her own grudging idea to bring him her cream) 
and to win hin by defiance: "show them attention and they treat 
you like dirt. .. ." (p. 763/926) Given Molly's belief, "make 
him want me thats the only way. .. ." (p. 766/930) her whole 
affair with Boylan seems to a large extent an attempt to win Bloom 
by negative means. She certainly makes no effort to conceal 
evidence of Boylan's attentions: she leaves the few remains of 
Boylan's gift, port and fruit, in plain view in the kitchen. 
(p. 659/788) Further, Bloom notices the "imprint of a human form, 
male, not his, some crumbs, some flakes of potted meat, re- 
cooked, " (p. 716/862-63) and, if Molly's strategy works, he will 
notice more, for she refuses to iron from the sheet evidence of 
her lovemaking. (p. 765/929) It seems almost to reassure her- 
self that she says of Bloom, "he has an idea about him and me 
" (p. 725/874) On one level, Molly claims her affair to 
be entirely incidental ("why cant we all remain friends over it 
.... p. 
762/924) and her personal right ("theyre not going to 
be chaining me up no damn fear. .. ." 
(p. 762/924) yet she is 
intensely aware of how it will affect Bloom. If she can dismiss 
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"stupid husbands jealousy; ' (p. 762/924) she can also recall 
attempting to lure Bloom by playing on his "jealous side, " 
(p. 728/878) a tactic she is now using. 
Molly's desire to win Bloom by jealousy, and her fear that 
such a tactic will fail, lead to a defiant and embittered desire 
to shock him: "I11 let him know if thats what he wanted that 
his wife is fucked ... that ought to satisfy 
him. .. ." 
(p. 765/ 
929) To impress him further she even raises the number of times 
she made love with Boylan from "3 or 4, "(p. 727/877)(at a sub- 
sequent state "4 or 5, " p. 748/905) to "5 or 6 tines handrunning. " 
(p. 765/929) Clearly she so deeply resents Bloom for allowing 
her to commit adultery, especially since it seems so little to 
affect him, that she wishes to fling the fact in his face. She 
intends to taunt him, too, by singing selections from Don Gio- 
varini that suggest her infidelity (yet these are significantly 
ambiguous, for Zerlina does return to flasetto as t. lolly resent- 
fully hopes to return to Bloon). Holly resents Bloom not only 
because he has failed to respond to her adultery, but also because 
she feels guilty about it, however much she found her encounter 
with Boylan to be sexually exciting. When she says, "its all 
his own fault if I an an adulteress. .. ." (p. 765/929) she is 
intensely aware of the stigma of the word "adulteress. " To 
say "its his fault. .. ." is to acknowledge that there 
is "fault" 
and to attempt to shed i t. 
Just how much her own infidelity is an attempt to revenge 
herself against Bloom and to win hire by jealousy is made apparent 
by the nearly obsessive frequency with which the likelihood of 
his infidelity recurs to her. For all her claims that husband 
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and wife should "remain friends" (p. 762/924) over their affairs 
and that she does not "care two straws" (p. 724/873) about 
Bloom's affairs, she is no more able to accept Bloom's supposed 
infidelity than her own. In fact, Holly has the dreadful sus- 
picion that Bloom condones her affair with Boylan simply so he 
will be free to be unfaithful himself: "thats why he wants me 
and Boylan.... "(p. 758/919) Despite her pretended indifference, 
Holly returns again and again to wonder about Bloom's sexual 
adventures, each time trying to console herself by. demeaning his 
relationships. She denies that Bloom would feel "love" (pp. 723/ 
872,728/878) (despite the fact that Josie Breen/Powell is chief 
suspect) or she claims that he would have to pay for any sex he 
got, (p. 757/917) the female's motives being "to wheedle any 
money she can out of him. " (p. 724/873) She even tries to dis- 
miss Bloom's infidelity as a sign of aging: "all men get a bit 
like that at his age. .. ." (p. 724/873) For all her attempts 
to belittle Bloom's infidelity, it is the possibility that she 
will lose him that leads her to decide to "knock him off that 
little habit. " (p. 757/917) 
If Molly does not seem to know her own mind, it becomes 
increasingly apparent that she will do her best to win Bloom back. 
Whether or not Bloom's attempt to displace her "obsession" by 
introducing Stephen has been responsible, Molly rejects Boylan 
as an "ignoramus. " (p. 761/924) She does not consciously favour 
Bloom in lieu of Boylan at this point, but her fantasies about 
an affair with Stephen end with the recollection that Bloom is 
her first concern: "what an I going to do about him though. " 
(p. 761/923) Her further thoughts on Stephen and the pleasures 
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of a close relationship lead her to decide grudgingly that she 
will give Bloom "one more chance. " (p. 765/928) Even so, 
she is still sufficiently defensive that she considers the mone- 
tary advantages to herself. 
Exactly how Bloom is to respond to his "chance" is not clear, 
either to the reader or Molly. The chance she will offer him, 
sexual excitement, reveals Molly's guarded affection and her 
dual feelings toward Bloom. Although she indicates contempt for 
him, she. is not only reluctant to "soak him for too much money, 
but also seems to derive real interest and even sexual excite- 
ment from her plan. She expects to be sufficiently involved that 
she will "let out ... the first mad thing comes into her 
head, " (p. 766/930) and, it seems, ' she expects to achieve orgasm: 
NO wait now sonny my turn is coming. .. ." 
(p. 766/930) Even 
the contempt and indifference she plans reveal dual feelings: 
essentially defensive, they seem also to enhance the sexual 
excitement she will feel. 
Presumably Holly hopes that the appeal of her body will be 
sufficient to induce Bloom to drop his "little habit" and become 
faithful to her. Beyond this fidelity, Holly does not consider 
the nature of Bloom's reformation--though her belief that it 
would be "jolly" to have another child by Bloom suggests an 
obvious possibility. Even if she goes on to consider plans for 
her encounter with Stephen, she is not fundamentally interested 
in him: as she moves closer to sleep, her mind drifts to the- 
intensely emotionally incident she shares with Bloom, the moment 
o1 consent on fiowth Head. Although Molly associates this inci- 
dent with idyllic memories of Gibraltar, its appeal is not 
thereby vitiated, but rather strengthened. If she recalls of 
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Bloom that she "got him to propose, " (767/931) partly because 
she "knew [she] could always get around him, " she recalls, too, 
that she "saw he understood or felt what a woman is, " (p. 767/ 
932) that he was able to provide the kind of understanding 
she now craves. 
Of the final ecstatic "Yes" much has been written, and 
with good reason--the rhetorical and emotional effect is impressive. 
Holly's "Yes" at this point is more than indulgent sentimental- 
izing of a memory; it suggests an emotional recognition of the 
link she has had with Bloom. 
I Consciously, Molly does not acknow- 
ledge these links, but the intense emotions she feels towards 
a moment between them, in combination with the fact that she 
has decided, without being pressed, to give Bloom another "chance, " 
suggests a subconscious affi rmati on of the relationship. It is 
true that her positive feelings at this point prove nothing about 
the future relationship, but the fact that there exists, within 
the complex of ill feelings and resentment, the potential for 
intensification of the bonds is most important. S. L. Gol dberg has 
said that Molly is too insensitive to Bloom's distinctive "spirit" 
for her "Yes" to be a convincing affirmation of what Bloom'repre- 
sei, ts. 2 However, it seems sufficiently clear in her monologue 
that, even if she does not consciously recognize all of Bloom's 
values (and she does recognize many), she does dimly perceive 
what he has to offer: her "Yes" is not one of condescending 
1There are, of course, different viewpoints. Darcy O'Brien, 
for example, argues that Molly "renews her riemories to ease 
the emotional impoverishment which marriage has brought. " "Some 
Determinants of Molly Bloom, " Approaches to Ulysses , eds. 
T. 
Staley and B. Benstock, p. 151. 
2The Classical Temper, p. 299. 
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approval but of submission. It is the instinctive, though 
qualified, acceptance of Bloom, entirely in keeping with her 
needs. 1 
Yet it is significant that there is no emotional resolution 
in the relationship. For Molly and Bloom at least affection is 
not shown to exist in spite of negative emotions but to be insep- 
arable from them. From the elemental ill feeling of most rela- 
tionships in Dubliners Joyce has come to demonstrate that positive 
feeling can exist along with unresolved ambivalence. 
Because Holly (like Bloom) has been associated with mythic 
prototypes, most importantly Penelope, Gea-Tellus, and the 
Virgin Mary, the significance of her final "Yes" extends far 
beyond purely familial matters. To explore the themes that arise 
from these implications is beyond the scope of the present thesis. 
However, whatever qualifications must necessarily exist in the 
naturalistic relationship between Holly and Bloom, the implica- 
tions of the drama in which they take part extends to a less 
qualified affirmation of life. Conversely, Bloom's return to 
an unfaithful dolly may be less impressive than Ulysses' return 
to the faithful Penelope, but the mythic associations enhance 
the significance of Bloom and Molly's relationship. Not a criti- 
cism of the paralyzed society which produces such imperfect 
relationships, the novel rather is an Ana ed` 
celebration 
of the 
peculiar nature of affection. 
. 
lLouis Gillet says that Joyce said to hin, "In Ulysses 
in order to convey the nunblinci of a woran falling asleep, I 
wanted to finish with the faintest word that I could possibly 
discover. I found the word yes, which is barely pronounced, 
which implies consent, abandonment, relaxation, the end of all 
resistence. " Claybook for James Joyce, trans. G. Harkow-Totevy 
(London: libel ar d- cý, urnan, 1_ ), p. 711. 
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The family thus becomes from its subordinate position in 
Dubliners, Stephen Hero and A Portrait an institution of central 
importance. No longer a difficult factor in the individual's 
life, the family becomes in Exiles, and, to a greater extent 
in Ulysses the central source of an individual's most acute 
difficulties and his most profound feelings. Throughout his works 
Joyce remains concerned with themes like drunkenness and child 
suppression, infidelity, the ambitious father, the joyless and 
protective mother, the mysterious quality of blood ties, yet 
all of these are modulated to an increasingly sympathetic 
view of family life, most evident in the relationship of the 
Blooms. 
The Blooms reflect only part of Joyce's values, that part 
that made Joyce himself an intensely dedicated family man. 
Joyce's interest in Stephen's problems reflectSthe fact that he 
is sinultaneously aware that, for the artist at least, family 
relationships can involve quite other problems than those en- 
tailed by the complex affection of dolly and Bloom. Though 
Stephen's immaturity is partly measured by his failure to achieve 
close relationships, such relationships involve only the human 
suffering part of man, that part of Joyce represented by Bloom. 
It seems part of Joyce's conception of family life in Ulysses 
that the artist can never be fully involved with it. Family 
life is part of the complex humanity which Moon stands for, 
the complex humanity which Stephen must contact but in which 
he cannot subnerne himself. The artist and citizen interreact; 
they do not coalesce. Thus, Joyce's attitude to family life 
in Ulysses seems to involve two different kinds of tensions: 
Ae- 
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for the ordinary man, family relationships exist as the inter- 
reaction of complex feelings; for the artist, family relation- 
ships exist as part of the humanity with which his artistic 
nature must interreact. 
Having examined in Exiles and Ulysses the complex nature of 
human affection, it seems that Joyce became more interested 
in the more abstract principle of tension which such affection 
demonstrates. On the Viconian framework the idea of arche- 
typal family tension, supported by the philosophy of Bruno-D 
Nolan, is shown in Finnegans Wake to be basic to the entire 
conception of civilization on the one hand, and human nature on 
the other. Interested chiefly in the universal qualities of 
paternity, maternity, brotherhood, and so on, Joyce replaces 
naturalistic complexity within particular relationships with 
archetypal tension basic to universal patterns. ALP and HCE 
embody a fundamental male-female polarity reflected in specific 
associations such as that of "Father Times and Mother Spacies; " 
(F41 p. 600) Shem and Shaun embody more extensively the conflict 
of such polarities, often embittered, sometimes coalescing. 
While the associations with the different familial roles expand 
and interweave, they overshadow the specifically familial nature 
of the roles. Joyce shows the family to be basic to nearly 
everything, yet his interest in the nature of family life is 
replaced by more universal interests. HCE's guilt, ALP's in- 
fidelity, Shaun's (and lICE's) incestuous interest in Izzy and 
so on are less important as they reflect Joyce's attitudes 
to family relationships than as they embody larger themes. It 
is in the earlier works that Joyce was most concerned with 
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exploring the peculiar nature of family life and in Ulysses 
where this concern results in his most profound and impres- 
sive understanding of the inexplicable yet powerful forces 
within a family. 
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APPENDIX A 
Although Joyce claims a likeness between Hero of Our Days 
and Stephen Hero, as shown in Chapter 2, in fact the similari- 
ties are not great except in the ways discussed in that chapter. 
It is true that Pechorin is not as corrupt as Lermontoff 
claims. Though his "hero" is far from being romantically 
heroic, he is not shown to be unscrupulous or villainous. 
He calls himself a "moral cripple"1 but he is at times brave, 
honourable, sensitive to nature, and generous. Besides betrag 
something of a rake, his failings are primarily cynical disil- 
lusi onment with human nature and an inability to form a perma- 
nent emotional attachment. It is significant that Lermontoff 
is careful to focus on the milieu from which Pechorin derives his 
failings: "fly soul has been warped by the world. .. . "Z he 
says at one point, and at another confirms his view: "I was 
ready to love the whole world, but no one understood me and 
I learnt to hate. "3 
Except that these assertions could almost be attributed to 
Stephen, the methods of the two books are clearly very differ- 
ent. Pechorin's failings are primarily intended to point up 
the failings of a society, the lost generation of the eighteen 
thirties. Pechorin is a largely ironic "hero. " Although 
Stephen Dedalus in A Portrait may well be the occasional 
object of (inpl i ci t) authorial irony, the Stephen of Stephen 
Hero of Our Days, p. 120 
211ero of Our Days, p. 44. 
3Hero 
of OUr Days, p. 120. 
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Hero is treated with irony on only rare instances. His heroism 
seems intended to be quite real. Rather than manifesting the 
failings of society, as Pechorin is intended to do, Stephen 
directly criticizes his environment (however much he vacillates 
in his attitudes). Moreover, in Stephen Hero the focus is 
distracted from the destructive intentions by the more insis- 
tent focus on Stephen himself, as real hero. 
Despite Joyce's claim that there is a likeness in the 
aims of the books, in fact there seems a far greater likeness 
between the aims and techniques of some Dubliners stories and 
the Russian book. Lenehan in "Two Gallants, " for example, 
however much coarser he may be than his Russian counterpart, 
functions in much the same way as Pechorin, as a pointedly 
ironic hero, a product of his milieu. 
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